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Everything about Microsoft® C Optimizing
Compiler version 5.1 is dedicated to the profes-
sional programmer.

Fast code. Fast development. Fast debug-
ging. And full support for both MS—DOS® and
the OS/2 systems in a single package.

There’s no faster C code on a PC, because
powerful optimizations, such as in-line code
generation and loop enregistering, generate
executables that are compact and efficient.
The documentation even teaches you special
coding techniques to squeeze every last bit of

and 05/2 systems.
- ln-line code generation.
- Loop optimizations.
- Elimination of common subexpressions.

- Full OS/Z-system support to break the 640K barrier.
- Family API programs that run under DOS and the 08/2

systems.
- Write multithreaded programs and Dynamic LinkS ial offer. _

pec Libraries.nmmmer‘s
, ' . editor and

1 I," Micmsoft QuickC.
Ctr compiler included.

FREE!

- Small, medium, compact, large, and huge memory models.
- Mix models with NEAR, FAR, and HUGE keywords.
- East compflation (10,000 lines/minute) with Microsoft

uickC'“
- Fastest math, in-line 8087/80287 instructions, and

floating-point calls.
' More complete support of proposed ANSI standard.
' Over 350 library functions, including a graphics library.
Microsoft CodeView
- Full OS/Z systems support.

- Debug applications of up to 128 MB under the 05/2
systems.

< Debug multithreaded programs and Dynamic Link
Libraries.

- Source—level debugging for precise control over
programs.
- Dynamic breakpoints in the source.
- Debug programs written in a variety of Microsoft

languages.
- Full symbolic display of C structures.
- lnteractively follow linked lists and nested structures.
- Watch variables, memory, registers, and flags.

...... Other Utilities
- Fast linking (twice as fast as the C 4.0 version linker).
- OS/Z incremental linker — up to 20 times faster than a

full link.
- 08/2- and MSrDOS reconfigurable programmer's

editor

speed out of your code.
Fast code isn’t all you get. Under MS® OS/2,

the 640K barrier is gone so you can write C pro-
grams as large as a gigabyteYou can call the
operating system directly. Create more respon-
sive programs (multiple threads allow program
operations to overlap). And build Dynamic Link
Libraries (DLLS) that can be shared, saving
valuable memory. DLLs also allow your main
programs to be smaller, so they load faster. You
can even write a single Family API program
that runs under both MS-DOS and MS OS/Z.
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text editor for programmers that lets you de-
veIOp under MS-DOS and MS OS/2. Under
MS OS/Z, multitasking lets you edit one file
While you compile another, which cuts develop-
ment time.You can even generate multiple com-
piles that report errors directly back into your
source code.

Microsoft CodeV1ew®is the highly acclaimed
window-oriented source-level debugger that
makes debugging not only fast, but extremely
efficient. You can View program execution

Hn'Persolml Cumpmm‘a' Running
the MS: 0572 n/‘MSLDOS.
Operuring System

Microsoft Editoirs the first reconfiguabrle ‘

Microsoft C Optimizing Compiler 5.1 Techbox
Empire;
- Optimizations that generate the fastest code for DOS

and 05/2 systems.
- In-line code generation.
- Loop optimizations.
- Elimination of common subexpressions.

- Full OS/2-system support to break the 640K barrier.
- Family API programs that run under DOS and the 05/2

systems.
- rite multithreaded programs and Dynamic Link

Libraries.
- Small, medium, compact, large, and huge memory models.
- Mix models with NEAR, FAR, and HUGE keywords.
. 3133‘cgmpilafion (10,000 lines/minute) with Microsoft

. Special offer.
‘ Programmer's

editor and
1;" Microsoft QuickC.

. compiler included.
FREE! .

- Fastest math, in—line 8087/80287 instructions, and
floating-point calls.

- More complete support of proposed ANSI standard.
- Over 350 library functions, including a graphics library.
Microsoft CodeView
- Full 05/2 systems support.

< Debug applications of up to 128 MB under the 08/2
systems.

— Debug multithreaded programs and Dynamic Link
Libraries.

- Source-level debugging for precise control over
programs.
- Dynamic breakpoints in the source.
- Debug programs written in a variety of Microsoft

languages.
- Full symbolic display of C structures.
- Interactively follow linked lists and nested structures.
- Watch variables, memory, registers, and flags.

m;
- Fast linking (twice as fast as the C 4.0 version linker).
- OS/Z incremental linker — up to 20 times faster than a

full link.
- OS/Z- and MS-DOS reconfigurable programmer’s

editor

While you Watch variables and register values
change. And under MS 08/2 you can debug
multi-threaded applications, DLLs, and pro-
grams as large as 128 MB. The Microsoft C
Optimizing Compiler 5.1, designed for the pro
fessional programmer. It’s all the speed you
need. Call (800) 541-1261.

-
o

Making it all make sense:
Mimisoft, the Microsoft logo, MS. MS-DOS. and Codev are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.
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Product reviews:
05/3586
386/DOS-Extender
DOS/I6M

MN tape backup systems 62

com: sum:
STRETCHING 00$ LEAVING 640KB BEHIND

WILLIAM E. BROOKS
DOS may be the most popular operating system for PCs, but its
memory limitations prevent developing large and complex
applications and porting them from mainframes and mini-
computers—even though today’s powerful microprocessors can
handle these applications. DOS extenders are tools for building
applications that start under DOS, then switch into protected
mode to take advantage of extended memory on 80286- and
80586—based systems. They solve the DOS memory limitation,
yet do not require the user to install a new operating
environment, such as 08/2 or Unix. We describe features and
compatibility issues related to DOS extenders and examine the
OS/x86 series from from A. 1. Architects, 586/DOS-Extender
from Phar Lap, and DOS/16M from Rational Systems. 54

Product review:
DESQview AP] Toolkit

DRAWING OUT DESQVIEW POWER
FREDERICK]. HITI‘
Quarterdeck’s DESQview is a multitasking environment that
has long enabled users to run several DOS programs
simultaneously. Assuch, it is an attractive alternative to
switching to 05/2. Although DESQview offers many of the ad-
vantages of 08/2 with lower overhead, the full power of the
environment is available only to programs written for DESQ—
View using its applications program interface (API). The API
services create and maintain an object-oriented environment,
in which each program performs better and has finer control
over screen, keyboard, memory, and intertask communications.
We provide tips on how to make the most of your multitasking
using DESQview function calls. 46
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NETWORKS

Product reviews:
ADIC Model 630/634
Data Libraries

@ COREiape CT 150/2501:"
WTDevice

" MayrzStream 2200118
, Mountain 7300

76'7Zmdy 19 Micro Cbarmel computer

A SAFETY NET FOR LAN DATA
BOB RUFENACHT
LANs can crash at any time. Without a reliable backup system
in place, the data on your network are hostage to the quirks of
fate. LAN tape backup systems are still the most flexible way to
effectively back up a large LAN environment. We suggest
methods and strategies for accomplishing the most efficient
backup of your data, and we review several hardware/software
tape backup packages that do the job. 62



COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

Product review:
Tandy 5000 MC

APPLICATION
DEVELOPMENT

Product reviews:
AETECH IntegrAda
Alsys 286 DOS Ada
Meridian AdaVanlage

THE MICRO CHANNEL ACCORDING TO TANDY
DAVID CLAIBORNE
As much of the PC industry quietly retreated from the Micro
Channel-compatibility question, Tandy Corporation held its
ground in shipping the first Micro Channel-compatible system,
the 80386-based Tandy 5000 MC. For Tandy, there is more at
stake than just Micro Channel compatibility: the 5000 MC is a
major part of the company’s plan to gain entrance into the
world of corporate computing ‘ 76

ADA OUT OF UNIFORM
MEGAN DORTENZO
Originally developed on mainframes for military purposes, Ada
comes to the PC world with a strong standard and superior
software engineering characteristics to recommend it. Having a
strong standard in place makes Ada a highly portable lan—
guage, able to work across many systems. Its well~designed con-
trol and data structures make it suitable for many applications.
Previously, vendors were unable to offer an efficient Ada
compiler for the PC. Now, developers have three strong Ada
software development environments from which to choose. 89

SYSTEMS PERSPECTIVE
EMS: The M StandsforMemory/nails ANDERSON
Don’t confuse memory options when you consider a change of
operating system. Your choices are what kind and how much.

NEW DIRECTIONS
ASTAscending/WHL FASTIE
In growing from enhancement company to computer systems
supplier, AST sets a determined course with quality products. 17

OUTFITTING THE END USER
Sorry, You ’re Not My Type/PETER c. COFFEE
Abstract data types help the system developer focus on the uses
of data, rather than the mere achievement of gathering data. 121
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Responses to BASIC coverage.
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.Irrtegrlldam
...the first completely integrated Ada Program-

ming Support Environment priced for the individual
programmer on a PC. Designed for the novice as
well as the software engineer

IntegrAdl Compiler
QUIT
SBI Pllll
Virtual Disk ... E
Optimizing Code
Remove Unused Subprograms
Target = > ALL
Samara Floatlng Polnt
Debug Compile < ON >
CHIN-Check Syntax
CtrI--F6—-Comnlle

with TEXT_IO;
use TEXT_IO;
procedure TEST is
task CONTROLLER is

entry TBD(_ :in out
end CONTROLLER;

task body CONTROLLER is
Withed Specs

begin AETEC
QUIT
Change Keys
Screen A Cursor
Search a Replace
Marking Lines a Blocks
Ada Syntax Generation
Ada Compiler L Tools
Save .1. Quit Controls
Comm lnterlaces

No Math Coprocessor required.
On-Line Library Management
Math, Text, Console Packages included
Multiple File Code Retrieval
Full-Color, Full Featured Editing
Selectable Function Keys
Ada Subprogram and Package Generation
Ada Type Generation
Ada Sensitive Cursor
Interactive Cursor Error Correction
Interface to Ada Design Language (ADADL)
Ada Standard Pretty Printer
000 2167 Documentation Features
Optional On-Line Ada Training Course
No Run-Time Royalties0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
'2

1
0

0

"Compiler, linker, environment with editor, pretty printer,
and lots of libraries...the best buy" ...Computer Language.
"Turbo Ada ?"...the first choice among the half dozen
compilers now on the market" ...PC Week.
"Full color, user-friendly integrated environment for the PC
competes with C and Pascal" ...Ada Strategies.

flETEGII (619)755-1277 $795.00
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You No Longer Have to Share the
Lower 640KWith Your Debugger

Periscope l’s new board uses ZERO memory in the
lower 640K. Yet it has plenty of room to safely store
all debugging information, like symbols, as well as the
powerful Version 4 software.

Periscope's hardware adds
the power to solve the really
tough debugging problems.

The break~out switch lets you
break into the system any time.
You can track down a bug
instantly, or just check
what's going on. without
having to reboot or power
down and back up. That's
really useful when your
system hangs! The switch is
included with Periscope l,
Periscope II, and Periscope Ill.

7 The NEW Periscope l
memory board keeps all debugging

information out of the lower 640K. Can be used in
PCs, ATs, and 3865 with both EGA/VGA and EMS boards

installed. The Periscope break-out switch enables you to
l’Cr‘iSCOpC I has It NEW board recover from a hung system. included With Models I, II. and III.

with 312K of write‘protected RAM, user—expandable to 1MB, for the Periscope software,
. . symbol tables, and all related debugging information. Normal DOS memory

(the lower 640K) is thus totally freed up for your application, and Periscope
is protected from being overwritten by a run-away program. The new
board‘s footprint is only 52K. so you can use it in PC, AT. and 586 systems
with EGA/VGA and EMS boards installed (not possible with the previous
56K board). It can also be used with Periscope 111 to provide additional

_. write~protected memory.
Periscope III has a board with 64K of write-protected RAM to store the

Periscope software and as much additional information as will fit. AND...

The Periscope ill board adds another powerful dimension to your
debugging. lts hardware breakpoints and real~time trace buffer let you
track down bugs that a softwareeoriented debugger would take too long
to find, or can’t find at all!

The Periscope Ill hardware-breakpoint board captures information in real-time, so you'll find bugs that can’t be
found with a software-based debugger.

It helps you debug just about any kind of program you can write , . . thoroughly and
efficiently.

A eriscop‘ets oftinraref'is'l Cali L comp henslvefyand '
Vyflertible. ‘ ', ' 'I '

Periscope's the answer for debugging device‘drivers, memory—resident, non-DOS, and
interrupt-driven programs. Periscope works with any language, and provides source and/or
symbol support for programs written in high-level languages and assembler.

Periscope software &
David Nanian, President of Underware, Inc. 250+ page manuai

(of BRIEF fame) says this about the new
Periscope Version 4:

"Periscope has always been an unbelievable
assembler-level debugger Version 4 has
turned it into a terrific source-level debugger
as well Aside from major enhancements like
the sourcevlevel improvements. all the little
changes make a really big difference, too. For
instance, symbol lookups and disassemblies
are noticeably faster, and highlighting the
registers that have changed re""" make“ “f"
easier. Once again, Periscope
industry standard for debugg

CIRCLE NO. 215 ON READER SERVICE CARD

What’s New in Periscope
Version 4:
0 View local symbols from Microsoft (2

(Version 5)
Debug Microsoft windows applications
Set breakpoints in PUNK overlays
improved source~level support
Monitor variables in a Watch window
sosso debug register support
Debug using a dumb terminal
PS/l watchdog timer support
iise mixedscase symbols
Set breakpoints on values of l’lags
Much more!

I Periscope 1 includes a NEW full-length
board with 512K of write-protected RAM;
(user-expandable to 1MB); break-out
switch; software and manual for 8795.

I Periscope [1 includes break-out switch;
software and manual for $175.

I Periscope II-X includes software and
manual (no hardware) for $145.

I Periscope III includes a fulHength
board with 64K of write-protected RAM,
hardware breakpoints and real-time trace
buffer; break-out switch; software and
manual Periscope III for machines run-
ning up to l0 MHZ with one waitstate is
31595. Pitts the new Model 1 board, 51995.

Dueto the volatility of RAM costs, priceson board
models are subject to change without notice.

REQUIREMENTS: lBM PC. XT. AT. PS/Z.
80586 or close compatible (Periscope ill
requires hardware as well as software compat-
ibility, thus will not work on PS/Z or 8(Jj86
systems); DOS 2.0 or later; 64K available
memory (128K at installation time): one disk
drive; an 8()—column monitor.

Call us with your questions. We'll be happy
to send you free information or help you do
cide on the model that best fits your needs.

Order Your Periscope,
Toll-Free, Today!
800-722-7006
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

The .
Perlse pe
Company, Inc.

1197 PEAOH'I'BEE ST. ' PLAZA LEVEL
ATLANTA,GA30361 0 404I875-8080



Finally, there’s an SQL that gets back to
BASIC. And COBOL. And C. And Pascal.

As a programmer, you’ve probably already
faced it—the database dilemma. Do you use an SQL
for easy database handling, or a true programming
language for maximum power and flexibility?

Now you can do both with XQL? the relational
data management system from the developers of
Btrieve.®

The Programmer’s SQL. With XQL, you
can access your data with the ease of Structured
Query Language through simple subroutine calls
from traditional programming languages. XQL sup-
ports standard SQL syntax, including subqueries,
unions and security groups.

XQL Relational Primitive Operations.
In addition, XQL lets you bypass the SQL level and
perform highly efficient, relational primitive opera-
tions directly. You get all the functionality of a rela—
tional database model Without the constraints of a
4th generation language. ‘

Building on Btrieve. The heart of Novell’s
family of data management tools is Btrieve. By
letting you access multiple records at a time, XQL
adds a powerful dimension to Btrieve. XQL incorpo-
rates sophisticated data manipulation features which

allow you to access data by field name, move forward
or backwards through the database, compute fields
from other fields or constants, and even work with
composite records built from multiple, joined
Btrieve files.

Like Btrieve, XQL offers features like multi-
user support, fault tolerance, comprehensive
documentation, and expert technical support. And
you never pay royalties on your XQL applications.

Solve the database dilemma with XQL, the SQL
that speaks your language. Only $795.* See your
Authorized Novell Gold Reseller, or call us at
(512) 346-8380.

For more information, call from your modem
1 -800—444-44 72 (8 bit, noparity, 1 stop bit) and enter
the access code NVXQL3.

For software solutions,
you should be seeing red.

’Suggesled relail price (US dollars) @1988 Novell Inc., World Headquaflars, 122 East 1700 South, Provo, Utah 84601 (801) 379-5900
Requires Btrieve 4.x and PC-DOS or MS-DOS 2.x, 3.x.
CIRCLE NO. 201 ON READER SERVICE CARD



SYSTEMS PERSPECTIVE

EMS: The M Stands for Memory
Many aoo/a’ moving to 05/2 becaase oflbe 19n cost ofmemory,
but confusion between EMS and overlays could be lbe lroable.

JULIE ANDERSON

yaaa

GOODBYE, OLD FRIEND
Wit/J this issue, we ask. you to join as in saying goodbye to an old/Head, PC Tech
Journal. After nearly six years, Ibis is [be last issue we will publish. Tbe staffof PC
Tech Journal wants to [ban/e all of our readers. You supported asfrom rbe begin—
ning in our endeavor to produce a top quality; technically sopbisa'cated maga-
zine. [t bas been rewarding to create a magazinefor readers wbo care so deeply.

any people list the high cost of
memory as their major reason
for not moving from DOS to

08/2. They want to multitask several
programs, but they say that 08/2 re-
quires too much memory; they will use
expanded memory instead. When I
hear people say this, I think they must
be confusing expanded memory with
overlays. The two memory-addressing
schemes are similar, but different.

Overlays are portions of program
code that share the same physical
memory at different times. The code is
stored on disk and loaded as needed.
Most major DOS applications are heav-
ily overlaid. If a sophisticated applica-
tion claims it can run in 256KB, it
means that it can survive with 256KB
of program code and data in physical
memory at one time.

The rest of the program resides on
disk and is brought into memory when
needed, replacing code that is not cur-
rently required. The developer must
design the application so it can be sub-
divided into independent parts. Other-
wise, thrashing occurs as a piece of
code is loaded, replaced, and then re-
loaded in short succession Even with a
good overlay design, accessing the disk
during program execution slows down
the application; so, developers use
overlays only when necessary.

OS/Z allows developers to elimi-
nate overlays. In fact, many developers
find that their ported applications run
faster under OS/Z than under DOS sim-
ply because they are able to load the
entire program into memory at once.
This means, of course, that OS/Z appli-
cations often require more memory
than their DOS counterparts.
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In contrast to overlays, expanded
memory (compliant with the EMS 4.0
specification) uses bank—switching to
share the same logical memory loca-
tions among different physical memory
addresses. Like 08/2, the entire pro-
gram is resident in memory. Instead of
swapping data from the disk, the logi—
cal window is slid over the appropriate
piece of physical memory. As with
overlays, the program and its data must
be subdivided into independent parts.
Although only a small logical Window
of memory is accessible at one time, all
of the memory being bank-switched
must be physically present at all times.
This means you must populate your
system with enough memory to accom—
modate all of the programs you want
to multitask at the same time.

HOW MUCH TO BUY
The amount and type of memory you
need is determined by the operating
environment and applications that you
are running.

Every operating environment has
overhead. 05/2 Standard Edition needs
about 1.5MB to load. In addition to the
memory needed by 08/2, a large appli~
cation could require from 1 to 1.5MB.
For example, the 08/2 version of Ora-
cle Corporation’s ORACLE requires
896KB. It’s safe to say that an OS/Z sys-
tem running several large and small
applications (at the same time) re-
quires at least 4MB.

Another way to multitask applica-
tions is to stretch DOS—the subject of
our cover suite—by using Quarter-
deck’s DESQview with expanded mem-
ory. When used with memory that is
compatible with EMS 4.0, DESQview
loads some of itself into expanded
memory and allocates expanded mem-
ory for each task so that it can switch
contexts by mapping the program‘s
page frames into the DOS address
space. (DESQview’s API is the subject
of ”Drawing Out DESQview Power” by
Fred Hitt on page 46.) It’s easy to eat
up 2MB with only a few programs
loaded, making system memory re-
quirements under DESQview about
2.5MB. In contrast to 08/2, each pro—
gram has access to less than 640KB of
addressability and may need to stretch
itself by using overlay techniques, ex-
panded memory, or a DOS extender.

B. 3.
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SYSTEMS PERSPECTIVE

Whenyou create PC database
applications Without Clipperf

you place unnecessary
restrictions onyourself.

i Sometimcx we get 50 accurwmcd to being confined wcforgct there are better alternatives.

pecifically designed for creating sophisticated applications,
Clipper® takes you far beyond the limitations ofother PC

database development systems.
Clipper’s open architecture, for example, allows user-defined

functions as well as outside routines written in Assembler, C and
many other languages, to be easily integrated into one seamless
application.

In addition to its ability to work with the dBASE‘” language,
Clipper provides new language extensions and enhanced com-
mands for creating menus, screens, windows, arrays and input
validation. All saving hours ofcoding time.

It offers a full-featured Debugger. A customizable error system
to create your own error recovery strategy. Sophisticated record
and file locking capabilities that make networking applications
easier to create. And runs applications up to 20 times faster
than dBASE.

What’s more, Clipper produces .EXE files which free you from
runtime modules, licensing costs, royalty fees, and additional
software requirements.

Clipper.
Everything you’ve been asking for in a database development

system. With a degree of freedom you’ve never experienced.
The question now is, just how locked into your
old ways are you?

For a free demo diskette and booklet, Developing
and Compiling with Clipper, 0 ®
call (213) 390-7923. Z 6)”
Nantucket Corporation, 11555 \VL'SI lullerson Boulevard. Ltis [\ngelcs. C:\ 9006(:. fax: (213) 397-5469. lulux: 6§Uv25-412
Copyright © 1989 Nantucket Corp. All rights reserved.
cuppa, Nantucket and the Nantucket logo aru registered truth-marks nl Nantucket Corp. Other brand and product namm
.m- used lnr identification purposes only and may luv trademarks or mgmma trademarks 0! mm rcspccliyu holders.
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For each application that uses ex—
panded memory, an appropriate
amount of memory must be added.

DOS extenders add little memory
overhead, but they do allow the appli-
cation to address extended memory
using protected mode. (William Brooks
examines DOS-extender technology in
“Leaving 640KB Behind“ on page 38.)
Paradox 586, which is built with Phat
Lap‘s DOS extender, needs 1.5MB of
extended memory (512KB less than
that required by the 05/2 version). OR-
ACLE. with its proprietary extender, Pro-
tected Mode Executive, needs 856KB of
extended memory (40KB less than that
required under 08/2). Assuming that
we replace one of the larger programs
running under DESQyiew with a DOS-
extended version, a minimum system
configuration would require 3MB of
memory.

05/2 and DESQview swap pro-
grams to disk when the physical mem-
ory is exhausted, but like overlays,
swapping adversely affects performance.

HOW MUCH WILL IT COST?
Calculating the cost of memory is not
simple. Prices vary depending on the
arget machine. the capacity of the
chips (256KB or 1MB), and the speed
of the memory.

Most of today’s 286 systems are
offered with 512KB on the system
board. An EMS—compatible add-in mem—
ory board, such as an Intel Above
Board Plus or an AST Rampage Plus,
can be used as either expanded or ex
tended memory, enabling compatibility
with either DESQview or 05/2. Ex—
tended memory can also be added to
the system board, when possible, or on
an add—in board.

Most 386 systems will accept sev—
eral megabytes of memory on the sys-
tem board and hold additional memory
in proprietary slots. Normally, memory
for these machines must be acquired
from the system vendor. EMS hardware
support is not necessary, since memory
managers such as Qualitas Software’s ,
386-to—the-lv1ax or DESQview‘s QEMM
emulate expanded memory by using
the 3865 Virtual 8086 mode.

If you want to multitask several
programs, you must buy some mem-
ory. Regardless of which method you
choose, the difference in memory re-
quirements between an OS/Z system
and one running DESQview is not
4MB—it’s merely 1 to 15MB. Depend—
ing on the type of memory, this trans-
lates into a list-price difference of $600
to $1,100 per megabyte. WEI
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ORACLE has led a revolution in PC
relational database technology. More
power. More portability. More con-
m nectivity. More reasons

than ever to make
ORACLE your corporate

‘ standard database.

New tools with even
more newer.

We’re proud to announce our new-
est release—Professional ORACLE Ver-
sion 5.1B. Now you can run your appli-
cations in 08/2 or in protected mode
above 640K in MS-DOS. So you have
more room for more powerful applica-
tions. And those same applications run
unmodified on almost all workstations,
minicomputers and mainframes.

Version 5.1B delivers a new level of
power to your PC developers includ-
ing the latest versions of:
OSQL*F0rms® NEW! Enhanced

4th-generation application develop-
ment envrronment.
- SQL>l=Menu® NEW! Flexible inter-

face builder for defining complex
menu systems.

oSQL*ReportWriterT“ NEW! Non—
procedural development and runtime
powerhouse for producing any report.
- SQL>I<Plus® Oracle’s ANSI-standard

SQL query and administration tool.
- Pro=l<CTM The C-language pre-

compiler and subroutine call inter—
face to ORACLE.

learn $01. on us.
Learn the language of the revolu-

tion. Order Professional ORACLE
today for $1299 and we’ll include
ORACLE SQL*Tutor, a nine-module
PC-based SQL instruction program
that sells by itself for $199.

I” UNABLE for $199.
Our Trial. Version is identical to

Professional ORACLE, but can’t be
used in networked configurations
and allows a maximum user database
size of 1 MB. It’s a powerful tool for
prototyping your first ORACLE appli-
cation. And its price can be applied
to the purchase of a full Professional
ORACLE license.

7 MWB IIUWBI‘ 1'0 ”IE ”BONE.

ORACLED
COMPATIBILITY - PORTABILITY - CONNECTABILITY

Call 1-800-OBACLE1, ext.4831 today.

Copyright ©1989 by Oracle Corporation. ORACLE. SOL'Forms, SOL-Menu. SOL-Plus and SOL'Report are registered trademarks and Pro-C and
SOL'ReportWriter are trademarks of Oracle. Also trademarks: MS or Microsoft. 08/2 of IBM. TRBA

Money-book guarantee.
If you haven’t tried ORACLE yet,

now there’s even more reason to join
the SQL revolution. More tools. More
power. If ORACLE 5.1B doesn’t
revolutionize the way- you develop
PC database applications, return it
Within 30 days for a full refund.

call l-ann-DBABLEI ext.4831.
or an UBAGLE MasterVAn today. .

————_————‘/t‘5l_IIear oracle
Oracle Direct - 20 Davis Dr. . Belmont, CA 94002
1-800-0IIACLE1, ext. 4831
Since your 30—day money-back guarantee eliminates any risk
on my part, please send me the software below. Enclosed is
my [I check. or D VISA E! MasterCard I] AmEx credit
card authorization. Offer valid only in the USA.
Please send E! 5.25" High Density or E] 5.5" disks.
El Professional ORACLE for MS-DOS With free

ORACLE SQL'Tutor for 81299 ...................
El Professional ORACLE for MS-DOS Trial

Version for 5199
El Professional ORACLE for 03/2

for $1299 .............................. '. .................
Professional ORACLE Requirements: MS-DOS—BDZBE/AOBBS
PC with MS-DOS V3.14». hard disk. 64MB of memory and 896K

5

S

S

I extended memory required. 2,5M8 of extended memory recom-
mended (required lor SOL'ReponWtiter), USE—80266!
80365 PG w/ 08/2 V1.0. hard disk. 3MB memory. SOL'Repon-
Writer not available for 05/2 and is replaced by SOL-ReportP

[3 just send ORACLE SQL‘Tutor for $199 ....... 5—
Minimum Requirements: 255K PC with hard disk. Color

I monitor suggested.

Subtotal ....................................................... 3
Please add appropriate sales tax .......... 5
Total enclosed/authorized (USA only) ......... 5
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Voted Best Text/Program
Editor of 1988 by

Data Based Advisor readers

40,000 Programmers
Switched to BRIEFT,"

Use this new to late a list of file types that you use, and set tabs,
indenting. wrd snap. and rnlpilers for each.
suple extensions

Alt‘h Help Est Plain Henu

Use menu-driven SETUP to tailor BRIEF

Because BRIEF is easy to
1mm. 90% ofBRIEF converts
say they were up to speed in
less than 1 hour. '

Because their productivity
increased. Pro ers we’ve
surv ed say at on the 1st day
witheBRIEF they were more
productive than they had been
with their previous editor.
You will love usin BRIEF.
More than 25 pub 'cations have
reviewed BRIEF, unanimousl
praising it as “the professional,
programmer’s chorce for the
past three years.” — Dam Based
Advisor. Wlll Zachman of
Computerworhi says BRIEF “is
not only the best pro rammer’s
text editor...but it IS aFSo a tour de
force in the way it was conceived
and implemented.”
Simple and Intuitive
15 minutes. That’s all it takes to use BRIEF
right out of the box. BRIEF’s modeless design
eliminates confusion — keeping it simple
enough for a beginner. Yet its consistent
design makes it easy to add to your vocabulary
of commands.

Press MHI fur a list or
Select "Mil nel extension" to add a net: file type.

filled or Del Delete

A Partial list oI BRIEF features
0 Unlimited number of files
0 Flexible windowing, unlimited quantity
0 Files la er than memory
0 On-the- y keystroke macros
0 Fully reconfi table keyboard
0 Customized or 36 Ian ges/compilers
0 Exclusive SOD-level un 0 safety net
0 Automatic SETUP program
a Regular expression search and replace
0 Block tzperations: line, character, column
I Cut an paste between windows and files
- Compile with automatic error location

(even if you only have warnings)
0 Po -up directory window
0 Fufi featured macro language
0 Context sensitve help
- Automatic indenting
- Toll-free tech sup rt
n 24 hour BBS mdPBIX support

BRIEF Adapts to You
First run BRIEF’s unique SETUP program.
Answer questions about your style of
programming. You can decide how many
spaces you want for auto indentation, cursor
sizes for various modes, the rate of keyboard
auto-repeat, 43/50 line EGA/VGA support,
auto save, other safety features. Do you want
template editing? Or partial template editing?

Opt to have BRIEF swap to expanded memory
(EMS) or disk, leaving more room for large
compilers and memory resident programs.

BRIEF’s virtual memory management system
means you can efliciently edit an almost
unlimited number of files in multiple windows.

Complete Customization from
the Most Powerlul Macro
Language

You don’t have to stop at SETUP. BRIEF’S
macro language gives you complete control
over your programming environment. It has
conditionals, looping, recursion, global and
local variables, and multiple data types —
“allowing you almost unlimited customization
and extension of the editor.”

— Computer language.

The Most Complete Undo

BRIEF’S UNDO is smart. Join 40,000 BRIEF
users who depend on it to ensure that they
spend time writing new code instead of fixing
old mistakes. One press of the Undo key
undoes just about anything, including
deletions, insertions, translations, case
conversions, even your own macros!

Begin an experiment with confidence. Or make
a mistake. You can back up your editing step-
by-step and pick up your session from any
point. “Works like a dream...I almost look
forward to making mistakes.”

— The C Usersjoumal

W541 Main Street, Suite 410
.. So. Weymouth, MA 02190

<5 ems FAX 617-337-7719
CIRCLE NO. 131 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The Programmer’s
Editor Because . . .

BRIEF Supports your Compiler
Choose support for any of 36 compilers from
SETUP’s menus, including the most popular
Ada, Assembler, Basic, C, C++, COBOL,
Dbase, Fortran, Modula-Z, and Pascal
compilers. Or add other languages in 15
minutes. BRIEF’s language support
automatically positions the cursor on the next
error, compiles within BRIEF, and does more!

dBASE programmers: Add dBASE
intelligence to your programming environ-
ment with BRIEF’s special $95 add-on
option, dBRIEF. “BRIEF with dBRIEF
provides a dBASE programming environment
second to none.” — Data Based Advisor

purpose
. programming

editor,
look
no further.”
— jmy Pour-mile

BTIE

GUARANTEE: Make sure BRIEF is
everything we say it is. You must be
satisfied. Ifnot, simply return BRIEF
within 60 days for a full refund.

BRIEF is $195, plus $6 for shipping and
handling.

Try BRIEF at our
risk.

Call toll-free today

800-821-2492
Massachusetts 8: outside US. call 617-337-6963

extension 263
BRIEF is a trademark of UnderWare, Inc.
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DON’T WORRY, HLLAPI
The article on HLLAPI (”The High Road
to Host Connectivity,” Michael Triner,
January 1989, p. 85) was the best I
have seen, but I would like to clarify
one point on memory consumption.
Although it is true that the E78 emula—
tion program from Digital Communica-
tions Associates (DCA) uses less mem-
ory than Attachmate‘s EXTRA], it is not a
valid comparison. EXTRA! is a multises—
sion, extended-function program, while
E78 is a single—session emulator similar
to our entry-level program. DCA's DFT
program listed at the end of the article
is a closer comparison, but it consumes
about 70103 more memory than EXTRAL

It may interest your readers to
know that Attachmate conducts semi—
nars for programmers that cover
HLLAPI functions, along with some
real-world examples of how different
organizations are putting it to work.

Mi/ee New, vice president
Attachmate Corporation

Bellevue, WA

BEHIND THE SCREEN
I am a long—time reader and advocate
of PC Tech journal. I believe it is one
of the best available sources for current
PC technical information. It is my sin—
gle most used source for finding infor-
mation on software development tools.

When you asked if we at The West
Chester Group were interested in hav-
ing The Screen Generator (SO) in—
cluded in a review of BASIC libraries,
we welcomed the opportunity. Unfortu-
nately, the resulting article (“Libraries
for BASIC,” Justin Crom, February 1989,
p. 91) contains several omissions and
statements that tend to be misleading.

In table 1, a comparison of library
services, the following line—item fea—
tures should have been included as
features of 56: data entry by field, date
and time functions, keyboard control,
menus, pop-ups, and window manage—
ment. Giving the package credit for
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only one feature, as opposed to the
seven it includes, suggests discrepan-
cies between the reviewer’s analysis
and what the package actually offers.

His comment, “field lengths and
row/column positions are passed to SG,
not as numbers, but as ASCII codes,” is
out of context and implies that thisin-
formation must be passed to SG for all
fields defined on a screen, when in fact
this information is passed automatically
via the user’s predefined screens.

He also states, “calls to The Screen
Manager seem unwieldy,” when they
are consistent, and “West Chester pro-
vides no source code," when, in fact,
all of the sample source is included. In
addition, support is free and normally
provided Monday through Friday, 9
am. to 5 pm. (Eastern)—not the next
day as stated in the article.

Kevin Smith, president
The West Chester Group

West Chester, PA

As table I in the article reflects, The
Screen Generator is exclusively for
data-entry screens. The single category
mar/zed for 56 was intended to show
that multiple field input could be han-
dled in contrast to single-field data
entry. The other features of SC claimed
by Mr. Smith exist only within the con-
text of data envy. For example, con-
sider the claim to date and time func-
tions: 56 will perform date format
input validation—a data-entry tasle. If,
however, a developer needs a routine
to calculate the number of days be-
tween two dates, SG would be un-
suited, whereas other libraries contain
routines for date and time arithmetic.

In preparation for the article, I
conducted an extensive review ofprod-
uct features. Table 1 was intended to
he an abbreviated overview of material
contained in the text.

The articles comment about pass—
ing values to SG as ASCII codes talees
nothing out of context. The 56 user

manual shows 40 percent of The
Screen Manager’s options with BASIC
code containing row/column value—
passing as described in the article. In»
deed, the use ofASCII code in every
call to the screen manager is a hall-
marle of 56’s BASIC implementation.

In mentioning the absence of
source code, I was referring to source
code for the main SG routines. By not
providing source code for their rou—
tines, West Chester denies developers the
opportunity to customize the routines. I
mentioned West Chester’s provision of
sample BASIC code in the article

My experience with West Chester's
technical support was accurately por-
trayed in the article. A call to West
Chester at 11:51 am. EDT on October
10, 1988, was answered by machine.
Mr. Smith returned the call himself the
next morning with accurate, courteous
assistance. —]ustin Crom

EXPANDED 0R EXTENDED?
I was enjoying “DOS Marches On”
(Richard Wilton, January 1989, p. 98)
and came across a confusing line re—
garding expanded and extended mem-
ory. Under the section describing ex—
panded memory, the author describes
the PS/Z Model 60 configured with 1MB
of RAM as 640KB of conventional mem-
ory and 584KB of extended memory.
To my understanding, extended mem—
ory is memory over 1MB, and the
memory between 640KB and 1MB can
be used as expanded memory.

Cameron T Brett
Zenith Data Systems

Chelmsford, MA

Extended memory, available only on
286 and 386 systems, resides above the
1MB boundary and is directly address-
able by the CPU in protected mode.
Extended memory can be present even
if the lower megabyte is not totally pop-
ulated. IBM—compatible machines with
[MB or more (such as the Model 60)

11
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fill the lower 640KB and place the rest
above 1MB. The address space between
640KB and 1MB does not contain con-
ventional or extended memory,- instead,
it contains ROM BIOS code on the sys—
tem board and plug-in device control-
lers, display bulfers on video adapters,
and expanded-memory page frames
supplied by expanded memory speafi-
cation (EMS) hardware (on 386 sys-
tems, page frames can be provided by
software that activates the CPU ’5 built-
in paging capability).

Eapanded memory does not reside
in the area above 640KB, but totally
outside of the gistem’s address space,-
16KB sections of it can be made to
appear in page frames defined in the
first megabyte. How much expanded
memory appears at a time depends on
the number and location of the page
frames,- that in turn depends on the
EMS version and the system configura-
tion. EMS versions prior to 4.0 were
limited to four page frames above
640KB; subsequent versions of LUIS and

Ricoh G-ISAM gives you a file management
tool that will streamline your applications pro-
gram development. lt‘s a file management
library that permits fast, simple manipulation
of data. It features a unique, dual-level interface
that lets you select easy operation or precise,
high-speed control. It‘s written in C for linking
with applications programs.

Ricoh G-ISAM gives you remarkably bal-
anced performance. It’s simple to learn and
operate. It provides top processing speed even
with substantial amounts of data. It incorpo-
rates utilities for recovery and dumping and

IRD®®llll

has a positive locking feature to prevent simul-
taneous retrieval and manipulation of data in
a networking environment.

Ricoh G-ISAM gives you all these benefits—
and more-at a remarkably low price. Call or
write us today for complete details.
FEATURES
l High-speed processing
I Simple data manipulation
l Written in 0 for MS-DOS, UNIX, or System V
l Dual-level interface
I Effective program recovery
I Multi—user locking ,pit?)

RICOH CORPORATION
Software Research Center
5201 GREAT AMERICA PARKWAY. SUITE 455 - SANTA CLARA, CA 95054
800-93-RICOH (US); 408-562-6349 (DIRECT); 408662—6358 (FAX)

UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T. MS-DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
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all versions of enhanced EMS (EEMS)
can have as many as 50 frames any-
where in the first megabyte not popu-
lated by conventional, display, or
read—only memory.

To ma/ee an analogy between
memory and auxiliary storage, ex-
tended memory is lrlee a hard dis/e—
all of it is continuously available to
the system. Expanded memory is lilae a
drive with removable media—the sys-
tem can access only the portion cur-
rently mounted, and needs the inter-
vention of a special agent—the ex-
panded memory manager (EA/Lit)—
to access other portions —TM

JUST A SMALL BUG
Thank you for reviewing our V—RAM
VGA in the january 1989 issue of PC
Tech journal (“The VGA Parade," Kent
Quirk, p. 70). It was, by and large, a
well-written and thoughtful article.

I would like to point out, however,
that some of Mr. Quirk's comments
may have been a little extreme. In par—
ticular, his comments regarding the
operation of our products in mono—
chrome mode are much more a reflec-
tion of test performance than of actual
performance. While we do have a small
bug, it is undetectable by the user. I
believe that benchmark tests such as
VGATEST are fine for the first pass, but
their results tend to be dominated by
FOR loops and binary answers. Results
of a benchmark test must be checked
against real—world applications. If Mr.
Quirk had done so in this case, he
would have found that the variance
between our parameters and those pro—
vided by IBM are great, but, in fact,
produce no visible difference at all.
Therefore, we find his comment that
“Tatung and Video Seven boards . . .
have unacceptable failures in mono-
chrome mode" to be highly suspect.

Greg Reznicle
Video Seven Inci

Fremont, CA

773e size of a bug has nothing to do
with the size of the error it can pro-
duce. Ybe specific bug that Mr. Reznicle
refers to results in disregarding the blue
level while calculating shades ofgray.
This means that any colors differing
solely in their relative percentage of
blue will be indiStinguishable on the
Video Seven VGA. Although the corn—
pany claims that this error has no eflect
on the user, that may not always be
true. In fact, I often use light blue on a
darle blue background as an easy—on-
theeyes set of screen colors; the Video

PC TECH JOURNAL



Creative License.
If you’ve ever tried to combine

windows, menus, forms, and text
entry to create an effective user
interface, you know how challenging
it can be.

Perhaps you’ve turned to a third-
party library for help. Only to run into
restrictions, limitations, and dead ends.
So you had to compromise your design.
Or modify the library source code. Or
start over.

Which is precisely why we designed
Vermont Views“, the new generation
of Windows for Data@, the best-selling C
library for user interfaces.

Vermont Views offers unbridled, un-
restricted creative license.

The Human Interface Of
Your Dreams

Vermont Views offers an unparal—
leled set of interface building blocks that
you can combine in unlimited ways:

I Menus can be created in any style
you choose, made scrollable vertically
and horizontally, and nested to any level.
Features include n—th character selection,
checkmarks, and unavailable items.

I Data entry forms can be bigger
than their display windows, have scroll—
able regions for the entry of variable lines
of items, lists of choices for data entry,
context sensitive help, and special
decimal, date, time, and toggle fields.

I A mini word processor can be at-
tached to a field window in a form or

used as a pop-up note taker.

You’re In Charge
Because you can write and attach

functions to the beginning and end of
menus, forms, fields, and to keys, you’re
always in control.

Use these control functions to call up
subsidiary forms and menus, change
field values and the active field, exit or
abort a form, do almost any task you can
imagine.

All interactive capabilities of Ver—
mont Views use a unique system of ac-
cessible keytables, so you can easily
change or disable key assignments — even
add to the functions provided for menus,
forms, text entry, and windows.

One For All
Vermont Views is available for DOS,

08/2, UNIX, XENIX, and VMS. Main-
tain the same user interface on all of these
operating systems with the same source
code.

Vermont Views provides internation-
al portability as well, with full support
for IBM international characters, flexible
date and time formats, and changeable
decimal and thousands separators.

Novice Or Expert
Despite its depth and flexibility, Ver-

mont Views is easy to learn and use. Each
major facility is covered in a single, self-

contained section of the manual, so you
only need to learn capabilities as you use
them.

To help you become an expert in no
time, we include a free copy of the Nor-
ton GuidesTM Engine and our own com-
prehensive Pop-Up Referencem. You’ll
have immediate, on-line access to func—
tion names, reference pages, structures
and tables.

No-Time-Limit Guarantee
We’ve only touched on a fraction of

what makes Vermont Views special. The
only way to know it is to use it.

Try Vermont Views on your hardest
problems.

For as long as you want. At no risk.
If not fully satisfied, return for a full

refund. Anytime.

To Order Today
Call 1-800-848-1248

Call to order Vermont Views today.
And we’ll send your ”creative license”
right away.

Prices: DOS $395; with Source $790.
UNIX, XENIX, VMS, OS/2 please call.

‘ Vermont
Creative
Software

Pinnacle Meadows. Richford, VT 05476

'77\‘\ ’7'?

800-848-1248,802-848-7731 Fax: 802-848-3502 Telex: 510-601—4160VCSOFT



Display
Convert
Print and Plot
IBM Mainframe
Graphics
At Your PC

Imagine, IBM mainframe graphics at your
fingertips, without leaving your PC. GRAPH—TEKAPA‘“
Graphics Software brings IBM 3179C graphics to your PC or PS/2.

Only GRAPH-TEK APA keeps your options open by running on both
IRMA and IBM boards. In fact, you can use any compatible 3270
emulation adapter.

GRAPH—TEKAPA is simple to install and easy to use. It takes up far
less memory than any other product leaving more PC memory. The
program provides full resolution hardcopy to plotters and laser printers.
And with GRAPH—TEK CGM‘”, you can bring GDDM host graphics into
your PC graphics, desktop publishing and word processing packages.

To take IBM mainframe graphics where they’ve never been before,
call Teknigraphlcs today!

IBM MAINFRAME GRAPHICS
MARKET SHARE

See us at NCGA
Booth No. 3607

Micro to Mainframe Graphics Specialists - A division of Zephyr Development Corporation

4635 Southwest Freeway, Suite 510 - Houston, TX. 77027 - (713) 623-0089

GRAPH-TEK APA and GRAPH-TEK COM are trademarks ofTeknigrapnits.
IBM. GDDM. PS/2 are trademarks or International Business Machines Corporation.
IRMA is a trademark of Digital Communications Associates, Inc.
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LETTERS

Seven board renders this combination
invisible on a monochrome monitor.
Because boards from competing manu-
facturers are available that handle this
combination correctly, I consider the
Video Seven board’s performance to be
unacceptable for anyone constrained
to monochrome.

I too/a pains to point out in the
article that most of the errors uncov»
ered for the boards tested were trivial
in nature. The Video Seven mono—
chrome bug is not trivial. Commend-
ably, the company has discovered the
source of the problem and indicates
that it will be fixed in the latest release.
(f VGATEST has helped them to improve
compatibility, everyone concerned has
benefitted. ——Kent Quir/e

DEBUGGING AT THE SOURCE
This letter is in response to the January
1989 reader poll on testing and debug—
ging techniques. Some of the best solu-
tions come from entering debugging
code directly into the source code be-
fore compilation. Viewing the variables
and their locations can give me enough
data to convert the bug into working
code. Although it is harder to trace
steps while debugging in this manner,
displaying the procedure and function
names when called upon, along with
their local and global variables, are
enough to debug the program.

The debugging issue, however,
may seem to surprise someone using
this method while calling libraries or
units, which can display information
only before and after the call, unless
debug code was built around the
precompiled subprogram.

This method creates no overhead,
allowing you to create as large a pro-
gram as your memory can hold, and it
allows you to keep total control of the
program flow. 1 have had too many
debuggers that tend to lock up during
trace mode or watch-variable mode.
After running this a few times in the
debugger, and getting discouraged, I
went to the old style of placing watch
code within the program.

A good debugger is the one built
into the Microsoft Quick environment,
such as QuickBASIC and QuickC. A few
flaws, however, still remain in that de—
buger, forcing me back to the debug
code format. Even though debuggers
are becoming more advanced, they still
don‘t offer the security that I need.

jeff Boo/oer
Que Corporation
Indianapolis, [N

m
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1024- X 768

Super VGA Resolutions
are brought to you by the ATI SYSTEMS PRISM®

series of VGA graphics adapters. The PRISM is an
advanced VGA that redefines the VGA standard by
offering MORE COLORS, HIGHER RESOLUTION, and
FASTER SPEED while providing TOTAL REGISTER
LEVEL compatibility with all previous graphics
standards-including Hercules® at a very affordable price!

640 \ 480

COLORS AND RESOLUTIONS. With 512Kb of video 152 (.olumns
memory the PRISM supports 256 simultaneous colors in
640x400 and 640x480 resolutions, and offers 16 colors in
800x600 and 1024x768 resolutions. With the standard
256Kb of video memory, the PRISM supports 256 colors in
320x200 and 640x400 resolutions, 16 colors in 640x480 and
800x600, and 2 colors in 1024x768 resolution. BEST OF
ALL, should you purchase a 256Kb version of the PRISM,
you can update it at a later date as each PRISM has sockets
for additional memory. OF COURSE, the PRISM supports
132 Columns by 25, 30, 44, or 60 rows. SOFTWARE
DRIVERS for the most popular programs are included at
no extra charge. And, all of these features are available
whether you choose the 8-bit or 16—bit PRISM.

320 X 200

SPEED. The PRISM VGA is supplied with ATI SYSTEMS'
exclusive shadowRAM® , a utility that increases the
PRISM'S video speed whether it's an 8 bit or 16 bit model.
Simple to install, shadowRAM allows video speed
increases of over 400% when compared to the IBM VGA

Display Adapter®. 'Trademark: ATI Systems BASIC VGA. ELAN, ELAN+. Elite. Elite+. auloBUS. autoDETEcT,
autoSELECT. shadowRAM - ATI Systems. Inc.; IBM < International Busrness Machines Corp
Atl other product names are trademarks at their repectiva manutactures.

EXTRAS. Every PRISM is supplied with autoBUS®,
autoDETECT®, and autOSELECT®. The PRISM
AUTOMATICALLY senses the host bus, type of monitor —
and software configuration allowing easy, trouble free use. H AdVanCCd TCChnOlOgy

K; Information Systems11

GUARANTEE. The PRISM VGA is provided with a _
LIFETIME guarantee. If the PRISM should ever fail, - - 5509 Randall Place, FTCIHOHT, CA 94538

simply return it for a replacement. 415—490-9560; Fax:415—490-9342
CIRCLE NO. 125 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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INSTANT MAINFBAME. JUST ADD
Not too long ago, a few dozen people sharing the same pro-

grams, resources, and information on a single computer at
the same time meant only one thing—a mainframe.
Powerful, big, expensive, and proprietary.
More recently, the same people could be found doing exactly the
same things—simultaneously sharing programs, resources, and
information—on a minicomputer.
A lot cheaper, a lot smaller, yet powerful enough to do the same
jobs. And just as proprietary.

hen along came the latest generation of personal computers.
And now, the same people are more and more likely to be

found doing exactly the same things—simultaneously sharing
programs, resources, and information—on a PC.
And not a whole officeful of PCs networked together, either, but
a single PC powering tbe woo/e oflz‘ce at once.
A lot cheaper, a lot smaller, yet still easily powerful enough to do
the same jobs. Built to non—proprietary, open system standards
that allow complete freedom of choice in hardware and software.
And running the industry-choice multiuser, multitasking UNIXP
System V platform that gives millions of 286- and 586-based PC
users mainframe power every business day.
The UNIX System standard for PCs—SCO."

T/Je .YCOfamily Q/‘UNDt’ System SQfI‘ZI/ZII'C’ solutions is available/or of! 80286-
mid 80386—brzsed industryr-sfmzdzzrd and Micro C/Jamiel ”‘ compo/em.

UNDi ts : registered trademark ofATEtT. 500 and the 5120 logo are tmunmlts ofThe Santa Cntz Operation. Inc. Mtcmsolt and XE.\'D( are resumed
trademarks oi Microsoft Corporation. 05/2 and Micro Channel are trademarks DI [nternau’onal Mines Martins Corporation. l 2} ts a registered
trademark of Louis Development Corporation. dBASE m PLUS is 2 registered trademark of Mum-Tale. l/89
01989 The 5m: 6m Operation. Inc., 400 Endnal Sweet. P.0. Box 1900. Santa s. Czltfomi: 95061 USA
The Santa Cnll Operation, Ltd, (2q Centre. Km lane. Wilford WDI SYN. Untied Kingdom, +44 (0)923 816346. FAX: ’44 (0)923 8177B].
TELDi: 9l73fl mama

Today, SCO UNIX System solutions are installed on more than
one in ten of all leading 386 computers in operation worldwide.

Running thousands of off-the—shelf XENIX—® and UNIX System—based
applications on powerful standard business systems supporting 32
or even more workstations—at an unbelievably low cost per user.
And with such blazing performance that individual users believe
they have the whole system to themselves.
Running electronic mail across the office—or around the world—
in seconds.
Running multiuser PC communications to minis and mainframes
through TCP/IP and SNA networks.

nd doing some things that no mainframe—or even DOS- or
OS/2"—based PC—ever thought about, such as running multiple

DOS applications. 0r networking DOS, OS/2, XENDI and UNIX
Systems together. 0r running UNIX System versions and workalikes
of popular DOS applications such as Microsoft® Word, 1—2-3‘9, and
dBASE Ill PLUS.®
Or even letting users integrate full-featured multiuser productivity
packages of their choice under a standard, friendly menu interface.
Today’s personal computer isn’t just a “PC” anymore, and you can
unleash its incredible mainframe-plus power for yourself—today.
Just add SCO.

See us at Comdex/Spring ’89
Booth #2850

SCO=_. (800) 626-UN1X (626-8649)
% (408) 425-7222

FAX: (408) 458-4227
THE SANTA CRUZ OPERATION EMAIL: ...!uunet!scolinfo info@sco.COM
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NEW DIRECTIONS

AST Ascending
lmugly delwmlnelzbn and qualityproducts, AST 19618
become rm exceptional computer systems supplier.

WILL FASTIE

r1 spite of the critical acclaim ac—
corded its Premium/286, AST Re—
search has suffered mightily at the

hands of the press. One might almost
be given to believe that AST‘s attempt
to transform itself from an enhance-
ment product manufacturer to a gen-
eral systems company was somehow an
affront to those who said it could not
be done (almost everyone was skepti~
cal) and that the microscopic examina-
tion of AST’s every step was an analyst’s
revenge, one followed in detail by the
ever-circling fourth estate.

To be sure, AST’s transformation
from an enhancement company to a
full—line systems supplier has not been
entirely smooth, with mistakes in mar-
keting and manufacturing, a different
(and somewhat confusing) distribution
strategy, and financial losses in the first
six months of the current fiscal year.
Notwithstanding that AST was a $400
million company last year and may
break $500 million for fiscal 1989, the
profit picture may be cause for con-
cern; a December 1988 report from
Bear, Stearns & Company estimates the
net profit after taxes at a slim one per-
cent, comparing unfavorably to an in-
dustry-wide average of 7.4 percent.

Can AST make it? Personally, I
think the financial information, which
forms the basis for much of the news
reports on the company, is less impor-
tant than it sounds. Why? For one rea—
son, the three founders of AST together
own just over 51 percent of the com-
pany, Although they no doubt want to
please their stockholders, their control
gives them the opportunity to set long-
range plans instead of dancing to the
tune of short-term profit takers or try
ing to please Wall Street analysts.

For another reason, the transition
AST has made was expensive, particu—
larly because it was accomplished with
such speed; it has tended to reduce
AST's cash position and raise its debt
ratios, yet it was necessary if the com-

APRIL 1989

pany was to be taken seriously in the
systems market.

Yet another reason: some steps
AST has taken to contain costs and get
its systems business moving have not
yet had effect. A reduction in its work
force is recent. Currently, not all the
systems are shipping. AST has ex-
panded its retail channel, but not all
authorized dealers are selling AST com—
puters on a regular basis, AST is now
focusing on its core businesses; its
Cammintonn division (DEC enhance-
ment products) is for sale and all its
product lines have been streamlined.

The only management issue that
concerns me is the nature of AST’s dis«
tribution strategy, Unlike Compaq (au—
thorized dealers only) or IBM (dealers,
direct sales to its large systems custom-
ers), AST caters to almost every possi-
ble channel, including distributors and
direct sales to smaller retailers. The
company has been particularly success—
ful in attracting value-added resellers
and dealers (VARs and VADS), ranking
number one in a recent Computer
Reseller News study. AST cofouncler and
executive vice president Tom Yuen says
that the company has 4,815 certified
dealers signed up world-wide, although
he admits that not all of these dealers
are actively pushing AST systems yet.

Analysts have criticized AST for
putting together such a shotgun distri-
bution strategy because retailers are
fickle, especially if they feel undercut
by the same products flowing through
other channels, primarily gray-market
discounter's. Given Compaq’s success at
catering to retailers, there is probably
some substance to those fears. I under-
stand, however, AST’s strategy in one
important respect. If its machines are
to compete side by side on the same
shelf with IBM and Compaq, the ma—
chines have to get on the shelf in the
first place. It is very difficult to con-
vince a retailer to take on a new com-
puter line because of the training, sup—
port, and inventory that must be main-
tained, Therefore, AST has to create a
demand for its systems in any way it
can in order to create the desire for its
products on the part of the most im-
portant retailers. Anyway, 4,813 dealers
are certainly nothing to sniff at.

GUTS BALL
One thing I admire most about AST is
its dedication to the principle of long-
range thinking and planning. That may
be another reason why the financial
press is not always friendly; stockhold-
ers and their agents on Wall Street
seem chronically interested in the short
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term. My own thinking is that short«
term approaches allow profits to be
drained while long-term approaches
are necessary for companies to build
and to grow, companies that will em-
ploy people for the long haul and,
hopefully, innovate for the long haul.
In many cases, the reports prepared by
the financial community are long on
technical financial analyses, but embar-
rassingly short on conceptual under—
standing of the underlying technology
or the business strategy. For example,
the Bear, Stearns 8; Company report I
read says that AST must establish a rep-
utation for innovative products ”such as
the 25—MHz 386 system”; while I don’t
mean to berate this particular com—
puter, I think AST’S Workstation family
and the new Premium 386/16 are more
innovative, more interesting, and actu-
ally more important for the company.
The 586/25 is simply a system AST had
to build to have a full line and be fully
competitive. The Bear, Stearns report
has other, similar flaws.

What is AST’S strategy? Its specific
goal—to be the number one alterna-
tive to IBM and Compaq—was stated
when the Premium/286 was announced
two years ago and is still in effect. AST
is making steady (not spectacular, but
steady) progress towards that goal. The
best measure of the success to date is
the financial result for the second quar-
ter that ended in December 1988.

Revenues were $110 million, of
which 80 percent came from computer
systems. Approximately 15,000 comput-
ers (75 percent of which were 286—
based) were sold during that period.
According to Tom Yuen, 286 sales are
stable and 586 sales are growing stead-
ily. Yuen expects to sell at least 250,000
systems this year; AST has sold 550,000
in the first 20 months of its systems
business. Compared with any com—
pany’s results in its early years, this is
an impressive performance.

The desktop market is currently in
an extraordinarily competitive period
and is thus very volatile. Nonetheless, I
think AST is going to achieve its goal
with its cost—effective, quality products
that are backed by a dedicated manage—
ment—a team that has learned many
lessons the hard way.

THE SYSTEMS
Today, AST’S computer systems bear
only a superficial resemblance to the
product line of one year ago. Before,
only the Premium/286 and the late-to-
market and now—discontinued Pre-
mium/386 were available; today, a com-
plete family of competitive desktop
computers has been placed at every
price and performance point (see table
1). The line has recently been fleshed
out with AST’S entry-level machine, the
286—based, 8-MHz, zero—wait-State
Bravo/286 with a list price of $1,095

(for the base model), as well as a new,
16-MHZ 386—based machine in the
more-important Premium series.

If anything is wrong with the
product line, it is that it includes too
many 286-based systems (three out of
seven), but the flagship Premium/286 is
probably nearing the end of its life
because it is being squeezed by AST’S
own Workstation/286 from below and
the Workstation/5868K from above; in
addition, the Premium/286 requires
AST’S expensive FASTRAM memory
boards to retain its performance advan—
tage as memory is expanded.

The new Bravo/286 system re-
ceived quite a bit of press coverage
even before it was officially announced.
It has been called AST’S answer to
pressure from other so—called “second
tier" vendors, especially Japanese and
Korean imports. I think it fills a much
simpler role. The relatively expensive
Premium/286 is aging and the Work—
station/286 has only two slots, so AST
now offers its least—expensive machine
with about a 10-MHz performance rate
(due to zero wait states), three slots,
and a reasonably fast (28 ms) 40MB
hard disk. It is a machine that com—
petes directly with the IBM Model 50
286-E21, which at $3,280, offers about
the same performance (10 MHZ, one
wait state), the same number of slots,
but a 20MB hard disk with a much
slower access time (80 ms).

TABLE 1: Price Positioning ofASTProductLine

CPU CLOCK
RATE (MHz)

Bravo/286 Model 45b 8
Workstation/286 Model 145Xb 10
Premium/286 Model 140V 10
Workstation/3868K Model 45” 16
Premium 386/16 Model 45 16
Premium/386C Model 540 20

MEMORY
PERFORMANCE

USABLE
SLOTS “

STANDARD
MEMORY

512KB
512KB

1MB
1MB
1MB
1MB

PRICE

35 3,235
5,490
4,790
5,190
5,555
6,655

5 ISAC
2 ISA
4 ISA, 2 FAST"
2 ISA
5 ISA
2 ISA, 3 SMART"
1 Memoryf
2 ISA,” 3 SMART,
1 Memory

Zero wait states
One wait state
Zero wait states
52KB cache
64KB cache
64KB cache

Premium 586/25 Model 95g 25 Intel 82385
cache (32KB)

Unless otherwise specified, systems come with a 1.2MB 5.25~inch diskette drive and a 40MB hare/aisle drive with an average access time of 28 ms.All systems configured with AST VGA Display ($695) and AST 8-bit VGA adapter (I445), except for workstations, which include AST-VGA Module ($300).The models that accept 16-bit expansion boards can use the 16bit VGA adapter (599, or 3154 more than total shown above). All models support anappropriate math coprocessor (80287, 80387SX, 80387).
" Usable slots are slots remaining after the VGA adapter has been installed.

three systems are available as dis/elem workstations for 31,000 less than their respective complete system price: Bravo/286 Citadel I),Workstation/286 (Model 100x), and Workstation 386SX (Model 5} '
‘ ISA = Industry-standard architecture (16-bit, AT-bus compatible).
”FAST = AST FASTslot (can he used as an [SA slot).
9 SMART = AST SMARTs/ot (can be used as an ISA slot).
/ Memoty = 32-bit memory-expansion slot.
3 Yhe Premium 386/25 comes standard with a 90MB hard-disk drive with an 18-7123 average access time and supports the Weitela 3167 coprocessor.” The two [SA slots on the Premium 386/25 can also he used as 32bit memory-expansion slots, giving the system a maximum memoty capacity of36MB

2MB 10,135

With the recent introduction of the Bravo series and the 16-MH2 386 addition to the Premium line, AST has put into place
the important pieces that form a complete family of workstations and desktop computers at a broad range of prices.
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|\|0W Yflllfl SOFTWARE
CAN TEST ITSElF.

our customers expect software that works.
All the time. The key to software quality is
exhaustive testing. It’s also an engineer’s
worst nightmare. But it doesn’t have. to be.
Because now you can automate your soft-
ware testing. '

Introducing the Atron Evaluator. The first and
only non—intrusive automated PC-based software
testing tool.

The Atron Evaluator automatically runs your soft-
ware regression testing programs. All of them. All
day. All night. Giving you thoroughly tested, higher
quality software.

The Atron Evaluator is hardware-based. And since
it’s non—intrusive, software behavior is tested with-
out the risk of alteration. Once your tests have run,
you can refer to automatically generated test reports
to double-check test results.

The Atron Evaluator saves time. And time makes
you money. Development cycles are shortened, so
your software gets to market sooner. And while your
test programs are running, you can be more produc-
tive. Start a new project. Or go home.

For more information about the Atron Evaluator,
call us at 1-800-283-5933. And put an end to your
worst nightmares. Automatically.

In Europe, contact:
Elverex Limited, Enterprise House

A Division of CADRE Technologies Piassey Technology Park, Limerick, ireland
Phone: 061-338177

Saratoga Office Center QATraining Limited, Cecily Hill Castle
12950 Saratoga “$311116 Cirencester, Gloucestershire, GL7 ZEF, England
Saratoga, California 95070 Phone: (0285) 5888
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Introducing the editor
that’s as good as you are

lnfinitor puts new creative power in your hands and opens up editing
possibilities ad infinitum. ‘
lnfinitor’s powerful TPLTM Text Processing Language lets you emulate
EMACS, Vl or your favorite editor. Perform complex text processing
functions. Compile while inside the editor. And create your own on-line
references and commands.
lts Nimble WindowsTM lets you edit lO files at once without shuffling
between files. You can select, size, position and split windows at a
keystroke.

You also get unlimited file size, re—configurable keyboard, auto indent,
block manipulation, search and replace, restore line, on-line help and
more. All for SlSO, with a money-back guarantee.
isn’t it time you had the editor that’s as good as you are? Order now
1-800-526-5368

For lBM PCs or
compatibles with 384K

or more, 5.25
inch format.

AGRANAT SYSTEMS
PO BOX 4415
Brockton, MA 02401-4415
CIRCLE N01 130 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PROTECT YOUR TE@H
COPIES or TOWN/eh

Make your collection of PC TECH JOURNAL a handsome addition to your office or home~andprotect and organize your copies for easy reference!
PC TECH JOURNAL Magazine Binders and Cases are made ofdurable luxury-look leatherette
over quality binder board. Custom designed for PC TECH JOURNAL, every order receives FREE
transfer foil to mark dates and volume numbers.
FOR FAST SERVICE CALL TOLL-FREE I-800-972-5858
MAGAZINE BINDERS _—_—*——————j

;' HE ‘ I c/oJesse Jones Industries
499 East Erie Ave.Hold your

issues on
I OURNAL- Philadelphia, PA r2134

individual I Pleasesend DBinders DCasesQuanlity
snap-0n
rods. $9.95 Payment enclosed $__.* Add SI per case/

binderfor postage & handling. (Outside USA, add
each; 3 for $2 I
6 for $52.95.

$2.50 per case/binder ordered, US currency only.)
I Charge my:
I D Amex [l Visa El MC (Minimum orderSIS.)

OPEN BACK
CASES
Store your
co ies for
in ividuol ’
reference. ' '. ' '
$295 each; "
3 for $21.95; 6 for $39.95

I Card No.

: ML/MrsJMs.
(Please Print Full Name)

I Address
(No P.O. Numbers Please]

I cuYI
State

|—'PA residents odd 6% sales tax.
Zip

I
I
I
I
I
I

Exp. Date—— I

I
I
I
I
I
I
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As a matter of fact, the Bravo/286
goes beyond AST’s stated goal. Compaq
has eschewed the 286 market, so in
this particular category, AST is the only
brand—name vendor after IBM, an envia-
ble position indeed.

The attention that has been fo-
cused on the bottom of AST’s line may
have caused many to miss an intriguing
new 586 system, AST’s Premium 586/16.
At first glance, a 16-MHz 586 may not
seem very exciting, especially in light
of Compaq’s decision to drop its origi—
nal 16—MHz Deskpro 586 model from
its product line. The AST machine,
however, improves on typical 16—MHZ
performance through the inclusion of
64KB of 45—nanosecond (ns), zero—wait-
state cache memory, which boosts the
performance of the system to almost
the level of a noncached 20—MHz sys—
tem. As table 1 shows, the VGA-config-
ured price of the 586/16 is $5,555, a
very competitive price when compared
with IBM’s 16»MHz (but not cached)
PS/Z Model 70-1361 at $6,680; the extra
$1,145 is hardly justified for IBM’s
20MB—larger hard disk. The 586/16 also
looks attractive compared with the 20-
MHz Model 70—121, although a direct
comparison is made difficult by the
huge difference in hard-disk capacity—
the 586/16’3 40MB versus the Model
70’s 120MB. The 586/16 configured
with 2MB of RAM will probably be
about $6,185 (AST has not announced
memory upgrade prices for this ma-
chine) versus 88,680 for the Model 70,

The comparison with the Model
70 points to a weakness with AST’s new
offering. The only disk drive offered on
the system is the 40MB unit with an
average access time of 28 ms. One rea—
son why the Model 70 is so attractive is
the larger drives it can accommodate.
Furthermore, an access time of 28 ms,
while certainly adequate, does not
compare favorably with the perfor—
mance of the hard disks in Compaq
machines (which is as little as 19 ms). I
am sure the 586/16 branch of the AST
family tree will grow some new leaves;
every other system, except the Bravo,
has at least two harddisk options (the
586C offers capacities of 40, 90, 150,
and 520MB). AST will soon have to
address the hard-disk performance
issue, however.

ANDNOWTHE BADNEWS. . .
Two nagging problems with AST com-
puters remain. The most obvious is that
only the Workstations have an inte-
grated graphics adapter (one that does
not consume a standard expansion
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® See us at .

@HmEIRI/Spring '89
vs 5/2 April 10—13, 1989

McCormick Place
Chicago, Illinois
Booth #2843

Architecture can make or break a computer system.
Don’t make your systems bear the
brunt of massive, monolithic monsters
like Unix or OS/2. Instead, build your
systems with QNX. The lean, efficient
OS that’s flexible enough to support
any application.

MULTIUSER, MULTITASKING,
NETWORKING,AND MORE... QNX
is both multiuser and multitasking.
OS/2 isn’t multiuser. Unix may be
multiuser and multitasking, but it will
hog a huge chunk of your hard disk and
system memory. And neither Unix nor
08/2 can do integrated networking.

QNX, on the other hand, hums along
using an efficient 150K of RAM, yet
provides a powerful multiuser, multi-
tasking, and integrated networking
environment.
TRUE DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING.
A QNX-based PC LAN lets any user
share any resource on the network—
programs, data, devices, even CPUs—
without going through the bottleneck
of a central file server. With QNX you
get mainframe power at micro prices.

ADDED VALUE FOR VARS. QNX is
flexible enough to run on any mix of

PCs, ATs, PS/23, with or without dumb
terminals. Even diskless workstations
are supported. So whether you start
small or grow to mainframe proportions,
you can easily buiId and maintain
powerful, fault—tolerant systems with—
out spending a fortune on hardware.

REALTIME PERFORMANCE. Only
QNX combines the performance of a
dedicated realtime executive with the
convenience of a rich development
environment that includes a host of
utilities, C compiler, full-screen editor,
symbolic debugger, and multiple full-
screen windows.

DOS SUPPORT. For those who need
their daily dose of DOS, QNX allows
a DOS application to run as a single
task on each PC on the network.
FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT. While
users of other operating systems have
to cough up hefty fees for support, QNX
developers enjoy free hotline support
and free BBS access. You’ll get prompt
answers to your questions and you’ll
share ideas and insights with fellow
developers in the QNX community.

It’s time to make the move to QNX.

THE ONLY MULTIUSER, MULTITASKING,
NETWORKING, REALTIME OPERATING
SYSTEM FOR THE IBM PC, AT, PS/2,
AND COMPATIBLES
Multiuser 10 (32) serial terminals per PC (AT)

Multitasking 64 (150) tasks per PC (AT)
Networking 2.5 Megabit token passing.

255 P05 and/or AT‘s per
network. Thousands of users
per network.

4250 task switches/sec (AT).
Fast intertask communication
across the network.
Standard Kernighan and Ritchie.

Single PC, networked PC's,
single PC with terminals,
networked PC’s with terminals.
No central servers. Full sharing
of disks. devices and CPU’s.

PC‘DOS runs as a QNX task.
From US $450.
Runtime pricing available.

Realtime
Message
Passing
C Compiler
Flexibility

Pc-DOS
Cost

For further information ora free demonstration
diskette, please telephone (613) 591-0931.

Quantum Software Systems Ltd. - Kanata South Business Park -175 Terrence Matthews Crescent - Kanata, Ontario, Canada - K2M 1W8

QNX isa registered trademark ot Quantum Software Systems Ltd. The UNIX Operating System is a registered trademark of ATaT. IBM, PC, AT, XT and PSIZ, PC-DOS and 05/2 are trademarks of Inlemational Business Machines.
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QUICK
ACCESS

EASY
EDIT

THE MATCHMAKER
GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS

TM

NEW DIRECTIONS

men Etc-ck Dos l'llr. )t than u um: Inn Ulcu utmou
cmamsvmmzunk .W

‘ m I new .In: In on: an nu. nil apt-Hg nu! quzru mint:
plhl‘lflwmhflud “Marta?“Minnow .1,
MW

at. no. no. n ma

Fast free-form retrieval—
any format, any disk path

Integral multi-window editing

Hot links to your applications

Pull-down menus

Mouse support

DOS and OS/2

(800) 284-3269
$270 US shpg $5

CA orders add 7%

GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS
2870 5th Avenue

San Diego, CA 92103
(619) 298-9349

FAX (619) 298-9950
TELEX 20l520 GBS UR
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Vq i; a trademark of Go/den Bow 5mm.

slot). AST says that this is because it
wants to continue to offer a complete
line of display options. This doesn’t
ring quite true; although three options
are available for the Workstations, AST
now offers only its 8- and 16—bit VGA
solutions for the other machines. I
think AST will have to move quickly to
get VGA capability built onto the sys-
tem board of all its computers, includ—
ing the ability to disable the built-in
VGA if the buyer desires a different or
more—powerful display solution. Inte—
grating the VGA will also free up a val—
uable slot—a marketable benefit.

Integration of the VGA adapter has
another, more tangible benefit. Both
AST’s costs and the list price of the
computer will be reduced if the VGA is
integrated rather than being a separate
item. The dealer is saved from having
to configure this option or stock the
parts. The only point-of-sale decision
would be whether to buy a mono
chrome or color display; all the cus-
tomer has to do is plug in the monitor.

The second omission is the mouse
port. IBM has it, Compaq has it on its
new form-factor machines (the 586 S
and 5866), but AST lags behind. I’m
surprised that this slipped through the
cracks; it is a small thing, but it will
become increasingly important. It will
hurt AST later because IBM and Com-
paq will have amortized the cost of
their development, while AST will have
to build in that cost to cover its re—
search and development investment.

Both of these complaints are small
and mentioned only because they di—
rectly relate to AST’s goal to be the
number-three brand—name vendor.
Small omissions such as these may not
make a substantial difference in real
terms, but they can always be blown
way out of proportion in a sales situa-
tion, to AST’s disadvantage.

These problems notwithstanding,
the AST computers represent excellent
price/performance points and good
value. They are well-built, exhibiting
the same quality that has characterized
AST’s enhancement products for so
many years. They even appeal to me
on a personal level—I’m a die—hard
IBM keyboard fan, and I actually like
the feel of AST’s keyboard (Compaq’s
are too soft and squishy for my taste).

For anyone who is integrating sys—
tems in their organization, AST comput—
ers are a must for evaluation. 1 think
you’ll be impressed. :2

Will Fastie is the editorial director and
founding editor of PC Tech journal.

Want to
disassemble
better and
faster to
examine or
modify
programs?

Circle our
card
number
below for
free details.
0 Easiest to use.

0 Accurately separates data
from instructions.

0 Resolves .EXE/.COM
program ambiguities
automatically or with only
short prompted query.

0 Creates commented MASM
source code and listings.

0 Runs on all IBM—compatible
DOS machines.

0 DISnDATa 3.0 $165, 5 1/4"
or 3 1/2”, $3 shipg. USA/
Can. or 810 overseas air.
Visa/MC.
Tel. 513-435-4480.

Pro/Am Sofiware
220 Cardigan Road
Ccnterville, OH 43459

Professional
Software for both
Novice and Expert
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o 1988 Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc

ERROR-CONTROL FOR FORCES
BEYOND YOURCONTROL.

The hazards faced by your high-speed data can be truly shocking.
That's why. in addition to providing the original V-seriesmerror—control.

Hayes V-series 2400 and 9600 bps modems now offer error-control in either inter-

national standard,V42 or X.25.*
The V42 protocol. for point—to-point communications, automatically detects

errors and then retransmits the data correctly. While the X25 protocol not only

offers error-control but also multisession access to

value added networks with expanding applications for Wm”

dial-up X25 point-to-multipoint communications.
- - - - mHaywV-series modems still provrde users With data

compression that can double throughput. And Hayes
AutoSync for built-in synchronous communications without the added expense

of a synchronous adapter card.
All to give you more control Because with a Hayes. the only error you can a

make is not buying one.

For your nearest Hayes Advanced Systems Dealer. call 800-635-1225. Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc” BOA Box 105203. Atlanta. GA 30348. Ha y e5®

*There will be a minimal charge of $50 for‘either an X425 or V42 upgrade on roducts purchased before October 1. 1988. Products purchased on
or after October 1. 1988 will include either standard as they become availa le, For details call Hayes Customer Service: 404-441-1617
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Digital’s DOScompalilzIe DECstation 320

—
SYSTEMS
Three additions to Hewlett-Packard’s
HP Vectra family are available. The HP
Vectra RS/20C and the RS/ZSC, based
on Intel’s 386, operate at speeds of 20
and 25 MHz, respectively. Both come
with 1MB of RAM, a 1.2MB 5.25—inch
diskette drive, and a memory subsys
tem that includes 32KB of cache mem-
ory and an Intel 82385 cache control—
ler. The processor board accommo—
dates between 1MB and 16MB of RAM,
leaving all eight expansion slots free. A
Hewlett-Packard Human—Interface Link
(HP—HIL) port allows as many as seven
HP-HIL devices to be connected simul-
taneously without using an expansion
slot. HP Vectra RS/ZOC with 1MB of
RAM, a 1.2MB 5.25-inch diskette drive,
and a 103MB hard-disk drive, $7,595;
HP Vectra RS/ZSC with 1MB of RAM, a
1.2MB 5.25—inch diskette drive, and a
105MB hard-disk drive, $10,295.

Weighing 10.5 pounds without the
battery, the HP Vectra LS/12 laptop
is equipped with a 10—inch, backlit 1iq~
uid-crystal display (LCD). It has a text
resolution of 640-by—400 pixels for in—
creased screen readability. The detacha-
ble nicad battery lasts up to four hours
and weighs about four pounds. An on-
screen program monitors the PC’s re—
maining battery life. The HP Vectra
LS/12 comes standard with 1MB of
RAM, a 1.44MB 3.5—inch diskette drive,
and a nicad battery. Model 24 with a
20MB hard disk, $4,879; Model 44 with
a 40MB hard disk, $5,479.
Hewlett-Packard Company, Customer
Information Center, 19310 Pruneridge
Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014;
800/752—0900
CIRCLE 303 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The Macintosh SE/30 from Apple
operates four times faster than the Mac
intosh SE and provides users with DOS
and 05/2 compatibility. The increased

24

performance of the SE/30 is derived
from the combined use of the Motorola
32—bit, 16—MHz 68030 and the Motorola
68882 math coprocessor.

Disk compatibility with DOS and
08/2 is accomplished by the SE/30’s
Apple floppy drive high density
(FDHD), an internal 1.44MB diskette
drive. The SE/30 comes standard with
1MB of RAM and the 1.44MB FDHD.
Apple File Exchange, a utility available

Apple’s Mac 512/30 will] internal 1.44MB (lithe/(e drive

with Macintosh systems software, is
used along with the FDHD to access
and transfer files between DOS and
ProDOS diskettes. The Macintosh SE/30
expansion-slot architecture supports
advanced expansion options not previ—
ously available on a compact Macin-
tosh, including video, memory parity,
high-speed communications, and
sound. Macintosh SE/30, $4,369; with a
40MB hard—disk drive, $4,869; with 4MB
of RAM and an 80MB hard-disk drive,
$6,569. Upgrades from the Mac SE
were scheduled to be available in
March; price not yet determined.
Apple Computer Inc, 20525 Mariani
Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014;
408/9961 01 0
CIRCLE 302 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Industry-standard PCs from Digital
Equipment Corporation (DEC),
based on Intel’s 286 and 386 micropro~
cessors, are fully DOS—compatible and
designed to be peer members of a
DEC networking environment (backed

by DEC software and support services).
The DECstation 210, based on a 10—
MHz 286, comes standard with 640KB
of RAM, a 1.44MB 3.5-inch diskette
drive, VGA graphics, four 16-bit expan—
sion slots, three 8—bit expansion slots,
parallel and serial ports, a 40MB hard-
disk drive, and either a 14—inch mono-
chrome or color display.

The DECstation 316, based on a
16-MHz 386, comes standard with 1MB
of RAM, a 1.44MB 3.5-inch diskette
drive, VGA graphics, six 16—bit expan—
sion slots and two 8—bit expansion slots,
parallel and serial ports, a 40MB hard-
disk drive, and either a 14-inch mono-
chrome or color display.

The ZO-MHz, 386—based DEC-
station 320 comes standard with 2MB
of RAM, a 1.44MB 3.5—inch diskette
drive, VGA graphics, six 16-bit expan—
sion slots, two 8—bit expansion slots,
parallel and serial ports, an 80MB
hard—disk drive, and a 14—inch mono-
chrome or color display.

Available options for the three
models include additional 3.5— and
5.25—inch diskette drives; 40MB, 80MB,
and 170MB hard—disk drives; a 150MB
cartridge tape drive; an Ethernet
adapter; an internal modem; math c0-
processor; and as much as 16MB of
additional memory DECstation 210,
$2,630; DECstation 316, $3,485; DEC-
station 320, $4,960.
Digital Equipment Corporation, 146
Main Street, Maynard, MA 01 754-2571 ,-
800/344-4825; 508/4935] I 1
CIRCLE 301 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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CONNECTIONS

FT/Express is a software product from
Digital Communications Associates
(DCA) for the high-speed transfer of
information among IBM mainframes,
PCS, and compatibles. FT/Express en-
ables users of DCA’s IRMA product to
perform high—speed file transfers

PC TECH JOURNAL



HeutletI-Pacleard’s HP Vectra LS/IZ, RS/ZOC, and R5/25C

among local and remote PCs and main-
frame computers. FT/Express supports
VM/CMS and MVS/TSO operating sys—
tems. Through its host—to—PC report—
transfer feature, FT/Express enables
users to implement report-distribution
applications. DCA is licensing either the
CMS or TSO version of PT/Express for
$9,000 per CPU plus a yearly mainte-
nance charge of $1,800 per license.
Digital Communications Associates Inc,
1000 Alderman Drive, Alp/Jaretta, GA
30201—4199; 800/241 -4 762,-
404/442—4000
CIRCLE 307 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A LAN that uses plastic optical fiber,
FIBERSTAR from Netronix supports
spans of 500 feet between two nodes
(250 feet maximum from the hub).
Because optical—fiber technology trans-
mits computer data using pulses of
light rather than electricity, it is im—
mune to electrical interference.
FIBERSTAR runs at 2 Mbps and inter-
operates with Ethernet, StarLAN, and

Netronix's FIBERSTAR use: plastic optical fiber

broadband networks using Netronix’s
line of media—independent bridges. The
network includes a NETBIOS emulator
and a Novell NetWare driver, as well as
an optional transport control protocol/
internet protocol (TCP/IP) communica-
tions package. Adapter boards with the
TCP/IP package are priced between
$595 and $895; 16-port hub, $2,195.
Netronix, 13 72 N McDowell Blvd,
Petalama, CA 94952; 707/762-2703
CmCLE 304 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Promoting multiprocessor slave-board
technology and Novell connectivity,
Cubix has introduced the QL 2286
board, which features two AT—class ma—
chines on one AT bus—based add—in
board. The two independent 2865 on
the board enable multiple users to
share data, programs, disk storage, and

7719 Qt 2286 mullipmcmsor boardfrom Cubiv

peripherals. A three—user network with
two diskless workstations is created by
installing one QL 2286 board in a net—
work file server.

The QL 2286 runs in a Novell net-
work environment under NetWare
Entry—level System (ELS), Advanced Net—
Ware 286, and System Fault Tolerant
(SFT) NetWare. It works in conjunction
with other existing topologies such as
ARCnet and Ethernet. Each QL 2286
features 1MB of RAM per user (expand-
able to 2MB), a serial COM port for
each user, and support for full EGA
and CGA video output. An optional 287
is available for each user. $2,695.
Cubix Corporation, 2800 Lockheed
Way, Carson City, NV 89706;
800/227-4139; 702/883-7611
CIRCLE 305 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A portable network analyzer from Net-
work Communications called the
6640 Network Probe features 128KB
of non—volatile RAM; monitoring, emula-
tion, and analysis as fast as 256 Kbps;
automatic configuration; remote con-
trol; VT—100 terminal emulator; graphic
lead status; and a backlit liquid—crystal
display (LCD). The 6640D Network

Network C(mnmmicaliom' 6640 A’e/u'or/e Probe

Probe comes with a built-in 5.5—inch
diskette drive, adding 8,000KB of real—
time mass storage with 50KB to 700KB
data partitions. Both the 6640 and the
6640B include a parallel port; a serial
port; a speaker monitor; and a special
digital volt-ohmmeter with capture buff-
ers, decibelolevel measurements, and a
variable threshold continuity tester with
visual display. 6640 Network Probe, y
$5,995; 6640B Network Probe, $6,995.
Network Communications Corporation,
10120 W. 76th Street, Eden Prairie, MN
55344; 800/451 —1984; 612/944-8559
CIRCLE 308 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Novell has announced a set of tools
that will decrease the effort required to
develop distributed applications for
NetWare and other networks. NetWare
Remote Procedure Call (RPC), li-
censed by Novell for Netwise Inc, al«
lows developers to create network
protocol-independent applications that
can be distributed across different
hardware and operating-system envi—
ronments. NetWare RPC will automate
the migration of these applications to
other protocols as support for them is
added. The NetWare RPC tools automat—
ically generate nonproprietary network
code that complies with applicable
standards of the International Standards
Organization (150). The RPC network
code can be created in several environ—
ments including DOS, 08/2, and DEC’s
VMS. The developer can easily port an
application to other network protocols,
which will be available from Novell
and Netwise, such as NETBIOS, 08/2
named pipes, and transport control
protocol/internet protocol (TCP/IP).

An RPC compiler supports pro—
gramming—language extensions that
allow a programmer to designate re-
motely executed procedures. The com-
piler automatically generates network-
communications source code that facili—
tates the remote-procedure calls among
the subroutines. It also generates code

25
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Inspire erasable opticalstorage sis/em from Alp/:tatronir Colorado Memory Sistenn’ QFA-SOO 500MB tape drive

to convert data types among incompati-
ble machine formats. The RPC network
library provides a complete interface to
the target interprocess—communications
protocols. NetWare RPC for DOS (in-
cluding compiler and library), $950;
OS/Z version, $1,750.
Novell Inc, Development Products
Division, 6034 W. Courtyard Drive,
Suite 220, Austin, 7X 78730,-
512/346-8380
CIRCLE 306 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A new software product from Alien
Computing allows users of Microsoft
Windows to produce a fax file ready
for transmission as easily as printing
a document on a printer. FAXit for
Windows consists of two parts—the
FAXit Manager, which is a Windows
application, and the FAXit Driver,
which is a printer—device driver. The
FAXit Manager takes the place of the
Windows print spooler for fax pur—
poses and adds fax-specific features.
These include a personal database of
fax numbers; the ability to group multi—
ple fax numbers of frequently called
groups, to View the list of faxes waiting
for transmission as well as those re—
ceived, and to convert a received fax
file to TIFF or PCX format; and the ca—
pability to print the fax on any installed
Windows printer.

When selected as the current
printer, the FAXit Driver allows any
Windows application to print to the
installed PC-based fax hardware. Be-
cause the application prints directly to
the FAXit device driver, which pro—
duces a fax file ready for transmission,
the fax received at the destination is of
a higher quality than normal fax trans—
missions. FAXit for Windows is avail-
able only to OEMs to be bundled with
their products. Price is not available.
Alien Computing, 3 7919 50th Street
East, Palmdale, CA 93550,-
805/947—1310 .
CIRCLE 309 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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PERIPHERALS

The TRAPPER debugger board from
PURART extends and enhances the fea—
tures of Borland International‘s Turbo
Debugger by providing faster and more
powerful memory and I/O breakpoint
facilities. TRAPPER can locate memory
bugs by providing breakpoints when—
ever a program accesses a memory
address or range of addresses, any
code in ROM (such as BIOS routines),

PURART's TRAPPER debugger board

or an I/O port or range of ports.
TRAPPER provides a breakout button al—
lowing developers to get back into the
debugger, even if a program has dis—
abled interrupts. $199.95.
PURART Inc, 113 Dn'n/ewater Road, PO.
Box 189, Hampton Falls, NH 03844;
603/772-9907
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An erasable optical—storage system, de—
signed specifically for Sun and DEC
workstations as well as PC- and AT—bus
computers has been developed by
Alphatronix. The Inspire series is
based on the international standards as
defined by the American National Stan~
dards Institute (ANSI), European Com—
puter Manufacturing Association
(ECMA), International Standards Orga—
nization (ISO), and Japan Study Com—
mittee 25. Inspire for the PC is compat—
ible with the PC and AT bus; it comes
with all required connectors and soft-

ware. Featuring complete support of
DOS commands, Inspire provides a
transparent interface. The Inspire series
offers 650MB of user-available storage
on a removable media cartridge. Single
drive, $9,995; dual drive, $14,950.
Alp/Jam'onzlx, 4900 Prospectus Drive,
Suite 1000, PO. Box 13687, Research
Triangle Par/a, NC 27709-3687,-
919/544—0001
CIRCLE 313 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Jumbo+, a tape drive from Colorado
Memory Systems with QIC—4O format,
has a 120MB capacity. Based on the
40MB Jumbo tape drive, Jumbo+ adds
50-percent—longer tape length to the
cartridge, extending its capacity to
60MB; with data»compression software,
it is increased to 120MB. 35599.

Also from Colorado Memory Sys—
tems, the QFA-SOO tape drive with
QIC—150 format has a 500MB capacity.
The drive adds a 67—percent—longer
tape length to the cartridge, extending
its basic capacity from 150MB to
250MB; it adds data-compression soft—
ware to double the capacity to 500MB.
QFA—SOO offers industry-standard data
interchange and a tape directory, which
gives the user key information about
each backup on the tape. A QIC—OZ-to—
PC bus host adapter is required for in-
ternal and external tape drives working
with PC/XI‘ and PC/AT computers. Simi—
larly, a QIC—OZ—to—PS/Z (Micro Channel)
bus host adapter is required for inter-
nal and external tape drives working
with PS/Zs. Internal version, $1,395.00;
external version, $1,795.00; QIC-02»to-
PC bus adapter, $149.95; QIC-OZ-to—PS/Z
adapter, $299.95.
Colorado Memory Systems Inc, 800
S. Tafi‘ Avenue, Loveland, CO 8053 7;
303/669-8000
CIRCLE 315 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A 300—dots-per~inch (dpi), six—page—per-
minute (ppm) PostScript laser printer
has been announced by IBM. The IBM
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utomate the critical task of
Configuration Management

with easy to use and highly flexible
tools from POLYTRON. You will
discover why thousands ofprogram'
mers and managers at the leading
software, aerospace, manufacturingJ‘s; . . .. and servrce companies use the
POIXTRON Version Control
System '(PVCS“‘) and PolyMalre“I
to control the revisions and ver—

,sions of source code and automate
the rebuilding process with une-
qualledlpower and precision. PVCS
and Po yMalte can be used inde
pendently or together.

“ In terms afloat-ares, PVCSpro—
vides everything necessary to a
large multivpmgrammerproject —
more than any other package
reviewed ...all aspects of opera—
tion can be customized forspecific
project needs. ”

PC 13d: Journal

Unmatched Capabilities
. I Storage 61' Retrieval of Multiple

Revisions ofSource & Binary Code
QMaintenance‘of a Complete History

of'Changes
0 Source Code Access Control
" Optional MergingofSimultaneous Changes
I ReleaSe and Configuration Control
otject‘iictivity Reports

' ,' Mmmwkwm
'-' Casual disc-yam Lam ofDevelopment (Branching)
” 'For‘ Sierple. 81 Complex Projects

torna‘ti’ llyreburld and maintain simple or
. compléxprojects consisting of thousands of

' irratimltiple directories 81. disks, and
~ geographically dispersed development locations.

, Multiple‘Platform Development
ungprojects are developed in a multiple

‘ ‘ operating system environment, or will be ported
, to rumors another'OS in the future, PVCS and

PolyMalre will make your job arsier. The PVCS ar—
chive files‘llo‘gfiles) and the command interfaces

. are exactly the same across operating systems. The
satire PolyMalce’makefiles can run unchanged on

‘ the different operating systems.

Supports ANY Language
' PVCS maintains individual archives of all project

' components in your system — source code
modulesydata'fil’es, documentation and even ob
ject code. The “source docrmrents" can be written
in anylanguage or multiple languages. PolyMake
is also language independent.
Call About Our-‘OEM/VAR Strategic Alliance Program

ACCESS &
SECURITY SYSTEM

HIERARCHY

CHANGE &
RELEASE

Fast Retrieval of Revisions
PVCS uses “reverse delta storage” which saves disk
space and speeds retrieval of the latest versionsof '
any module or an entire system. A delta is the set
ofdifferences between any revision and the previous
revision. Differences are automatically detected
and stored when programmers “check in” a file.

A Practical Necessity for LANs
While important forsingleprogrammer projects1|
PVCS is absolutely essential for multiple—
programmer projects and LAN-based development
efforts. In a LAN environment, source code
modules are simply too easy to change Because any
change to any module can have major ramifica-
tions, coordinating andlreeping a record of changes
is critical. Project leaders can determine on a
module-by-module basis, which programmers can
access orrmodify source files, libraries, object code
or other files. Levels ofsecurity can be tailored to
meet the needs of nearly every project. PVCS
works on all major LANs and networks, including
networks with multiple computer types.

The Leading Change
Management System

The World’s Best Selling
Build Utility

“ms-
R DWI’DE

‘6 PVCS has helped us maintain
nearly 90 programs and utilities.
Without it we wouldnothave the
quality of our new release of
NetWar-e. I}

Jonathan Richey
Director ofProduct Development

Novel!
AdoptPVCS Sr PolyMake

On ExistingProjects
You can obtain the benefits of con4
figuration management for your
current project without disrupting
development, regardless of how
long your project has been under
way. You can build PVCS archives
from revisions stored in your pre-
sent arehives or simplyadopt ‘
PVCS from the current date.

PolyMake Works With PVCS
PolyMake understands the structure of PVCS '
logfiles and is able to correctly determine the time
and date of any module revision. Thisprevents un'

‘ necessary operations that occur when the date and
time of the revision archive file itself is used as with
other Make utilities.
The Price AND Performance Leader
POLYTRON products are priced on a “Per User”
basis. The price per user decreasesas you addrusers:
I MS—DOS, Macintosh ll'fl’W: Personal PVCS
(for single programmer projects) $149 for single
user. Corporate PVCS (has feaunes for larger, more
complex projects including unlimited levels of
“branching’) $395 for single user. Network PVCS
(includes file locking and security features for LAN
use) $1,284 for 5 Users. PolyMake $149. Network
PolyMake $484 for 5 users. I PVCSandPolyMake
are paclmg‘ed together on 08/2, Sun UNIX and
mX/VMS. I 03/2: $695 single user, $2,259 for
5 users. I Sun UNIX: $795 single user. $2,584 for
5 users. I WiX/VMS any model: $995 single user.
$3,233 for 5 users. I Call for price quotes.
*OS/Z 6r Sun UNIX versions available late 1988.

30 Day Money Back Guarantee
'fi' GEDER: l'8€t{}~‘54*?143330

Ask for Dept. PTI. Send Checks and ROS To:
POLYTRON Corporation, 1700 NW 167th Place,
Beaverton, OR 97006. FAX (503) 6454576,
TELEX 325800 POLYTRON

yams ass era a:



Software Developers

Natural selection provides unique

passive protection for the porcupine.

The Activator - Natural Selection
For Software Protection

Inventor and entrepreneur
Dick Erett explains how
”The Activator" provides
sane protection for your in-
tellectual property.In

‘ g n any industry, just as in nature, the
Iprocess of natural selection raises one

solution above another. Natural selection is
the most elegant of engineers.

In the area of software protection The
Block has been selected by the market-
place as the solution that works. Over
500,000 packages are protected by our
device.

For the past 4 years our philosophy has
been; ‘You have the right and obligation to
protect your intellectual property.’

A New Ethic For Software
Protection

In allowing end-users unlimited copies
of a software package and uninhibited hard
disk and LAN operation, The Block has
created a new ethic for software protec-
tion.

w» ,

By removing protection from the
magnetic media we remove the constraints
that have plagued legitimate users.

They simply attach our key to the
parallel port and forget it. It is totally
transparent, but the software will not run
without it.

A New Technology For
Software Protection

Our newest model, The Activator, builds
on our current patented design, and
establishes an unprecedented class of
software protection.

We have migrated and enhanced the
circuitry of The Block to an ASIC (Appli—
cation-Specific Integrated Circuit)
imbedded in The Activator.

This greatly improves speed and
performance, while reducing overall size.
Data protection can also be provided.

Programmable Option
The Activator allows the software

developer the option to program serial
numbers, versions, or other pertinent data
known only to the developer, into the
circuit, and access it from the program.

Once you program your part of the
chip, even we have no way to access

your information.

The ASIC makes emulation of the device

virtually impossible. It also presents
an astronomical number of access
combinations.

Full 100% Disclosure

Since The Activator is protected by our
patent we fly disclose how it works.
Once you understand it, endless methods
of protection become evident.

Just as no two
snowflakes are the 5?
same, no two im-
plementations of ="5 '
The Activator '
are identical.
And like the
snowflake the
simplicity of
The Activator is its greatest beauty.

We never cramp your programming style
or ingenuity. Make it as simple or compli—
cated as you desire.

Let us help safeguard what‘s rightfully
yours. Please call today for additional
information or a demo unit. It's only
natural to protect your software.”

1-800-333-0407 ext.102
In Connecticut 203-329-8870

Fax 203-329-7428

ofl'zqare
eel/fl! yinc.

870 High Ridge Road
Stamford, CT 06905

Unlimited Copies. Programmable o No Batteries 0 Small Size. Fast 0 Patented 0 Data Protection
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Compaq Admncml Graphics Color .IImIi/or

Personal Page Printer II attaches to
all models of the IBM PS/Z, RT System,
PC/AT, and PC/XT, as well as Apple
workstations and networks using Apple—
Talk connectors. With 43 resident Post-
Script typeface styles that can be used
in thousands of point sizes, the laser
printer contains a controller board with
a 16.67-MHz Motorola 68000 and 2MB
of RAM. An optional 2MB memory ex—
pansion board is also available. A high-
speed parallel driver is included that
enables greater throughput when print-
ing complex pages. The IBM Personal
Page Printer II also emulates the IBM
Proprinter XT and the Hewlett-Packard
LaserJet Plus, enabling users to print
documents created by non—PostScript-
supported software, with letter-quality
and Hewlett—Packard font support.
Screen fonts for users of Microsoft
Windows are included. $4,999.
IBM Corporation, product brochure,
DRM, Department 122, 10] Paragon
Drive, Montvale, N] 07645;
800/426— 7257, extension 122, for
nearest dealer
CIRCLE 311 ON READER SERVICE CARD

For users who require higher screen
resolution than VGA, the Compaq
Advanced Graphics 1024 Board and
the Compaq Advanced Graphics
Color Monitor are available from
Compaq. The graphics adapter features
a 1,024-by—768—pixel resolution with 16
colors out of a palette of 16.7 million.
The optional Compaq Advanced
Graphics Memory Board provides
256 simultaneous on—screen colors at
the same resolution for display of
shaded three-dimensional renderings
and images. The 1024 board uses a
Texas Instruments 34010 graphics pro-
cessor for faster screen updates and
reduced wait time. A switchless config—
uration senses memory conflicts and
reconfigures, avoiding'conflicts with
other peripheral boards. Support for 8—
or 16-bit modes is included. Compaq
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Eflec/ire Data Solzrtions' Zl/Jere programmers too/left

Advanced Graphics 1024 Board, $1,499;
Compaq Advanced Graphics Color
Monitor, $1,999; optional Compaq Ad-
vanced Graphics Memory Board, $599.
Compaq Computer Corporation, 20555
FM 149, PO. Box 692000, Houston, TX
77269—2000; 7.73/3 70—0670
CIRCLE 310 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A powerful disk-expansion unit from
S Tech for the IBM PS/Z family is avail-
able. POWERfile contains an indepen—
dent power supply and Micro Channel
interface; it adds 4.5 inches to the sys-
tem’s overall footprint. POWERfile does
not require the user to replace the in-
stalled hard-disk drive or sacrifice ex-
pansion capability; changes to the ap-
plication programs or operating system

5 Tec POWERfile disk-eapaizsion unit

are not necessary. For the PS/2 Models
25 and 50, versions of POWERflle are
available with formatted disk capacities
of 35MB, 46MB, and 84MB. For Models
50 and above, versions offering as
much as 588MB per chassis are avail—
able. POWERfile can be expanded to a
maximum of 2GB. Prices start at 35995.
S Tech Corporation, 3216 Commander
Drive, Suite 101, Carrollton, TX 75006;
800/336-0823; 2]4/250-1990
CIRCLE 312 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The Award POSTcard is a plug—in di-
agnostics board from Award Software
that monitors power—on self—test

(POST) routines, provides continuous
burn—in testing of preboot functions,
and supports comprehensive system-
component diagnostics for the IBM PC,
PC/XT, PC/AT, and 586-compatibles. This
diagnostics tool enables users to iden-
tify and analyze firmware problems,
component failures, and manufacturing
flaws for systems in any stage of devel—
opment. The Award POSTcard does not
require an operating system to support
its functions; all of the POSTcard’s
functions operate prior to system boot.
Trouble areas found by the POST rou—
tine are immediately defined and dis-
played for analysis on the POSTcard’s
port data LEDs. $599.
Award Software Inc, 130 Knowles
Drive, Los Gatos, CA 95030,-
408/3 70- 7979
CIRCLE 317 ON READER SERVICE CARD

—
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

A programmer’s toolkit from Effective
Data Solutions streamlines address
processing and provides geographic
intelligence to microcomputer business
applications. ZIPwhere’s data files re-
quire less than 1MB of memory as a
result of proprietary compression tech-
niques. Designed for microcomputer
programs written in C, ZIPwhere’s data—
base of more than 49,000 records con—
tains ZIP codes and associated city
names, states, counties, telephone area
codes, time zones, latitudes and longi-
tudes, and mileage grid coordinates.
Library functions enable programs to
retrieve the data sequentially or ran—
domly, by ZIP code or city name. $159.
Effective Data Solutions, 28225 Agoura
Road, Suite 102, Agoura Hills, CA
91301; 800/777—8818; 818/9913282
CIRCLE 323 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A professional graphics series for high—
resolution VGA users from RJX Soft-
Works allows users to convert TARGA
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Magellan bard-disk navigation utility from Lotus
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United Software Securiti'lx‘ PC Librarian

screen files into any RlX—supported
EGA or VGA screens. TRIX TARGA
Translator Utility Pac analyzes .TGA
files and outputs VGA images. $5499.

ScaaX works with VGA, ex—
tended VGA, and the 8514A board to
achieve precise scan control and clear
images. The product does not require
two monitors nor a TARGA board for
operation. ScanRIX creates TARGA and
ColoRIX files. $699.

Also from RIX, PolaRlX allows the
user to use the Polaroid Palette Plus
film recording device to create high—
resolution EGA, VGA, and TARGA photo-
graphs and slides. PolaRIX creates film
images with either 16, 52, or 64 levels
(4,096, 32,000, or 260,000 colors, re-
spectively) at resolutions of 640-by-550
or 640-by-700 pixels using the interlace
option. A VGA board with an EGA out-
let is required for 944—by-700-pixel film
resolutions. $499.
RIX SoftWor/es Inc, 18552 MacArthur
Blvd, Suite 375,- Irvine, CA 92715,-
800/345-9059; 714/476—8266
CIRCLE 322 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A productivity tool for programmers of
Nantucket Software‘s Clipper is avail-
able from ArtFul Applications. Fea~
tures of ARTFUL.LIB include a report
manager, a point—and-shoot query man-
ager, a help manager, automatic data
and index integrity, obiect—oriented vali-
dation routines for data entry, statistics
capability, a Window interface, pull-
down menus with a menu builder, and
print routines for the Hewlett—Packard
LaserJet printer. $149.95.
ArtFal Applications, 2 Bloor Street West,
Suite 100512, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada M4W 3E2; 416/538—3106
(collect calls accepted)
CIRCLE 325 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PC Librarian from United Software
Security removes inactive files from
the PC while retaining on the hard disk
a catalog of information about the re-
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moved files. The user specifies which
files are to be archived to an alterna
tive medium, and to which medium
these files will be archived. PC Librar-
ian automatically archives and catalogs
the selected files. The PC Librarian cat-
alog, which remains on the hard-disk
drive, provides the user with informa-
tion about the archived files such as
the contents of the files, where they
reside, the date they were removed
from the hard disk, and the size of the
archived files. $99.
United Software Security Inc, 8133
leesburg Pilee, Vienna, VA 22182,-
800/8920007; 703/556-0007
CIRCLE 320 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Elographics offers a driver for touch
application development. TouchBack
makes it possible to modify a program
quickly so that it accepts touch input.
TouchBack works with TouchUp, a pro-
gram that allows a developer to take

EIograp/Jics‘ TouchBack driver for lOHC/J application

snapshots of any application screen and
to define touclrzone boundaries by
touching those boundaries on the CRT
screen. Touch-screen hardware is avail-
able separately from Elographics.
TouchBack can also capture and insert
graphics screens into text—based appli—
cations. $99.
Elograpbics Inc, 105 Randolph Road,
Oak? Ridge, TN 37830; 615/482—4100
CIRCLE 326 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A hard-disk navigation utility from
Lotus is now shipping. Magellan in»
corporates text—search technology to
allow users to find desired information
anywhere on their hard disks by speci—
fying concepts or phrases. A viewing
capability allows users to instantly in—
spect the contents of all files created in
most common applications programs
and in native file format. Once infor—
mation has been located, Magellan can
manipulate it by copying, moving, de—
leting, or printing files; by gathering
portions of files from different applica—
tions into a single file; and by launch-
ing into another application from
within Magellan. An efficient indexing
technique occupies an average of 5
percent of the memory occupied by
the files being indexed, making it pos-
sible to place an index of an entire
hard disk on that same hard disk.

Programs supported by Magellan‘s
file-format readers include Lotus 1-2-5
and Symphony, WordPerfect, Microsoft
Word, and IBM DisplayWrite. The user
can scroll through a word-processing,
spreadsheet, or database file and see
each one exactly as it would appear in
its native application. Magellan requires
an IBM PC or compatible, a hard—disk
drive, 512KB of RAM, and DOS 2.1.
$195; an introductory price of $139
is available until June 1989.
Lotus Development Corporation, 55
Cambridge Par/away, Cambridge, MA
02142; 617/577—8500
CIRCLE 318 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Application Developer’s Kit for the
Compaq Advanced Graphics 1024
Board (see Peripherals, p. 50) is avail—
able from Graphic Software Systems
(GSS). The kit implements the Direct
Graphics Interface Standard (DGIS) and
includes DGIS firmware runtime code.
DGIS has a base of hundreds of com-
patible software packages that includes
major graphics environments such as
computer graphics interface (CGI),

PC TECH JOURNAL
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Fan MUSE Wm: DIDN’T. . . THERE’S TIIE SMART ”us.
Even the best—maintained ARCNET®LANs

The Smart Hub: sometimes develop a glitch. That’s when it
H ' . . . . pays to have the Thomas-Conrad Smart

. elps you .fmd the problem fast Hub help locate problems on the network.
9 Lets you disable a port at the touch

of a button. With a Smart Hub in place, you can de—
tect the culprits immediately. Or you can

. Includes all the features Of a monitor each port and get a readout that
Thomas-Conrad ACt'Ve HUb- pinpoints where the trouble is. Then you

0 Works on any ARCNET LAN. can instantly disable the port and repair
the problem . . . loose cables, bad boards,
same node l, whatever. You can even
move the Smart Hub to a different location
to test out a separate set of workstations

and interfaces.
The ARCNET Smart Hub is avail—

able in both 8 and 16 port versions
for coax, twisted pair or fiber optic
ports. Call Thomas—Conrad today and
we’ll show you how the Smart Hub
sees to it that your problem ports
are spoken to.

X
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Seeusat
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April 10—13, 1989 '
McCormick Place
Chicago, Illinois
Booth #214

800—332—8683

8405 Cross Park Drive, Building One/C, Austin, Texas 78754 (512) 836-1935
ARCNET is a registered trademark of Datapoint Corporation,
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SERIOUS DEBUGGING at a REASONABLE PRICE
\_llhespeed aiid WW” 0"3

a Wfll‘eaSSlsted 919'? gger"
‘ ° 7‘ :4.

ardw e-ley'el break points i ‘
s fghreali’poiats on memory ‘19§?fi°¥15rm§lh°r¥?hrmges’

., 1/9 ports, hardware and. soft‘Wareinteqpts.” ‘More

oft ICnives‘ you thepower ofan meager: emulatoron

With‘
interrupts disabled. J .7

Breaks the €4,0K barrier, '
spaee.:This islespeciallyuseful ,for _those,_§ubtlebugs that, change ‘

youreode executes at the satire addressyixrs'hethenthe debugger is
loaded or not.

WorkSWIthyour faéoraeuehugéer - ‘
:, Soft-ICE canibe used asEa standalone, debugger or it cauwadd its “

’ powerful break points to the software debugger‘you already use. ‘

V sea
1 real-time break points. When a breakpoint :i‘sreached, your

debugger willbe activated. *

SOfEICE is‘rideal fordebugging TSRs,,>interrupthandlz is, s‘elfi
booting pregrams, DOS loadable device ‘dri’Vefs, f—DO‘SV“

" ] .operatingsystems,findeebugsingwithinDOS;&§108- Sufi-ICE.

CSolyéftuughsystemsproblems tour f ' 7

isalso “great for YMWare developmentbecausefioftflCEg‘is break"““"”
paints Work iaROM-r

r

break POii than ANY ,softWareonly.debuggerfion the,

Hamsters-rials be your time if .

Don’t let the debuggerhidethegbugsl;

whenthe startingaddreSS of your code ”changes."With soft-ICE ‘ ‘

How MagicCV works“ ' y x ,
You paucontinue to use your iavorite debuggsmutfl youfifiquirc .,

E. Siniply pop up the Soft-lCE‘Windo to Set poWerfiil ‘

MagicCV is easy to use

. 7/\

CodeView is a great integrated debugger, but it,
uses over 200K of conventional memory.
MagicCV, uses adVanced‘: featuries{>f[the 803861,
nucroprocessor to load CodeView andsymbdls in: '

[amended'wmemorys This allows MttgicCVftd run; 3‘
:CodeViewusing‘less: than 8K of conventional
"memory On your 80386 PC. ' ” ” . ‘7

, If you, are closing in on the640Klmutand would
"like the power ofCodeView‘, MagicCV, isfor‘youé:

,Even if you’re not closing in on the 640Kalimit,
running CodeView with MagicCV makes-your .
debugging environment much closer to the end
user’s program environment. 7' "YOU can: use
CodeView to locate subtle bugs that onlylj’occur

, When there is plenty of free memory, or those
difficult bugs that only occur when your program

‘ is running with a couple of TSRs loaded. 5 ' ‘

MagicCV uses the 80386 to createa separate
virtual niachine for CodeView. vMagicCV uses: <
between 4K & 8K of conventional memory as a
*bridge between the DOS env‘ironmentl and
,CodeView. _ , 7: L 5

‘{IfyouareaCodeViewusergyoualreadykn ho L' 7
. to use MagicCV too, Just typefMCV_insIead
":CV; everything else is automatiojazw ‘

( NE MS-WINDOWS
VERSIONHow Soft-ICE Works ‘ g

- * SOftJCE uses the flower oflthe 80386‘to
surround your program in a virtual machine. fl ‘
This gives you complete control of the DOS , f ‘
environment,“whi1e Soft-ICEruns safely in 7
prOtected mode. soft—ICE uses 80386
protected mode features, suchas paginggrl/O
privilege level, and break point registers, to
provide realftime hardWare-level breale points. ‘

“Soft-ICE is a product any MS-DOS
developer serious enough to own a
386 machine should have.”

MagicCV
Soft-ICE

Buy Both and Save $86!
CALL TODAY
(603) 888 - 2386

or FAX (603) 888 - 2465
30 day money-back guarantee

Visa, Master Card and AmEx accepted

KU-MEGA TECHKOLOGIES _

$199 “ ‘- 9 “
$386 MagicCV ‘5: .

With Soft-ICE. .
Using SoftCE wuh'feedeg. '
View gives you the features ..
necessary for professional 7‘ '
level Systems debugging. 1:
MagicCV and Soft-ICE can
work in concert withJCode-z .
Viewto provide the mest

Dr. Dobb’s Journal — May 1988

7 Both reuulre 80386 AT can‘tpafible or IBM P372 Model 80. MagicCV requires at
' least 384K of extended memory, CodeView Is a trademark of Miamsotl Corporation.

PO. BOX 7607 ' NASHUA, NH 03060—7607
7 powerful debugging

platform you will find .
anyWhere. " ’ , J
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COBOL 5p]! 1.2 development too/from Flaws ln/ernaliona/

graphics kernel system (GKS), X Win«
dow System, Microsoft Windows, and
Digital Research’s GEM. $195.
Graphic Software Systems Inc, 9590
SW. Gemini Drive, Beaverton, OR
97005; 503/641—2200
CIRCLE 319 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Flexus International Corporation
has announced COBOL spII, a devel—
opment tool that supports prototyping
and user-interface management for PC
COBOL applications. Version 1.2 in-
cludes scrollable fields on data-entry
screens with complete field validation
processing capability. Many of the
screen display capabilities, such as hor—
izontally and vertically scrollable fields,
are those required by IBM’s Systems
Application Architecture (8AA)
common-user-access (CUA) standards.
Interactive models built by COBOL spII
can be easily converted into a COBOL
program. Characteristics that may be
incorporated into a prototype include
menu screens, data-entry screens, field-
sensitive help screens, panel—sensitive
help screens, and scrolling text-entry or
menu panels. $595.
Flexus International Corporation, PO.
Box 9119, Morrt'stown, M 07963-9119;
201/895-4724
CIRCLE 324 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Three members of Command Tech-
nology Corporation’s (CTC) family of
text-editing and procedural—language
programs for 08/2 are available. SPF/2
complements CTC’s SPF/PC text editor
and GML/PC as an OS/2 implementa-
tion of IBM’s MVS editor. $245.

Also from CTC is REXX/Z, which
fully implements the IBM Systems Ap—
plication Architecture (5AA) REXX
mainframe procedural language. The
PC-based REXX/2 software can be used
as an enhanced command language or
general—programming language. It is
also suitable for providing macro capa—
bilities for other CTC products. The
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product will interface with several op—
tional environments, including VM/CMS
EXECIO emulation, 05/2 command
level, OS/2 system level, and user pro-
grams. $195.

XEDIT/2 is an OS/2 implementa—
tion of the IBM VM/CMS System Prod-
uct Editor, XEDIT. The product features
the same interface and capabilities as
its mainframe counterpart and is com»
patible with REXX/Z. $245.
Command Technology Corporation,
1900 Mountain Boulevard, Oakland,
CA 94611-2813,- 800/336-3320;
415/339-3530
CIRCLE 321 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Crowninshield Software has released
MediaBase CD-ROM Formatter, a
utility that creates International Stan»
dards Organization (180) 9660—volume
image files, enables users to generate
in—house a logical image on an ISO vol—
ume (including the necessary direc-
tories, path tables, and volume descrip-

Crotminsbield Software‘s illedi'aBase CDROM Format/er

tor data, as well as all files in the DOS
directory and subdirectories). The
image file output of the program is
suitable for nine-track tape, or other
media, which can then be sent to a CD
production facility for duplication.
When used in conjunction with Media»
Base, Crowninshield’s multimedia data-
base, the utilities are designed for opti—
mal information—retrieval times from
published CD—ROMs. The publishing

Command 'I'eclmo/ogl ' 's SPF/J [art-editing pro/4mm

utilities run on a PC/AT or 386 with a
large hard disk and an attached nine-
track tape. $1,995.
Crowninshield Software Inc, 1105
Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, MA
02215; 617/787—8830
CIRCLE 327 ON READER SERVICE CARD

_
DATABASE MANAGEMENT
An enhanced version of Professional
ORACLE from Oracle includes applica—
tion tools and utilities that run in ei-
ther real or protected mode above the
640KB memory line. Version 5.1B in-
cludes SQLrReport Writer, a menu-
driven report generator that creates
single- and multiple-query reports in
many formats including tabular, form
letter, labels, crosstabs, and financial
reports. $1,299.
Oracle Corporation, 20 Davis Drive,
Belmont, CA 94002; 800/672-2531,
415/598—8000
CIRCLE 329 ON READER SERVICE CARD

An on-line transaction processing
(OLTP) implementation of INGRES Re-
lease 6.0 from Relational Technology
features pop—up windows, an improved
INGRES menu, and screen—painting tools.
Building on the multiserver architec-
ture of the earlier release, INGRES Re-
lease 6.1 offers OLTP capabilities and
scalable performance in multiprocessor
environments. Developers can take ad—
vantage of the capabilities without re-
writing existing applications. Prices
range from $5,000 to $180,000, depend-
ing upon machine class.
Relational Technology, 1080 Marina
Village Par/away, Alameda, CA 94501;
800/446-473 7; 415/769—1400
CIRCLE 330 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The material that appears in Tech Releases
is based on vendor-supplied information.
These products have not been reviewed by
the PC Tech Journal editorial staff.
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'ltho‘ugh rumors of the demise of
DOS/are premature, this vener—

7 able operating system cannot
v'keep up‘iWith highendrdesktop com-

‘ purer systems. An adequate return on
'nv'es t in sophisticated microcom-
puter hardwarerequires going beyond
DO I s 640KB memory barrier and its
inability o run'more than one program
at: (time. Migration to a new operating
sYSte ,5§_UCh aeS/Z or Unix, is one

._ oasibility, but this requires a commit-
m in 1 time and money from applica-

developers and users.
Thealternative to replacing DOS is

, etchriit beyOnd its standard limits.
For, this, DOS extenders take center
tage.» A DOS extender is a tool for cre-

ating andrexecuting programs for
OZSG—fand 80386-based systems. Its

kernel starts under DOS, switches the
processor into protected mode to take
advantage of 16MB of extended mem—
ory, loads an application into extended
memory, and provides an interface be-
tween the application and DOS oper~
ating—system services such as 1/0.

DOS extenders currently available
are 08/286, 08/386, and 05/586-HB
(collectively called OS/x86) from A. 1.
Architects Inc., 586/DOS—Extender from
Phar Lap Software Inc, and DOS/16M
from Rational Systems Inc. Phar Lap’s
386/DOS-Extender is for 586 systems
only, DOS/16M is for both 286 and 386
systems, and A. 1. Architects has a ver—
sion for each processor.

DOS-windowing environments also
stretch DOS by allowing more than
one application to run simultaneously.

A second article in the cover suite
(“Drawing Out DESQview Power,"
Frederick J. Hitt, p. 46) describes how
the application program interface (API)
to Quarterdeck’s DESQview (a Window-
ing environment that can multitask
DOS programs) optimizes performance
of each DOS application.

More than 100 applications cur—
rently use DOS extenders; table 1 gives
a representative sampling. Many ver- -
tical-market applications, such as Wall
Street Analytics Inc’s PC-based security
analysis package, the Structured Financ-
ing Workstation, exist in DOS-extender
environments (see the sidebar “Beyond
DOS . . . into a Black Hole?”). In addi-
tion, many mainframe and minicom-
puter applications whose scope in both
data and code space is too great to



Rather than move to a new operating system, many developers
would rather help theirDOSprograms to reach more men/tom».
Although they do not bring enhanced intafaces or multitasking
DOS extenders do letprograms tap up to Z6MB ofineinory.

WILLIAM BROOKS

port to plain DOS have been ported outside the program’s data space or An extender can move terminate-
using a DOS extender. executing outside its code space. These and-stay-resident (TSR) utilities out of

Unlike an extended—memory RAM tools also make it easy to debug appli- DOS memory into extended memory,
disk, a DOS extender does more in cations. Whether applications are devel- while making them available to real~
protected mode than transfer data be- Oped in or ported from DOS real mode DOS programs. At installation,
tween conventional and extended mode, testing in protected mode can the TSR executes in real mode,
memory. When using a DOS extender, catch bugs undetected in real mode. switches to protected mode, loads its
an application executes code into extended memory, re-
in protected mode; both turns to real mode, and exits to‘
code and data can reside ‘ ‘ \ DOS after leaving a small stub,t

in extended memory, ob- '\ resident in conventional mem-
viating the need for code A ory. When a hot key or soft-

' ‘—\
\‘.and other memory- \ TSR, the stub switches to

conservation techniques ‘\ protected mode and, ,
thatreduceperformance. \ branches to main code

The developer gains . \ in extended memory.
hardware-implemented . \ Extender kernels

overlays, data swapping, ware interrupt activates the ,

\\ also provide functions
\ for switching be-

\
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DOS EXTENDERS
tween real and protected modes under
program control, and for issuing inter-
modal procedure calls. This allows an
application built using a DOS ex»
tender—an extended application—to
use real-mode function libraries or
other code that cannot be ported to
protected mode because the source is
not available. This is not possible
under OS/Z.

DOS extenders do, however, share
important characteristics with OS/Z—
they require at least a 286 processor
(some require a 586) and they need a
good deal of memory, depending on
the application.

RATHER FIGHT THAN SWITCH
Because the underlying operating sys-
tem is DOS, creating an extended ap—
plication or porting one from plain
DOS is easier than doing the same for
a new operating system such as OS/Z.
Each DOS extender provides porting
tools that automate the conversion of
simple applications. The application
program interface (API) to the extender
kernel is more familiar to the DOS
developer than the 08/2 API. For ex-
ample, the Phar Lap DOS Extender has
the same INT 21H API as DOS, but
with enhanced functions to provide
protected—mode services.

Extenders have several other ad—
vantages over OS/2. The most impor-
tant is transparency to the user—an
extended application loads under DOS
and exits back to DOS, using the same
familiar command structure as existing
DOS applications. This makes using a
DOS extender a unilateral decision on
the part of the developer, who does
not have to convince a user base of the
need to migrate to a new environment.
It eliminates the traditional impasse
that stifles acceptance of new environ—
ments—users waiting for applications
before migrating to a new system, and
developers waiting for a user base be-
fore creating applications.

The 386-only extenders answer a
major criticism of OS/Z—that OS/Z is
mired in 286 technology and does not
exploit the advanced features of the
586. An extended application for the
386 can be written for a flat (unseg-
mented) address space up to 4GB,
avoiding the 64KB—segment limit that is
an inconvenience in developing large
applications on the 286, even with the
extended—memory space offered by
08/2 and 286-based extenders.

A DOS extender can allow a devel—
oper to postpone migration of an ap-
plication to 05/2 or Unix. If the bound-
ary constraints are a restricted address
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COMPANY PRODUCTS

COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN/ENGINEERING
Applied Optics Research
Autodesk Inc.
Bartels System Gmbh
CAD Software Inc.
The Cadds Man Ltd.
Cadkey Inc.
CADUL Gmbh
Custom Arrays Corporation
Data I/O-FutureNet
Hewlett Packard
Hochtief AG
Integrated Silicon Systems Inc.
Manufacturing 8; Consulting Services
Point Control Company
Viewlogic Systems Inc.
DA'IIA MANAGERS
Borland International
Fox Software
Informix Software Inc.
Oracle Corporation
Symantec
Thorn EMI Software
DESKTOP PUBLISHING
Command Technology Corporation
Dewar Information Systems Inc.
IBM
Pagetec Inc.
FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
H.B. Pascal 8; Co.
The Options Group
Senderao Corporation
US. Leasing Inc,
Wall Street Analytics Inc.
FINITE-ELEMENT ANALYSIS
Camp Dresser 8: McKee Inc.
Plastics & Computers Inc.

LINEAR PROGRAMMING

Haverly Systems Inc.
Insight, Inc.
Lindo Systems
Sunset Software Technology
STATISTICS
Dubin Rivers Research
P-STAT Inc.

Structural Research & Analysis Corporation

Applied Automated Engineering Corporation

GLAD
AutoCAD
Bartels Autorouter
PADS—SuperRouter
CADDSMAN series
Cadkey 3.0 Plus
CAD-UL
Liberty
DASH—GATES—386
ME10/DOS
UNICAD/386
LTL—100
ANVIL—SOOOpc
SmartCAM
Viewsim, Workview

Paradox 586
FOXBASE+/386
Informix series
Professional ORACLE
Q&A
Time Intelligence

GMI/PC 5.0
DISC/series
Interleaf Publisher
Versacomp

Center, Office/2
TOG+ +
Plan 80
Leasing Analysis Program
SFW

Dynaflow
TM—Concept
COSMOS—W586

LPS-867
HS/LP, Omni
GNET, GENNET, EMNET
Undo/586
XA—386

SST
PSTAT—386

More than 100 commercial applications use DOS extenders to gain the extended
memory and other advantages of protected mode on 286 and 386 systems.

space and lack of memory protection,
an extender might be preferable to a
new operating system. The developer
does not need to modify the applica-
tion to use new I/O, task-spawning, and
memory-management facilities, and the
user retains a familiar command struc-
ture and file system.

DOS extenders do not provide all
features of a modern operating system
for migrating from the constraints of
DOS. The extenders do not enhance
the user interface: they do not “do win—
dows," manage menus or dialog boxes,
provide graphics output, or support
multitasking.
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Providing an enhanced user inter—
face and multitasking is the province,
not of a DOS extender, but of a win-
dowing environment such as DESQ»
view or Microsoft Windows, but these
systems are designed for programs that
fit within the DOS memory space. All
DOS extenders permit running one
extended application within DESQview
or Windows 286, along with DOS pro—
grams in conventional memory. The
586—specific extenders build applica-

tions that can multitask with compati—
ble, extended applications under
DESQView.

TERMS OF AGREEMENT
DOS extenders that run a single appli-
cation in protected mode are one of
three kinds of control programs that
use the capabilities of the 586 chip
under DOS. The other two are multi-
tasking environments such as DESQ»
View and Windows that run several

DOS applications at once, and ex—
panded memory specification (EMS)
emulators such as Qualitas’s 586-to—the—
Max and Quarterdeck’s QEMM<586 that
use the chip’s paging capability to map
extended memory into EMS page
frames. Multitaskers and EMS emulators
create a DOS environment in virtual-
8086 (V86) mode.

The protection hardware of the
586 mandates that processes running in
V86 mode run at privilege level 5, the

When systems integrators set their
sights beyond the outer limits of
DOS, even the most intrepid voyagers

development problems.
One of the biggest advantages of

a DOS extender is that risk of the
unknown is almost nil. Wall Street
Analytics Inc. discovered this when
using the 586/DOS-Extender from
Phar Lap to develop the Structured
Financing Workstation (SFW), a PC-
based mortgage security analysis pack-
age. While they olTer more functional-
ity than DOS, the development envi—
ronments of DOS extenders are virtu-
ally identical to plain DOS, posing no
hybrid difficulties.

Wall Street Analytics was faced
with this dilemma: their planned fi-
nancial system would power up secu-
rities analysis on their clients’ PCs
(80586-based machines exclusively
with 80587 math copr‘ocessors), but
DOS’s 640KB memory limit and 64KB
segment sizes were standing in the
way. As with a growing number of
applications today, DOS did not pro-
vide enough memory for the system
to perform the required number
crunching and analysis. An improved
operating environment was needed to
keep up with the hardware capabili-
ties of the 586 systems.

Once they realized that DOS
alone could not accommodate SFW,
Wall Street Analytics’s President Ron
Unz and his partner Tim Rand consid—
ered several alternatives before set—
tling on an extender. OS/2 was re-
jected for two reasons. First, its seg—
mented address space, although virtu-
ally transparent to the C programmer,
would limit performance. Because
SFW competes with mainframe sys-
tems, performance is a prime consid—
eration. The second reason was the
unfamiliarity of the environment and
the development tools available
within it.

fear being sucked into a black hole of

BEYOND DOS . . . INTO A BLACK HOLE?
Unix was rejected because it

would require convincing potential
users, the majority of whom use DOS,
to switch to a new, unfamiliar operat—
ing system. An extender, on the other
hand, removes the memory limitation
of DOS while letting both the devel—
oper and end user work in the same
familiar environment with the same
familiar tools and methods.

“We weren‘t experts in DOS ex—
tenders,” says Unz, characterizing the
process he and Rand pursued. The
Phar Lap product won out because it
was one of the first available and sev—
eral compilers on the market could
run under it.

Initially, development began in
Borland’s Turbo C, but as the pro-
gram grew, it soon outstripped the
DOS-imposed limits of that compiler.
Building the application under Phar
Lap’s 586/DOS-Extender required con—
verting to one of the 52—bit compilers.
Unz and Rand chose MetaWare’s
80586 High C Compiler because it
was the most ANSI-compatible. How—
ever, they were loath to give up the
amenities of Turbo C’s integrated de-
velopment environment, such as the
interface between the Make facility
and the editor that automatically loads
whichever modules generate compila-
tion errors. So, instead of converting
totally from Turbo C to High C, they
converted to a form acceptable to
both compilers.

The conversion involved two
steps. The first was to resolve differ—
ences between Turbo C and High C
in the operations of specific functions.
For example, the memcpy function
automatically handles overlapping
blocks in Turbo C, but not in High C,
requiring the addition of code for
special handling of overlaps. The sec—
ond step was to write a small library
of low-level functions such as peek
and poke that Turbo C provides but
High C does not.

“Apart from writing low-level
functions, the initial effort for the
conversion took about a day," says
Unz. “After that, we found that by tak-
ing care to use functions common to
both compilers, we could get by with
a single version of the source code.”

Even after SFW grew to more
than 160,000 lines of code and re—
quired several megabytes to execute,
Turbo C was still being used for de-
velopment and initial testing of en-
hancements and additions. Because of
the modular nature of the program,
new features can be built and tested
with a subset small enough to com—
pile with Turbo C and run under
DOS in real mode. Once fully opera-
tional in this mode, the additions are
incorporated into the full product for
final testing.

Wall Street Analytics created their
own user interface instead of incorpo-
rating a commercial interface library.
“We bought three window libraries
but found them too general,” says
Unz. ”They provide many more capa-
bilities than we want, but not the spe-
cific ones we need.”

Instead, SFW incorporates its
own windowing package written in
the Turbo C graphics library. The
intermode calling capabilities of 586/
DOS-Extender allows using these eas-
ily from protected mode.

With development of the package
now complete, SFW is being sold to
issuers and buyers of million-dollar
securities. Reflecting on his venture
into the world of DOS extenders in
order to produce the package, Unz
concludes: “The DOS-extender envi—
ronment gave us everything we
needed to develop our large applica-
tion without the overhead, bugs, and
potential incompatibilities of going to
an entirely new operating system. It
turned out to be the best way to get
the program up and running.”

—Ted Mireclez‘ and jordene Zez'metz
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DOS EXTENDERS
lowest, where they are not allowed to
perform system-level activities, such as
switching into protected mode. (For a
full description of protected—mode priv-
ilege levels, see the sidebar, “How Pro-
tected Mode Protects," Ted Mirecki,
November 1987, p. 80.) This means that
a standalone DOS extender cannot
start from V86 mode; the user must
reboot the system without the \786 con-
trol program to enable the protected—
mode extender kernel to start up in
real mode.

Quarterdeck and Phar Lap devel—
oped and published a method by
which an extended application can start
from V86 mode. Known as the Virtual
Control Program Interface (’VCPI), it
defines a protocol by which a level-3
program can determine the presence
of a V86 control program and request
it to perform protected-mode services,
such as allocation of extended memory
and execution of protected-mode pro-
cesses. This protocol is not intended
for use by application developers, but
by system programmers who need to
implement communications among
multiple control programs at higher
privilege levels.

In addition to eliminating a special
boot for running extended applications,
VCPI allows a multitasking environment
to run more than one extended appli—
cation at a time. DESQview and all of
the DOS extenders reviewed in this
article (for both 286 and 386 systems)
support VCPI but Microsoft Windows/
386 does not.

Another compatibility issue for
DOS extenders is coexistence with
RAM disks such as DOS’s VDISK that
use extended memory in protected
mode. DOS extenders automatically
sense which memory is in use. How-
ever, not all programs using extended
memory inform DOS of the memory
they have appropriated. Most of the
DOS extenders have command-line
switches that delimit the range of avail-
able extended memory.

To switch between real and pro-
tected modes, DOS extenders rely on a
hardware configuration conforming to
the current IBM PC/AT and PS/2 stan-
dards. This configuration must allow
resetting the 286 processor by writing
to a port in the keyboard controller,
and gating on and off the processors
A20 address line to toggle access to
memory above 1MB. Non-IBM ma—
chines may have the hardware and
BIOS support to perform these func-
tions. Each DOS-extender vendor pro—
vides information about supported and
unsupported hardware platforms.
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Products limited to 586—based sys—
tems (OS/386 and 386/DOS-Extender)
gain a performance edge from CPU fea—
tures—a nonsegmented address space
and improved mode—switching capabili-
ties. On the 586, switching modes re-
quires merely writing a bit to a control
register. However, an application gains
this advantage at a price; the market for
a 586-Only product is smaller than for 21
286/386 product.

On a 286 system, switching to pro—
tected mode is just as easy, but switch—
ing back to real mode requires a full
reset of the processor. Before resetting,
the control program must save in the

DOS extenders matntaz'n
selector tables, respond to
proteottonfaalts, and
transfer data between pro-
tected and real modes.
T

BIOS data area the location of the code
following the reset call, and place a
special shutdown code in the comple-
mentary metal-oxide semiconductor
(CMOS) memory. Activating the reset
line clears the processor, puts it into
real mode, and forces a jump to the
power-on procedure in ROM. If the
procedure in the CMOS finds the shut-
down code, it branches to the address
saved in the BIOS data area; otherwise,
execution falls into the power—on diag—
nostics. This procedure can take from
several hundred microseconds to more
than a millisecond. Because the operat—
ing system ignores hardware interrupts,
any communications programs running
concurrently in a multitasking scenario
can lose data.

A final compatibility issue is how
easily, if at all, an existing DOS applica-
tion can be ported to an extender. A. 1.
Architects and Rational Systems provide
tools to convert a DOS-executable file
automatically to a protected—mode exe-
cutable. Applications most successfully
ported include those coded in a high—
level language, such as FORTRAN and
C, that meet all of the Microsoft recom-
mendations for a “well-behaved DOS
application.”

UNDERCOVER WORK
DOS extenders are small-scale system
kernels that run on, under, and in con»
cert with DOS. They switch between

real and protected modes to meet ap»
plication needs and to handle the ap—
plications interface to DOS and BIOS
services, processor exceptions, and soft-
ware and hardware interrupts. In pro-
tected mode, they provide access to the
extended memory (above 1MB) of the
hardware platform and handle CPU ini—
tialization and operation. Protected
mode provides virtual—segmentation
features that access the extended—
address range and validate memory ref—
erences to prevent unauthorized access,
such as writing or executing outside a
process‘s data-code space.

In real mode, each segment regis—
ter points directly to the physical loca—
tion of a segment in memory. The
hardware generates a 20-bit linear
memory address by shifting the 16—bit
segment address left by 4 bits and add—
ing the 16—bit offset value.

In protected mode, segment regis—
ters contain selectors (indexes) that
point to entries in global or local de-
scriptor tables (GDTs or LDTs). Each
descriptor contains a set of parameters
defining a segment, including its base
address and length, contents (code or
data), privilege level of code allowed to
access it, and access type (read—only,
read—write, or execute—only). A linear
memory address is generated by ob—
taining the descriptor that the selector
points to, then adding the offset value
to the base address.

On the 286, the base address is 24
bits long (corresponding to a real ad—
dress space of 16MB) and the offset is
16 bits, limiting the segment size to a
maximum of 64KB. On the 386, the
base and offset are 52 bits each. If the
entire address space of a 386 is defined
as one segment, the space can appear
as a flat expanse of memory.

Once it generates the linear ad—
dress, the CPU checks that the re—
quested access is within the length and
type specified in the descriptor. If not,
it issues an exception interrupt that is
handled by an exception handler in the
protected—mode extender kernel.

The memory architecture of the
386 adds virtual paging to the 286’s
segmentation features. Virtual paging
operates below the segmentation level,
imposing a second level of translation
from linear 32—bit addresses to physical
locations in memory. Paging allows the
mapping of physical memory to any—
where in the address space; it supports
bank-switching schemes, such as ex—
panded memory and multiple V86 ma-
chines, each of which provides an envi-
ronment with virtual-memory addresses
of 0 to 1MB.
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A DOS extender establishes and
maintains selector tables, responds to
protection faults whenever limits are
broached, and handles transfers be»
tween protected and real modes. When
a protected-mode task needs the ser~
Vices of a real-mode task (such as a
DOS function call or a real—mode inter-
rupt handler), the extender kernel
takes care of all mode»transition mem—
ory overhead.

All extenders work with DOS to
provide a complete environment for
the application. They support DOS ser-
vices by emulation within the kernel in
protected mode or by switching to real
mode to execute the original DOS
code. An application that relies on DOS
or BIOS for support receives the same
level of support when ported for use
with an extender.

API services include functions to
migrate between real mode and pro-
tected mode on program request, to
allocate memory in the extended or
conventional ranges, and to implement
message and data t‘ansfer between
real- and protected-mode procedures.
The extenders need not provide exten—
sive API support because they are com-
patible with DOS in such areas as file-
system I/O support and timer services.
High-level language programs that do
not require dual-mode operation do
not require these API services. Instead,
they rely on protected-mode versions
of standard library functions supplied
by the extender vendor in a special li-
brary. These modified link-time librar-
ies provide transparent access to fea—
tures of each kernel's API.

By creating applications that oper-
ate without extended rnemory, making
do with conventional memory is possi—
ble with DOS extenders. The applica-
tion runs on any kind of system, revert-
ing to a mode of reduced functionality
as an alternative to failing for lack of
extended memory.

Extenders provide various access
techniques to the I/O facilities of the
hardware platform. A program can use
the BIOS and DOS video services or
can access Video memory. Protected
mode requires indirect addressing
through the selector tables; each ex-
tender creates special LDT or GDT
selectors defining the video-memory
area and other BIOS-related memory
ranges, such as the data area at seg—
ment 40H. In addition, each extender
allows direct I/O operations to the
hardware ports in protected mode.

For numeric processing, DOS/16M
supports the Intel 80287 and 80587
coprocessors, and OS/x86 and 586/
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DOS-Extender support the Weitek 1167
and Intel coprocessors. The support
includes switching the coprocessor to
protected mode with the main CPU and
routing coprocessor interrupts to pro-
tected- or real-mode interrupt handlers
provided by compiler libraries.

EXTENDING YOUR APPLICATIONS
A DOS—extender development kit
comes with the runtirne kernel to the
extended application and provides pro-
tected—mode system services, a utility
for binding the loader into the applica—
tion for distribution as a self—loading
file, a protected-mode debugger, re-

Appltcattonsported to
DOS extenders can retatn
standard DOS and BIOS ser-
vicesfor system—file [/O and
7726771073/ management

—__—

placement link-time libraries, and EXP:
conversion utilities. Table 2 lists com—
ponents of each vendor’s product.

Tools and procedures for building
an extended application depend on
whether the extender supports both
the 286 and 586 systems or only one.
For 286~based extenders, a developer
can build the application using any
standard compiler for which protected-
mode libraries are available from ei-
ther the compiler vendor or the ex-
tender vendor. After linking with a
DOS linker, the developer must con-
vert the executable file to protected-
mode form using a utility provided
with the extender.

The 586-based extenders require
52—bit versions of compilers and link
ers, but the resulting executable file
can run in protected mode without
post processing Table 5 lists compati-
ble compilers and linkers that work
with each DOS extender.

Porting an existing application to a
DOS extender can be simple or diffi—
cult, depending on how well-behaved a
DOS task the application is. The .EXE
conversion utilities from A. 1. Architects
and Rational Systems can transform a
simple DOS executable file into an ex—
tended application, or a DOS applica—
tion may require a simple relink with
protected-mode libraries before being
processed by the conversion utility.
Both companies modify 16—bit compiler

libraries by replacing a small set of
memory-management and other ser—
vices with versions specific to protected
mode. For 586~based extenders, appli—
cations require compiling and linking
with compatible 52-bit tools.

Complex applications may require
modification of source code to allow
operation with the DOS extender. The
developer may need to code separate
interrupt handlers and I/O drivers for
use in protected and real modes, so
the application can retain its functional—
ity regardless of which mode it is in
when an interrupt occurs, New applica-
tions and those ported from other op-
erating systems also may require dual-
rnode support.

An application ported to an ex-
tender, unlike one ported to 08/2 or
Unix, can retain standard DOS and
BIOS services for file or device I/O and
memory management. To use full lin-
ear memory for code and data, an ap-
plication that uses memory—conserva
tion techniques, such as overlays,
should be altered.

Developers also might consider
removing accesses to EMS. Extenders
allow protected-mode access to ex—
panded memory, retaining compatibility
with real—mode versions of the applica-
tion. In many cases the reason for port-
ing to an extender is to access a large
linear-address space, so EMS becomes
of questionable value.

Some applications may need major
rewriting before they execute in pro—
tected mode. For example, self-modify-
ing code is not allowed without trick—
ing the processor by overlaying both
data and code segments over the same
address range. A program may not per»
form arithmetic on segment—register
contents or on portions of address
pointers because those registers and
pointers contain selectors rather man
segment addresses. Full pointer arith-
metic in C and other languages is ac-
ceptable if it conforms to the syntax
and semantics of the language and
memory model. Programs cannot ac-
cess any memory outside the bounda-
ries of allocated segments, and all in-
terrupts must be hooked by calling
DOS services, not by overwriting the
interrupt vector table in low memory.
If correcting such practices in an exist—
ing program is a vast undertaking, re-
writing the application may be the only
alternative.

An extended application can be
delivered to the user either with a
stand-alone loader that loads the ex»
tender kernel, which in turn loads the
application, or with the loader and ker—
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nel bound into the application as a sin—
gle executable file. In either case, the
loader initiates the kernels bootstrap
routine, which in turn sets up control
structures (such as descriptor tables),
switches into protected mode, and then
loads the remaining portions of the
kernel and application. The developer
controls which portions of the applica—
tion go into conventional memory and
which portions of the application go
into protected memory.

Applications can operate solely in
protected mode, with the protected—
mode kernel handling interrupts and
exceptions, managing memory, and
emulating most BIOS and DOS ser—
vices. Applications requiring services
that cannot be remapped and per—
formed in protected mode, such as
calls to device drivers, need to switch
into real mode.

As system calls are made, whether
extender-kernel, DOS, or BIOS specific,
the kernel switches modes. For real-
mode services, the kernel must trans»
late its address information from selec~
tor:offset to real—mode segment:offset
format, and pass the reformulated pa—
rameters to the target DOS or BIOS
routine. When the function returns, any
returned addresses are translated to
protected-mode format, and the kernel
switches to protected mode.

For protectedmode TSRs where
the application’s primary mode is real
mode, invoking the TSR activates the
real—mode portion, which calls the ker—
nel to switch to protected mode to ac-
cess the bulk of TSR code or data.
Once the protected-mode portion of
the TSR completes, the system resumes
the application in real mode.

08/1786 FOR ALL
A. 1. Architects has the broadest line of
DOS extenders. The 16-bit OS/286 can
run on most AT or PS/Z compatibles
with either a 286 or 386; the 32-bit
05/386 can run on both AT-bus and
IBM Micro Channel 386 machines; and
the 32-bit OS/386—HB runs on A. 1. Ar-
chitects’s 386 accelerator board, the
HummingBoard.

The 386 versions support both
segmentation and paging capabilities of
the 386. Under OS/386-HB, real—mode
tasks can operate concurrently on the
system unit; protected—mode tasks oper-
ate on the HummingBoard, which can
be used with any 8086, 80286, or 80386
processor compatible with the IBM
PC/XT and AT.

Table 2 lists several tools provided
by A. 1. Architects for creating an ex—
tended application. Applications devel-
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RATIONAL
SYSTEMS

Al PHAR
ARCHITECTS LAP

PRODUCT
DEVELOPER’S KIT
Price
Redistribution license

per copy
unlimited

Protected-mode debugger
Debugger capabilities

windows
source—level

Protected‘mode command interpreter
.EXE file converter
Assembler
Linker
Loader
Bind utility
TECHNICAL FEATURES
386-specific features
Virtual—8086 support
VCPI compatibility
DESQview compatibility
MS—Windows compatibility
Intermode procedure calls

to real mode
to protected mode

Segment aliases
Real—mode interrupts
Protected—mode interrupts
Access to video and BIOS data
Access to I/O ports
FCB operations
TSR support
Minimum DOS version
Kernel size (KB)

conventional memory
extended memory

o=Yes 0=N0

’ Price depends on quantini; contacl (be vendor.
" Includes license 10 dish‘ibute 200 copies of a product.

C MIN/BUG supplied wit/.1 Developer‘s Kit; more advanced 386DEBUG available separately for 3195," 05/386 version only; 05/286 does not lake advantage of any 386fea/ures."May increase up to 200KB, depending on configuration.
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The essential parts of a DOS extender consist of a protected-mode loader, a de-bugger, and a runtime kernel. The 32-bit versions of the assembler and linker byPhar Lap also can be used to build executables for A. I. Architects’s 05/386.

oped with standard DOS compilers and
linkers must be converted using the
porting utility, EXPress, to prepare
them for protected-mode operation.
During installation, library routines
provided with 16-bit compilers must be
replaced with routines provided by A. 1.
Architects.

Executable files created with
Microsoft or Phoenix linkers must be
converted to protected mode using the'
EXPress utility. Applications created
with Lahey and MetaWare compilers

and linked with Lahey or Phar Lap link—
ers run in protected mode without
conversion.

A. I. Architects’s CP utility com—
bines a command processor (such as
COMMANDCOM) and a debugger
(such as SYMDEB) for loading pro—
tected—mode applications. It supports
symbolic debugging, but not source—
level debugging or windowed displays.

OS/x86‘s stand-alone loader, called
UP, loads the system kernel and execut-
able code for the application; each re-
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‘ TABLE 'f:_s:j1)evesnient$toa7lisa1§ .
AI
ARCHITECTS “

PHAR
LAP

RATIONAL
SYSTEMS

PRODUCT

16-BIT TOOL SUPPORT
Aztec C
Borland

Turbo C
Turbo Pascal

Lahey
F77L-EM/16 FORTRAN

Link—EM linker
Lattice C
LogicWare Prolog
Logitech Modula
MetaWare

High C
Professional Pascal

Microsoft
Assembler
C
FORTRAN

Linker
Park Place Smalltalk
Phoenix Linker
Rational Systems Instant C
WATCOM C

32-BIT TOOL SUPPORT
Alsys ADA
Laboratory Microsystems FORTH
Lahey

F77L—EM/32 FORTRAN
Link—EM/32 linker

Language processors
FORTRAN
BASIC
COBOL
PL/l

Meridian ADA
MicrOWay NDP FORTRAN

MetaWare
80586 High C
Professional 586 Pascal

Phar Lap
Assembler
Linker

RNR Software ADA
STSC APL

Symbolics LISP
o = Yes 0 = No
” 05/386 requires 32bit versions.
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The 286 extenders require protected-mode libraries; 386 extenders require 32—bit
protected-mode versions of compilers, assemblers, linkers, and libraries.
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load requires the kernel to be loaded
from disk. Version 2.0 of OS/x86, to be
released in the first quarter of 1989,
includes a modified kernel that re-
mains resident in memory as a TSR
program so subsequent reloading of an
application does not require reloading
the system kernel.

An application can be bound with
the kernel and loader into a single exe—
cutable file using A. I. Architects’s Bind
utility. A bound application does not
use the resident kernel, but loads it
from disk every time.

The Developer’s Kit (for $495) in—
cludes the loader and kernel (UP), the
EXPress utility, the protected—mode
command processor (CP), link-time li—
brary modifications, and example
source code. The Bind utility is not
provided until the developer signs a
runtime license. The price of runtime
distribution for a bound application is
based on a percentage of the price of
the complete application The 05/386
Developer’s Kit with HummingBoard
(16-MHZ 586 with 1MB of RAM) is
$1,595. It is also available in higher
memory configurations and faster pro-
cessor chips.

A protected—mode application is
initiated by loading the kernel and ap—
plication using the UP loader, or by
using CP. In release 2.0 of 08/386, a
real—mode application is loaded, not
into protected mode, but into a sepa—
rate V86—m0de context, using extended
memory to give the application a full
1MB of memory, apart from TSRs and
other programs residing in conven-
tional memory.

In protected mode, tasks run at
privilege level 3, the lowest level; the
OS/x86 kernel operates at level 0, the
highest. An application in protected
mode can execute a real-mode applicu
tion. In 08/586, real—mode applications
are executed in V86 mode rather than
in real mode. An application also can
execute or spawn protected-mode ap—
plications. OS/x86 creates a protected-
mocle context and an LDT for the new
program. When the spawned program
terminates, the kernel returns to the
original application.

08/3686 can handle hardware and
software interrupts in both real and
protected modes, depending on
whether the developer has included
protected—mode interrupt handlers in
the application. In both modes, the
kernel intercepts the DOS set—inter-
rupt-vector function. If the application
points an interrupt vector to a real—
mode handler, then the kernel estab-
lishes a surrogate interrupt handler in
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protected mode. The reverse is true if
an interrupt is set in protected mode.
If an interrupt is received by a surro-
gate—that is, if it occurs in a different
mode from where the vector was
hooked—then the surrogate handler
changes modes and passes the inter-
rupt to the original handler. On com»
pletion, the processor mode is set back
to what it was before the interrupt.

Handlers for the same interrupt
source established in each mode avoid
mode switching. Chaining interrupts is
supported in either mode, but chaining
between modes is not allowed. Inter-
rupt handlers can be established by
using the DOS set-interrupt function.
Modifying the interrupt table in real
mode is self-defeating; because the ker—
nel is unaware of the interrupt, it will
not establish the proper control struc-
tures, such as entries in the protected—
mode interrupt descriptor table (IDT)
for all registered interrupt handlers.

For memory management, OS/x86
has extended services for creating and
manipulating data and code segments
and for transferring data between seg—
ments. OS/x86 allows creation and de»
letion of what A. 1. Architects calls win»
dows. These are not areas on the
screen, but rather memory-management
objects that can overlay one or several
predefined memory regions. These
windows are treated like other code
and data segments, but are not limited
by hardware. A single large window
could span several 64163 segments,
even on a 286 system.

Using OS/x86, the developer also
can access segment information, change
the segment parameters (for example,
change segments from code to data),
and transfer blocks of memory without
regard to protection limitations.

A robust set of services for inter-
mode communications passes data be-
tween real— and protected-mode proce-
dures. A protected-mode procedure can
load a real-mode overlay, then call it
with a real procedure call (RPC). The
RPC can transfer up to 4KB of data,
using a dynamically allocated trans-
action buffer. Alternately, data can be
passed between modes in memory
segments allocated with the OS/x86
memory—management services. Instead
of loading a real-mode procedure as an
overlay at call time, the developer can
bind it into the loader so it is resident
when OS/x86 starts.

RPCs are used by the interface
routines provided by A. 1. Architects to
access the HALO graphics library—a
subroutine of Image—Pro from Media
Cybernetics (Silver Spring, Maryland).
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These stub routines allow use of the
unmodified real-mode HALO graphics
library by a protected—mode program.
Calling real-mode procedures is most
beneficial when a protected—mode pro-
gram needs library services that cannot
be converted to protected mode be-
cause source code is unavailable.

A real procedure signal (RPS) pro—
vides communication from real mode
to protected mode. A real—mode proce-
dure generates a software interrupt to

OS/x86 by A. 1. Architects
span bot/9 286 cind386 and
provide extra support in
interactions between real
andprotected mode.
T

the protected—mode procedure, using a
handle posted by the protected—mode
procedure in the RPS table.

An important benefit of imple-
menting RPCs and RPSs is the ability to
execute protected—mode procedures on
the HummingBoard in parallel with
real-mode procedures on the system
board. This dual-mode operation is
supported transparently by the 08/386—
HB kernel, so parallel processing oc—
curs with no effort on the developer’s
part if an application migrates from the
uniprocessor 08/386 environment to a
dual—processor environment.

PHAR LAP FOR 586 ONLY
Phar Lap’s 386/DOS-Extender operates
only on 386—based systems, including
AT-bus and Micro Channel machines
and XT compatibles with 586 accelera»
tor boards. 386/DOS-Extender is fully
compatible with VCPI.

The Phar Lap developer’s kit
($495) includes the protected-mode
loader and kernel, Phar Lap’s own 16-
bit assembler and linker, and a pro-
tected—mode debugger called MINIBUG
(see table 2). An unlimited distribution
license for $1,495 includes a binder for
combining the application and kernel
into a single executable file that the
DOS loader can start. A more powerful
symbolic debugger, 386DEBUG, is
available separately for $195; neither
debugger, however, supports source-
level debugging.

Because it is a 586—only product,
Phar Lap’s extender requires use of
32-bit, 386-compatible assemblers, com-

pilers, and linkers, as listed in table 5.
Object files produced by these tools
can be linked using the Phar Lap 386
Linker. The resultant protected—mode
executable can be loaded without fur—
ther conversion by using Phar Lap’s
protected—mode loader, RUN386.

The runtime kernel, integral to the
loader, occupies about 100KB and, de-
pending on system configuration, can
grow to 200KB. The loader establishes
a GDT for the kernel and an LDT for
the application. Despite the flat address
space, the loader creates separate selec—
tor code and data space for the applica—
tion and establishes selectors for often—
used BIOS, video memory, and other
data areas. The application and kernel
both execute at privilege level 0, the
highest level.

Operating in both real and pro-
tected modes, the kernel intercepts
DOS and BIOS interrupts from the
application. The kernel either performs
the request itself or translates the argu—
ments, switches to real mode, and calls
the original DOS or BIOS procedure.

Phar Lap’s APls are the same as
DOS, using the same functions of
INT 21H. Although most functions are
enhanced for protected—mode opera-
tion, the similarity with DOS is wel—
comed by DOS developers.

386/DOS-Extender provides several
ways to communicate between pro—
tected- and real—mode procedures. One
way is to pass the real-mode value of
all registers to the real-mode proce-
dure; another passes only the CS regis—
ter contents. Both methods permit
using the stack for passing additional
data, which are copied from the caller’s
protected-mode stack to the target‘s
real—mode stack. The calling procedure
must know the address of the real-
mode procedure. The two procedures
can be linked together into one execut-
able file (the linker then resolves the
address), or the real—mode procedure
can pass its address via a transfer
buffer or software interrupt.

The kernel provides a single trans-
fer buffer, up to 64KB, for data transfer
between real— and protected-mode pro-
cedures. It resides in conventional
memory; both real- and protected
mode procedures can obtain its ad—
dress by calling a kernel function. An
application could, for example, use this
buffer [0 pass the address of a real<
mode routine to be called from pro-
tected mode. A real-mode procedure
also can call a protected-mode proce—
dure, but this requires the developer to
write a convoluted protocol for passing
addresses and parameters.
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All interrupts, including the soft—
ware interrupts, hardware interrupts,
and processor exception traps, are
routed to real mode unless they are
redirected using the 586/DOS—Extender
set—vector function. On a 586 system,
switching to real mode for all inter—
rupts does not involve the overhead of
a 286 system.

Kernel API services set real- and
protected—mode interrupt vectors sepa—
rately, allowing distinct interrupt hand-
lers for each mode; or a single service
sets both vectors at the same time, pre—
venting race conditions by disabling
interrupts while both vector addresses
are established.

Dual—interrupt handlers allow ap—
plications to control mode switching. A
procedure in one mode calls the soft—
ware interrupt for the other modes
interrupt handler.

The 586/DOS-Extender allows one
program to spawn another. Although
similar to the DOS EXEC function, it
does not restore the interrupt vectors
to their default state before executing
the new program. Thus, the parent
protected—mode program can gain con-
trol of the child real—mode program
without an interrupt crashing the sys-
tem if the vector is redirected

The extender allocates memory in
4KB pages, from conventional memory
first, followed by extended memory. It
allocates extended memory from the
top down. Any pages freed in the mid-
dle of a set of pages belonging to a
process will not be available for reallo-
cation until the application exits. The
kernel establishes LDT entries for each
new memory block allocated. The de—
veloper can request creation of seg—
ment aliases, which are duplicate selec-
tors that'allow the same segment to
appear as both code and data.

The 586/DOS—Extender supports
VCPI to coexist with V86«mode control
programs, such as DESQview and 586-
to-the-Max. It will not remap hardware
interrupts if DESQview is present.

Phar Lap has made available 586/
VMM, a virtual—memory manager to use
with the 586/DOS-Extender to allow
access to a memory size limited only
by disk capacity. It uses the demand-
paging capability of the 586 to swap
memory to and from disk storage.

SMALL AND SPUNKY DOS/16M
DOS/16M from Rational Systems can be
used on both 286 and 586 systems. Its
kernel is the smallest of these extend—
ers, roughly 24KB. The kernel’s small
size and close compatibility with DOS
calls that support TSRs make it a good
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candidate for protected—mode TSRs.
After hooking interrupts and installing
the resident portion in extended mem-
ory, only a small stub remains in con-
ventional memory. When an interrupt
awakens the TSR stub, it calls a kernel
service to enter protected mode and
execute the main body of code in ex-
tended memory. Rational Systems in—
cludes example TSR code in its devel-
oper’s kit.

DOS/16M provides compatibility
with all DOS and BIOS calls, as well as
an extended set of kernel services. It
does not include V86-mode or specific
52—bit support, but its VCPI compatibil-

eLap ’s 386/005-
Exlender lens been expressly
designedfor bzglypeifor—
innnce applications in the
386 32-bit environment.
—_———

ity allows it to cooperate with other
protected—mode control programs run—
ning on a 586._

The extender’s features are listed
in table 2. A broad range of 16-bit
DOS-based assemblers, compilers, and
linkers supported is listed in table 5.
Executable files built with Microsoft or
Phoenix linkers must be converted to
protected mode using the Rational Sys—
tems's MAKEPM utility, similar to A. I.
Architects’s EXPress. Files produced by
the Phar Lap linker require no post
processing.

The protected-mode executable
can be loaded using either Rational
Systems’s LOADER, its Instant-D debug-
ger, or a developer-created loader. The
developer can bind the kernel, loader,
and application into a single executable
file using the SPLICE utility.

Instant-D is a powerful source»
level debugger using a windowed envi-
ronment similar to Microsoft’s Code-
View. When running on a 586, Instant-
D uses the extended debugging sup-
port provided by that chip’s hardware
debugging registers (see Tech Note-
book, January 1989, p. 121).

An initial developer‘s license (IDL)
from Rational Systems costs $5,000 and
includes a developer’s kit and a license
to embed the product in up to 200
copies of an application. The kit in-
cludes the loader, kernel, debugger,
bind utility, protected-mode libraries

for high-level compilers (see table 5),
and example source code. Additional
developer’s licenses are available for
$1,000. A developer’s site license costs
$15,000 after purchase of an initial IDL.

Both the kernel and the applica—
tion operate at privilege level 0. The
application can generate real—mode in—
terrupts to access DOS or other TSR
functions, and can create overlaid seg-
ments to allow access to BIOS and
video—data areas. The kernel supports
all DOS and BIOS services, most in
protected mode. DOS/16M recognizes
when it is operating on a 586 and uses
the faster mode—switching capability of
that chip.

All 51 of DOS/16M’s API services
are functions called with standard C
syntax. Services include those for inter-
rupt maintenance, memory, and pro-
cess management.

For intermode communications,
DOS/16M includes a function similar to
the RFC facility of OS/x86, allowing a
protected-mode procedure to call a
real-mode one. Unlike the other ex—
tenders, it does not provide facilities
for handling transaction buffers or
copying the stack between modes, but
it passes a selected set of registers to
the called procedure.

DOS/16M has functions for switch-
ing the processor between real and
protected modes, leaving the physical
address unchanged through the switch.
With the segments in each mode over-
laid on the same memory area, a pro-
cedure in one mode can call an inter—
face procedure in the same mode. The
interface procedure then would switch
to the new mode, perform the process,
then switch back to the original mode,
and return.

Interrupts can be handled in ei-
ther real mode, protected mode, or
both. DOS/16M intercepts and trans-
lates BIOS and DOS services. If the
DOS set-interrupt service is called,
DOS/16M installs a protected~mode in-
terrupt vector in the IDT and adjusts
the real—mode interrupt routine to pass
up the interrupt to the protected-mode
interrupt handler.

Pass-up interrupts, which occur in
real mode, cause DOS/16M to switch to
protected mode and regenerate the in-
terrupt to the protected-mode handler.
Pass-down interrupts, received in pro-
tected mode, cause the kernel to switch
to real mode and regenerate the inter—
rupt to the real-mode handler.

The kernel handles processor ex—
ceptions in protected mode. Interrupt
handling is performed in the mode
where it occurs to prevent the slower
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mode switching of the 286. However,
the developer can specify unconditional
handling of individual interrupts. For
example, an I/O device may have a
real-mode device driver, so interrupts
from that device are restricted to real—
mode only. DOS/16M redirects to real
mode any interrupts received from the
device while in protected mode.

Applications use DOS memory—
allocation services intercepted and
translated by DOS/16M. An extended
set of memory—management services
affords greater control, including ser—
vices to alter the strategy of memory
allocation. The strategy establishes the
mode and location in which memory
will be allocated, for both standard
DOS and kernel memory—management
functions. For example, the developer
can indicate whether memory is allo-
cated out of low or extended memory.
The allocated memory also can be
made transparent, meaning the mem-
ory segment (either code, data, or
stack) has the same address in both
protected and real modes. The
memory-allocation strategy is main—
tained for all memory-management
calls until it is replaced by another
strategy definition.

Alias selectors define overlapping
memory space with each selector defin-
ing different attributes. A selector can
be canceled and later reused without
deallocation, or it can be freed, which
cancels and deallocates it. Selector attri-
butes can be modified on the fly, and
pointers can be converted between real
and protected modes.

Rational Systems’s LOADER utility
provides limited compatibility with
Microsoft Windows, in that LOADER
can be spawned by a window proce-
dure. LOADER then loads the extender
kernel and the application and exe—
cutes them as it would a separate DOS
application.

DOS/16M is compatible with ex-
pandedmemory drivers, supporting
INT 67H EMS functions that provide
basic allocation and page-mapping ser-
vices. It supports handle—based DOS
file I/O functions but only a limited
subset of the old—style DOS file control
block (FCB) I/O functions.

A KINDER, GENTLER DOS
DOS extenders can enhance perfor-
mance of many DOS applications cur-
rently bumping against the limits of
their environment without requiring
radical changes from developers and
users. Applications ported from main-
frames and minicomputers now have
more room to maneuver in DOS than
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ever: the linear 32-bit address space in
protected mode obviates the need for
segmentation.

The decision of whether to at-
tempt a DOS port with an extender or
upgrade a current DOS—based product
to give it enhanced capabilities will
have to be weighed against moving to
08/2 or Unix. Several factors tip the
scales in favor of the DOS extender
route. Either operating system with its
support utilities consumes more disk
space than an extender and DOS. The
cost of hardware to support Unix or
OS/Z is also more than that of a system
that runs an extended application of
comparable scope. But the most telling

The smaller leemel ofRa—
tional Systems’ DOS/16M
lends itself to use in TSRS
and on platforms with lim-
ited extended memory.
T

argument is that a developer who
chooses a DOS extender does not have
to convince anyone to follow suit—the
user of the application does not need
to know or care about the developer’s
decision, which is not the case when
moving to Unix or OS/Z.

DOS extenders may keep DOS
ahead of Unix in the marketplace.
When and if a consistent user interface
takes hold in the Unix community and
many popular DOS applications are
available on Unix, the multitasking as-
pects of Unix may shift users to its di- '
rection, away from an enhanced DOS.

The situation is similar for 08/2.
Many popular DOS applications will
have to be available at a reasonable
price, both for the application and the
platform, before users shift to that di«
rection. Enhanced DOS applications
may slow down that shift. Until a 586
version of 08/2 is available, both Unix
on the 386 and DOS with a 386-based
extender have an edge in the use of
386 systems.

When choosing among the three
available DOS extenders, consider
these points. A. l. Architects’s OS/x86
systems efficiently span both 286 and
586 and provide extra support in the
interaction between real— and pro—
tected—mode processes. These extend—
ers are especially strong in separating
code spaces where a portion of a pre-

existing product or a library set must
be retained without being ported to
protected mode.

Phar Lap‘s 386/DOS-Extender has
been designed expressly for the 586
32—bit environment. It might be best for
high-performance applications that
need not run on slower platforms. Its
virtual memory capability gives it an
extra advantage for multi—megabyte
applications, allowing them to run in
smaller amounts of physical memory.
Finally, it is the only extender of those
reviewed with a fixed—cost, unlimited-
distribution license.

The smaller kernel of Rational Sys-
tems’s DOS/16M lends itself to use in
TSRs and on platforms with limited ex»
tended memory. It is compatible with
both 286 and 386 platforms, but does
not use the paging and linear 32—bit
address capabilities of the 386.

No matter which extender is se«
lected, the numbers and types of appli—
cations ripe for porting to a DOS ex—
tender are immeasurable. Almost any
product can benefit from expanding its
feature set through greater code size .
and data—handling capability. As more
popular products are ported, they may
become an accepted norm, rather than
a curiosity. With DOS extenders, DOS
never looked better. W

A. 1. Architects Inc.
One Intercontinental Way
Peabody, MA 01960
508/535-7510
05/286 Developer’s Kit: $495
05/386 Developer’s Kit: $495
05/386 Developer’s Kit with
HummingBoard (J 6—MHZ 386 with
1MB of RAM): $1,595
CIRCLE 337 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Phar Lap Software Inc.
60 Aberdeen Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02138
617/661—1510
386/ASM/LINK' $495
DOS-Extender rantime license: $1,495
CIRCLE 338 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Rational Systems Inc.
220 North Main Street, Suite 203
Naticla, MA 01760
508/653-6006
DOS/16M initial developer’s
license: $5,000
CIRCLE 339 ON READER SERVICE CARD

William E. Broo/es is a founder of Applied
System Technologies Inc. of Ft, Lauderdale,
Florida. He has developed systems and appli-
cations software imder D05 and other real-
time and multitasking operating systems,
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DESQVIEW API T0013
scription of 05/2 DLLs, see “OS/2’s Dy-
namic Link,” Mary DeWolf and Ted
Mirecki, September 1988, p. 100.)

The DESQview API Toolkit ($500)
includes the API Reference Manual,
function libraries for assembly language
and C (supporting Lattice, MetaWare,
Microsoft, and Borland compilers), the
Panel Design Tool, and a multitasking
debugger. These components are also
available separately, as is a library for
Turbo Pascal The minimum a devel—
oper needs to get started is the refer-
ence manual ($59.95) that defines the
assembly language calling conventions
of the API.

DESQview classifies programs de-
pending on their use or nonuse of APIs
into one of three categories: DESQ—
view—oblivious, DESQview—aware, or
DESQview-specific.

A DESQview-oblivious program is
written without consideration for
DESQview APIs. When a program per-
forms hardware-specific screen-manipu-
lation functions, such as writing directly
to the video buffer, it is called I'll-
bebaved; a program that uses D05 or
BIOS calls for video access is well-
bebaued. AutoCAD and Microsoft Word
are examples of DESQviewoblivious
programs. DESQvieW’s Add A Program
function assumes that the program
being installed is DESQview-oblivious,
and successfully loads and executes it.
By setting the installation parameters to
the specific program classification, de-
velopers can maximize a program's
performance under DESQview.

A DESQview—aware program uses a
limited set of DESQview API calls to
determine the presence of DESQview,
and behaves differently when executing
under DESQview than when executing
under DOS. For example, a program
that writes directly to the video buffer
under DOS can, using DESQview, ask
the environment to provide a logical
video buffer instead. DESQview can
then manage the program‘s screen out-
put and display it in a window that
shares the screen with output from
other applications. WordPerfect and
Paradox are examples of programs that
use a subset of DESQview APIs to be»
come DESQview-aware. The systems
integrator installing a program into the
DESQview environment can determine
if the program is DESQview-aware by
monitoring execution with the DESQ-
view API debugger.

A DESQview-specific program is
written to take advantage of the envi-
ronment created by DESQview; it
needs DESQview to operate and will
not run under DOS alone. Using the
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TABLE 1: DESQview Objects
OBJECT DESCRIPTION

Gets window-specific
user input
Provides inter-task
communication
Queues input messages
from devices or tasks
Aggregates menus, dialog
boxes, and other
interactive controls for
a window
Receives input from a
pointing device such as
a mouse or light pen
Measures elapsed time
or waits for specified
time of day
Displays information
to the user

Keyboard

Mailbox

Objectq

Panel

Pointer

Timer

Window

DESQview-specific programs control
the environment by calling functions
to manipulate seven objects, includ-
ing keyboard, window, and mailbox.

API services, DESQview-specific pro-
grams can create and control output
windows; limit or extend the DESQ»
View user interface; define forms,
menus, and other interactive controls;
let the environment automatically han»
dle all keyboard and mouse input;
schedule processing at certain time in-
tervals or times of the day; create en—
tirely new processes or spawn new
subtasks to divide the processing load
into parallel threads of execution; and
communicate with other DESQview-
specific programs by exchanging sig-
nals and data.

Quarterdeck’s DESQview Compan«
ions (a set of pop-up utilities) and the
DESQview Panel Design Tool are
DESQview—specific applications. Most
such applications are vertical—market
systems developed by companies such
as US Data, Cybertek, and MCI. Compa-
nies, such as Strawberry Software, are
developing general~market DESQview-
specific applications and utilities. It can
be difficult to recognize DESQview-
specific applications. Some of them,
distributed with runtime versions of
DESQview, hide DESQview from their
users, allowing only the copyright no-
tice to be seen at program start—up.

SEVEN LI’ITLE OBJECTS
DESQview APIs provide an object—
oriented interface. An application using
it tells DESQview how to create and
manipulate seven different objects, or
data structures (window, Objectq, panel,
keyboard, pointer, mailbox, and timer)

listed in table 1. The power of the
DESQview environment comes from
the APIs‘ ability to manage the relation—
ships among these objects.

The design of DESQview’s APIs
closely adheres to that of its IBM pred-
ecessor, TopView. Like TopView,
DESQview makes a close association
between tasks and windows. Because
developers differentiate tasks (code to
be executed) from windows (visual in-
terfaces to the user), this close associa-
tion can be confusing. The structure of
the DESQview environment would be
clearer to developers if tasks were an
object category in their own right. Ix:

The first consideration is the win—
dow object. Developers must under-
stand the relationship among DESQ—
view’s processes, tasks, and windows.
DESQview isolates programs from each
other by running each as a separate
process. A DESQview process is a soft-
ware~created virtual machine environ—
ment that allows a program to see what
it believes is a contiguous address
space for its code and data, including
its own copy of DOS, BIOS, and inter-
rupt vectors.

DESQview invokes processes
based on the contents of a DESQview
program information file (.DVP). The
first task associated with the process is
the executable program file named in
the .DVP. Each DESQview process has
at least one associated task and can
contain any number of them. When
DESQview initiates a task, it assigns the
task a window object, a keyboard ob—
ject, a mailbox object, and an Objectq
object.

A (as/e, equivalent to an OS/Z
thread, is DESQview’s basic unit of
execution. Each task has its own stack,
instruction pointer, and set of registers.
Newly created tasks are orphans, not
owned by their creator or any other
task until adopted by whatever task
sends the first message to the newly
created task window. Tasks that adopt
themselves are called parent tots/es;
tasks adopted by other tasks are called
child [as/es. Only parent tasks are al—
lowed to adopt other tasks. A task can
create additional tasks within its own
program space to manage concurrent
activities, such as background printing
or communications.

When multiple instances of the
same task are spawned from withinthe
code space of a parent task, the devel—
oper must ensure that the code is re-
entrant. Each instance of a reentrant
task can allocate its own data space or
share common data space allocated ex-
ternally by entries in the .DVP file.
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TABLE 2: Process and Task-relntedAPIs. I

FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

api_freebit
api_getbit
api_setbit
app_foreonly
app_free
app_goback
app_g0fore
app_hide
app_new
app_number
app_show
app_start
app_suspend
tsk_free
tsk_me
tsk_new
tsk_pgmint
tsk_post
tsk_start
tsk__stop
win_adopt
win_allow
win_cancel
win_disallow
win_disperor
win__notify
win_orphan

Disconnect second-level interrupt handler
Define second—level interrupt handler
Schedule a second-level interrupt handler
Limit an application to foreground only
Free an application and its window
Force an application into background
Force an application into foreground
Hide all windows of an application
Start a new application in the current process
Get the current application’s switch—list number
Display all windows of an application
Start a new application in a new process
Suspend and hide all tasks in an application
Free a task and its window
Get handle of current task
Create a new task
Software interrupt another task
Restart a task and post its objectq
Restart a stopped task
Temporarily stop a task
Adopt a window or task
Specify which DESQView commands are allowed
Cancel notification of task-related events
Specify which DESQView commands are not allowed
Display an error message window
Enable notification of task—related events
Orphan a window or task

An application runs as one or more processes, each consisting of one or more
tasks. Each process has its own address space, which is shared by all of its tasks.

DESQView allows similar functional
capabilities for code and data sharing
as does OS/2.

DESQView selects tasks for execu—
tion in a round-robin manner and al-
lows each task to execute for a fixed
time slice. The user can alter time—slice
values through the DESQView configu—
ration program, DVSETUP. Tasks associ—
ated with pending user input are given
highest priority.

’ A window is an object represent—
ing a rectangular area on the screen in
which'a task displays information. All
information a task presents to its user,
including normal output, menus, error
messages, and help screens, is dis-
played in a DESQView window. DESQ—
view automatically allocates a tasle win-
dow to each task for normal output.
DESQView allows the user or the appli-
cation to move, resize, color, hide, and
redisplay windows.

All API functions that display infor—
mation to the user operate on window
objects. Because DESQView assigns a
window object to each task at task initi-
ation, all API functions for task manage-
ment are actually operations on win-
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dow objects. DESQView maintains a
window list containing the handles of
windows opened by all tasks, sorted in
display order with the active window at
the top of the list. Applications can
change Ordering in the list via calls to
the APIs. By default, DESQView groups
all windows for a given application to—
gether, including those currently hid-
den by other windows. When a user
switches an application to the fore
ground, DESQView automatically moves
all of its windows to the top of the
window list.

Windows can be created with or
without frames. A single-line and a
double-line box surround windows as—
sociated with background and fore-
ground applications, respectively.
Framed windows can also contain de—
scriptive titles that an application can
control via the API.

For each window, DESQView allo—
cates a logical window buffer that
stores information displayed to the
user. The buffer's size can vary from
0—by—O to 127-by—127 characters. The
application that owns the window can
dynamically change the buffers size.

The amount of information visible
to the user depends on the placement
and size of the physical window associ—
ated with the logical window buffer.
Both the user and application can con-
trol the size, placement, and visibility
of the physical window. DESQView au-
tomatically redraws the contents of any
window manipulated by the user or
program, without assistance from the
task owning the window. In contrast,
under OS/Z’s Presentation Manager, the
application that owns the window must
redraw any windows changed by the
user or other applications.

Programs ultimately invoke DESQ-
view APIs with software interrupts,
passing parameters both on the stack
and in registers. Although the APIs are
designed for assembly—language pro—
grams, Quarterdeck provides libraries
of high-level glue functions for Turbo
Pascal, Microsoft Quick BASIC, and C
compilers from Borland, Lattice,
MetaWare, and Microsoft. All DESQView
API example calls referenced here use
the Microsoft C version of the DESQ—
View API. High-level libraries are sup—
plied in source form for compilation
with the compiler of the developer’s
choice. Quarterdeck recommends com—
piling for the large-memory model be-
cause the APIs use far pointers; with
care, the developer can build a mixed-
model library for calling from small—
model programs.

The API library contains more than
200 calls to DESQView. Learning to use
them effectively is a significant exer-
cise, with the documentation offering
scant help. Quarterdeck’s C—Library doc—
umentation breaks the calls into 12 cat-
egories, with the first section explain-
ing general utility functions that are not
object related, such as api_beginc and
api_exit. One weakness in the DESQ—
view documentation is lack of adequate
cross-referencing between API calls and
the DESQView objects to which they
relate. Tables 2 through 10 attempt to
remedy this deficiency; functions that
deal with more than one type of object
appear in more than one table. The API
functions listed in table 2 are process
and task related: table 3, non-object
specific; table 4, objectq related; and
table 5, window related.

Most DESQView API functions are
invoked by calling INT 15H with AH
containing a function code of 10H,
11H, or 12H. Two calling protocols
exist. The send inteiface, containing the
majority of DESQView API services, is
the object—oriented portion of APIs for
sending messages to the various DESQ—
View objects. In this calling protocol,
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DESQVIEW API TOOLS
register BH contains the identifier of
the type of message, and register BL
contains the type of the receiving ob—
ject. Parameters, such as the handles,
which identify the instances of receiv-
ing objects, are passed as 32—bit quanti-
ties on the stack. Results, if any, are re-
turned as 32—bit values on the stack.

The direct—call interface invokes
functions that are not object oriented
or for which a register—based protocol
is more convenient than the stack—
based send interface. Like the DOS API,
the call interface passes parameters and
returns values in registers. Most calls
invoke INT 15H, but several services
are provided by extensions to INT 10H
(video) and INT 21H (DOS).

The DVPRESENT call determines if
the program is executing under DESQ—
view or DOS. It uses DOS INT 21H,
function 2BH (set date), passing an in—
valid date (CX=’DE’ and DX=’SQ’) and
zero in the BX register. Under DOS,
the function returns with an error code
in AL and BX unchanged. Under DESQ-
view, the function returns the DESQ—
view version number in BX.

The SHADOW call asks DESQview
for a window buffer address that the
program can use in lieu of directly
addressing the physical Video buffer.
The call invokes DOS interrupt 10H
with AH set to OFEH; if DESQview is
not present, this does nothing. Once a
SHADOW buffer is allocated, DESQview
automatically updates the screen to re—
flect changes to that buffer. Alternately,
the program can use the UPDATE call
to request that DESQview update spe~
cific portions of the SHADOW buffer.
Once the program issues an UPDATE
call, DESQview stops automatic updat-
ing of the shadow buffer.

A TASK WITH A PURPOSE
In any environment, a task alternates
between waiting for and processing
input. Tasks with only one input
source, such as the keyboard, can call a
read procedure that does not return
until input from that source occurs.
DESQview-specific tasks, however, often
have additional sources of asynchro-
nous input such as interval timers,
mailboxes, or a pointing device. For a
task having multiple inputs, suspending
the task while waiting for one input
often causes delays in responding to
other inputs.

The DESQview objectq is designed
to remove these delays. It is a queue to
which DESQview posts the identifying
handle of the originator of all task
input on a message—bymessage basis.
Although DESQview automatically cre-
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TABLE 5: Non-object—specifi'cAPIs

FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

api_beginc
api_cancel
api_endc
api_exit
api_getmem
api_init
api_isobj
api_level
api_pause
api_poke
api_putmem
api_sound

Begin critical region
Cancel current Window Manager operation
End critical region
Exit application programming interface (API)
Get system-memory buffer
Initialize API interface
Determine if a given handle is valid
Define API revision level that application requires
Give other tasks a chance to run
Display debug information on bottom line of screen
Return system memory buffer
Make a sound

While the DESQview API functions are primarily object—oriented, general utility
functions perform activities not directly related to any type of DESQview object.

ates an objectq for every task, the task
must open or read the objectq in order
to activate it.

When input becomes available for
any object owned by a task, DESQview
adds the handle of the target object to
the objectq input list (provided the ob-
jectq is open). Each time a task reads
its objectq, DESQview presents the
handle of the next object with pending
input, or suspends the calling task until
input is available. DESQview adds han-
dles to the objectq in the order that
input events occur, so objects with
more than one message pending ap—
pear more than once in the objectq.

The objectq should be used for
serialized processing of multiple inputs.
By reading the objectq instead of the
input objects directly, an application
ensures processing of events in the
order they occur. Because DESQview
posts a new handle for each input to
an object, tasks should read an object’s
input only once for each time that ob-
ject’s handle occurs in the objectq.

Input events are not the only way
of creating entries in the objectq. Any
task can write to any other tasks ob—
jectq, which generates signal events
among cooperating processes.

DESQview—specific applications use
Window Stream, Query Stream, and
Manager Stream messages to interface
with their windows. Window Streams
control the contents and positioning of
a window, and Query Streams obtain
this information about a window.
Query Streams are useful when a task
inherits a window that it did not define
and needs information regarding its
content, position, color, and other char—
acteristics. For example, in DESQview’s
Mark and Transfer function (which
moves data between windows), the

TABLE 4: ObjectPIs

FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

Close the tasks
objectq
Erase contents of
the tasks objectq
Open the tasks
objectq
Wait for any object
to have input
Get count of entries
in objectq
Determine if the
tasks objectq is
now open
Remove an object
from the tasks
objectq

obq_close

obq_erase

obq_Open

obq_read

obq_sizeof

obq_status

obq_subfrom

DESQview notifies a task of pending
input by putting a message in the
task’s objectq. This allows the task to
wait for input without tying up re-
sources by polling input devices.

source task places a frameless window
around the area to be transferred. The
target task inherits the frameless win—
dow and can access both the data and
attributes of the marked text using the
Query Stream API calls.

Applications use the Manager
Stream to allow the user to interact
with the application, DESQview, and
other applications. The Window Man—
ager controls this interaction, invoked
by a hot key from within any applica-
tion. By default, the hot key is the Alt
key, but the user can reconfigure it
with the DVSETUP program.

Developers can combine multiple
menus, dialog boxes, and other interac-
tive controls into a single entity called
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a panel object. Applications can create
one or more individual window objects
within a panel object. A panel file can
contain all individual panels used by an
application. APIs allow programs to as-
sign panels to existing windows or cre-
ate new windows for each panel in-
voked by the program. Panels can con-
tain any combination of input, output,
or select fields. Table 6 lists DESQview
API calls associated with panel objects.

The DESQview APIs allow pro-
grams to validate individual fields on a
panel during data entry. DESQview
manages all user-controlled field navi—
gation by supporting concurrent use of
both a keyboard and a pointing device,
such as a mouse or light pen, using
one of the drivers recognized by
DESQview. Programs can receive data
on a field-by—field basis for changed
fields only, or for all the fields defined
on a panel.

Developers should use panel ob—
jects to present a consistent user inter—
face Panel Design Tool allows develop»
ers to create and test menus, forms,
and dialog boxes displayed via DESQ—
view panel objects at runtime. It in-
creases developer productivity when
prototyping and building the final user
interface and also reduces the time
required to build multilanguage ver-
sions of DESQview applications.

Keyboard Objects give programs
access to user-keyed input. DESQview
assigns a default keyboard object to
every task, and applications can define
additional ones, assigning them to indi-
vidual windows. Table 7 lists DESQview
API calls for keyboard objects.

A task can assign separate logical
keyboards to each window in a multi-
window application, which then pro—
cesses input separately for each
window/keyboard combination. This
allows the user to “type ahead” before
the active window is ready to process
the input, then switch windows and
type new information into the second
window. The first window running in
the background can process its pre-
loaded keyboard buffer separately from
and in parallel with the input activity of
the foreground task.

Messages from a keyboard object
identify which window is currently re-
ceiving input from the user and control
how that input is presented to the ap-
plication. Developers can subdivide a
DESQview window into fields for pro—
cessing by DESQview’s Field Manager.
The application can choose to receive
input keystroke-by-keystroke or field-
by-field. Reading a keyboard object sus‘
pends the calling task until the next
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TABLE 5: Window-relatedAPIs

FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

api_justify
api_shadow
api_update
fld_altmode
fld_attr
fld_char
fld_clear
fld_cursor
fld_entry
fld_header
fld_marker
fld_reset
fld_scroll
fld_swrite
fld_type
fld_write
key_setesc

’ qry_atread
qry_attr
qry_color
qry_ctrl
qry_cursor
qry__entry
qiy_field
qry_frame
qry_frattr
qry_header
qry__hidden
qty_leave
qry_logattr
qiy_lsize
qiy_0rigin
qry_position
qiy_size
qry_title
qiy_type
win_addto
win_adopt
win_allow
win_async
win__atread
win_attach
win_attr
win__blanks
win_bottom
win_buffer
win_cancel
win_color
win_ctrl

Enable or disable automatic justification in window
Get task‘s logical window buffer and start shadowing
Redraw a portion of a task’s logical window
Set alternate field—processing mode
Fill a field with a given attribute
Fill a field with a given character
Clear a field
Move cursor to a field
Change field table entry
Change field table header
Define selected—field marker character
Reset selected and modified bits
Scroll a field
Write a string into a field
Change the type of a field
Write characters into a field
Define function to filter keys in field mode
Inquire if read functions return attributes
Get current output attribute
Get physical attribute for given logical attributes
Inquire if processing control codes
Get current cursor position
Get field table entry
Get contents of a field
Inquire if the window has a frame
Get current frame attribute
Get field table header
Inquire if the window is hidden
Inquire if write will change attributes
Inquire if using logical attributes
Get size of logical window buffer
Get origin of physical window relative to logical window
Get position of physical window
Get size of physical window
Get window’s title
Get type of field
Write characters and attributes to a window
Adopt a window
Specify which DESQview commands are allowed
Define asynchronous notify function
Set read mode to read either characters or attributes
Attach window to its parent task window
Set current output attribute
Write blanks to a window
Make window bottommost in its application
Get pointer to window’s logical Window buffer
Cancel notification (window—related events)
Change logical attribute mapping
Enable or disable interpretation of control characters

key is typed (in keystroke mode) or
until field input is complete for that
window (in field mode).

When creating a task, DESQview
automatically opens the tasks default
keyboard object in keystroke mode and
assigns it to the default task window.
User-keyed input to the default task

window is queued to the default key-
board object on a character-by—charac—
ter basis as it is typed. The task re-
ceives this input one keystroke at a
time for processing.

DESQview opens a keyboard ob-
ject in field mode when the associated
window has afield table. A field—table
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FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

win_cursor
win__dflt
win_disallow
win_disperor
win__eof
win_erase
win_frame
win_frattr
win_free
win__hcur
win__hide
win__leave
win_len
win_locate
win_logattr
win_lsize
win_maxsize
win_rne
win_n1insize
win_move
win_new
win_notify
win_nread
win_open
win_origin
win_orphan
win__paste
win__point
win_poswin
win_printf
win_putc
win_read
win_redraw
win_reorder
win_repattr
win_repchar
win_resize
win_scroll
win_sizeof
win‘_stream
win__subfrom
win_swrite
win__title
win_top
win_topsys
win_unhide
win_write

Change a window’s title

Move window’s logical cursor
Change default notify window
Specify which DESQview commands are not allowed
Display an error-message window
Inquire if logical cursor is beyond end of window
Clear window
Enable or disable display of a windows frame
Define window frame attribute
Remove a window from the screen and free its handle
Display hardware cursor at logical cursor position
Mark a window as hidden
Leave‘existing attribute when writing to a window
Return width of logical window
Return which window is visible at given screen position
Use logical and physical attributes
Set window’s logical dimensions
Set window’s maximum physical dimensions
Get current task’s window handle
Set window’s minimum physical dimensions
Move physical window
Create a new window
Enable notification on a given event
Read characters from a window
Fill a window with a given character
Define part of logical window viewed in physical window
Orphan a window
Define window as current clipboard window
Move mouse pointer to logical cursor position
Position window relative to another window
Write formatted data to a window
Write a character or attribute pair to a window
Read rest of current line from window
Redraw a window
Reorder an applications window
Write an attribute to a window n times
Write a character to a window 71 times
Set physical dimensions of a window
Scroll all or part of a window
Get number of characters in the logical window
Write a stream to a window
Write attributes to a window
Write a zero-terminated string to a window

Make window topmost in its application
Make window topmost in the system
Mark a window as not hidden
Write characters to a window

DESQvieW automatically creates a window for each task. Without doubt, the larg-
est group of DESQview API functions deals with control over window objects.

definition gives DESQview information
to handle selection, input, and high-
lighting of selected fields, and cursor
and mouse movement within a win-
dow. This allows developers to create
menus, dialog boxes, and data-entry
forms with field tables, defining which
fields the user can select and which
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can receive input. DESQview does all
navigation, selection, and field-entry
processing, reducing the code develop—
ers must write and maintain for the
user interface of their applications.

For field-mode input, DESQview
preprocesses keyboard input according
to the field definitions in the field table

before passing it to the receiving key-
board object. A developer can use
DESQview's default or can customize
field—editing behavior and rules of navi-
gation, including special action routines
for each field or character. Windows
assigned to panel objects always have a
field table.

DESQview determines which key-
board object receives‘user input by the
ordering of window objects in the win»
dow list. The keyboard owner (the
window receiving input from the physi—
cal keyboard) is the topmost window
of the topmost task with an open key
board object. This is the only window
that (if the Video mode allows) can dis—
play the hardware cursor.

The poz‘nter object is the interface
between applications and the mouse or
any other pointing device, such as a
light pen or joystick, that allows the
user to select a point on the screen.
DESQview API calls allow programs to
track the pointing device and respond
to button clicks. Developers can assign
multiple pointer objects to specific win-
dows. Windows with field tables as—
signed to them receive automatic
pointer support. The DESQview Field
Manager, which provides field-editing
and navigation support, handles the
mouse automatically for these windows.
Pointer objects must be used only
when a program wants to monitor the
mouse directly.

Table 8 lists DESQview API calls
associated with pointer objects. PrO»
grams use these calls to track mouse
movement across multiple windows,
manipulate motion—scaling parameters,
and tell DESQview whether pointer sig—
nals are to be passed to the application
when it runs in background. When the
user clicks a pointing device in a win-
dow that does not have a pointer ob—
ject, DESQview brings that window and
its application to the foreground and
gives it the keyboard focus (attaches its
keyboard object to the physical key—
board). If the application already is in
the foreground, DESQView ignores the
pointer input.

DESQview mailbox objects provide
the intertask communication facility
used by DESQview-specific tasks to
exchange messages. Messages written
to a mailbox object are written into a
queue, where they remain until read
by the mailbox owner. Applications can
assign names to mailbox objects. Other
tasks can locate the mailbox by using
the name in an API call to ask DESQ—
View for the named mailbox’s handle.
API calls associated with mailbox ob-
jects appear in table 9.
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TABLE 6: PanelAP s

FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

Display a named
panel and prepare
for input
Close a panel file
Get list of panels in
the panel file
Free a panel object
Create a panel object
Open a panel file
Get number of panels
in the file
Get status of last
pan_open or
pan_apply

pan_apply

pan__close
pan_dir

pan__free
pan__new
pan_open
pan_sizeof

pan_status

A DESQview panel is a specialized
window containing the controls for
user interactions, such as menus, dia-
log boxes, or help screens. Applica-
tions can use panels without knowing
their format or contents, so the user
interface can be changed readily.

DESQview creates and opens a
default mailbox each time it creates a
new task. Applications can request Win-
dow Manager notification when the
user manipulates keyboard focus,
moves, or resizes a window. DESQview
sends all Window Manager notification
messages to the default mailbox unless
the application specifies otherwise.

Programs can send mailbox mes—
sages either by value or reference.
When programs send mailbox rues-
sages by value, DESQview copies the
message contents into a destination
queue along with the sender‘s task
handle and an optional status byte. The
receiver acquires a pointer to the cop-
ied data at read time.

When an application sends a mes—
sage by reference, DESQview does not
copy the data, but instead gives the re-
ceiving task a pointer to them in the
sender’s memory. For two tasks to ac
cess the same memory, they must be
within the same process or have shared
memory defined in their .DVP files.

DESQview mailbox objects are
similar to 08/2 queues, but OS/Z writes
queue data only by reference, not by
value. OS/Z allows the sender to assign
one of 16 priorities to the queue mes-
sages, and allows the queue owner
(reader) to select first-in/first-out
(FIFO), last—in/first-out (LIFO), or prior-
ity ordering of messages.

In place of semaphores (not pro-
vided by the DESQview environment),
applications can lock a mailbox to seri-
alize access from several processes to a
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common resource. Cooperating pro-
grams must be written with knowledge
of the mailbox name associated with a
resource. A program wishing to use the
resource locks the mailbox, uses the
resource, then unlocks the mailbox.
While the mailbox is locked, DESQview
suspends any other process attempting
to open rt.

DESQviewvspecific programs use
timer objects to invoke and monitor
timers set for specified-interval or
time-of—day values. Timer granularity is
a true 1/mo of a second, obtained by
reprogramming the clock chip hard-
ware. Table 10 lists DESQview API calls
associated with timer objects.

Programs can declare multiple tim-
ers, which can run concurrently, and
can use the API calls either to monitor
the progress of a timer or to suspend
execution until it expires. Cooperating
tasks can write timer handles to each
other’s objectqs to coordinate events,
much as OS/Z processes exchange sig—
nal events.

A STRETCH OF MEMORY
The DESQview programming environ—
ment is more complex than the envi-
ronment under DOS. Outside DESQ-
view, available memory stretches from
the top of any terminate-and-stay-resi-
dent (TSR) programs loaded above
DOS to the video buffer at segment
AOOOH. In a single—tasking environment,
a program can use all of this area for
whatever purpose it chooses because it
is the only process executing.

DESQview must manage memory
so multiple programs can be loaded
concurrently; each is given as much
memory as it needs without affecting
others. DESQview manages memory
according to the type of memory avail~
able at runtime; it maximizes use of
expanded memory that conforms to
version 3.2 of the AST Research/
Quadram/Ashton-Tate enhanced ex-
panded memory specification (EEMS)
or version 4.0 of the Lotus/lntel/Micro-
soft expanded memory specification
(EMS). On 386 systems, when run with
Quarterdeck‘s QEMM—586 memory
manager, DESQview runs each task in a
separate virtual—8086 (V86) partition.
QEMMSSG and DESQview are bundled
as DESQview 586, or QEMM—386 is
available separately.

DESQview uses expanded memory
for more than data storage if the area
controlled by DOS (below 640KB) can
contain mappable page frames. This
capability is provided by all versions of
EEMS memory boards, EMS boards
built to version 4 specifications, and

TABLE 7: KeyboardAPIs

FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

api__pushkey Push key into input
stream
Set keyboard
behavior flags
Disconnect
keyboard from its
window
Discard pending
keyboard input
Free a keyboard
object
Wait for next key
(keystroke mode)
Get current task’s
keyboard handle
Create a new
keyboard object
Get handle of a
given task’s
keyboard
Attach keyboard to
a given window
Read input from
keyboard
Get count of
keyboard messages
pending
Get status of last
keyboard message
Clear keyboard
behavior flags
Write data to

key_addto

key_close

key_e 'ase

key_free

key_getc

key_me

key_new

key_of

key_open

key_read

key_sizeof

key_status

key_subfrom

key_write
keyboard

Each DESQview window gets its own
logical keyboard; each keyboard, its
own type-ahead buffer. Applications
should not poll the keyboard, but
should wait until the keyboard inserts
a message into the task’s objectq.

586 systems running an EMS—compati-
ble memory manager such as QEMM-
586 or Qualitas Software‘s 386-to—the-
Max. In these cases, DESQview allo-
cates an expanded memory block of up
to 400KB to each task, and performs
task switches almost instantly by map-
ping a new tasks block into the DOS
address space. (For a full description of
expanded memory, see EMS 4.0 Pulls
Together," Ted Mirecki, July 1988,
p. 72.)

With EMS version 3.2 or earlier,
DESQview can use expanded memory
only for storing data or for a RAM disk,
not for executing programs. Those ver-
sions provide a single page frame of
64KB, an area too small to accommo—
date most programs Copying program
code from conventional to expanded
memory through the page frame offers
no advantage over swapping to a RAM
disk in expanded or extended memory.
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Whatever
emulator-
inking PCs to mainframes may be old

hat But to do the job properly, you
need to build on top of your emulator,
creating a custom application that’s both
bullet-proof and idiot-proof.

Many developers are still doing it the
hard way. Using emulator-specific APIs,
conventional languages and months of
hard labor.

But instead of months, you can now do
it in days, or even—literally—hours.

With Automator, from Direct Technol-
ogy. A unique, award-winning development
system, designed to tackle exactly this
kind of problem. ,

A brilliant new approach.
Automator supports a comprehensive

high-level language, ACL, tailored for the
intelligent automation of PC—to—mainfrarne

links.
ACL programs

run resident,
seizing control
of the PC and
any foreground
application when
ever necessary.

ACL gives you
the kind of
power that you
usually have to
create for your-
self. Such as
event-handling,
task scheduling

and concurrency. And the remarkable
ability to simulate, under program control,
anything a human operator can do.

Yet ACL has all the meat you need to
actually write your application; from disk
file handling and low-level interfacing, to
window and menu support

The universal scripting
language.

Pull data off a mainframe, shift it into
Lotus and print a graph—all under control

Automator
Command

ACL code gives you high-level control
ofyour emulator and DOS applica-
tions. All theflenetionality you need is
built-in. Your code is shorter, clearer;
easier to write and easier to maintain.

of your ACL program.
Without having to /

adapt mainframe or/ /
PC software. With- ,
out getting your
hands dirty driv- ,
ing APIs.

Automator
applications can
address the hard- .
ware directly or call on
BIOS and DOS services.

They can drive custom
software written in conven-
tional languages. Or get any
standard PC application to
do their work for them.

Automator transcends
any one PC application and
the specifics of particular
APIs. So it can integrate any
PC applications, whether
they have APIs or not

Giving you a single,
generic standard for auto-
mation and integration. And

\

happened to

. ‘ \\ ~\

The Automator
envrronment.

I Memory-resident text editor, runtime
interpreter, compiler, program generator,
interactive window and menu designer.

I low memoryoverhead runtimes.
l High-level procedural language similar

to a modern structured BASIC.
I Event-driven task scheduler.
I Simulate keystrokes, read and interpret

data directly from screen.
I Disk file support from within ACL
I Built-in windowing and menu support
I Plus... named procedure calls, program

and variable chaining, numeric and
string arrays, math operators, PEEK,
POICE, IN, OUT... and much more.

Sham foPyou tomorrow as it
is today...

Slaughter.
development time.

An Automator developer
is an order of magnitude
more productive than the
same person working with
an API and a language
such as C, BASIC or
Assembler.

Chances are, you could
high-level code that is easily portable, easy get your next PC-tomainframe project to

prototype in less time than it takes to read
our comprehensive Technical Overview.

to adapt and easy to maintain.

Not Version One. For your free copy, clip the couponor
With Automator, you’re developing call 1-800-992—9979; in New York City, call

your own software, not beta-testing (212) 475-2747.
somebody else‘s.

Automator has
been the secret I
behind successful |
comms projects at I
over 800 major cor-
porations worldwide I
since 1984. I

And we’re com- |
mitted to keeping I
the product upto-
date with advancing I
technology. I

So you can be I
sure that Automator
will be working as

Title

L

Name

_________________ v
YES! I'd like to see how Automator can slaughter PC-tomainframe development time. El

CL
13 Rush me a FREE copy of your Technical Overview. I
I:] Call me soon to arrange a demonstration.

Company

Address

Telephone

Return coupon to:
Direct Technology, Inc.
10 East 21st Street, Suite 1204/5,
New York, NY 10010.

ZIP

Automator is compatible with IBM PC. XT. AT and 10016 Compatibles. and PS/2 model 30, 50, 60, 80.Most communications products, including the leading 5250. 3270 and VI‘IOO emulators from AST. DCA (IRMA), IBM (except Workstation Program 1.0 and 1.1). Rabbit. IDEA. ITI‘, CXi. Techland (Blue Lynx). lNS and Hopewell VIP.Most popular networks, including Novell. Gnet, IBM Token-Ring, IBM PC Net, Banyan. 3Com and Torus.Direct Technology, Inc. 10 East 215t Street, Suite 1204/5. New York, NY 10010. Telephone (212) 4752747. Facsimile (212) 529—1941. Direct Technology acknowledges all trademarks used in this advertisement.
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TABLE 8: Bointer—r‘elatedAPIs TABLE 9: Mailbox-relatedAPIs

FUNCTION DESCRIPTION FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

api_kmouse
fld_point
ptr_addto
ptr_close
ptr_erase
ptr_free
ptr_getscale
ptr__new
ptr_open
ptr_read
ptr_setscale
ptr_sizeof
ptr_status

Set pointer—control flags
Close a pointer object

Free a pointer object

message received
ptr_subfrom
ptr_write
qry_kmouse
win_point

cursor p051tion

Turn keyboard mouse on and off
Move pointer to a given position in a field

Erase pending pointer messages

Get current scaling factors
Create a new pointer object
Open pointer and assign to a window
Wait for next pointer message
Set current scaling factors
Get count of messages pending
Get button status from last

Clear pointer control flags
Move the pointer to a given position
Inquire if using a keyboard mouse
Jump mouse pointer to logical

mal_addr
mal_addto
mal_close
mal_erase
mal_find
mal_free
mal_lock
mal_me
mal_name
mal_new
mal_of
mal_open
mal_read
mal_sizeof
mal_status
mal_subfrom

mal_unlock
mal_write

Return sender of last message
Send a message by value with given status
Close a mailbox
Erase all pending messages
Find a mailbox by name
Free a mailbox object
Lock access to a resource
Get handle of current task’s mailbox
Assign a global name to a mailbox
Create a new mailbox
Get handle of a given task’s mailbox
Open a mailbox
Wait for next message
Get count of messages pending
Get status of last message received
Send message by reference with
given status
Unlock access to a resource
Send a message by value with status zero

The pointer interface can handle devices such as mice, joy-
sticks, trackballs, and optical pens. An application should
wait for notification of pointer events via the objectq.

Mailboxes provide interprocess communications. They act
like OS/2 queues when passing data by reference, and they
act like 08/2 or Unix pipes when passing data by value.

Whether mapping processes into
disjointed EMS blocks or stacking them
in physical DOS memory, DESQview
ensures that no process is aware of the
memory occupied by any other pro—
cess. When a program is executing,
other processes either are mapped out
of the system address space (if they
reside in expanded memory) or reside
in memory marked by DOS as unavail—
able. As with any DOS-based system,
this precaution does not prevent a run—
away process from corrupting another
process by overwriting memory outside
its allocation. However, on a 386 sys—
tem with QEMM—386, the user installing
an application can invoke the V86 pro—
tection mechanism, which prevents that
program from accessing memory out—
side its own address space. The devel—
oper or installer also can give an appli—
cation access to a pool of shared sys-
tem memory.

DOS loads DESQview as it would
any other program, immediately above
the device drivers and TSR programs.
The amount of DESQview memory
overhead varies depending on the par—
ticular system configuration. On a sys-
tem that does not have EEMS or EMS
4.0 memory, DESQview’s memory over—
head can be as high as 160KB. On an
80386—based system using QEMM—386,
DESQview uses as little as 7KB of the
memory residing below 640KB, and
places the remainder of itself in ex—
panded memory.
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DESQview object structures for
currently executing tasks reside in a
conventional-memory area (below
640KB) called common memory.
DESQview allocates this area immedi—
ately above itself. By default, it allocates
17KB, but the user can change the size
by running the DESQview setup pro-
cess. Environments that execute more
than nine processes concurrently may
need larger common memory.

DESQview classifies all remaining
memory between common memory
and the video buffers as conventional
memory. A process must reside in con-
ventional memory when it is executing;
the advantage of EEMS or EMS 40 is
that DESQview can map one of several
processes into conventional memory at
each time slice. The size of conven-
tional memory determines the size of
the largest memory block that DESQ«
View can allocate for a single process,
and therefore the largest program that
can execute.

When DESQview first starts, it allo—
cates a zero—length shared memory
pool immediately above common mem—
ory. As it loads processes that request
access to shared memory, this pool
grows toward the top of memory. All
processes that use shared memory have
access to each other's window buffers
and mailbox messages, which allows
different processes to communicate
data by reference. Without the shared-
memory pool, no guarantee exists that

a process’s system memory is address—
able when another process attempts to
access it.

DESQview loads programs into the
upper portion of conventional memory,
loading subsequent processes under-
neath. Once conventional memory fills,
DESQview maps a new block of »ex-
panded memory into the DOS space
and loads more processes. When ex—
panded memory is full, DESQview
frees space for more processes by
swapping processes out to disk. When
installing an application to run under
DESQview, the user can specify if the
program can be swapped out. Commu—
nications programs should not be
swapped because they must receive
incoming data.

For each process, DESQview allo-
cates process memory to accommodate
the program‘s code and data space, the
script buffers, DESQview—specific con—
text information, and a process-specific
system—memory pool. DESQview calcu-
lates the amount of process memory to
allocate from fields entered by the user
in the .DVP file when installing the
application.

The system memory pool holds the
process’s logical-window buffers,
mailbox—message buffers, panel direc-
tories, and applied panels. System
memory is private to a process by de-
fault, but a user can request, by an
entry in the .DVP file, that it go into
shared memory. This is a repository for
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code or data common to several pro—
cesses which enables cooperating pro-
cesses to communicate.

DESQview versions 2.20 and later
support shared code that is functionally
equivalent to 08/2 dynamic—link librar—
ies. When DESQview starts a new pro—
cess, it checks the .DVP file for shared
programs. If they are named in the
.DVP, it checks to see if the shared pro—
grams are already loaded. If they are
not loaded, it loads them into the
shared—memory pool. Shared programs
are constructed like .COM files, but
their entry point is at offset 0H, not
100H, and they are loaded without a
program—segment prefix (PSP).

DESQview calls each shared pro—
gram (at offset 0H) before starting the
first process that named it in its .DVP
file, and again after the process termi-
nates. The shared program then can
initialize a software-interrupt vector or
other mechanism that the calling pro-
cess can use to invoke procedures in
the shared library.

Multiple processes that name a
shared program interact with the same
physical copy of that program. DESQ-
view tracks how many processes are
sharing a program and frees the shared
code only when the last calling process
terminates.

Although each program running
under DESQview appears to have its
own contiguous memory and to be the
only program running under DOS,
many programs may be executing con—
currently. DESQView’s efficient C0n<
text—switching mechanism, especially
when augmented by the ability to map
expanded memory into the conven—
tional address space, is at the core of
this environments power. Like OS/Z,
DESQview allows a process to spawn
additional tasks within its own process
memory and spawn independent new
processes. DESQview maintains the in-
tegrity of the task and process environ-
ment by saving context-sensitive infor-
mation. For each process, DESQview
also saves many DOS variables, includ—
ing the current drive, current direc—
tories for each drive, disk-transfer ad—
dress, control break, and verify settings.

Like OS/2, DESQview uses a pre—
emptive multitasking protocol wherein
the operating system, not the active
task, decides when to suspend one task
and execute another. In the alternative
method, cooperative multitasking as
used by Microsoft Windows, a task
remains active until it voluntarily yields
control of the system. The preemptive
method ensures that no task monopo—
lizes system resources and that the sys-
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TABLE 10: TimerAPIs V

FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

Start a timer for a
given interval
Close a timer object
Stop a running timer
Free a timer object
Get time remaining
until timer expires
Create a new timer
object
Open a timer object
Wait for the timer
to expire
Get time since timer
started running
Determine if a timer
18 running
Start a timer for a
given time of day

tim_addto

tim_close
tim_erase
tim_free
tim_len

tim_new

tim_open
tim_read

tim_sizeof

tim_status

tim_write

Timer objects provide both elapsed-
time and time-of-day services. DESQ-
view reprograms the clock hardware
for a resolution of 10 milliseconds.

tern can quickly invoke tasks that re—
spond to asynchronous events such as
input at a communications port.

Bank-switched memory signifi—
cantly enhances DESQview’s ability to
provide preemptive multitasking, be—
cause a context switch involves merely
mapping in a new set of expanded—
memory pages instead of copying the
memory contents of the incoming task
from disk or extended memory. With
expanded memory, context—switching
between tasks that occupy all of con-
ventional memory is barely longer than
switching between smaller coresident
tasks that share the conventional mem-
ory space. Still, in high—speed commu—
nications even the slight delay caused
by mapping is a potential concern. If
the communications process is mapped
out when it needs to resume execu-
tion, the normal delay due to the over-
head of a context switch is extended by
the call to the Expanded Memory Man—
ager for restoring the process to the
DOS address space. The additional
time usually does not affect high-speed
communications unless DESQview is
concurrently executing nine or more
non—DESQview—specific processes.

DESQview’s presence enhances
performance for applications that do
direct memory access (DMA) opera-
tions into or out of expanded memory.
The purpose of DMA is to perform
memory transfers without the interven»
tion of the CPU, allowing the CPU to
perform other processing in the mean—

time. If the DMA source or destination
is residing in expanded memOIy, the
developer has to ensure that other exe—
cuting processes do not change the
EMS mapping.

DESQview prevents such failures
by intercepting DOS and BIOS calls
that could do a DMA operation. For all
block—mode devices, such as disk
drives, DESQview redirects the DMA
operation to or from a memory loca-
tion that remains resident even if the
parent process is mapped out. Once
the transfer completes and the transfer-
ring process is in conventional mem-
ory, DESQview copies the result of the
DMA operation to its destination.

Another advantage of EEMS and
EMS 4.0 is DESQview’s ability to exe—
cute portions of its own code in ex—
panded memoty, providing a larger
memory space for applications. Pro—
cesses larger than 400KB will run
under DESQview only in the presence
of EEMS or EMS 4.0 memory. Develop-
ers whose applications must run on all
systems must limit individual process
memory requirements to about 500KB.

Besides managing conventional
and expanded memory for real—mode
applications, DESQview 386 manages
extended memory for protected-mode
applications running under the control
of a DOS extender (see “Leaving
640KB Behind," William E. Brooks, this
issue, p. 38). This is necessary because
DESQview 586 runs as a control pro-
gram at protection privilege level 0,
while the real—mode applications under
its control run in V86 mode at privi-
lege level 3. Because the 386 protec-
tion mechanism prevents level 3 pro-
grams from switching to protected
mode, a DOS extender started in V86
mode cannot by itself gain access to
extended memory.

Quarterdeck and Phar Lap (the
developer of 586/DOS—Extender) devel—
oped a protocol called the Virtual Con-
trol Program Interface (VCPI) by which
a DOS extender can request a privi—
leged control program, such as DESQ-
view 386, to perform protected—mode
services, such as allocating extended
memory and executing processes in
protected mode. One or more VCPI-
compatible protected—mode processes
can execute under DESQview 586 at
the same time as several real-mode
processes.

To INTERRUPT OR NOT?
Developers must adopt very specific
programming techniques to ensure
proper behavior and adequate perfor-
mance in a multitasking environment.
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Because'tasks are suspended from time
to time, all timing loops should use
DESQview timer objects, ask D08, or
search the BIOS area (address 40:6CH)
for the amount of time elapsed. Be-
cause of varying processor speeds,
using program loops for timing is un—
reliable even under DOS. Program
loops are even less reliable under
DESQview where, depending on the
current mix of executing programs, a
task can get widely varying percentages
of processor time. Counting timer ticks
under DESQview fails because, in a
multitasking environment, the program
gets the timer interrupt only during its
time slice.

In a preemptive multitasking envi—
ronment, tasks are subject to interrup-
tion at any time. Therefore, programs
should avoid time-critical regions of
code that depend on uninterrupted
execution. When such sections are una-
voidable, developers should prevent
DESQview from interfering by marking
that area of code as a critical region
(with calls to the api_beginc and
api_endc functions), and making it
short. This prevents timeslice inter— I
rupts, but not hardware interrupts. Dis-
abling hardware interrupts can prevent
concurrently executing time-dependent
tasks from getting the time to run,
causing them to fail.

Disabling interrupts is acceptable
under DESQview only for very short
periods, say for 50 or fewer machine
instructions. If a process needs a
longer time-critical period, the devel-
oper must warn users that high-speed
communications executing concurrently
with the application may fail. Programs
should not access the 8259A or equiva»
lent interrupt-controller chip to mask
interrupts selectively because the envi-
ronment for concurrently executing
processes may be corrupted if a pro-
gram terminates without restoring the
state of the interrupt controller. Use of
the CLI instruction can mask interrupts
without corruption.

DESQview provides its own ANSI
interpreter, DVANSICOM, because the
ANSISYS driver that comes with DOS
can handle only one program at a time.
DVANSI.COM is a TSR that must be
loaded into each DESQview window
that requires ANSI support. Only one
task within a given process can use
DVANSICOM.

Because neither DOS, BIOS, nor
DESQview APIs provide useful
graphics-output services, developers of
graphics applications must write code
that accesses screen memory directly.
Most users do not want to run graphics
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_ the program.

programs in background unless they
are sending output to a hard—copy de—
vice. To allow background execution,
graphics programs should switch to
text mode while doing heavy non—video
processing such as calculating printer
or plotter output.

DESQview supports only IBM—
defined video adapters (MDA, CGA,
EGA, MCGA, VGA), Hercules, and a few
others. Developers should avoid using
modes or features incompatible with
these environments or DESQview will
not properly save and restore the ap—
plications video state when it executes
concurrently with other programs.

Developers creating EGA—based
applications should note that EGA
adapters have several write-only regis—

Ifa DESQview object ls
deallocalea’ or its las/e termi—
nates, the handle used only
milliseconds ago is no
longer oalla’.
———

ters whose contents are not available to
DESQview. DESQview overlays EGA
windows only when the program that
owns the window uses DOS or BIOS
to test or wait for input, invokes DOS
interrupts 21H (DOS call) or 28H
(DOS idle), or calls the api_pause
function to give up its time slice. Pro-
grams must not assume that the EGA
write«only register states are preserved
across these calls. However, because
VGA and MCGA have readable registers
even in EGA mode, DESQview can
properly save and restore video states
on systems without special action by

DESQview versions 2.20 and later
do not prohibit use of software inter-
rupts. Applications executing under ear—
lier versions, however, cannot use in-
terrupts 50H to 57H, 6AH to 6FH, and
78H to 7FH. These are reserved for
DESQview’s use. Three other inter—
rupts, 15H (many BIOS functions), 1BH
(keyboard break), and 1CH (the timer)
behave differently under DESQview
than under DOS. Developers who plan
to hook these interrupts should review
chapter 17 of the DESQview API Refer—
ence Manual.

DESQview fully supports use of
the 8087, 80287, and 80587 math co—
processors, and saves and restores co—

processor states across context
switches. It also supports hardware—
interrupt processing at two priority lev—
els. First—level interrupt handlers, which
receive control via the hardware inter-
rupt, are responsible for hardware—
specific manipulation to process and
clear the interrupt. Second-level hand-
lers receive control from first—level
handlers and communicate with the
DESQview environment. DESQview
does not allow first—level handlers to
issue DESQview _API calls other than
the api_setbit call, which schedules a
second—level handler. Interrupt hand-
lers that need to send a message to a
DESQview object, start up another task,
or otherwise interact with the operat—
ing environment must first schedule a
second—level handler.

The api_getbit call causes DESQ—
view to allocate a second-level request
bit and associate it with a procedure
referenced by the caller. When the
first-level handler issues its api_setbit
call, DESQview schedules the associ-
ated procedure for execution as soon
as all first—level handlers and critical
processing regions complete execution.
Second-level handlers are invoked as
critical regions on the program stack of
the executing program. However, the
program stack of the executing pro-
gram may not be the stack to which
the second—level handler code belongs.
While second—level handlers can issue
API calls, they must avoid calls that
depend on the identity of the current
task, and they should make no assump—
tions regarding the size or content of
the program stack.

DO’S AND DON’TS
No description of the DESQview APIs
would be complete without specific
do’s and don’ts on task control. Do not
assume that any DESQview handle
used only milliseconds ago is still valid.
If the object to which a handle refers is
deallocated or its associated task termi-
nates, the handle is no longer valid.
Use of the invalid handle will cause
DESQview to terminate the task that
issued the call. Always verify (via the
api_isobj call) the validity of any han-
dle. To ensure that the object does not
disappear between the call to api_isobj
and the use of the handle in another
API call, the two calls should be within
a critical section delimited by calls to
api_beginc and api_endc.

DESQview reuses task handles—it
can therefore start a new process with
the same task handle as that of the no—
longer-executing process being moni-
tored. For applications that consist of
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Microsoft MASM 5.1 gives
you two things you’ve never had

in a macro assembler.
03/2 and spare time.

WORD PUBUC ’DATA'

_DAlA
WORD PUBLlC ’CODE'
CS :_TEXT.DS DGROJPSSDGRCXJP
_Shittum
NEAR
hp :sctup stock home with . ..
bmp
$9.2 :. .om localvariuble [pl

: save CX used dumg routine
:clear local variableWORD HR lb 21.0

P. ; teioh numbev of sumsCx,WORD FIR Harri-4]
Ax.[BP+bl
Ax,cl
W’ORD Pl'R [1:72],”
SLImIp
Ax,WORD PTR [hp—2]
CX

, double value in ex. cl lime:

:retum value In ax
. reslore cx

snhp
bp ; restore stuck and return

SMALLC

USES can NunbenWord, sumsWovd
:declure a stack local
, clear sumresult
; {etch mber of sums

summit
summmltfl

: double value in ax cl lines

P .unsumesolt ,‘ rerun value In ax

The new way: time ofi‘forgood behavior.

As a professional programmer you know how
fast MASM subroutines make your programs
run. But you’ve also had to pay the price of cum-
bersome coding.

With Microsoft® Macro Assembler version 5.1,
you get ease and speed. Starting with ourMixed
LanguageProgramming Guide that teaches you
how to call MASM subroutines from your high-

level programs. To the PROC directive that makes
it as easy to pass parameters to an assembler sub-
routine as it is in high-level languages. Plus you
get our easy-to-use “fill-in—the-blanks” template
programs.

In addition to MS-DOS® support, MASM 5.1
has full 05/2 system support that letsyou do things
like break the 640K barrier, create multithreaded
applications and Dynamic Link Libraries. And you
get a complete set of high-octane development
tools that lets you work faster under both environ-
ments. As well as
the reconfigurable
Microsoft Editor, a
high-speed linker and
incremental linker
for 05/2. And the
renowned Microsoft
CodeView® window-
oriented source-level
debugger that lets)
you blaze through
debugging

For the details,
check the techbox.
For more information,
call (800) 541-1261.
And learn how today’s
Microsoft MASM is
so fast and easy it
comes with the follow-
ing offer.

The night off.

Microsoft Macro Assembler
Version 5.1 for

05/2 and MS-DOS
MixedALanguage Programming Support and
Documentation
- Mixed-Language Programming Guide with step-

by—step examples.
. MASM templates for interfacing to BASIC, C,

FORTRAN, and Pascal.
- Sample macros for interfacing for DOS and 05/2

systems.
- Simplified segment directives make writing

MASM subroutines easy.
- Comprehensive instruction set reference with

examples.
- Programmer’s Guide—complete guide to MASM

features and instruction set.

Macro Assembler for 05/2 and MS-DOS
- Full 05/2 support to break the 640K barrier.
- Supports the 80386 and 80387 instmction set.
- Assembles 25-40% faster than MASM 4.0.
- Have labels local to a procedure.
- Declare stack based local variables within a

procedure.
- 05/2 systems incremental linker—up to 20 times

faster than a full link.

Microsoft CodeView Window-Oriented Debugger
and Microsoft Editor
- Full 05/2 systems support,
- Debug MASM code using original source code

with your comments.
- llnteractively view structures and chase linked

ists.
- Take advantage of the 80386.
- Set dynamic breakpoints, watch variables,

memory, registers and flags.
- 05/2 and MS-DOS reconfigurable programmer's

editor.

on

Making it all make sense:
© Copyright 1989 Microsoft Corporation. Microsoft, the Microsoft Logo. MSvDOS and CodeView are
registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.



DESQVIEW API TOOLS
multiple processes, where one process
monitors the continuing execution of
one or more other processes in the
application set, do not assume the con—
tinued validity of the task handle means
that the task being monitored is exe—
cuting. DESQview can abort or termi-
nate a process between monitoring
tests, and can reassign the handle to an
unrelated process.

Developers who need to monitor
a process should assign a name to the
default mailbox that DESQview creates
for the process to be monitored. The
monitoring task should use the mail»
box name to validate the existence of
the mailbox object assigned to the
monitored task. The existence of the
named mailbox implies the existence
of the task.

As in any multitasking environ—
ment, proper behavior of concurrently
executing tasks maximizes overall per-
formance. Although DESQview’s pre-
emptive multitasking prevents a task
from monopolizing the system, a
poorly designed application can have a
negative impact on the performance of
other applications executing concur—
rently. The following techniques maxi—
mize performance of DESQview-
specific applications:
- To maximize time available to con-

currently executing programs, use the
DESQview API’s objectq to suspend
tasks and reawaken them automati-
cally when input becomes available.
Do not wait for input in active poll-
ing loops.
If you are not using the objectq, use
the api_pause call to give up your
time slice periodically.
Use DESQview keyboard objects to
process user input; do not poll the
keyboard buffer directly.
If you cannot use a keyboard object
because you are using a commercial
keyboard macro processor, issue the
api_pause call between the proces-
sing of each keystroke.

Finally, no DESQview developer
should be without the DESQview API
Debugger. Although many other debug—
gers are on the market to debug indi-
vidual DOS programs, DESQview—
specific applications are made up of
multiple programs. When debugging
DESQview-specific applications, devel-
opers probably want to see how all
tasks communicate with their DESQ-
view objects. The DESQview APl De-
bugger allows them to debug any num—
ber of processes concurrently. Like
most debuggers, the API Debugger
traces conditions and sets breakpoints.
The biggest plus, however, is the API
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Debugger’s ability to single-step
through all DESQview API calls regard—
less of the process issuing the call.

OLD DOS PROGRAMS
Using all seven DESQview objects
properly in developing applications
ensures maximum performance effi—
ciency in all DESQview environments.
What about the performance of old
DOS applications that you want to inte-
grate with your new DESQview-specific
programs? If you have access to source

“lit/9 DESQview APls, devel-
opers can sz’gnn‘ioantly
slaorten development times
andprovide a consistent
and robust user inteiface.
T

code, the following minimum subset of
DESQview API calls can modify an ap—
plication’s behavior under DESQview
without sacrificing its performance
under DOS:

api_beginc
api_endc
api_exit
api_init

- begin critical region
- end critical region
- exit API
- initialize API
if DESQview is present

- give other tasks a chance
to run

— return a logical window
buffer and start shadowing

api_pause

api_shadow

Use a global variable to indicate
whether a program is executing under
DOS or DESQview. To set the variable,
issue the api_init call, which returns a
value that indicates DESQview’s pres
ence or absence.

If an old application writes directly
to video memory, modify the code that
determines the current video—memory
address to pass that address to DESQ-
view via the api_shadow call. The
api_shadow call returns the address of
a DESQview memory space to use in-
stead of the original video-memory
address. DESQview then monitors that
video address and automatically up-
dates the physical screen to reflect any
changes that are made to the logical
video buffer.

If the old program uses a common
subroutine to receive keyboard input,
simply insert the api_pause call be—
tween tests for keyboard activity. If the
old program uses scattered individual
calls to library functions, place an

api_pause call once per major pro-
gram loop to ensure that other tasks
are given a chance to run.

N0 MORE MAKING DO
DESQview’s ability to take full advan~
tage of bank—switched systems ensures
long life of DESQview-specific applica-
tions as users migrate to larger and
more powerful systems. Developers,
taking full advantage of DESQview APIs,
can significantly shorten development
times and provide a consistent and
robust user interface by making exten—
sive use of DESQview panel objects
and the DESQview Field Manager facil-
ity. Knowledge and use of the DESQ-
view Panel Design Tool provide the
developer with the ability to customize
screens and easily create foreign—
language versions of an application for
international use without the need to
change application code.

The DESQview API Debugger sig-
nificantly reduces the time it takes to
debug programs in a multitasking envi—
ronment. Developers should use 586—
based systems with QEMM»586 for de-
bugging large applications to take ad—
vantage of V86 mode.

The weakest link in the DESQview
API tools is the documentation of the
many API calls. The documentation
should define separate objects for such
items as tasks and menus (separate
from windows or panels), and it should
categorize the calls by the object being
manipulated.

DESQvieW's preemptive multitask—
ing and the similarity between its APIs
and 08/2 make it an ideal platform for
developing applications that must exe—
cute on systems without enough mem«
cry or processor power to support
OS/Z. As a multitasking environment, it
offers many of the advantages of 05/2
with lower overhead and lower hard—
ware requirements, and two advantages
over OS/Z—the ability to execute on
the millions of 8088-based systems and
to run multiple existing DOS programs
simultaneously. W1

Quarterdecle Office Systems
150 Pico Blvd.
Santa Monica, CA 90405
213/392-9851
DESQview AP] Tool/ail: $500
CIRCLE 343 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Frederic/e ]. Hm L's a senior consultant for
micro development at General Electric In-
formation Serw'ces (GEIS). He designed
GEIS’s Concurrent Operating Program Envi-
ronment (CORE), a multitasking developer
plat/own using DESQoietv’s AP] services.
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A Safety Net
Data

Disaster recoveryfor large LANs requiresplanning careful
management, and the right eqazpment. As LANs have grown, the
methods and toolsfor managing tape baa/caps also have matarea’.

for

ackup is the first line of defense,
B a cornerstone of any disaster

plan. Minicomputer and main-
frame systems managers learned how
important reliable, complete backups
are through long, hard experience So
why do many LAN managers wait until
their first data disaster to face the mun—
dane realities of backup?

Increasing numbers of local area
networks (LANs) support hundreds of
users and hundreds, even thousands, of
megabytes of critical corporate data sit—
ting on vulnerable hard disks. Many
methods are available for safeguarding
the data on a system. Ensuring reliable,
clean power; paying close attention to
system cabling; providing emergency
power for critical system components
—all contribute to system reliability
and protect data, but even the most
carefully planned and managed com-
puter system can have data disasters.

PC Tech Journal here considers
strategies for planning and executing

backup procedures, along with some of
the hardware available to accomplish
the task. Included in this evaluation are
tape drives from Advanced Digital In—
formation Corporation (ADIC), CORE
International, Emerald Systems Corpo—
ration, Maynard Electronics, and Moun—
tain Computer Inc. The drives reviewed
can be configured for storage capacities
of 250MB to 2.268. The CORE drive
accommodates “only" 150MB at this
point; it is included because the drives
will have 250MB capacity with the in-
troduction of DC1000 tape.

Backing up your LAN protects
against failure or destruction of a sys—
tem component or accidental deletion
of files, but it is also useful for archiv—
ing the storage of files and for transfer-
ring data to other sites. Restoring all
data on the network in the event of a
major system failure is a critical re-
quirement for a backup device; yet,
complete loss of all data on a disk is
relatively rare. Increasingly, large disks

used on LANs have mean—time—
between-failure (MTBF) ratings of
50,000 hours of power-on time or
about six years of continuous running.

Using tape to back up these relia—
ble hard disks may seem a paradox.
Tape and tape drives are inherently less
reliable than the drives they are meant
to protect. Tape is a flimsy medium
that is exposed to dust, hair, and lint
floating around in the environment.
Tape heads drag in physical contact
with the tape. Chances are that tape
drives will fail at several times the rate
of hard‘ disks. If, however, you want to
keep multiple copies of complete back-
ups at alternate sites, ship 100MB of
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IAN BACKUP
data across the country, or have insur—
ance against inevitable user errors and
hardware failures, you want tape.

Currently, two types of drives are
capable of storing more than 100MB on
a single tape. The drives that use
DC600~style cartridges use a stationary
magnetic head that records data in
multiple parallelrtracks. DC600 tapes
will be supplanted in 1989 by a new
1,000-foot tape, DC1000, in the same
size cartridge. The 8—millimeter (mm)
helical—scanning devices use a rotating
head much like an 8-mm camcorder.

The stationary magnetic recording
heads record data on a 1/4—inch tape.
They can create a maximum of 18
tracks, which run parallel to the tape
length and contain 10,000 bits per inch.
Thus, the tape holds up to 22KB per
inch of tape (yielding more than
150MB on a GOO—foot tape). During
operation, the tape speeds along at 90
inches per second, which means the
maximum throughput of tape data is
slightly more than 2MB per minute.

Helical—scanning tape drives cur—
rently are based on a drive manufac—
tured by Exabyte (EXB—8200). They use
a tape head that rotates at 1,800 revolu-
tions per minute (rpm). The head ro—
tates at an angle of 5 degrees with re-
spect to the length of the 8—mm tape.
This angle allows the head to create
diagonal tracks about 5 inches long on
the tape and containing 8,192 bytes of
user data (12,720 total bytes) per track.
The tracks are also much more dense
than the stationary head devices, with
820 tracks per inch or about 500KB of
user data per inch of tape. The tape it-
self moves slowly—at .043 inches per
second—but the denser tracks and ro-
tating head yield a relative speed of
148 inches per second between the
head and the tape. Thus, the maximum
throughput of tape data is more than
10MB per minute. The recording den—
sity is 45,200 bits per inch.

The rotating head on the'helical—
scanning drives also allows the drive to
perform read—after-write verification
without a second head. The rotating
drum actually contains a read head, a
write head, and a servo head that en-
ables the drive to read the data imme—
diately after they are written to tape in
order to verify proper storage. The
hardware also can correct any errors
by making the bad section and rewrit—
ing the data on a later section of tape
without software intervention. With sta~
tionary heads, the tape must be re—
wound or a second head must be pres-
ent to accomplish this read-after-write
verification.
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The CORE, Mountain, and ADIC backup tape drives on the left all use DC600
(600-f00t) cartridges. Expect to see new versions of these systems soon using
1,000-f00t cartridges with a 250MB capacity. The Emerald and Maynard systems
use 8-mm, helical-seaming tape with 2.26B capacities.

While these differences make it
appear that the helical-scanning drives
would be much faster, the differences
are not as great as they appear from
these statistics. Many other factors de-
termine the actual backup speed. These
figures are the maximum theoretical
throughput from the tape head to the
tape and not a true measure of the
throughput from disk to tape.

Make no mistake: disks do fail. But
system administrators grow complacent
when failures are infrequent. Fires,
floods, and earthquakes happen, so
data disaster recovery plans should in-
clude off-site storage of backups and
alternate systems on which to load
data. For many companies, on—site fire—
proof safes are one answer. Safes pro—
vide security and protect against many
hazards, while keeping tapes easily ac»
cessible. The logical way to meet the
needs for a complete system restora—
tion is to back up the entire network
regularly. Frequent complete backups,
however, can be impractical on very
large networks, taking many tapes and
hours to complete.

Much more common than total
disasters is the need to recover files
deleted or damaged through human
error or hardware failure. Organizing
files to minimize the impact of errors
by users and system administrators is
important in developing a LAN’s direc-
tory structure. When a user deletes a
file or directory, the administrator
needs to bring those files back in
quickly. This common situation forces
us to consider carefully single—file res—
toration in planning a backup strategy.

Maintaining a database of backups
and cataloging each tape takes care of
identifying tape contents. A less—
demanding method is to organize
backup around disks and critical areas
of data. Answers to the basic question
of what and when to back up become

complex in large LAN environments.
The result may be inconsistency and
disarray when viewing the entire net—
work file system. The effect on backup
strategy is that the location and impor—
tance of data are not immediately obvi—
ous. Correcting the problem of data or-
ganization is often the first step toward
effective backup.

AWORKABLE STRUCTURE
Separating static files from files that
change frequently simplifies backup
and restore operations, as it does all
LAN management. As directory struc—
tures grow, static and dynamic files can
become mixed in a maze of direc—
tories. For example, applications that
the accounting group uses should not
be mixed into the accounting users di—
rectories. Executable programs from
dynamic directories should be sepa-
rated close to the root. The higher this
distinction is made in the directory
tree, the easier it is to find and specify
files for backup. Try to create a simple
directory structure that has distinct
static and dynamic branches.

Isolating all user data in a limited
number of paths lays the groundwork
for a variety of backup strategies. In
addition, isolating all executable files
allows the LAN administrator to manage
software updates and monitor possibly
destructive programs that users may
introduce onto the LAN.

Different work environments may
have different criteria for control and
backup frequency. In a software devel-
opment environment, for example,
source code is backed up frequently
while executable files generated from
that code may be reconstructed and
would not need to be backed up.

When selecting files to be placed
in the directory path for regular
backup, the system administrator must
be sure to include invisible files—those
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updated by applications without direct
user knowledge. These are files that
save default options, configuration in-
formation, supplementary dictionary
files, and other system files not clearly
visible to network users. These configu—
ration files should be maintained in a
separate dynamic directory, if possible.

Another hidden area that should
be included in backups is the net-
work—system files. These include the
user and security information vital to
reconstructing the operating environ-
ment efficiently.

SCHEDULING BACKUP
All backups begin from a baseline of a
complete backup and some form of
incremental backup until the next base-
line backup. Because none of the major
LAN operating systems supports a di-
rectory or file across multiple disks,
each disk in a multidisk LAN can be
treated as a separate entity in planning
backups. Therefore, you can run a
complete baseline backup for each disk
on different days: disk 1 on Monday,
disk 2 on Tuesday, and so on.

After the baseline backup are two
primary strategies for incremental back-
ups. One is to back up any file having
the archive bit turned off, which indi-
cates that someone has changed it
since the last backup. The other is to
backup files that have had the date
changed since the last baseline. Each
method carries advantages and disad-
vantages.

Incremental backups by archive bit
yield the shortest backup requirement
if performed daily on only the files
changed since the last incremental
backup. Having to restore from several
of these incremental backups, however,
can be laborious because each tape
must be restored in sequence. A daily
backup of all files having a file date
later than the baseline date increases
the required backup time as each day
adds more files to the “new file” cate-
gory, but it simplifies restore because
all files changed will be on the last
tape run and intermediate tapes for the
most part can be disregarded.

The question of how long to keep
tapes before they are reused is difficult.
The answer is usually one hour longer
than anyone thought possible. Barring
keeping all tapes forever, a good strat-
egy for reuse is based on a cost analy—
sis of losing the data altogether and
recreating data from some given point
in time. This analysis applies to the fre—
quency with which backups are
shipped off-site to protect against a cat—
astrophic incident such as a fire. Most
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sites arrive at some compromise of
keeping some baseline backups for a
long time and maintaining a shorter
period for sequential baseline and in-
cremental backups.

As difficult as it may be, companies
must attempt to place dollar figures on
the risk of losing data. A table includ—
ing factors such as personnel costs for
reentering data since the last backup,
personnel hours lost while a system is
down, and the cost of a total loss of all
data should be considered. A careful
look may show that the fate of a firm
rests on the recovery of data. This in-
formation will help put the cost of
backup administration, tape transfer to

A careful ris/e analysis
pinpoints applications and
directories ilaai men'ifall
bac/eaps marefrequently
than mosiLAN a’aia.
—————

remote sites, tape drives, and tapes in
perspective. A careful risk analysis can
pinpoint critical applications and direc—
tories that may merit full backups
much more frequently than most other
data on the LAN. Treating these priority
directories as a separate backup task
may make economic sense.

A HOST OF OPTIONS
Many software options are available for
establishing an effective backup system.
Most backup software lets administra—
tors select files by drive letter, by di—
rectory and file specifications, by an
archive bit that indicates changed files,
and by the modification date and time
on the files. A majority of the network
file systems and backup devices pro-
vide the capability of using an archive
bit to select files that have changed
since the last backup.

When you must have an operator
present during a backup and it is in—
convenient to have someone work after
normal hours, consider performing a
full backup periodically during working
hours and supplementing it with unat—
tended incremental backups each eve—
ning when network activity is negligi-
ble. The full backup may miss open
files but the nightly operations will
back them up.
Batching backup routines. Automate
backups when possible. In managing

backups of multiple disks over many
days, for example, a menu interface is
critical. In addition, you can execute
most tape software from batch files;
even when an operator is needed for
the backup, using a batch file limits the
possibility of human error and ensures
consistency in the backup process. In
addition to batch files, consider using a
menu to direct the selection of backup
routines. A simple batch file to display
direction and a list of options may suf- '
fice, or a menu software package may
be in order.
Validating backup. It is difficult to iden—
tify problems in backup procedures
until it is too late. You can apply many
checkpoints, however, to validate the
contents and integrity of the tapes.
Some tape software permits an actual
comparison of the tape data and disk
data at the end of the backup. This can
be time prohibitive on large LANs, but
it is a solid verification of tape con-
tents. Be mindful that users may be
changing files while the backup is run-
ning, creating verification errors that
are not actually tape errors.

Other tape software permits read
verification of the tape contents. In this
case, all data on the tape are read to
ensure that no tape read errors exist.
This verifies tape integrity but does not
guarantee that the data agree with the
disk contents. This option, however,
requires less time.

Another way to check for prob-
lems is to use software—activity log files
or backup session printouts. These
show tape activity along with any error
messages, skipped files, or other prob—
lems. When these files grow too large
to read, they can be searched for key
words, such as completed, error, fail,
or other messages that help determine
if the backup had problems. This
avoids problems that go undetected in
unattended backups. Finally, you
should perform periodic restorations
from tapes to test the system. This will
expose problems in the restore opera-
tions and test tape integrity.
Backup failure plans. The backup. pro-
cess can have its own problems. When
laying out backup procedures, consider
what to do when backups do not run
properly. How long can you go without
backups? How do you get back on
schedule after a problem without miss-
ing data? It is far better to deal with
these questions and anticipate situa—
tions beforehand than during a crisis.

Several options are available for
getting back on schedule after a simple
failure, such as a power outage. Aside
from simply skipping backup for that
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LAN BACKUP
day, you could run the backup during
operating hours, although the backup
will miss open files. A partial backup of
important files may suffice to resume
normal operations. Critical systems may
require a full backup before continuing
partial backups to ensure that files have
not been missed as a result of a cor-
rupted backup.

Finally, consider your hardware
risk. Short of buying a spare backup
unit, you can keep a list of vendors
whostock your unit so one can be
purchased in an emergency. If the ven—
dor who supplied the unit StOCkS it,
then it may be possible to exchange
the unit, or obtain a loaner while the
unit is being repaired. Some manufac-
turers sell service contracts that pro—
vide spares on 24—hour notice. Look
back at your risk analysis—don‘t try to
save pennies on backup.
Security. Backup systems introduce
many security problems in a network
environment. For one, a station backing
up an active network requires the op-
erator to have supervisor privileges,
and an unattended workstation logged
into the network as a supervisor is an
open invitation. The most basic protec—
tion dictates that a logout be per—
formed at the end of the backup rou—
tine. This does not, however, prevent
someone from halting the backup pro-
cess to obtain access to the system.

A better solution is to disable the
keyboard. Most 80286-and 80586—based
machines have a key that disables the
keyboard. Another method is to disable
the keyboard by using the DOS CTTY
command to redirect I/O to NUL within
a batch file. At the end of the batch
file, a second CTI'Y reenables the key—
board after logging off the network
Such a batch file might look like this:
BREAK OFF
CTTY NUL
BACKUP
LOGOUT
CTTY CON

Some software is available that dis-
ables the keyboard, but be certain that
the backup will continue with the key
board disabled. A backup machine in a
locked room is a good idea anyway.

Another security concern is that
network backups can be restored to
local disks, circumventing the LAN se-
curity system. A user who cannot access
a file because of LAN security might
have access to the tapes and the
backup unit. Locked storage for tapes is
the most obvious solution. Some manu-
facturers provide for encryption of
back-up data.
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Backup storage. Besides security threats,
other hazards, such as extreme temper—
atures, magnets, and humidity can de-
stroy a tape library. Backups should be
stored in a safe area away from normal
traffic and sources of heat—direct sun-
light, office heaters (window sills are
out of the question). A locked room or
cabinet is wise even if data security is
not a concern.

When storing backups, more than
tape is required to recover your LAN—
tapes can be used only when the sys-
tem is operating again. Store such
items as the LAN operating-system in-
stallation media, the tape unit software,
and other diskettes needed to recover
from a major disaster. Look closely for

Nine-trade units are gooa’
for exchanging data with
larger systems, but their
capacity and software are
inadequatefor large LANs.
__—

software that cannot be backed up or is
not recoverable from tapes—such as
LAN licenses for some software. Over-
looking these could cost a great deal of
time when the system is down.
Other issues. Many LANs have grown
alongside larger computer systems that
use nine-track tapes extensively As a
result, many have nine—track systems
backing up the LAN itself. Although
nine-track tape units for PC environ-
ments are an excellent way to ex-
change data with larger systems, their
storage capacity and throughput are
often inadequate for large IANs and the
software often lacks features helpful in
handling large amounts of data in the
PC world. The cartridge tape and
8—mm, helicalscan products (similar to
video recording equipment) offer ca—
pacity and features that make them bet-
ter suited for LAN backup.

TAPES TESTED HERE
The need for highcapacity tape backup
units is a natural extension to recent
advances in hard—disk technology and
LAN growth. With internal PC hard
disks of 500MB becoming more com-
mon and capacities greater than 1GB
more available and affordable, the re—
quired advances in tape architecture
are hitting the market. Not only are
hard-disk capacities growing, but ad—

ministrators are adding new hard disks
and servers to existing LANs, creating
systems with hundreds of megabytes of
data to manage.

Many tape systems are aimed at
this market and support the features
and options needed in a large LAN en-
vironment. Capacities of the tape units
reviewed here range from 150MB to
2.5GB. These drives are aimed at a
wide range of LAN sizes and meet dif-
ferent needs. Many networks appear to
the workstation simply as a DOS device
and therefore are supported at least in
part by these devices.

Table 1 is a features comparison of
the units reviewed. The maximum con—
figuration capacity shown is the total
capacity that one controller and “chain”
of tape units can support. The ADIC
and Mountain units support four tape
drives off one controller in a daisy
chain. Although you can place multiple
controllers in a machine, the two con-
trollers would not appear as one cohe-
sive unit to the software.

Do not assume that standards fol—
lowed in the hardware interface, such
as the small computer system interface
(SCSI), allow the use of controllers
other than the ones provided with the
unit. The software is written to use the
hardware options present on the manu-
facturer’s controller, which may differ
from other controllers. This interface
information simply provides a glimpse
of what is being used to transfer data
to the units.

The ability to create a tape on one
drive and read it from another similar
drive was tested and included in the
section on drive»to-drive compatibility.
Although this test does not guarantee
such compatibility among all units, it
was tested between at least two units to
check for any blatant problems.

“Backup Read Verification” refers
to the capability of reading the tape
contents without restoring the data,
thereby checking the integrity of the
tape itself. The “Backup Comparison
Verification" and “Restore Verification”
fields indicate the capability of actually
comparing the data on disk with the
data on tape to check that the data
were properly transmitted and stored.
Finally, several of the units provide the
capability of reading the tape after it is
written without a second pass through
the tape. This is achieved through the
hardware configuration and does not
require the time—consuming activity of
rereading the tape. Often, any errors
the hardware configuration discovers
are corrected without error messages
or additional software overhead.
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We back up what
we don't sell.
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POWERsave"‘ is the lirst generic tape backup and
restore tacility tor MS®~DOS compatible PC networks.
Whether your disks belong to workstations or servers —
POWERsave backs them all up.

Big. Unattended,it supports up
to lo tape drives of mixed types,
including 2.2 GB cassettes, tor
"an incredible 32.7OAr GB of
data. . .without changing tapes“
using POWERstreamer IV'“. And
il that's not enough, an operator
can leed POWERsave up to
lOO tapes in succession.

Fast. PC Magazine benchmarks ”...the
POWERstreamer lV roughly twice as fast as The VAST”
Device (from Emerald Systems”) on all tests.“

POW/5350.9 w‘rn DONERrreoWe' l‘v’

See us at COMDEX booth # 2402

Wis/fix“ "
VINES ®

DATALAN .
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Highly reliable. PC Magazine .tried to torment
the soltware, with little success.“ Replicated directories,
tape overwrite protection, dual validation, and other
saleguarding leatures are built in.

Easy to use. Simple menu options allow quickand
selective restore by tile, directory, or volume.

Flexible. POWERsave supports Exabyte 2.2 GB
8mm cassettes, lB/Vl‘“ 3480 l—ll/TC cartridges, and lSO
/\/\Btapes, all with SCSlcontrollers; plus 60, l25, or t 50
/\/\B tapes using arc-3o or QlC-O2 standards.

By the way, we do back up and sell one at the
networks shown here — POWERLan!
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PERFQRMANCEtL€,tr‘UI/‘<Jt

Call 1-800-825-LANS
Dealer inquiries invited.

800 Lincoln Center - 7800 lH-IO West 0 San Antonio, Texas 78230
* Prank] Derllor, Jr., and C G Milligon, ”2rGigobyto [on Server Backups," PC Mogozme, Jan. l7, lQBQ {Volume 8, Number l),
POWERLan, POWERmirror, POWERsove POWERserve, and POWEPsIrearner l\/ are trademarks ol Performance Technology, lnc.

All other products mentioned are trademarks at their respective monulocturers
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LAN BACKUP
Test spins. The drives were evaluated
for functionality and performance. This
provided a look at the design of the
systems and revealed many differences
in their operation. Performance on in-
dividual LANs differs because speed of
operation depends greatly on the work
station and server configurations, as
well as the network topology and oper-
ating system. These results are pro—
vided for comparison purposes only
(see table 2).

The tape backup systems were
tested in an isolated network consisting
of one file server and one workstation.
The file server was a 16—MHz 80386-
based PC/AT compatible with a 130MB
enhanced small device interface (ESDI)
hard disk and 2MB of RAM. The server
was running Novell's System Fault Tol—
erant (SFT) NetWare 2.12 on a 10-Mbps
Ethernet. The workstation was a 10—Mhz
AT compatible with 640KB of RAM, an
Enhanced Graphics Adapter (EGA) dis-
play, and a 40MB hard disk. All device
drivers and other memory-resident pro-
grams were removed (except any re—
quired by the tape systems) and the
FILES and BUFFERS parameters in
CONFIGSYS were set to 20.

The actual data for the tests con-
sisted of 100MB of data divided into 25
subdirectories of 4MB each. The 4MB
in each subdirectory consisted of one
2MB file, two 500KB files, 50 10KB files
and 100 5103 files. Directories named
EMPTY contained no files. All of the
tests listed were performed within
these subdirectories. Other tests were
performed to verify proper handling of
network security information and long
directory paths, backing up more than
10,000 files on a volume, spanning
multiple tapes, and other software fea—
tures. None of the drives running their
most recent versions failed any of these
tests. The results for the listed tests are
representative of all speed test results.

Not all units could be tested on
every feature. The verify options, for
example, differ greatly among the units.
While the Emerald and CORE drives
provide a read verification of the tape
data, the Maynard and Mountain drives
allow a comparison of tape and disk
data as verification. Because the options
differ, the verify options could not be
compared directly. Therefore, the
backup and restore tests were con—
ducted with no verification so that the
times would compare like activities.
Other tests were treated in the same
way to achieve a fair comparison.

The first three tests—erase, ten—
sion, and format—are selfexplanatory
but note that only the ADIC drive re-

1
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quires tape formatting. The fourth test
backed up all 100MB of data in the
\BACKUP directory. Test 5 was a backup
of all of the 2MB files from each of the
25 subdirectories, for a total of 50MB.
Test 6 (*NUL) attempted to select files
that did not exist. This test checked
whether problems arise in an unat-
tended backup operation under excep—
tion conditions.

The seventh test backed up a
smaller portion of the directory struc—
ture that totalled seven directories, in—
cluding an empty directory and 24MB
of data. Test 8 backed up 50 10KB files
in a subdirectory by using both a direc—

All of these vendors hut
ADIC use the Reed-Solomon
error-correction protocol,
which uses more localized
error correction.

tory and a file specification. Test 9, like
test 6, checked an unusual condition by
trying to back up an empty directory.

The last two backup tests use file
selection criteria in addition to direc~
tory and file specifications. Test 10
changed the modification data on all
files in one subdirectory and on 100
SKB files in another subdirectory. This
4.51l of data then was selected out of
one directory path by modification date
and time. Similarly, test 11 updated a
2MB file one directory and all files in
another. These files were then backed
up using the archive bit selection.

The restore tests were similar to
the backup tests and were performed
on the tape created in test 4 (all files—
1OOM). Tests 14 and 17 checked the
handling of exception conditions when
no files were selected. In particular,
they tested how long it takes to search
a 100MB tape only to find that the data
are not on that tape or not on that par—
ticular tape volume. The data restored
in tests 12 through 17 correspond to
the data backed up in tests 4 through 9
respectively.
Advanced Digital Information Corporation.
ADIC has been a pioneer in providing
quality, high-capacity backup. The ADIC
Model 634 Data Library is unique in its
design: its method of enabling the tape
to appear as a DOS disk drive proves
to be both an asset and a liability. You
can use DOS commands such as

XCOPY and DIR, but DOS errors such
as a corrupted file will stop an ADIC
backup dead in its tracks. ADIC’s com-
mitment to tape security and error cor-
rection also directs this product to a
particular market segment. Although
this unit can offer up to 556MB of stor-
age, the time it takes to perform a
backup of that size may be a limiting
factor for this device.

The tape drive itself is a mod—
erate—sized unit that uses multitrack
DC GOO—style tapes to back up 134MB
of data per tape. You can daisy—chain
up to three ADIC Model 630 units to
one Model 654, which brings the ca-
pacity to 556MB on four tapes. Each
tape appears to the system unit as four
DOS disks, each containing a maximum
of 32MB. Although this device can ac—
cept normal DOS commands, backup
and restore programs for both local
and network disks are shipped with the
unit to allow faster operations.

ADIC drives have two special fea-
tures. First, ADIC strives to provide
maximum reliability in both its hard—
ware and software by using a longer
lasting, ferrite ceramic head (instead of
the normal brass head) and by adding
extensive, proprietary error—correcting
data to the tapes. All of the other man-
ufacturers reviewed here use the
Reed—Solomon error—correction proto—
col, which uses more localized error—
correction than ADIC’s method. This
capability slows the drive, but ADIC’s
position is that the added reliability is
greatly needed to ensure quality back-
ups over long periods of time and in
spite of potential media flaws. In addi-
tion, ADIC works with customers’ dam-
aged and even erased tapes to restore
what may appear to be irrecoverable
data. This is a for—fee service, but is
well worth consideration. All systems
were found to be reliable in the PC
Tech/Gama! tests, but the problems
ADIC addresses may show up in some
small percentage of cases.

You install the ADIC controller
card after configuring the hardware
option of a direct memory access
(DMA) channel. The software is copied
onto the boot disk to allow the loading
of a device driver in CONFIGSYS.

The ADIC software combines com«
mand-line and menu-driven utilities.
You perform tape formatting, tension—
ing, and erasing through command—line
options (version 5.2 of the ADIC data
library software), but conduct back up
and restore via menu utilities (version
1.18 of the NSAVEIT/NGETIT software).
You can set up a batch file to run back-
ups unattended by saving the menu
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t ames sp
You have to wonder why the

people who design big computers
make it so difficult for normal human
beings to use them.

Particularly non’technical,
hastily trained human beings, who
need to talk to the mainframe from
their PCs.

It’s been a serious dilemma.
Until NOW!

NOW! is a menurmaking,
macro~writing tool that
automates the drudge work of

PCvto’host communication.
When someone wants to review

their E—Mail, for instance, all they
need do is make one menu selection.

NOW! then takes on the tedious
job of loading the 3270 software, log;

NOW!

1/80 ,4 66283
IN WASHINGTON STATE 206-644—4010.

NOW! and Anion-arc ("C iniileiimrkxiiI.-\ir.ichiu.irc Cum. Hi-Ilui llc, \V.i,
IBM is a registered imJemnrk “(International Business Machines Corpomrinn,
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ohg ?
ging onto the mainframe, and wading
through the passwords and commands
to arrive at the E’Mail screen.

.It’s not hard to see how NOW!
reduces wasted time, needless stress
and training costs.

Nor is it difficult to find out
more. Simply call or write and we’ll
send you a free demo disk and detailed
information.

All of which, you’ll be pleased
to hear, is written in a language
called English.



LAN BACKUP

TABLE 1: Features Comparison

ADIC CORE EMERALD MAYNARD ‘ MOUNTAIN

‘ The VAST Device Ma nstream Model 7300 withModel 38n gigawuh Core 150/250E 22(lIOHS Slave Unit

List price Model 634 $3,900 $2,295 $6,995 $6,995 (PC-bus) $3,595 (each)
Model 630 $2,900 ' $7,095 (PS/2) $3,495 (PS/2)

Tape specification DC600XTD or DC600 or DCIOOO 8—mm cassettes 8—mm cassettes DC600 series
DC6OOXTD/HC series

Tape capacity 134MB 150MB or 250MB 2,200MB 2,200MB 150MB
Maximum configuration 536MB 250MB 2,200MB 2,200MB 600MB
ca acr
DiEnergions (inches) 5.25 by 10.5 by 14.5 2.85 by 5.75 by 10.5 5.6 by 8.5 by 10.6 3.5 by 5.88 by 14.5 7.2 by 4.7 by 14.5
Hardware interface Proprietary PC-bus Proprietary PC and SCSI PC and PS/2 SCSI PC and PS/2 QIC PC and

controller PS/2 controllers controllers controllers PS/Z controllers
Base address 21CH 28OH, 300H ZOOH, 350H 360H, 570H 200H, 3FFH
Interrupts N/A 27 27 27 27
DMA channels 13 13 13 13 13
OPTIONS SUPPORTED
Command line interface 0 O O o o
(backup and restore)
Menu interface 0 O o o o
Programmatic interface 0
Automatic software 0 o o o 0
installation
Span multiple tapes 0 o O o o
Drive—to—drive
compatibility
BACKUP OPTIONS
Unattended
By date/time
By archive bit
By file/directory
specification
LAN security
information
RESTORE OPTIONS
Unattended
By date/time
By changed file
Redirected to different
volume
Redirected to different
directory
VERIFY OPTIONS
Backup read verification O O o O . 0
Backup comparison 0 O o o overification
Restore verification o o o o o
Read—after-write o o o o a
verification

O O
O

C
O

O
O

O
O

0
.
0

.

O
.
.
.

O
.
.
.

O
.
.
.

O
.
.
.

.0
0

0
O O O O O

C
O

O
.

0
0

.0

G
O

O
.

0
0

.
.

o = Yes 0 = No MA = Not applicable
‘1 Model 634 is attached to the PC controller with as many as three Model 630 systems attached in a daily-damn to [be master 634 unit.

Software has been the Achilles heel of LAN tape backup systems. More attention is now being paid to providing flexible sys-
tems. Each of these packages offers a menu-driven interface of some kind and many more options for backup, restore, and ver—ify operations.

options to a file and starting the The operation of the ADIC tape you must “unload” them using software
backup program with the saved infor- drives differs from the other backup before the tape can be removed or be—
mation. The software allows the specifi- units. ADIC drives must use formatted fore the system is powered down. Run—
cation of files and directories that are tapes; you can either purchase format— ning ADIC from a batch file becomes
excluded from backups ‘and restores. It ted tapes (DC600XTD/HC) or format critical to avoid forgetting this step.
does not support password protection blank tapes using an ADIC program. The menu software is relatively
of backup tapes or file selection by Tapes are automatically “loaded" when simple. The network software must be
date and time on backups. you place them in the tape drive, but started with a network volume as the
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IF YOUR LAN
CAN’T DD EVERYTHING

YOU WANT IT TO
CALL (800) 537-2296 1

Like extend to another floor or another building or across campus. Or add a star seg
ment to a bus topology LAN. Or avoid noise disturbance from electrical pick up, even
lightning. Or meet cabling fire codes. Or operate in a hazardous atmosphere where an
electrical arc would be dangerous.

Our fiber optic LAN products are compatible with industry standard controllers and
software that conform to IEEE 802.3 for Ethernet and IEEE 802.5 for Token Ring. Our
fiber optic LAN segments can be added to thin coax ,
Ethernet or twisted pair Token Ring segments. So there
is no need to scrap existing LAN equipment. And
you can configure a new LAN in the most cost ef’
fective way for your specific application.

So for all the things your LAN can’t do, call us.
We’ll jump.
Distributor, Dealer and VAR inquiries invited.

()VERSITRON
9005—8Junction Drive - Annapolis Junction, MD 20701 - (800) 537—2296 - (301) 4918600 ~ FAX (301) 497—8694
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LAN BACKUP

TABLE 2: Comparative Petfimnance

ADIC CORE EMERALD MAYNARD MOUNTAIN

5:04
a

37:14

Erase time
Tension time
Format timec
BACKUP TESTS
All files (100MB)
2MB files only
*.NUL (does not exist)
BACKUP\DIR.02\...
BACKUP\DIR.03\SUB.05\10KBC 5:27
BACKUP\EMPTY \... 5:40
Modify time —"
Archive bit 15:12
RESTORE TESTS
All files (100MB)
2MB files only
*.NUL (does not exist)
BACKUP\DIR.02\..
BACKUP\DIR.05\SUB.05\1OKBC
BACKUP\EMPTY \...
All times are in minutes-seconds.
“ Tensioning is performed during format.
5 Tensioning not available.
‘ Preformatted tapes are available.

194:56
89:54

7:15
49:56

12550
69:53
12:25
41 :57

8:45
6:45

“Modify time is not a function of the software,-
it will work with DOS XCOPY.

2:59 2:01 1:55 5:42
259 —b 1:00 5:45

57:48
15:18
0:44

11:05
1:24
0:50
4:22
4:54

45:19
15:41
2:54

10:52
2:54
2:57
4:29
4:52

27:57
12:54

1:51
8:10
1:44
1:52
3:15
5:23

27:51
10:58
0:50
6:47
0:50
0:57
2239
2:57

22:51
17:06

1:25
6:59

16:09
0:49

45:04
19:38
5:18

15:09
4:54
9:56

24:57
14:13
9:51

13:04
9:28
9:56

55:41
25:16

0:46
24:01
21:45

6:21

ADIC’s vintage design fared poorly in flat—out speed; CORE and Maynard generally
vied for the speed honors. Backup and restore of 100MB is the most significant
test. Dealing with extreme and error situations had widely differing results.

default drive. The software is somewhat
particular in the contents of the fields,
although entering data is simple. For
example, it uses network volume
names (such as SYS:) in place of drive
letters (such as F:). It does not accept a
beginning backslash at the root direc-
tory in directory and file specifications.
If you enter SYS:\BACKUP\*.* in the
include field, no files are selected. You
must enter SYS:BACKUP\*.* for the soft-
ware to work properly. These quirks
are well—explained in the system mes—
sages or the documentation. With the
fields entered, you have three options
to continue. Pressing Ctrl—S saves the
options to a file and pressing Esc be—
gins the backup or restore. To abort
the process, press Ctrl—C.

Other nuisances in the unit need
correcting. For example, it sounds as if
it is grinding coffee when it is indicat»
ing that the tape is ready to be re-
moved. In addition, the software places
log files and other temporary files on
the network disks: the operator cannot
name or place them. The estimated
completion time is meaningless in
many cases (in one case, the estimate
equaled 248 minutes and the actual
equaled 12 minutes). Although these
quirks should be fixed, they do not
constrain the system.
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Although the software does not
require extensive explanation, the for-
mat and content of fields require more
description than is given in the soft—
ware documentation. The suggested
maintenance on the drive, however, is
minimal; the heads need Cleaning after
every 80 hours of use.

Although this unit accepts normal
DOS commands, it falls short of the
needs of a large LAN in several areas.
As the slowest of the drives tested, it
presents time constraints for extremely
large systems. DOS errors, such as a
corrupted file, will stop backup. Be—
cause corrupted files are sometimes an
early warning sign of a dying disk, this
is a serious shortcoming.

Although ADIC’s units show their
age, the niche for this unit would be
on LANs that demand extra reliability
or the DOS command options at the
expense of speed and a few nuisances
in the system. ADIC has announced a
new series of LANbacker systems that
were not available for review.
CORE International. The 150/250 E,
CORE‘s entry into the 250MB capacity,
comes largely as the result of a new
tape introduced by 3M Corporation.
Built on the standard multitrack DC
600-style magnetic tape, this drive will
have the 250MB capacity with the re

lease of 5M‘s 1,000-foot tape cartridge.
Although other drives likely will have
this capacity as well, CORE has been
included not only because of the
250MB capacity, but also because of
CORE’s announced dual—drive unit
yielding a 500MB capacity. Testing
here was performed using 150MB
DC600XTD tapes.

This pint—size unit is intended to
be portable with one item noticeably
missing: the power cord. Although you
can purchase it with a standard power
cable, the unit reviewed obtained its
power through the cable attached to _
the PC. Inside the PC system unit, the
controller attached to one of the PC‘s
available power—supply connectors.
Only the PC interface cable would have
to be carried along with the unit if
additional interface boards were in—
stalled in other system units.

Installation consisted of setting
hardware jumpers and switches to con—
figure the usual I/O address, interrupt,
and DMA channel options. Software
installation was menu—driven, after
which the selected hardware options
had to be configured in the software.

Version 2.0 of the COREtape soft-
ware provides both menu—driven and
command—line options for performing
tape operations. In addition to the
basic capabilities shown in table 1, the
system allows password protection of
tapes, excluding file and directory spec—
ifications from the backup, and the
naming of tape volumes. It allows you
to generate lists of files for backup
(called catalogs) and provides a menu—
driven, file—management utility. You can
automate backups at both specified and
repetitive times during the week. One
nice feature in unit operation, but not
in the documentation, is the ability to
retry skipped files at the end of the
backup operation. These features are
supported for both DOS and Xenix.

CORE’s recommended preventative
maintenance includes cleaning the
heads after every eight hours of normal
use (every two hours if new tapes are
used) with a cleaning cartridge or iso-
propyl alcohol and a swab. On large
LANs, daily cleaning is required.

The menu design can stand im-
provement—frequently used options
are not eas 7 to locate. Most options are
selected from the middle of the list
because F1 is always HELP and F10 is
used to save options or begin opera—
tions. The selections jump from one
function key to another so that the
menus must be read carefully every
time. In addition, it takes many menu
selections to accomplish simple tasks.
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The Complete Ada Solution
Meridian’s Ada development systems are oriented
towards the professional developer. Meridian is the
market leader in personal workstation Ada and
provides the most complete Ada programming
environment available. No other Ada environment
offers graphical program representation, supports
what—if analysis, and includes an integrated editor.
In addition, The Booch Components“, available
exclusively from Meridian, are the most widely
used software components for the PC.

Solid Technology
Meridian's technology is the choice of many
cutting—edge computer companies, including
minisupercomputer manufacturers Ardent and
Multiflow. Meridian’s core technology has been
fielded and refined for over eight years by
thousands of professional users.

product profile
PC Professional Developer Kit (PDK) — The best
cost effective developing environment for the
Professional PC user. The Professional Developer Kit
includes: Extended mode AdaVantage" Compiler, which
breaks the 640K barrier, Real Mode AdaVantage
Compiler, Optimizer, Source Level Debugger, Ada
Developer Interface (ADI), and DOS Utility Libraries.
Mac Professional Developer Kit (MPDK) — This is
the most complete set of Ada tools for the professional
Macintosh developer. The Mac Professional Developer
Kit includes: Mac AdaVantage Compiler, Optimizer,
Source Level Debugger, Utility Library and Mac
Environment Library.
PC Developer Kit (DK) — A perfect Ada Programming
Support Environment for IBM PC‘s and compatibles. The
Developer Kit includes: Real mode AdaVantage
Compiler, Source Level Debugger, Ada Developer
Interface (ADI), and DOS and Utility Libraries.

Macintosh AdaVantage Compiler — Mac
AdaVantage Compiler is the only Ada compiler for the
native Macintosh Operating system. This offering also
includes the Optimizer.

A iii;
Features CUMHflI’iSUfl

Meridian Alsys Integrada
In-House Ada Technology 0
Multiple Platform Support 0
Extended Mode Compiler O
Real Mode Compiler
Optimizer
Source Level Debugger
Chapter 13 Support
The Booch Components”
Integrated Editor

Graphical Presentation
“What-If” Analysis
Complete DOS Binding
80X87 and Software Floating Point
Pragma Interface to Microsoft-C
Annual Support
Professional Documentation

speciamflfl'
Real Mode AdaVantage Compiler/Linker

ADI with Editor

$595.00
offer valid until June 15, 1989

NAME:

COMPANY:

ADDRESS:

CITY, STATE, ZIP:

PHONE:

VISA or MasterCard Number Exp. Date

SIGNATURE

23141VERDUGO DRIVE I SUITE 105 0 LAGUNA HILLS, CALIFORNIA 92653
800/221 2522 (Outside California) 0 714/380-9800 (Inside California)
Telex: 650-288-0547 MCI 0 Fax: 714/380-1683

El The information contained herein is subject to change without notice. III AdaVantage is a trademarkoi
Meridian Software Systems. Inc. References to other computer systems use trademarks owned by the respective
manufacturers. III Copyright 5 1989 Meridian Software Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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LAN BACKUP
Consider the erase operation. To

erase a tape, you press F6 to select
Tape Utilities Next you press F5 to se-
lect the erase option. Then you press
F10 to tell the software you actually
want to begin the operation. Then a
message explains that the data on the
tape will be lost so “Y” must be en
tered to continue. In case you did not
mean to do all this, another message
explaining that tape data will be lost is
displayed and you must enter “Y”
again. The number of required selec-
tions is excessive.

Aside from the menu question, the
petite CORE felt and behaved like a
rugged heavyweight. If you need to
back up a lot of stand—alone PCs or you
simply like the portability for support
of many sites, the CORE drive may be
just the ticket.
Emerald Systems. The VAST Device is
an 8—mm, helical—scan tape backup unit
introduced into the PC market more
than a year ago. Although early units
suffered from hardware problems and
were shipped with incomplete, prelimi-
nary software, most of the problems
appear to be resolved, leaving a relia—
ble, complete backup unit. The final
version (1.21) of its EmSave software
that Emerald sent PC Tee/3 journal for
review worked as advertised. EmSave
adds a nice menu interface to the
product and offers unique features for
the LAN environment.

The VAST Device uses helical-
scanning technology to store as much
as 2,200MB on a single 8—mm cassette
tape. These tapes are less than half the
size of a DC600 cassette but are able to
achieve more than 14 times its storage
capacity. The units SCSI interface per-
mits rapid transfer between the PC and
the tape unit; it delivers performance
comparable to the fastest DC600 cas—
sette units but has a much higher stor-
age capacity.

Installation is simple. The only
hardware switches to set determine the
I/O address of the controller. Once you
install the controller and the unit is
connected properly, you install EmSave
by running a setup program located on
the original diskette. Because EmSave
is based on Microsoft Windows, you
must set the Windows software options
as part of the installation. This includes
options such as display type, input de—
vice (either a keyboard or mouse), and
printer options. You can select other
tape hardware options for the DMA
channel and interrupt through the
menu software without hardware
changes. It supports sharing DMA chan-
nels with other devices.
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EmSave 1.21 provides a menu in-
terface to the backup operations based
on the Windows interface (a runtime
version of Windows is shipped with the
software). The software supports the
basic features for backups and restores
including unattended backup proce~
dures. It also allows password protec-
tion of backups, creation of a script
that backs up skipped files, duplication
of tapes between two units, and redi-
recting of restored data to different cli—
rectories or even different file names.
Automatic backup files can be created

Speed a’zflereaees among
tlae arty/es ts due largely t0
dyj‘erences m software,
relate/9 greatly influence
the tier/tee loara’ware.
f

by a learn mode that records the op-
tions and files selected through the
normal menu interface.

The menu interface itself is quite
good and a great improvement over
Emerald’s previous versions. Using a
mouse to select options speeds up the
process considerably; you also can use
keystroke commands or a highlight-
and-select scheme. The software has a
quick display of the savesets (which
are files backed up in one session) that
were on a tape. This lets you choose
the proper saveset from a list, after
which the items for restoring are se—
lected from a tree structure display of
the saveset contents. Thus, files on the
tape can be identified quickly for re-
store. The same type of tree structure
can be displayed to select files for
backup as well.

The software is versatile, but has
some quirks. For example, in some
places you press the space key to select
items; in other places you press Enter.
Also, when backing up or restoring
data from the menus, you cannot save
the default options for resetting the
archive bits, handling Novell security
information, and other features. If you
want to use other default options, you
must enter them each time you per-
form the operation. Another shortcom-
ing is that this new software does not
support the older-version tape formats
for the company’s ASP and EmSave
software, so you must retain the old
software to restore from old tapes.

The documentation is adequate
and includes release notes that correct
the original documentation for design
Changes. Despite the fact that a few
changes are not documented (such as
the time to erase a tape being two
minutes—not four hours), the docu—
mentation is a useful supplement to the
menu information. No required mainte-
nance, however, is mentioned. In light
of the fact that similar units (including
the Maynard unit) occasionally require
cleaning, it seemed natural that a clean»
ing kit and instructions would be forth—
coming. Emerald plans to release a
tape head-cleaning kit for the VAST
drive in the second quarter of 1989.

The VAST Device offers high ca»
pacity and good software, and its speed
is improved with the new software (al—
though Maynard’s drive ran faster).
Emerald has a long track record, and
the company has seen many problems
with this unit resolved: Emerald has
brought its product to a competitive
position in the tape market. Those fa—
miliar with previous versions of this
product should take a second look at a
much improved package.
Maynard Electronics. The MaynStream
2200HS system is a top-quality package
that offers a clean software interface
along with good performance and high
storage capacity. Although fairly new to
the market, this unit shows real prom-
ise for the LAN environment. It in-
cludes a long list of features in addi»
tion to its solid core of standard
backup system basics.

The 2200HS is an 8-mm, helical—
scan cassette tape drive that holds as
much as 2,200MB of data on a small
tape cartridge. Although the drive itself
is similar to Emerald‘s VAST Device, the
packaging is quite different. The May-
nard unit is designed to be portable; it
uses a SCSI interface to transport data
quickly from the PC to the tape drive.

Installing the hardware followed
normal procedures. Hardware jumpers
for the I/O address, interrupt, and DMA
channel are set on the controller,
which is installed in the PC system
unit. Software installation is automated,
and the hardware options did not need
to be configured (the software detects
them automatically).

The MaynStream software (version
2.3 SCSI) offers a nice list of extra fea»
tures that are well—implemented. It per—
mits the backup to wait for opened
files to be closed before continuing;
can create a script that backs up
skipped files; protects tapes with pass-
words; excludes file specifications from
backups; and can remove files after
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they are archived. The software has a
memory-resident program that allows
backups to begin automatically at speci»
fied intervals. You can use either the
pull—down menus or the command—line
interface, which allows the features to
be accessed by batch files and auto-
matic response files. Using Ctrl-Enter to
exit some menus takes some getting
used to, but it is not a hindrance. May-
nard‘s package includes an impressive
and versatile set of software that is a
pleasure to work with.

The documentation is also quite
good. It includes both in-depth infor—
mation and a good quick reference
guide. (Be sure to read the part on
network support. The software sees the
current network directory as a virtual
root directory. If the current directory
on a network drive mapping is not the
root directory (\), only the current di<
rectory and its subdirectories can be
backed up.) The overall content reflects
a well-designed system.

The package makes no suggestion
of regular maintenance to the unit, but
cautions owners not to use the 8-mm
cleaning kits for video systems. They
are advised to obtain a Maynard clean—
ing kit when it becomes available.

This product was impressive for
both its capacity and its quality soft—
ware. It performed equal to or better
than other units in most of the tests.
Maynard has delivered a first—rate prod-
uct right out of the gate.
Mountain Computer. The Mountain 7300
is a dual—drive unit that supports two
150MB DC600 tapes. You can daisy—
chain a second slave unit to the first
drive to yield 600MB of capacity on-
line. Although not outstanding in per-
formance or features, this drive is
well—implemented and a solid con-
tender in the backup marketplace.

Installation went like most of the
others, with one exception: the auto-
matic software installation not only
tested the drive but also detected the
hardware options and configured the
software to the corresponding settings.
This helped in getting the system up
and running quickly and easily.

The drive comes with version 4.5-
MT of Mountain’s Failsafe software. It
provides both a menu and a com-
mand—line interface to the packages
many options. In addition to the basic
operations, files can be excluded from
backups, tape passwords are supported,
and several backups can be scheduled
and executed using Mountain's Autorun
option. You can generate a list of
skipped files to ensure completeness
during backup. Files for backup can be
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selected by marking them on a disk
directory display in a highlight-and—
select fashion. This software was very
functional and easy to learn. Mountain’s
documentation is quite good, and the
quick reference card provided is well-
designed.

Mountain suggests that you clean
the heads as needed due to excessive
buildup on the tape head. Although
this may not be necessary under nor—
mal operating procedures, standard
cleaning cassettes can be used to re—
move excessive dirt.

Although not the fastest or highest
capacity, this is a solid product. Al-
though it was not available for this re«
view, Mountain has announced a new
unit based on the 8—mm, helical-scan-
ning tape, Based on recent releases
from Mountain, we can look forward to
this addition to their line and anticipate
a quality product.

HEAD T0 HEAD
The speed differences among these
drives is largely a result of differences
in software. The design of the software
not only dictates the user interface but
also plays a major role in the speed of
the unit. This market is still waiting for
some top-quality software. In addition,
when considering the cost of each unit,
be sure to add the cost of tapes by es-
timating the size of the tape library to
be maintained.

The ADIC Model 634 drive offers
high reliability and error correction al—
though it is slow and its software is
awkward. The CORE 150/250 E offers a
price and slight speed advantage in a
portable unit, but has limited capacity
and can stand improvements in its
menu interface. The Emerald VAST
Device offers very high capacity with

reasonable speed and good software.
The Mountain 7500 drive offers a solid
drive at a competitive price but its abil-
ities are not as outstanding by compari—
son with the others. The Maynard
MaynStream unit stood out with its
high capacity, good software, good
speed, and knowledgeable technical
support; it should do well.

A growing list of vendors now
offer the Exabyae EXB—8200 in 2.2GB
backup drives. These vendors include
Palindrome, Performance Technology,
Racet, Summis, and Tallgrass. Palin-
drome produces the Archive Librarian,
which promises complete automation
of the backup planning process and
management of the tape library. Emer-
ald is working on EMQ, Archive Server
software that is to provide the Palin—
drome functions and allow users to
submit jobs to the archive. Novell an-
nounced ambitious plans for an Ar-
chive Server in February 1989. Full au-
tomation of backup planning and log-
ging will go a long way toward making
LAN backup a background task.

The trade-offs among these drives
are apparent. The point is to have ade—
quate tape backup in place for your
LAN. Tape systems are inherently less
durable than the disk systems they are
supposed to protect. They require
cleaning, the drives break, tapes be»
come tangled and break, and the drives
are inordinately slow. But when the
chips are down and a disk dies or a
fire destroys your office, the worth of
that $25 tape—with all your data on
it—goes up immeasurably.

Bob Rufenacht war/es for a software devel-
opment firm that specializes in LAN-based
systems. He has been active in the micro-
computer lTYdLISITj’ for five years.

Advanced Digital Information
Corporation. (ADIC)
14737 NE. 87th Street
Redmond, WA 98073-2996
800/336-1233; 206/881-8004
Model 630 Data Libraty: $2,900
Model 634 Data Library: $3,900
CIRCLE 332 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CORE International
7171 N Federal Highway
Boca Raton, FL 33431
407/997-6055
COREtape CT ISO/25013: $2,295
CIRCLE 333 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Emerald Systems Corporation
4757 Morena Blvd
San Diego, CA 921] 7
800/553-4030; 619/270-1994

VAST Device with Emsave 1.2]: $7,995
RAMP Application Kit: $695
CIRCLE 334 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Maynard Electronics
460 E. Semoran Blvd.
Casselbeny, FL 32707
800/8218782; 407/331 -6402
MaynStream 2200HS with version 2.3
SCSI: $6,995 (for PC),- $7,095 (PS/2)
CIRCLE 335 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Mountain Computer Inc.
240 Hacienda Avenue
Campbell, CA 95008
800/458-0300,- 408/3 79—4300
Mountain 7300 with Failsafe 4.5
MT.- $3,395 (PC version); $3,495
(Micro Channel version)
CIRCLE 336 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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TANDY 5000 MC

PHOTO l: Tandy 5000 MC PHOTO 4: Processor Board

Photo I: The 5000 MC‘s case is smaller than an AT’s, but
larger than a desktop IBM PS/2. Front-mounted power
switch and a 1.44MB 3.5-inch diskette drive are standard.
Photo 2: AT-style layout features five Micro Channel expan-
sion slots, two connectors for Tandy 32—bit memory boards,
and four front-accessible storage-device bays.
Photo 3: The 5000 MC’s system board has plenty of room
for the Micro Channel slots and support circuitry because
the system’s processors are mounted on a separate board.
Photo 4: The processor board houses the system’s 20-MHz
Intel 80386 microprocessor, 82385 cache controller, 0p-
tional 20-MHz math coprocessor, and 32KB memory cache.
Photo 5: One or two 32-bit memory boards can be in-
stalled. Each board holds eight 256KB or 1MB single invline
memory modules (SIMMs) for a total capacity of 16MB.
Photo 6.- The Adaptec Micro Channel hard-disk controller
supports two ST—506 drives. Edge connectors are keyed to
assure the proper connection of data and control cables.
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Whether the company is worried
about potential future licensing prob—
lems or wants to distance the 5000 MC
from the inevitable comparisons with
IBM’s PS/2 is now moot. With Micro
Channel expansion slots, integrated
VGA, and 52—bit memory, the 5000 MC
is clearly a PS/2—compatible machine.
PC Tech journal’s compatibility tests
confirm that the 5000 MC is Micro
Channel compatible, with a few minor
exceptions.

To be fair to Tandy, its entry into
the PS/2-compatible market may be
driven more by a well—coordinated plan
to move into new business territories
than by any direct challenge to the
PS/2. Tandy clearly wants to change its
Radio Shack image as a retailer of elec—
tronic parts to that of a high—tech cor—
poration that is capable of attracting the
attention of, among others, the corpo—
rate PC buyer.

Although Tandy has been making
PCs since the late 19705, industry com-
patibility has not been high on the
company’s list of priorities. More re—
cently, as Tandy has turned its attention
to the demands of the corporate mar-
ket, its interest in industry compatibility
is reaching an all-time high. Therefore,
when Tandy announced the 5000 MC, it
seemed to be the way the industry was
heading. Tandy now finds itself on the
cutting edge of new technology, or,
depending on your perspective, caught
in the limelight with a PS/Z—compatible
poised to go one-on»one with IBM.

PS/Z, PARTNER?
Regardless of Tandy’s intentions toward
EISA, IBM, and the PC industry in gen-
eral, the 5000 MC is a powerful per-
sonal computer. In the base configura—
tion with 2MB of memory, 20—MHz
Intel 80386 microprocessor, Intel 82385
memory-cache controller, 1.44MB 5.5—
inch diskette drive, and built-in VGA,
mouse, serial, and parallel ports, it is a
lot of computer for a list price of only
$4,999. Models that come equipped
with 40 and 80MB hard disks list for
$6,499 and $6,999, respectively (see the
accompanying sidebar at right for more
price information).

Almost any manufacturer, however,
can make a 20-MHz (or even a 25-
MHz) 386-based computer. The sys—
tem’s real claim to fame is located be-
tween a separate processor board and
the memory board—five Micro Chan—
nel expansion slots—the first not in-
side an IBM PS/Z.

The first two slots are the 32—bit
variety. Slots 5, 4, and 5 support 16-bit
adapters; slot 4 features the video«
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extension connector. Slot 5 generally
holds a hard—disk controller, leaving
four open slots eagerly awaiting Micro
Channel expansion boards.

Whether Tandy actually planned it
that way or because the 5000 MC is
packaged in the same case as the 286-
based 5000 system, the 5000 MC has a
lot of elbow room inside. Not only
does it have space for four storage de-
vices (two 3.5-inch and two half-height
5.25-inch components), it also has
room for the necessary data ribbon
cables and power cables. Moreover, all
four storage bays have external access.
Because of all the room and external
access, removing and installing storage
devices is easily accomplished.

The system board supports two
diskette drives and the optional ST—506
and enhanced small device interface
(ESDI) hard—disk controllers, both of .
which control two drives each. A small
computer system interface (SCSI)
adapter that controls three internal
SCSI disk or tape drives is also avail-
able. The 192—watt power supply has
enough muscle to power the extra
storage devices; two spare power—
supply connectors are included.

Even with all this interior capacity,
Tandy has managed to package the
5000 MC in a case that is somewhat
smaller than the traditional AT (see
photo 1). The case (6.25 inches high by
17 inches wide by 15.7 inches deep) is
larger, however, than the sleek PS/2
desktop machines; with keyboard in
place it will not fit on a 24—inch—deep

work surface. Although the case is
metal, the system is certified only for
FCC Class A (commercial) use. Three
Phillips~head screws secure the slide»off
system cover.

The base unit has a 1.44MB 3.5-
inch Sony diskette drive. The review
unit included a 78MB Rigidyne hard
disk in the other 3.5—inch bay. This ar-
rangement still leaves room for a 5.25-
inch diskette drive plus a tape drive.

The 5000 MC’s keyboard is a defi—
nite improvement over previous Tandy
keyboards. It features the standard IBM
101—key layout with the 12 function
keys across the top. The keys provide
both audible and tactile feedback when
pressed, but the touch is lighter and
quieter than on an IBM keyboard.

The front panel provides access to
the standard 5.5—inch diskette drive.
External access to the other bays can
be gained by snapping off plastic cover
panels. The push—button power switch,
located in the upper right—hand corner,
contains an embedded green LED to let
you know the unit is on. Although the
power switch is well recessed when
the system is on, it is only an inch
away from the button you push to eject
disks from the 5.5—inch diskette drive.
Casual disk ejection can result in inad—
vertent system shutdown.

The front-panel controls also in-
clude a mechanical cover lock and a
reset switch, useful for rebooting the
system when the keyboard locks. The
reset switch is recessed and away from
other controls so, unlike the power

Base Model: $4,999
20-MHz Intel 80386 microprocessor
2MB interleaved 100~ns memory
32KB, 35-ns SRAM memory cache
Math coprocessor socket (Intel 80387

or Weitek 3167)
Realtime clock
Serial and parallel interfaces
Mouse interface
VGA interface
1.44MB 3.5-inch diskette drive
101-key enhanced keyboard
40MB Model: $6,499
All features of the base model except

with a 40MB ST—506 hard disk
"80MB Model: $6,999
All features of the base model except

with an 80MB ST-506 hard disk
Options:
Memory-expansion board with 2MB

(eight 256KB SIMMS): $1,598.00
Memory—expansion board with 8MB

(eight 1MB SIMMs): $6,496.00

TANDY 5000 MC VITAL STATISTICS
*Intel 80387 math coprocessor (20

MHz): $1,095.00
*Tandy VGM-300 VGA monitor with

.Sm dot pitch: $629.00
1.44MB 5.5—inch diskette

drive: $279.95
1.2MB 5.25-inch diskette

drive: $299.95
ESDI hard-disk drive

controller: $429.95
140MB ESDI hard-disk

drive: $1,999.00
SCSI adapter: $499.95
170MB SCSI hard-disk

drive: $2,499.00
150MB SCSI backup tape

drive: $1,299.00
MS~DOS/GW-BASIC 3.30: $119.95
MS-OS/Z Standard Edition 1.0: $325.00
Tandy 5000 MC Technical Reference

Manual: $99.95

An asterisk indicates the model reviewed and the
options included.
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TANDY 5000 MC
switch, it would be hard to press it by
mistake. One useful item missing from
the front panel is a hard—disk activity
light; the Rigidyne hard-disk drive has
the light, but it is hidden behind the
system cover.

The back panel contains the full
complement of connectors and ports
expected on a Micro Channel machine.
Both the mouse and keyboard ports
are compatible with their IBM counter-
parts. The 5000 MC‘s serial port, hOW»
ever, uses an AT-style 9-pin D—shell
connector rather than the PS/2-type 25—
pin connector. The parallel port is a
standard 25-pin connector and the VGA
is a standard 15—pin connector. The
back panel has six openings for access
to expansion—board connectors.

ROOM T0 ROAM
Like its exterior appearance, the layout
of the 5000 MC’s interior is more like
an AT than a PS/2 (see photo 2). The
power supply is located in the right-
rear corner, with a push—rod connec-
tion from the front panel to the power
switch. The storage devices are clus-
tered in the right—front section, con—
nected to the rest of the computer with
standard ribbon and power cables. The
expansion slots occupy most of the left
side .of the machine.

Closer inspection reveals that the
5000 MC is not an AT—compatible, how-
ever. The expansion bus connectors
have the tightly spaced connectors
characteristic of Micro Channel (see
photo 3). All the integrated circuits that
need to run at 20 MHz are located on
a processor board, stationed vertically
on the left-most edge of the unit per—
pendicular to the system board and
linked to the system board by a propri-
etary connector. The memory board
uses another proprietary board and
connector. Moreover, new types of
Intel application-specific integrated cir-
cuit (ASIC) chips are sprinkled all
around the system board.

Compared with a tightly packed
PS/2 system board, the 5000 MC’s sys-
tem board has a lot of unused real es—
tate because of Intel Micro Channel
and VGA very large scale integration
(VLSI) chip sets. The processors and
their associated circuitry are on a sepa-
rate board, and system memory is rele—
gated to expansion boards. This open
space is marred by an unusually large
quantity of green jumper wires for a
production model—Micro Channel
compatibility may not be so easy.

The Intel ASICs are critical to the
Tandy machine. Four chips (the 82306,
82307, 82308, and 82309) control the
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TABLE 1: I-ntelASl

PART NUMBER FUNCTION

82072
82506

82307

82308
82309

82706

Diskette controller.
Local channel-support controller; works with 82072
to control diskette drives.
Direct memory access (DMA) and central arbitration control
point; controls 8 DMA channels and provides arbitration for
16 devices, including bus masters.
Micro Channel-bus controller.
Address-bus controller; also interfaces the Micro Channel
bus with the cache controller.
VGA controller; interfaces processor to video memory,
provides palette support, and displays video data.

Tandy uses application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) from Intel Corporation
to support the 5000 M05 diskette drives and control direct memory access
(DMA), the Micro Channel bus, and the VGA video subsystem.

Micro Channel bus and provide the
arbitration control needed to use bus
masters. Two others, the 82072 and
82706, provide the circuitiy for the dis
kette controller and the VGA display
controller, respectively. Table 1 lists the
Intel ASIC chips and their functions.

Other components on the system
board include six socketed pro—
grammed array logic (PAL) integrated
circuits, a ferrite bead at each external
port to reduce radio-frequency emis-
sions, 256KB of 120-nanosecond (ns)
socketed video memory, five crystal
oscillators for keyboard, display, and
bus timing, and two new chips from
Dallas Semiconductor hidden under
the power supply.

One new chip, a D81278A, con—
tains a realtime clock, the RAM and
logic needed to maintain clock infor-
mation, and a lithium battery to keep
it all ticking. The other, a D51220Y, has
the complementary metal—oxide semi-
conductor (CMOS) RAM required to
maintain the machine setting and an-
other built—in battery. Because of the
integrated batteries, the 5000 MC does
not require a separate battery. Dallas
Semiconductor says the batteries will
last for 10 years. When the batteries do
give out, the chips are socketed for
easy replacement (see photo 4).

Putting the processors on a sepa-
rate board is a technique other com—
puter manufacturers use, most notably
Zenith in its Z—200 series. The advan~
tage of this design is that the system
can be upgraded by replacing only the
processor board, leaving the rest of the
computer intact. Based on the proces-
sor board‘s construction and compo-
nents, Tandy clearly has this in mind.

The processor board contains the
Intel 80386, the Intel 82385 memory—
cache controller, a socket for a math

coprocessor, a 40—MHZ oscillator to
drive the processors, 32KB of 35—ns
static RAM cache memory, and four
more Tandy PALS. The processors and
PAIs are socketed for easy replacement.

The 5000 MC accepts two types of
socketed 20—MHz math coprocessors,
the Intel 80387 or the Weitek 3167.
According to the Tandy instructions, the
processor board must be removed be—
fore installing the coprocessor. If the
expansion slots are empty, however, it
is easy to install the new chip with the
board in place. Make sure that all the
pins line up because a 20~MHZ 80387
goes for about $500. A bent pin on a
Weitek 3167 costs even more.

Like many 32—bit computer design—
ers, Tandy has installed the bulk of sys-
tem memory on two proprietary expan-
sions boards (see photo 5). These
boards and their unique bus increase
performance in two important ways.
First, all memory is arranged in bank
pairs and operates in an interleaved
page mode, which provides zero-wait—
state access to locations within the
same ZKB memory page. Second, all
memory access to the bus is through a
32—bit, 20-MHZ bus. This, coupled with
the 82385 cache controller and 32103
static RAM (SRAM) memory cache, pro—
vides zero-wait—state access to memory
more than 90 percent of the time.

Two Tandy proprietary memory
slots occupy the right edge of the ex
pansion bus (slots 6 and 7). The board
in slot 7 is standard, with 2MB of 100-
ns dynamic RAM (DRAM) installed in
eight 256KB single in-line memory
modules (SIMMs). Of this 2MB, only
1,664KB can be used directly; 128KB is
used to shadow ROM, and the remain—
ing 256KB is not accessible. To increase
system memory, you can add a second
memory board or replace the original
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256KB SIMMs with 1MB SIMMs. Four
memory configurations are possible
using Tandy boards—2, 4, 8, or 16MB.

Installing memory on the Tandy
board can be difficult. Slot 7 uses un—
conventional bracketing in its attach-
ment to the case, making it difficult to
remove. Moreover, in a notable depar-
ture from IBM’s Micro Channel world,
the 5000 MC cannot detect the amount
of memory present on the Tandy mem—
ory boards, you must set two DIP
switches and four jumpers on the sys-
tem board to specify the type and
amount of memory. The 5000 MC has
no DIP» or jumper-setting diagrams in—
side the system unit to guide setup as
is present in some other computers

The disk controller is usually in-
stalled in the right—most Micro Channel
slot to keep connecting-cable paths as
simple as possible. The review unit fea—
tured a 76MB 5.5-inch hard disk and an
Adaptec controller that controls two
ST-506 drives (see photo 6),

STRAGGLING SOFTWARE
Although the 5000 MC is Tandy’s state-
of—the-art system, the system’s software
is a little behind the times. Tandy sup-
plies optional MS—DOS and MS-OS/Z
designed for the company’s 3000 and
4000 series of computers. Not surpris—
ingly, this leads to a few problems.

Although MS-DOS works without
problems, Tandy’s disk-caching pro—
gram, CACHE, cannot find the extended
memory on the system and loads in
conventional memory below 640KB.
CACHE could use expanded memory,
but the Tandy expanded—memory man-
ager (TEMM), which simulates ex—
panded memory using extended mem—
ory, cannot find any extended memory
to manage either. Tandy is working on
5000 MC—compatible replacements.

The original Tandy MS-OS/Z, ver—
sion 1.00.00, like Tandy’s MSDOS, is
compatible with the Tandy 5000/4000
computers. Unlike MS—DOS, MS—OS/Z
version 1.00.00 refuses to load at all on
the 5000 MC. It displays its name and
then locks out the keyboard while leav-
ing the diskette drive running, A prere—
lease of version 1.00.01 (dated 10/11/88
and examined for this review) does
allow MS—OS/Z to be installed on the
5000 MC. However, it is still version
1.00 of MS-OS/Z—no Presentation Man-
ager—and it works only with a serial
port mouse. Apparently, Tandy does not
yet have the drivers to make the system
board mouse port work with MS—OS/Z.

Like PS/Zs, the 5000 MC comes
with a reference diskette for setting up
the system and configuring the Micro
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Channel expansion boards. Phoenix
Technology developed the reference
diskette software, which was updated
three times during the initial months
of production.

The reference diskette has an an-
noying quirk. According to the instruc—
tions, before using the diskette, you are
supposed to make a backup using the
BACKUP TRI) DISKETTE command con—
tained on the diskette. Unfortunately,
this command works only if the back-
up diskette is a double—density, 720KB
5.5—inch diskette—even though the

5000 MC has a 1.44MB 5.5-inch diskette
drive. Attempting to perform the
backup using a high—density, 1.44MB
diskette prompts the system to display
an error message: “Disk Error — CRC
error on read operation.”

The Tandy documentation does
not warn the user of this problem. Two
solutions are available: buy double—
density diskettes or use high-density
diskettes and tape over the hole that
indicates the diskette is high density.
(The tape has to stay over the hole for-
ever, so use good-quality tape.)

9-Track Tape
For Your

IBM PC/XT/AT/PS-ZTM

Read from any 1600 bpi tape into your IBM PC/XT/AT/PS—2 or com-
patible with Digi-Data’s 2000 PC‘“ . Transfer data at over 1 megabyte/
minute, in up to 64K blocks with our easy to use DOS/XENIX
software. Read entire tapes in EBCDIC or ASCII or select particular
files. Backup your data, either in mirror image or by individual files.

Let Digi—Data, with 25 years experience in the manufacture of
quality tape drives, resolve your data Interchange, disk backup or
archival storage needs with a Digi—Data 2000 PC. Call us today
at (301) 498-0200.

Digi-Data also offers Series 2000 tape systems for Novell LANs.
And our GIGASTORE‘“ tape system provides DEC and IBM PC com-
puters with up to 5.4 gigabytes of storage capacity.

DIGI-DATA CORPORATION
8580 Dorsey Run Rood
Jessup. MD 20794-9990
(301] 498—0200
Telex 87-580

—® . . . First In Value
In Europe contact: Digi-Data Ltd. - Unit 4 - Kings Grove - Maidenhead. Berkshire

England SL6 4DF| oTelephone No. 0628 29555/6 -Telex 847720

’“ 2000 PC and GIGASTOFIE are trademarks of Digi-Data Corporation.
PC/XT/AT/PS-2 are trademarks of IBM Corporation.
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TANDY 5000 MC
A feature missing from the refer-

ence diskette is system diagnostics. The
IBM Reference Diskette contains an ex‘
tensive set of diagnostics to assess sys-
tem performance that comes in handy.

DANDY DOCUMENTATION
Tandy provides several forms of docu-
mentation with the 5000 MC. The man-
ual that is included in the box is a
short, 42-page pamphlet entitled Tanclv
5000 MC Installation and Operation
Manual. The pamphlet is professional,
with a good layout, concise line draw»
ings, and informative text. It is divided
into hardware setup, system—unit opera-
tion, Reference Diskette instructions,
and general information, index, and
specification. The information is good,
but little detail is provided.

Unfortunately, in the first edition
of the manual, the DIP switch settings
that determine the amount of internal
memory (52) are incorrect. Tandy has
included a correction sheet with the
manual. It is rather careless to misprint
the only switch settings in the only
manual. Tandy should have reprinted
the manual.

Two volumes of slip—cased, loose-
leaf binder manuals were supplied with
the evaluation unit. The volumes cover
MS-DOS 3.5/GW—BASIC and MS—OS/Z
1.0. Both volumes contain the standard
information provided by Microsoft and
then edited by Tandy. Both volumes, as
well as the software they describe, are
written for the Tandy 5000 and 4000
machines, not the 5000 MC.

The Tandy 5000 MC Tee/mica]
Reference Manual provides a wealth of
technical information. It includes the—

TABLE 2: Micro CbannelAdupler Compatibility

BOARD DESCRIPTION BUS WIDTH (bits) COMPATIBLE

IBM 2—6MB Memory Board
IBM 2<8MB Memory Board
Hayes 24001J Modem
Intel 2400B Modem
IBM 8514/A Graphics Adapter
IBM Token-Ring Adapter
0 = Ya o = No
” TIJe 8514/A Graphics Adapter requires a I6—bi/ Micro Channel connector with video extension.
” Initializes in monochrome ralber {ban color mode.

32 o
52 o
16 o
16 0
16a .17

16 o

The Tandy 5000 MC works with all the Micro Channel boards tested except the
IBM 2-8MB 32-bit memory board. Extra software initialization steps are required,
however, when the 5000 MC is using the 8514/A graphics adapter.

()ty of operation, circuit-board schemat—
ics and diagrams, timing diagrams, and
parts lists. Tandy also included vendor
information sheets on the Intel ASIC
chips, the Dallas Semiconductor real-
time clock chip, the Sony diskette
drive, and a complete listing and expla-
nation of the 5000 MC BIOS calls.

COMPATIBILITY CORRAL
IBM integrated many components onto
the PS/Z system board that are not
found on AT system boards (serial, par—
allel, mouse, and video ports, for ex-
ample). Since the introduction of the
AT in 1984, system-board memory has
increased substantially. The PS/ZS have
several new capabilities, such as Micro
Channel architecture, 32-bit expansion
slots, and video extensions. For these
reasons, PC Tech/ournal has devised a
new set of hardware compatibility tests
for the Tandy 5000 MC and other PS/Z
compatibles.

Six expansion boards are used to
test the compatibility of Tandy's Micro
Channel bus: two 52—bit IBM memory
boards, Hayes and Intel 2400-bits-per—
second (bps) internal modem boards,
an IBM Token—Ring Adapter/A, and an
IBM 8514/A Graphics Adapter. The
memory boards test the ability of the
bus to handle 32-bit memory. The two
modem boards and the IBM Token—
Ring Adapter verify bus operation with
standard communication peripherals.
The 8514/A verifies proper operation of
the 5000 MC’s Micro Channel video
extension. A Microsoft serial mouse
and IBM PS/2 mouse verify the opera-
tion of the system—board ports.

All boards install easily into the
5000 MC, configure without problem
using the Tandy reference-disk configu-
ration program, and, with minor excep—
tions, perform as expected. Both the
Microsoft serial mouse and the IBM
PS/2 mouse perform correctly. Table 2

CAEAMOUNT
CORPORATION

VIA 9-TRACK TAPE
The Performance Leader, Catamount offers the Only 16 bit [/0 interfaces available for
linking High Speed, Mainframe format compatible 9-track, V2” magnetic tape drives with
IBM PS/2 Micro Channel computers and AT bus compatibles such as the Compaq 386.
Outstanding features include:

. O 16 bit I/O, 128 KByte FIFO Buffered Interfaces—No 8 bit bottleneck on the AT or
Micro Channel bus.

0 Interface burst transfer rate capabilities greater than 1 Megabyte/Second.
0 Type of data transfer is user selectable—Either DMA for Maximum Performance or

Programmed I/O for Maximum Compatibility.
0 Complete Transfer and Backup Software including Dis/e Drive Emulation Software for

direct tape data access with higher level languages and applications programs.
Catamount provides Completely Integrated and Tested Tape Subsystems to handle 800,
1600, 3200 and 6250 bpi formats. For more information and pricing, call today!

2245 Agate Court, Simi Valley, CA 93065-1898 Phone: (805) 584-2233 FAX: (805) 584-0941
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summarizes the results. The Tandy bus
is a functional and compatible Micro
Channel bus.

One exception is the IBM 2-8MB
memory board. This board cannot be
used with the 5000 MC because it
works only with a version of IBM‘s
SCEXE configuration program, which is
not compatible with the Tandy ma—
chine. The IBM 8514/A video adapter
works with the 5000 MC; however, if
the only display on the system is con-
nected to the 8514/A video connector,
the 5000 MC initializes the video sys-
tem in monochrome mode. The system
can be set to color mode with MODE
C080 in the AUTOEXECBAT file, but
the problem would not occur at all had
Tandy been more careful in their de-
sign and testing phases.

The hardware compatibility of the
Tandy 5000 MC was tested further by
using the IBM Model 70/80 Reference
Diskette to run system diagnostics. The
5000 MC passed all diagnostics except
the memory and mouse-port tests. The
failure of the memory test is under—
standable because the 5000 MC uses a
different memory architecture. The
mouse-port failure is curious, however,
because the IBM mouse seems to work
fine with the Tandy mouse port.

Tandy 5000 MC software compati-
bility was tested using the same soft—
ware packages used in AT-compatibility
trials. The software includes Microsoft
Word and Windows/386, Living Video-
text’s Readyl, Datastorm Technologies
PROCOMM PLUS, Fifth Generations Fast-
back Plus, and Borland‘s Lightning,
SideKick, and SuperKey. To evaluate
the 05/2 capabilities of the system, all
programs except Windows/586 were
tested in the DOS compatibility box.

Proper operation of Word verified
the 5000 MC’s mouse interface, as did
Windows/386. Windows/386 also dem-
onstrated the 5000 MC’s ability to oper-
ate in the virtual 8086 mode and use
extended memory. The terminate—and-
stay resident (TSR) programs (Lighr
ning, SideKick, SuperKey, and Ready!)
all functioned normally, but because no
expanded memory could be designated
in the Tandy memmy, Ready! used only
conventional memory. Fastback Plus
indicated proper operation of direct
memory access (DMA). PROCOMM PLUS
exercised both modems over the Micro
Channel bus with no problems. Pro-
gram operation was normal under DOS
and in the DOS-compatibility box
under 08/2 for all programs.

The final compatibility test run on
the 5000 MC was the PC Tecbjoumal
VGA compatibility test suite (see “The
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PERSONAL REXX 2.0
NEW PERSONAL PROGRAMMING POWER
Personal REXX is a powerful general-
purpose language bringing mainframe
command and macro language capa-
bilities to the PC. Personal REXX 2.0 is
a new, faster version that runs larger
programs, and features:
I A superset of IBM CMS REXX
I The ability to develop powerful

batch procedures
I Compatibility with IBM SAA REXX

command language
I Windowing and menu support
I Easy prototyping
I The ability to interface with KEDIT”

text editor and HyperTerm'“ commu-
nication package

Personal REXX runs on the IBM PC, AT,
PS/2, and true compatibles using DOS
2.0 or later. A Programmers Journal
review said: ”Everyone who tries it
seems to love ir.”Coll to find out why,
and how you can enjoy the program-
ming power and the many benefits of
Personal REXX 2.0
Personal REXX Version 2.0 is available of
SI 50. Add $3 shipping. MC, VISA, American
Express.

MANSFIELD
PO. Box 532, Storrs, CT 06268

(203) 429-8402
KEDIT is a trademark of the Mansfield Software Group,
Inc.; HyperTerm is a trademark of Quercus Systems; IBM
and IBM PC, AT and PS/2 are trademarks of International
Business Machines.
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WE GET INTO THE_ BEST PLACES

You’re in good company when you
slide the PLUS 8 MCm multiuser board
into your new generation PC. A lot of
high profile companies use them to connect
terminals, printers, plotters, modems, and
other PCs to the new personal computers.
Simple. Low cost. And it's compatible with
most multiuser systems.

Find out why the major companies use the PLUS 8 MC.
You’ll discover that they have a good reason.
CALL: 1-800-5TAR GATE
Star Gate Technologies, Inc.
29300 Aurora Road ° Bentley Park South
Solon, Ohio 44139 - Telefax No. (216) 349-2056

PLUS 8 MC is a trademark of Star Gate Technologies Inc.
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TANDY 5000 MC
VGA Compatibility Test,” Ed McNierney
and Kent Quirk, November 1988,
p. 49). The on-board VGA controller
passed 14 of the 18 VGA compatibility
tests. The failures were minor. In the
test of BIOS text I/O, the 5000 MC had
improper characters in mode 11H. In
the test of BIOS palette/digital-toanalog
(D/A) converter, the color»page select,
one of 16 subfunctions returned an
improper value, Two reserved bits in
the general-register set’s input-status
register zero are set to zero rather than
one. Cursor—start and cursor-end values
differed from IBM values in modes 00,
01, and 02 in the test of the CRT con»
troller registers.

Overall system performance was
tested using PC Tecbjoumal’s high—
level benchmarks (see “High-level Mea—
surements,” Kent Quirk, September
1988, p. 54). The 5000 MC’s test results
(see table 5) are comparable to other
20~MHZ 80386 computers, with and
without Micro Channel compatibility. As
an excursion, the full test set was run
in the 08/2 DOS compatibility box;
performance was unchanged.

The 5000 MC’s CPU/memory and
floating-point performance is 20-
percent faster than the IBM PS/2 Model
80 and is comparable to the Compaq
Deskpro 386/20 except in video perfor-
mance. Neither the Tandy nor IBM
machine can match the Compaq’s 16-
bit VGA performance (see figure 1).

A TRAILBLAZING MACHINE
One way to sell an IBM compatible is
to offer a comparable product for less
money. Considering IBM’s profit mar-
gin, this may be one of the more pop-
ular marketing techniques. Another way
is to offer a superior product at a com-
parable price. With the 5000 MC, Tandy
is covering all bases.

The 5000 MC’s performance is
comparable or superior to the 20~MHZ
PS/ZS and offers a high degree of com-
patibility. Its on—board VGA controller
is compatible with the VGA standard
and its Micro Channel bus is compati—
ble with the IBM standard. The ma—
chine also is compatible with Tandy’s
version of MS—OS/Z. Moreover, it ac-
commodates four internal storage de—
vices, 16MB of 32-bit memory on a 20»
MHZ bus, and five Micro Channel slots
all the while maintaining a reasonable,
desktop size.

The 5000 MC is priced attractively
compared with the floor~standing PS/2
Model 80, but less so compared with
the desktop PS/Z Model 70. A 20—MHz
IBM PS/2 Model 80-111 with 2MB of
RAM, 115MB hard disk, and VGA color

1
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TABLE 5: Benchmark Results

IBM PS/Z
MODEL 80

COMPAQ DESKPRO
386/20

TANDY
5000 MC

EQUIPMENT
BIOS date
Processor speed (MHZ)
Coprocessor speed (MHZ)
Base memory size (MB)
Video controller
Hard—disk size (MB)

HLTEXT (text scrolling)
BIOS
DOS
C library
Windowed
Total

HLWINDOW (windows/scrolling)
Total

HLGRAPH (16-color graphics)
400 small areas
100 large areas
400 small ellipses
200 large ellipses
4,000 short lines
2,000 long lines
General graphs
Total

HISORT (CPU/memory)
Data generation
Memory sort
Total

HLFLOAT (Fast Fourier Transform)
Forward
Reverse

Total

HLDISK (with disk cache)“
Data file creation
Index file creation
First report generation
Data reorganization
Second report generation
Total

HLDISK (without disk cache)
Data file creation
Index file creation
First report generation
Data reorganization
Second report generation
Total

10/07/87
20
20

2
8-bit VGA
1 15

9.50
10.93

9.34
E
33.57

5.65

4.12
3.18
4.06
3.84
3.40
3.18

L76
22.58

0.76

La
9.89

373
E
7.52

2.96
18.95

1.31
3.90

L12
2835

3.02
30.76
11.53
15.93
fl
64.67

All limes are in seconds, covefledfrom 18.2-HZ timer ticks.-
Ibe exact sum of the individual results diqblayed.
” Tbe disk—cache sizeis 256m. The IBM and Compaq

77Je Tandy cache is in conventional memont

1/28/88
20 .
20

1
16-bit VGA
300

3.95
4.94
4.12

fl
14.78

2.80

3.68
2.58
2.91
2.69
2.41
2.19

L60
17.08

0.65
10.6
7.74

3.24
a
6.48

2.96
15.71

1.26
3.46

L6
24.12

2.96
22.58

5.98
9.72

L76
42.08

therefore, total diwlayed is not always

Caches are located in expanded memory.

07/29/88
20
20

2
8—bit VGA
78

10.98
11.92
11.26

L84
38.02

6.59

4.39
3.40
3.24
3.02
2.74
2.52

L60
19.94

0.65
w
7.74

3.29
E
6.64

3.07
14.17

1.09
3.79
E
22.96

3.07
26.04
10.00
13.62

E
55.98

The Tandy 5000 MC’s video performance is similar to that of the IBM PS/2 Model80, but it is no match for the Deskpro 3586/20 with its 16-bit VGA. CPU/memoryand floating-point performance are equal to that of the Deskpro 386/20, making
the 5000 MC 20‘perccnt faster than the PS/2 Model 80.
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FIGURE 1: Performance Comparison

HLTEXT . HLWINDOW
» _ , , 25 {.

‘80 t, 20 ,

15_

10

100
90

so
‘ 70
_~ 60

50
4o
30
20
10 _

L - IBM ps/2 MODEL 30.111 All Iim es are in seconds.

- m (30q DESKPRQ 335/20 “ For HilDlSK,’ lighter shade indicates
J * additional time resu [tin g when test

a TANDY 5000 MC is perform ed without disk caching.

The Tandy 5000 MC’s 76MB ST~506 hard-disk drive is faster than the IBM PS/Z
Model 80’s 115MB enhanced small device interface (ESDI) hard-disk drive with or
without disk caching. When a 256KB disk cache is used, it performs the HLDISK
test as fast as the Compaq Deskpro 386/20’5 300MB ESDI hard-disk drive.
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display lists for $9,745. A comparably
equipped PS/Z Model 70-121 lists for
$8,745. The 5000 MC goes for $8,057
and delivers performance comparable
to the Compaq Deskpro 386/20e, which
lists for $9,497.

Tandy’s machine, however, suffers
from imperfections not found in an
IBM- or Compaqclass machine—the
location of the power switch, the lack
of a hard—disk indicator light, and DIP
switches required to configure mem-
on’, to name a few. The number of
jumper wires on the system board does
not convey confidence, especially in a
machine announced last April that has
been shipping since September.

The software compatibility prob-
lems with Tandy's own software also
tarnishes the professional image Tandy
is seeking [0 promote. The lack of an
operable extended-memory manager
and extended/expanded—memory disk-
cache program 12 months after the
product announcement is not inspiring.
Issuing monthly updates to the Refer-
ence Diskette, while correcting prob-
lems, also erodes confidence.

Despite these problems, the Tandy
5000 MC is a landmark machine for
Tandy in particular and the PC industry
in general. The 5000 MC is now the
proving ground for several other com-
panies that have a stake in the future of ‘
a PS/Z-compatible market. It is a state-
ment that the 5000 MC’s Phoenix Tech—
nology Advanced 586 BIOS is compati-
ble with Micro Channel expansion
boards running under both MS—DOS
and MS-OS/Z. The machine is also a
statement by Intel that its Micro Chan-
nel and VGA ASIC chip sets, which
form the backbone of the 5000 MC,
work in a production computer.

Whether or not Tandy’s Micro
Channel machine will blaze a trail to
the doors of corporate America re—
mains to be seen. As a first step in Tan-
dy’s plan, however, the 5000 MC dem—
onstrates the company’s ability to de-
sign and produce a sophisticated sys—
tem that can match the best the indus-
tiy has to offer. W

Tanafv COIporaiion
1800 One Tandy Center
Fort Wort/a, TX 76102
8] 7/390-3 700
5000 MC.- prices for various
configurations are given in the
sidebar on page 79
CIRCLE 351 ON READER SERVICE CARD

David Claiborne is a technical manager
forjAYCOR in Edgewood, Maryland, and
a contributing editor to PC Tech Journal.
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.ut of Uniform
‘ Now honorably discharged into mainstream PC applications

development Ada brings with it a well-defined language stana’ara’,
superiorportability, ana’ three strong development environments.

don fatigues to program in Ada,
just their PCs, now that Ada has

been ported to the desktop in some
worthy packages. Originally conceived
for military purposes, Ada is bound to
find a home in many nonmilitary appli-
cations The business world is now dis—
covering the software engineering attri-
butes and portability features that make
it so appealing to the defense commu—
nity. Reliable, maintainable, portable
software is often as important for a
dynamic economic model as it is for a
fire-control system.

Three current Ada environments
for the PC are IntegrAda from AETECH,
AdaWorld from Alsys, and AdaVantage
from Meridian Software Systems. The
performance of the Ada environments
is considered here in terms of the ease
and flexibility of taking Ada software
through all phases of the development
life cycle. Compiler performance is as-
sessed using the Performance Issues
Working Group (PIWG) Ada compila-
tion tests. PIWG is a subsidiary of the
Special Interest Group on Ada (SIG—
Ada) of the Association of Computing
Machinery (ACM).

In addition to military command
and control systems, Ada is used in
many commercial and nonmilitary gov-

Software developers do not have to
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ernment applications. Commercial ap-
plications include data and financial
management systems, industrial control
and monitoring systems, aircraft simula—
tion and control systems, and medical
records systems. The National Aeronau—
tics and Space Administration (NASA)
uses Ada for space exploration and sat-
ellite support systems. NASA’s Goddard
Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Mary-
land, uses Ada for satellite attitude dy—
namics simulators. Although many Ada
applications are implemented on mini-
computers and mainframes, an increas»
ing number are developed and imple-
mented on the PC.

Ada programmers have long
wanted an interactive set of tools for
developing Ada software—an Ada Pro-
gramming Support Environment
(APSE). In addition to a compiler and
linker, a good APSE includes a sym-
bolic debugger, language-sensitive edi—
tor, syntax checker, pretty printer, li»
brary-management system, and other
utilities integrated into an environment.
Personal computers, particularly 286—
and 586-based systems, are excellent
platforms for such environments.

The three Ada environments re-
viewed provide similar basic functional—
ity; that is, each has a compiler, linker,
some level of optimization, pretty

printer, and additional utilities specific
to that system. They differ in the type
of user interface they implement and in
the maturity of their compilers.

AETECH’S IntegrAda uses function
keys to perform editing operations and
access software development tools. In
addition, IntegrAda provides color dis—
plays with pop-up menus and an op-
tional mouse interface. This environ»
ment is a refreshing change for a de—
veloper accustomed to mainframe Ada
application development.

The Alsys 286 DOS Ada system is
the ultimate Ada environment. Its user
interface even adopted the Ada syntax
for its command language. AdaWorld is
built for the serious Ada programmer;
it includes one of the best Ada library-
management systems and compilers
available for the PC.

Meridian’s AdaVantage can behave
like a typical mainframe Ada environ-
ment in addition to presenting a graph—
ics representation of its environment.
Developers can invoke Ada source
code with one~word commands at the
DOS prompt. AdaVantage‘s environment
implements several nice features for
developing Ada software. Principal
among these is the representation of all
compilation units of an Ada program in
a matrix organization.
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ADA COMPILERS
WI-IYADA?
In the 19705, the United States Depart-
ment of Defense (DOD) and the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
jointly undertook to develop a stand—
ardized programming language for all
“mission critical" systems. Studies had
shown that DOD spent large amounts
of money on various software applica-
tions, about 50 percent of which were
embedded systems. An embedded sys—
tem is one in which the host computer
is a part of a larger system and typi-
cally requires realtime, and often con—
current, processing.

In 1977, DOD chose four contrac-
tors to suggest designs for the new lan-
guage. DOD assigned the teams color
codings to encourage unbiased com-
parisons. Each contractor chose Pascal
as its base for the new language.

After more developments and in-
terim steps, the language designed by
the green team (Honeywell/Honewvell
Bull) became the new standard pro-
gramming language of DOD in May
1979. DOD named the language Ada to
honor Lord Byron‘s daughter, Augusta
Ada Byron, Countess of Lovelace
(1815-1852), who is considered to be
the world’s first programmer for her
work with Charles Babbage‘s mechani—
cal analytical engine.

Ada, like Pascal, is a high»level lan-
guage with well—designed control and
data structures that make it suitable for
a wide range of applications. In addi-
tion, Ada provides features not inherent
to Pascal or most other high-level lan—
guages, such as support for concurrent
tasks and realtime programming.

Ada syntax is similar to Pascal, but
some features are dissimilar enough to
take some getting used to, even for
Pascal programmers. For example, Ada
treats the semicolon as a statement ter-
minator rather than as punctuation that
separates the statement from the fol-
lowing statement. Thus, the Ada code
example below requires a semicolon to
terminate the statement Count := 0,
whereas Pascal would not require one
to separate the assignment statement
from the else statement:

if Time = End_Time then
Count := 0;

else
Count := Count + 1;

end if;

Also, note that the if statement is termi~
nated explicitly by an end if, which, al-
though somewhat cumbersome for
such a simple comparison statement,
aids in the documentation of more
complex if statements.
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TABLE 1: Environment Specifications

AETECH ALSYS MERIDIAN

PRODUCT
VERSION
PRICE
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
System compatibility
Coprocessor
Operating system

4.10
$795

PC

STORAGE AND MEMORY
Hard—disk storage (MB) 2
Conventional memory (KB) 640
Extended memory (MB) None
AVAILABLE TOOLS
ALSYS INTERFACE O
Debugger
DYNAMIC ANALYZER O
Cross-reference generator 0
Make utility o
Optimizer
Pretty printer

0 = Yes 0 = No MA = Not applicable

[1

L’ Included with basic system.

IntegrAda

Optional
DOS 2.0

286 DOS Ada
4.2
$5,595“

AdaVantage
2.2E
$1 ,780

PC
Optional
DOS 2.1

AT
80287/8087
DOS 5.0 and
DOS Linker 2.3

640
4 None ’7

O (I

e

O

0
.
0

0
0

.

" Price includes a 4MB RAM board; required one-year maintenance agreemenl is an addi/iona/ $360.Evtended-mode compiler requires 1MB of memory.
‘ Includes Intelface and Periscope symbolic debugger.
"Implemented using compiler and linker optiom; not a separate uti/ln'.

I More powerful rban one provided with basic sixtiem.

These Ada environments differ greatly in price; however, Alsys, the most expen—sive of the three, includes a 4MB memory board and provides the most features.

Ada is designed for the develop—
ment of software that adheres to the
principles of modern software engi-
neering: being reliable, readable, modi-
fiable, understandable, portable, and
maintainable.

Portability is one major advantage
to developing in Ada. The language is
designed and controlled to ensure uni—
form execution of source code on mul—
tiple computer systems, and now this
list includes PCs. Programmers do not
have to wait for free time on main-
frames and minicomputers to work
with Ada. They can develop Ada code
on a PC and transfer it to a mainframe
or another PC later, if necessary.

Ada also provides well-defined lan»
guage features that assist in the devel-
opment of source code: generics, tasks,
exception handling, and low-level fea«
tures consisting of interfacing to other
languages and representation specifica-
tions. No other programming language
provides all of these features at such a
high level of programming.

The DOD Ada Joint Program Of—
fice (AJPO) validates the conformance
of all Ada compilers to the Reference

Manual for the Ada Programming Lan-
guage, ANSI/MIL—STD-1815A—1985—
the Language Reference Manual (LRM)
for Ada. AJPO must validate an Ada
compiler before it can be used for any
military program. Even for nonmilitary
applications, using a validated compiler
is worth the expense, for standards
conformance, compatibility, and port-
ability. A vendor must revalidate all of
its Ada compilers annually.

AETECH INTEGRADA
IntegrAda is a complete, integrated Ada
environment that is well suited for the
PC world. Its user interface is modeled
after popular PC packages, and takes
advantage of color monitors, pop—up
menus, even a mouse interface—the
first for an Ada environment. Another
first is that IntegrAda is written entirely
in Ada. AETECI-I uses the current version
of IntegrAda to develop new versions.
IntegrAda is an excellent Ada environ-
ment at $795.

IntegrAda’s hardware requirements
are minimal (see table 1). The host PC
must have an 8086—compatible micro—
processor, a 2MB hard disk, and 640KB
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of RAM. An 8087 math coprocessor is
optional; if the system does not have
one, a software floating-point imple—
mentation is available. A linker option
informs the system whether to access
the hardware or software implementa—
tion. A Microsoft Mouse (or compati-
ble) is optional.
Compiler. AETECH uses a licensed verr
sion of R. R. Software Inc's Janus Ada
compiler as the foundation for the In-
tegrada compiler. AIi'l‘ECH enhances and
revises the compiler in order to adapt
it into the IntegrAda development envi-
ronment. The developer invokes the
1ntegrAda compiler from within the In
tegrAda environment or from the DOS
prompt. When executing from within
the IntegrAda environment, two sepa—
rate commands are available.

Table 2 lists compiler options.
These options include establishing a
virtual disk to improve compilation and
binding times, indicating whether to
access the software or hardware
floatingvpoint implementation, accessing
the debugger, and controlling the
amount of detail in error and warning
messages (see photo 1), Optimization
of the code is handled among three
options: one turns the optimizer on or
off, another controls the removal of
unused subprograms, and a third op—
timizes the code for execution on your
specific microprocessor.

It appears as though AETECH in-
cludes fewer options than Alsys or Me-
ridian, but IntegrAda does provide
these options, as Ada pragmas placed
in the source code. A pragma is an Ada
construct that conveys information to
the compiler. For example, Ada prag—
mas can suppress runtime error checks
(pragma Suppress), indicate that a sub-
program is written in another langauge
(pragama Interface), or specify the min-
imum storage size to be allocated to a
given type (pragma Pack). Some of the
IntegrAda pragmas control the text for-
mat of the generated listing files or the
suppression of runtime Checks.

To some degree, IntegrAda imple-
ments the majority of Ada‘s low—level
features and Ada‘s LRM Chapter 13 fea-
tures (see table 3). Pragmas Pack, In-
Line, and Suppress are implemented.
In addition, pragma Interface is imple-
mented for Microsoft Assembly Lan—
guage (MASM) programs. The address
clause is supported for segmented ad-
dressing through types and operators
defined in the package System. inter-
rupt entries are partially supported
through the predefined IntegrAda pack~
ages Bit, Byte, and DOS. Both generic
subptograms Illicliecked__IDeall()ca-
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' TABLE 2. compiler andLinkerFeatures.

AETECH ALSYS MERIDIAN

PRODUCT IntegrAda 286 DOS Ada AdaVantage
COMPILER
Allow decla ‘ation of tasks
Compile giving detailed information
Control data allocation
Emit exception location information
Generate generic inst
Generate assembly code
Inhibit library updates
Inhibit stat initialization of
variables
Limit number of errors
List errors
Listing file format
Optimization options
Produce listing file
Provide description
Save debugger information
Save tree representation
Set Virtual—memory size
Set stack- and global-object size
Specify library
Suppress warnings
Suppress checks
Use additional 8086/8088 instructions
Interact after errors
LINKER
Debugger
Link giving detailed information
Optimization options
Produce relinkable output
Set task stack size
Set program stack size
Set timeslice for tasks or
synchronous tasking
Set trace on calls for exceptions
Specify timer to be used
Specify scratch files
Specify floating-point
implementation
Specify targeted execution mode
Specify compiler
Specify executable name
Specify library
Specify location/names of created
binary files
Specify location/names of
external modules
Specify incremental heap
allocation sizes
Specify heap size
Suppress warnings
Verify link .
Produce map file
Interact after errors

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
.
.
.

0
.
0

0
.
0

.
0

O
O

O
O

O
O

O
O

O
O

O
O

O
O

O

0
0

0
.
0

0
.
0

0
.
0

0
.
.
.

O
O

O
O

O
O

O
O

O
O

O
O

O
O

O

0
0

0
0

.
.
.

0
0

.
0

.
.
.

0
.
.
.
.
.
.

0
0

.
.

0
.0

0

0
0

0
0

0
.0

0
0

.
0

0
0

.

0
.
.
.
.

O O O

O O O

.
0

0
0

0

0
.
.
.
.

0
0

.
0

0

I = Yes 0 = N0

AETECH’s IntegrAda provides fewer explicit compiler options than the Alsys or
Meridian packages; however, many of the same facilities are included in IntegrAda
as Ada pragmas that can be placed in program source code.
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IntegrAda’s integrated Ada environment lets the developer
edit, compile, and run applications from a central menu;
you select compile and bind options via pop—up menus.

In IntegrAda, tutorial and help information about Ada can
be displayed on-line while the developer edits a file; the
topic selected here is data string range constraints.

tion and Unchecked_Conversion are
available. The Size and Small length
clauses are implemented and the
Storage__Size clause is allowed for
all task types; representation specifica»
tions are implemented for enumerz-
tion types. but not for records.

Although Integr-Ada supports the
pr'agma Interface for MASM subpro-
grams, a separate Assembler utility is
available. The assembler provides a
flexible, Ada—oriented approach to in
terfacing with assembly language; how-
ever, its impact on portability must be
considered. Because this is a unique
mechanism for interfacing with assem-
bly language, changes will have to be
made to ensure compatibility when
transferring Ada source code to an
other host environment.

The IntegrAda compiler limits Ada
source code in several ways. The maxi-
mum code size for a single compilation
unit is 52,000 bytes, as is the maximum
size of all the constants in a compila-
tion unit. A program can consist of a
maximum of 300 compilation units,
and it can have 7 pending floating»
point subexpressions.
Library management. IntegrAda was de-
veloped for the PC and was modeled
after current PC development systems.
This is apparent in two areas: the style
of the user interface and the lack of
library management. As with the many
PC compilers, IntegrAda locates all gen
erated binary and listing files in the
default subdirectory

Most Ada systems on mainframes,
minis, and PCs provide some mecha-
nism for maintaining binary files in one
or more separate libraries and for con-
trolling the visibility of those libraries.
This feature is valuable because Ada
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programs tend to be modular and con-
sist of numerous source files. I\«lanaging
all of these source files during devel-
opment is challenging, not to mention
managing the multiple binary files asso~
ciated with each source file. A library—
management system greatly simplifies
this task.

Although the IntegrAda system
does not provide commands for man-
aging and controlling Ada libraries,
manual means are available. When you
invoke the IntegrAda compiler or
hinder, the system first searches the
current directory for all necessary ob-
ject code. If more files are needed to
complete the operation, then the sys-
tem follows the DOS path to find the
necessary object code. Thus, the devel-
oper must move the binary files to
other directories and set the path di-
rective to point to those directories.

This method of managing libraries
can be annoying especially to an Ada
programmer. It is not user-friendly to
expect the programmer to manage the
location of library files. Also, the use of
multiple libraries is not possible with
out constantly changing the path.
Ali'I‘ECH should improve this feature.
Useful packages. Integr‘Ada’s extensive
library of predefined Ada code pack«
ages is an excellent resource for devel—
oping Ada programs. The Ada package
specifications are available in two

.forms—in the documentation and in
on~line display screens from the Library
Manager menu option.

The IntegrAda library includes
more than 20 packages, ranging from
low~level operations to music routines
that generate sounds. Low~level opera
tions are available for accessing mern
ory, manipulating bits and bytes, ac—

cessing DOS and BIOS operations, and
managing large prog‘ams and overlays.
Environment. IntegrAda is a new look
for developing Ada software. This envi-
ronment is screen-oriented; the func»
tion keys are bound to editing and sys»
tem commands; pop-up menus and
windows appear as color displays; and
an optional mouse interface is opera~
tional. The editing function keys can be
switched to map into either Word-
Perfect or WordStar definitions.

IntegrAda provides three different
modes for editing Ada source code:
Ada Sensitive, Design, and Text. Devel—
opers choose a mode through a win»
dows that pops up when Shift-F1 is
pressed. Ada Sensitive is the default
editing mode. Upon entering this
mode, the developer is prompted for
the indentation level to be used for
formatting the Ada structures. In this
mode, Integr‘Ada behaves like a typical
language-sensitive editor and creates
Ada structures automatically.

The Design edit mode provides
the same capabilities as Ada Sensitive
mode plus a mechanism for including
documentation and Program Design
Language (PDL) within the Ada source
code. In Design editing mode, docu~
mentation symbology is automatically
included in the Ada structures. In-
tegrAda uses the documentation sym—
bology of Software Systems Design
Inc‘s Ada Design and Documentation
Language (ADADL). The SSDI package
extracts the symbols and their associ-
ated text from the Ada source code and
reformats them to produce DOD-STD-
2167 documentation.

IntegrAda's Text mode is used for
updating or modifying an existing pro-
gram. The features of both the Ada
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Now workgroup computing
is simple. Thanks to VM/386
MultiUser, several terminals or
PCs can share one 386 computer.
Just add VM/386 MultiUser, a
graphics adapter card and/or a
multi-port card to your 386, and
you’ll have a multi—user system that
is completely DOS compatible.

In fact, each application pro-
gram sharing your 386 will have its
own copy of DOS. So everyone

will be able to continue using their
favorite programs, without chang-
ing the way they work. As one user
told us: “All you see is your appli-
cation and DOS. You don’t even
know you’re running on a multi—
user system.”

VM/386 MultiUser is based on
VM/386,“ our multitasking pro—
gram, which has won both the PC
Magazine Technical Excellence
award and Editor’s Choice award.

We’ve built that same solid product
quality and functionality into
VM/386 MultiUser.

Want more than one user to share
your 386? VM/3 86 MultiUser is
the easiest, most cost—effective way
around the DOS single—user barrier.
For more information, contact:
IGC, 4800 Great America Parkway,
Santa Clara, CA 95054
Tel: 408-986-8373
Toll Free: 800-458-9108

Finally: Multi—user DOS

Good news for DOS users!
VM/386 MultiUserTM makes
it easy for up to eight PCs,
terminals, or peripherals
to share one 386 computer.
And it’s completely DOS
compatible.

CIRCLE NO. 257 ON READER SERVICE CARD

© I989 IGC.
VM/SBG & VM/386 MultiUser are trademarks 0! I60.
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TABLE 3: LanguageImplementation .

AE'I'ECH ALSYS MERIDIAN

PRODUCT
CHAPTER 13
Address clauses

Address specification 0
Interrupt handling 0

Length clauses
Size 0
Small
Storage_ Size

Representation specifications
Enumeration
Record

Unchecked_ Conversion
Unchecked__ Deallocation
PRAGMA
InLine
Interface

Ada
Assembly
C

Memory_ Size
Pack
System_ Name
Storage_ Unit
TASKING
Synchronous O
Timeslicing O

.
0

0
.

0
0

.
0

0
0

0

0 = Yet 0 = No 0 = Parlial sup/Jar!

IntegrAda

” Only arrays are Supported

286 DOS Ada AdaVantage

O
.

O
.

O
.
.
.

O
O

.
.
.

O
0

0
.0

0 a
0

0
0

.
0

.
0

0

0

O
.

Alsys 286 DOS Ada is the only package to implement all of the Ada LRM chapter
13 features; it is also the only product that provides time-sliced task execution.

Sensitive and Design modes are dis-
abled. In addition, the automatic inden—
ration is no longer available; that is,
Tab and cursor keys function normally.

The IntegrAda pop-up tools are
invoked with function keys. These tools
include an ASCII reference table, refer—
ence for the graphics extended charac-
ter set, Numeric Base Converter, and
Numeric Base Calculator.

The IntegrAda environment in—
cludes a simple pretty printer utility
that provides three different formats:
Program Structure, l\rIil~STD-1813A, and
First Letter Capitalization.

IntegrAda also offers an attractive
method for viewing Ada specifications
and other files while working with Ada
source code. Pressing Shift»F3 displays
a pop-up window that prompts for the
type of file to view. This includes Ada
specifications that are withed (in-
cluded) into the current Ada unit, Ada
specifications that are resident in the
IntegrAda library or the developer's
Ada library, contents of the edit buffer,
or any file on the system.
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As a stepping stone to the Ada
compiler, IntegrAda has a syntax
checker that quickly verifies the syntax
of Ada source code. The syntax checker
locates all errors, if any, and highlights
errors in the source code like the com—
piler does. For each highlighted error,
the syntax checker displays a corre-
sponding error message along with a
reference to the LRM. The errors can
be viewed in succession.
Tools. Developers access IntegrAda’s
optional tools from a menu of On—Line
Modules. This menu contains interfaces
to the training and reference session,
assembler, Alsys Ada tool set, Ada-
SCOPE debugger, AdaMAKE utility,
Cross Reference Generator, Dynamic
Analyzer, and a customer Pretty Printer.
These last four utilities are also re-
ferred to as the Software Development
Toolset and are accessible from a sepa-
rate menu.

From the On-Line Modules menu,
you can invoke the Ada training and
reference session on software engineer-
ing techniques and the Ada language

(see photo 2). The assembler provides
editing and interactive error correction
for Intel assembly language and its in»
terface with Ada through the IntegrAda
environment. AdaSCOPE is a windows-
oriented symbolic debugger that inte-
grates Periscope’s debugger with the
IntegrAda environment.

The Alsys Ada interface provides
access to the Alsys compiler and tools
from within the IntegrAda environment
via color menus and function keys.
These pop-up menus make the Alsys
system options and commands easily
accessible and user friendly—a unique
opportunity to use IntegrAda’s PC»
oriented user interface with the power—
ful Alsys Ada compiler and utilities.

AdaMAKE analyzes Ada source
code and determines the associated
legal compilation order of the Ada
units. In addition, this tool generates a
batch file that automatically compiles
the Ada code in the determined order.
You can execute AdaMAKE from either
the IntegrAda environment or from the
DOS prompt.

The AETECH Cross Reference Gen-
erator creates a report that lists all ob-
ject declarations, reserve words, and
component names. This report includes
the total number of occurrences and
the line number(s) upon which each
name appears.

The Dynamic Analyzer is a menu-
driven software development tool that
is automatically integrated into source
code to analyze the performance of the
program during execution. This tool
traces the subprogram call sequence of
a program and then reports the num~
ber of calls in addition to the timing of
each subprogram.

The Custom Pretty Printer provides
several switches for formatting Ada
source code. These switches include
adding line numbers to the source,
adding connecting lines to highlight
nested structures in the source, setting
the case of identifiers and reserve
words, and indicating whether to place
colons and left parenthesis immediately
following identifiers or to insett a
blank space between them.
Documentation. The IntegrAda docu-
mentation is detailed, but needs to be
much better organized. A single binder
houses the MIL—STD 1815A Ada LRM,
the software description, and the In-
tegrAda system diskettes, making the
package difficult to manage. The Ada
LRM, at least, should have its own
separate binder.

Overall, the IntegrAda system de-
scription is good. Detailed documenta-
tion is provided for installation, the
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editor with all of the function—key defi—
nitions, the overall programming envi—
ronment, the description of the prede-
fined library Ada packages, and the
Software Developers Toolset. Portions
of remaining documentation, however,
are very confusing. In particular, the
description of the compiler and binder
implementations and available options
is significantly incomplete. More de-
scription is also needed on the imple-
mentation of Ada structures, especially
the LRM’s chapter 15 features. Develop-
ers will discover much of IntegrAda’s
power and flexibility only by actually
using the system.
Performance. The PIWG results in table
4 are for IntegrAda with optimize fea-
tures activated. IntegrAda does a fair
job of executing the PIWG tests; how-
ever, it did have a few trouble spots.
Two areas in particular are tasking and
procedure calls. IntegrAda produced
the worst execution times in these se-
ries of tests. Another potential for trou-
ble involves dynamic allocation. For
example, IntegrAda allocates only a sin—
gle heap for a program, which can fill
quickly when performing extensive
dynamic allocations or from handling
recursive subprograms. This heap over-
flow results in an Ada storage__error as
listed for PIWG tests D5 and D4. This
implementation of a single heap can be
a potential problem when executing
large programs. However, this can be
prevented by implementing a good Ada
design with strong modularity and
using the IntegrAda package Big Array.
A fine Ada package. AETECH developed
IntegrAda as a complete Ada develop-
ment environment that provides the
fundamentals of an APSE at a low cost
and with a very friendly interface. The
IntegrAda user interface, with its color
displays, functions keys, mouse, and
pop—up menus, is the product’s pre—
dominate feature and its strength. In
addition to the user interface, In—
tegrAda also provides a nice set of Ada
software support tools.

Because IntegrAda is an inexpen-
sive Ada environment with minimal
hardware requirements, it is not sur—
prising that the IntegrAda library man-
ager, compiler, and binder are weak in
a few areas. For example, the manage
ment of binary files and Ada libraries
in general is nonexistent and left to the
developer. This can be a disadvantage
when developing and maintaining
larger Ada programs. In addition, the
compiler is premature in its implemen-
tation of some Ada features, such as
tasking and the LRM’s chapter 13 fea—
tures. Therefore, the development of
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TABLE 4: PIWG Test Results

AETECII ALSYS MERIDIAN

PRODUCT
COMPOSITE

A93 (KWIPS)“

B1

132”
135"
B4

C1
C2
C3

D1
D2
D3
D4

E1
E2
E3
E4
E5

STYLE
F1
F2

INPUT/OUTPUT
G1
G2
G3
G4
G5
G6
G7

A91 (Dhrystone)

APPLICATION TRACKING
(times in seconds)

TASK CREATION

STORAGE ALLOCATION

EXCEPTION HANDLING

IntegrAda

1,768.8
44

Constraint
error

442.21
470.50
570.51

10,998.5
11,501.5
11,4990

1 12.5
2,600.7

Storage error
Storage error

70.3
71.9
65.5
68.7

Program error

3.9
3.9

2,514.6
8,508.3

56,0059
71,0205

859.1
3,749.1

0.0

286 DOS Ada

2.8999
111

Constraint
error

254.0
298.5
292.2

3,296.9
3,343.8
3,312.5

161.9
1,500.0

216.4
2,521.9

151.4
209.8
217.2
242.6
865.6

5.1
5.0

1,757.8
3,156.2

600.6
2,921.9

556.6
2,398.4

0.0

AdaVantage

2527.0
47

4,535.97

804.06
804.05

1,332.6

2,800.0
2,850.0
2,868.7

1,218.7
24,2999

1,348.4
27,500.3

98.8
210.2
87.9
85.5

328.1

4.3
5.3

1,511.7
4,585.9

44,999.7
41,2491

8691
7,218.7

0.0

programs that need to use these Ada
features is possible with IntegrAda but
may be difficult. Both tasking and pr0~
cedure calls are expensive in terms of
time (see table 4). Also, some remain-
ing items in chapter 15 have yet to be
implemented. The use of a single heap
can be a problem; however, this can be
prevented by implementing a good Ada
design with strong modularity.

IntegrAda is a good Ada program»
ming environment for learning the lan-
guage and for developing programs on
the PC. It is a system that even a first-
time Ada programmer can use immedi—
ately. After all, AETECI’I uses IntegrAda to

develop IntegrAda. With its low cost,
friendly interface, and Ada—environment
support tools, IntegrAda is a pleasant
yet substantial introduction into the
world of Ada.

ALSYS 286 DOS ADA
The Alsys 286 DOS Ada compiler is the
best Ada environment on the PC mar—
ket today, with capabilities comparable
to mainframe and minicomputer Ada
compilers. The system comprises a
compiler, a linker, the development
environment, and an optional tool set.
The tool set includes AdaProbe, a sym—
bolic debugger; AdaXref, a cross—refer
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AETECH ALSYS MERIDIAN

CHAPTER 13 OPERATIONS
H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6

ITERATION
L1
L2
L3
L4
L5

PROCEDURE CALL AND RETURN
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P10
P11
P12
P13

TASK ENTRY AND RETURN

" Thousand Whetstone iterations per second.
” Pragmtz Suppress was used.

1,174.9
1,162.4

587.6
587.6

103.1

103.1
121.9

T1 4,000.9
T2 4,099.7
T3 3,999.6
T4 4,675.3
T5 3,950.2
T6 7,679.9
T8 9,050.3

All results are in microseconds, unless otherwise noted.

779a tests were run on an 8—MHz IBM PC/AT Model 339 will) a 287, 30MB hard disk and 4MB of RAM.

108.2
450.0

1,734.4
468.0 .

0.0
38.7

2,334.4
4,837.5

11,200.0
1,521.9

0.0
0.0

8.6
71.9

10.0
17.0
17.0
6.3
8.8

4.3 4.5
5.3 5.4
5.7 5.4
5.6 6.1
5.5 5.2

59.4 0.0
7.6
9.1
0.0

10.4
10.7
11.5

2234.0
37.5
48.8
90.2

8.6
100.4

12.7
12.7
16.4
20.5
25.8
30.1
44.9
57.0
98.8

62.5
59.4
67.2
76.6
57.8
78.1
92.2

6914
6781
685.9

10828
6725

2A500
14219

11250
1J156
11922
1A078
12650
2,557.5
3J781

Programs compiled using the powerful Alsys package outperforms those compiled
in the other two Ada environments in nearly every category of the PIWG tests.

ence generator; AdaReformat, a pretty
printer; and AdaMake, a compilation
dependency reporter.

Developers can purchase the soft—
ware in two kits. The basic software kit
consists of the AdaWorld environment,
the compiler, and the linker for $3,595;
annual maintenance (mandatory for the
first year) is $560. If the optional tool
set is purchased together with the basic
software kit, the total price is $54,395,
plus the required maintenance. Pur—
chased separately, the tool set is $1,190.

The Alsys system requires an IBM
PC/AT or compatible running DOS 5.0
or later and the DOS linker 2.3 or
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later. Alsys software consumes about
7MB on the hard disk; this includes a
demo program and the Ada Sampler,
an excellent tutorial on the Ada lan—
guage and the Alsys compiler. The sys-
tem also requires a minimum of 4MB
of extended memory; to this end, Alsys
includes an extended memory board
with the package (thus accounting for a
portion of the steep price of the basic
kit). The system requires an 80287
math coprocessor if the Ada source
code accesses the Float_IO or
Fixed_IO packages of Text_IO, or
uses floating—point or Universal Real
type operations.

Three programs included in the
AdaWorld environment are extended
mode programs: the Ada compiler,
AdaProbe, and AdaXref. These pro-
grams must be loaded onto and exe-
cuted from a Virtual disk, which you
create using the extended memory
board during installation.
Compiler. The Alsys compiler offers a
wealth of options and features (see
table 2). Certain options control the
level at which source code is analyzed
and code is generated; that is, you can
direct the compiler to behave like a
syntax and semantics checker as well as
a controller of generics and tasks.

The compiler also has three op-
tions for optimizing Ada source code:
calls, reduction, and expressions. The
calls option lets the compiler use In-
Line on programs for efficiency even if
the program was not explicitly speci-
fied as InLine in the source code. Re-
duction removes dead code and elimi-
nates many runtime checks. .Expres-
sions performs low—level optimization
by eliminating subexpressions and add-
ing register optimization.

As table 3 shows, Alsys is the only
compiler reviewed that implements the
majority of the Chapter 13 features.
This compiler is comparable to main—
frame and minicomputer Ada compil-
ers, albeit with a few restrictions. It
defines the pragma Interface for assem~
bly language, C, and Ada. Other prag-
mas implemented by the compiler are
Priority, Suppress, and InLine; however,
it implements pragma Pack only for
arrays, not for records.

Alsys implements Chapter 13 ad-
dress clauses and interrupt entries—
but not entirely according to the LRM.
The for . . . use at . . . statement,
which is used to assign a data object to
a known hardware address, is not im-
plemented by Alsys. Instead, the devel-
oper must instantiate and use the ge-
neric functions Reference and
Fetch_From_Address along with the
generic procedure Assign_To__Address.
all of which are located in the System
package.

AdaWorld handles interrupts in
two ways—either as defined by the
LRM, or through the environments
Interrupt_Manager package. Using the
Alsys mechanisms for address clauses
and interrupt handling when program-
ming decreases source-code portability.
Ada code that uses this implementation
is not completely compatible between
the Alsys environment and other Ada
environments; thus, such sections of
Ada code should be isolated as much
as possible.
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PHOTO 5: AdaWorld Compile and Bind PHOTO 4: AdaProbe Main Menu -

C1\TEST)ada
Adailib_manager
Library_l1anager.neu (library =) "c:\ada_lib");
Library_Hana§er.quit
fida.default.cu-pile (library =) "c2\ada_lib”)i
flda.default.bind (library 2) "c2\ada_lib")i
Mama-pile Iain.ada. calls =) inlined, debug =) yes
Compiling C:\TEST\HRIN.fiDR info library C:\hDA_LlH . '
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5 Phase 6 Phase 7 Phase 8 Listing
Ada.conpile nested1.ada. calls =) inlined. debug =) yes
Cmpillng C1\TEST\NESTEDI.ADA into library CIVIDRJJB . .
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5 Phase 6 Phase 7 Phase 8 Listing
Rda.bind main. object :) "oi\ada_lib\”, warning =) no. debug =) yes
Binding HRIN frou C?\RDfi_LlB
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5 Listing Linking
nda._

mllbodyl ..'- fldaProbe=r
f 9 procedure 2888881 is - main procedure to euecute Break

1 Exec
11 CPU_TlflE i DURETION : - CPU time for one feature executio Lnuleuel
12 WRLL_TIHE 2 DUBflTlON : -- HALL time for one feature execut Object
13 CHECX_TIHES 1 constant I: 188 : -- inside loop count and DJ Progress
14 lTEllflTION_COIJlfl' I INTEGER 2 - set and varied by lTERfiTION Quit
15 STABLE i BOOLEAN 2 - true when measurement stable legs
16 HY_D<CEPP10N : exception : Screen

Help
Xtra

-- dunny to bring in pages on s1

24 delay 8.5 i —- wait for stable enviornnent on some nachin

I 26 ITEHATIONilNlTlfiLIZE ( lTERflT10N_COUHT ) :

= message Hindou 1 C:\PIHG\E888881.EX.
Opened Subprogram body mar
added breakpoint in unit m1 at line 22
fifter Continue: Hit hreahpoint in unit [888881 at line 22

. ’ Probe Uerslon 4.2

Entering ada at the DOS prompt starts the Alsys AdaWorld
environment; subsequent commands to begin compile and
bind operations are entered at the Ada prompt.

Alsys AdaProbe is a windows-oriented symbolic debugger
that supports multiple breakpoints, command execution, ob-
ject manipulation, and viewing of source code using menus.

In AdaWorld, the Bind command
performs linking. The options listed in
table 2 control its implementation and
different parts of the runtime system.
Similar to compile options, the linker
executes at various levels that may or
may not produce an executable image.
In addition to these options, others are
available to set stack and heap sizes
and to control the detail that appears
in the binder—generated listings.

You can use Bind to specify the
execution mode for the generated exe-
cutable image—real, protected, or ex—
tended. When generating an extended-
mode program, Bind produces both an
.EXE and an .EXT file. Because Alsys
does not provide an extended memory
loader, the .EXT file must be copied to
the virtual disk before the program can
be executed.
Library management. Alsys provides a
more structured and controlled mecha'
nism for managing multiple library
environments than library systems
found on most mainframes and mini-
computers. AdaWorld implements three
levels of library control—family, li-
brary, and unit—which Alsys calls the
iizanager tools.

The family manager maintains
groups of related libraries, with corn-
mands to create, erase, rename, mend,
and unlock families. Mend recreates a
family after the family has been cor-
rupted; that is, after a system crash. The
library manager consists of all the op-
erations necessary for creating and
maintaining individual libraries within a
given family.

The unit manager operates on Ada
zmits, the contents of a single specified
library within a given family. This in-
cludes creating links to other libraries,
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changing the current library to a new
name, checking the unit for linking (all
other units that are referenced exist
and have not been recompiled), as well
as viewing information on a given unit
and its library.
Useful packages. Alsys provides three
Ada packages to assist in the develop-
ment of Ada source code. Two of the
packages supply an interface to DOS
operations. The package DOS contains
the types and subprograms for access—
ing DOS interrupt services along with
the majority of DOS 3.1 operations.
The package DOSE provides the inter-
face necessary for a program to control
its own error handling. In addition to
these packages, Alsys provides the
package Unsigned. This package pro-
vides types that define unsigned bytes
and words and operations related to
these types.
AdaWorld. Entering ada at the DOS
prompt places you in the AdaWorld
environment where you have access to
AdaWorld commands as well as general
commands (see photo 3). AdaWorld is
completely line—oriented except for
AdaProbe, the symbolic debugger. Ada—
World commands include not only
compile and bind, but commands that
provide access to the majority of the
Developer’s Toolset and entry into the
manager tools.

The AdaWorld commands use the
same syntax as Ada procedure calls: the
command name is listed as a proce-
dure name would be, followed by the
list of parameters enclosed within pa-
rentheses, and finished with a semi-
colon. These parameters represent the
available options for each of the Ada-
World commands. Modeling the Ada
syntax, pa ‘ameter values can be speci-

fied by name and positional notation.
Variations on the command line syntax
are possible, allowing for command
abbreviations and for the commands to
be invoked from the AdaWorld level as
well as from DOS.
Tool set. Of the tools in the Develop-
er‘s Toolset—AdaProbe, AdaXref, Ada—
Reformat, and AdaMake—all but
AdaMake are invoked from AdaWorld.
AdaMake is invoked from DOS. Inter-
estingly, Alsys does not provide a
source-code editor, not even a Jan-
guage-sensitive editor.

Adal’robe, a complete symbolic
debugger, surpasses many of its main—
frame/mini counterparts. AdaProbe op—
erations include management of Ada
source code that is being debugged or
viewed, control of multiple break—
points, execution commands, object
manipulation, screen-window control,
function—key assignments, and viewing
capabilities (see photo 4). The View
command lets you determine how a
program’s source code is displayed
within a viewing window.

AdaXref produces a list of cross
references for each compilation unit
submitted to it. AdaReformat provides a
pretty—printer capability through which
developers can impose style control in
the command arguments.

AdaMake determines the compila-
tion order of a given list of Ada source
files. As its output, AdaMake generates
an AdaWorld command file containing
the commands to compile the list of
Ada units according to the determined
compilation order as well as the com-
mand to bind the entire program
Documentation. The documentation for
the Alsys Ada environment is thorough,
concise, and well organized. Examples
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How to match the best front end
with the best back end.

You’ve invested in the best hardware,
operating system and database products.
You have a staffof programmers ready to
go. But to build great looking applica—
tions with the sophisticated features
today’s users demand, you need a power-
ful front end development tool—JAMT”
JAM, the most advanced user interface

management
system on the
market, does
it all—from
prototyping to

And, because
it works with
any database

or file manager, you get the best front
end and the best back end.
JAM is hardware independent, so it

isn’t limited to one computer, database or
operating system. In fact, JAM runs on
everything from PC ’5 to super-minis,
works under 7 operating systems and
provides access to a host of database
products. UsingJAM you can create a
consistent user interface across multiple
systems and hardware platforms.

Create colorful screen: and
nested window: easily.

implementation.

JAM works under the following operating systems:
' UNIX® ' VMS® ' RMXTM
' MS-DOS® ' XENIX® ' VOST‘“

' AOS/VSTM

JAM makes it easier than ever to design
and revise complex applications. Using
features like context-sensitive help, proce-
dural command language (JPL), shifting
and scrolling fields, extensive data valida-
tions, on-line testing, and a variety of
visual attributes, you’ll be amazed how
quickly your applications spring to life.
JAM is fast, as well as flexible. Develop-

ment time is reduced significantly thanks
to JAM ’s powerful screen drawing utili—
ties and comprehensive library of sub-
routines. You can easily create and link
together screens, windows, and menus to
develop an application shell. Then simply
attach the processing routines, and your
application is complete.

JAM

Plus, if your back end is an SQL—com—
patible relational database like Oracle,®
SQLbase,® lnformix® or Britton Lee 3‘“
you’ll really appreciateJAM /DBi,
JAM’s optional database interface. With
JAM/DB2, you can develop entire appli-
cations using only industry-standard
SQL state-
ments and
JAM ’5 author-
ing tools.

So if you’re
programming
in a 3GL
like C or
FORTRAN,
follow the lead of the many Fortune 1000
companies who have already discovered
JAM. A
JAM from JYACC. It gives you the

best at both ends.
Call for more information about

“Mm” 800-458-3313demo diskette.
JYACC, Inc. 'Uf-v'r-r-

LIJI'ILI.116 John Street

212—267-7722 FAX No. 212—608-6753

Use SQL to retrieve
and display data.

New York, NY 10038

JYACC Application Manager. The Composerfor Sop/MiamiApplzbatzbm.
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are provided, as is a fine tutorial. It
provides a thorough overview of the
Ada programming language, the Ada-
World environment and its capabilities,
and examples of Ada design and cod-
ing styles. Alsys even provides the Ada
LRM as part of its documentation.
Performance. As shown in table 4, pro»
grams compiled using the Alsys com—
piler out—perform the others in almost
every category of the PIWG tests. Alsys
is not so fast in the Exception Handling
tests, however; in these tests, IntegrAda
was approximately three times faster.

Nonetheless, when developing a pro-
gram targeted for the PC with extensive
timing requirements, the Alsys com—
piler is the best choice.
A complete Ada package. In many ways,
Alsys provides more capabilities than a
mainframe Ada system. If the price
seems high, this system is for the seri-
ous PC Ada programmer who needs a

, complete implementation of Ada.
AdaWorld is designed as an exten-

sion of the Ada language, where all
commands can be invoked using Ada
syntax rules. Commands also can be

Now you don’t have to settle for someone

When it comes to software develop-
ment for your business, you’re the expert.
So why struggle to make someone else’s
automated tools replace the techniques
that work best for you.
Automate development of your
strategic systems.

SYLVA System Developer has all the
tools you need to make analysis, design
and prototyping efficient and easier to
control. Including:
I a powerful rule-based editor that keeps

your team on track and evaluates logic
I interactive screen prototyping
I code generation for screen handling

and dialog control
I a team-level data dictionary that'serves

all members of the team simultaneously
I a documentation tool that integrates de—

sign diagrams and word processor text
And later, when you discover changes

in standard techniques that will further
improve development in your unique en-

else’s idea of CASE. (Even ours.)
GwlMossaoa I

vironment, System Developer can change
right along with you. So your investment
in CASE technology — software and train-
ing - will always be working for you.
Create your own CASE tools.

SYLVA Foundry is the first and only
technology powerful and flexible enough
to let you make your own CASE environ-
ment. Using Foundry, you can automate
your own unique methods, and inte-
grate the methods and tools you already
use. And the CASE tools you create will
always fit your business needs.

SYLVA development tools from
CADWARE. The only CASE solution
that can evolve to meet your changing
needs. Without out-
growing what you’ve
already paid for. For
details on our 30-day
money-back trial, call
us at 1-800-CADWARE
(in CT 1-203—387-1853).

CADWARE. Develop systems the best way — your way.
CADWARE, Inc. 50 Fitch Street New Haven, CT 06515
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invoked using a modified version of
Ada syntax rules. This interface is not
as userfriendly as IntegrAda’s, but it
gets the job done,

Alsys 286 DOS Ada is very power—
ful and is recommended for any devel—
opers who can justify its price and sys
tem requirements. An application is
only as good as its compiler: large,
complex Ada applications need the ca—
pabilities that Alsys provides.

MERIDIAN ADAVANTAGE
Developers can access the versatile
AdaVantage environment from DOS,
similar to the access of mainframe Ada
systems, or through the completely
contained environment called Ada De—
veloper’s Interface (ADI). Also similar
to a mainframe implementation, you
issue library-management, compile, and
link commands independently of each
other in succession at the DOS prompt.
A programmer familiar with DEC’s Ada
Compilation System will have no diffi-
culty with AdaVantage. As an integrated
environment, AdaVantage provides ad-
ditional support tools.

The AdaVantage PC Developer Kit
consists of the compiler, the ADI,
linker, library manager, symbolic de—
bugger, and the predefined packages
DOS and Utilities, and costs $1,095.
The AdaVantage PC Professional Devel-
oper Kit includes these items plus a
program optimizer and software re-
quired to generate and run programs
in extended, as well as real mode. The
professional kit goes for $1,780.

System requirements are an 8086—
compatible system with a 2MB hard
disk, 640M?» RAM, and running DOS 2.1
or later. The compiler supports a math
coprocessor, but it is not required; a
software floating—point implementation
is available if no hardware coprocessor
is present. CONFIGSYS must include
the command that sets the number of
open files to 20. The path command in
AUTOEXECBAT must include the full
path names to the AdaVantage compiler
and linker subdirectories.
Compiler. The AdaVantage compiler
uses the standard internal representa—
tion for data along with several op—
tional definitions. The compiler handles
generics delicately. For each instantia—
tion of a generic, the corresponding
code is fully expanded. This speeds up
program execution, but the executable
image grows in size. Also, the specifica-
tion of a generic, along with its body
and the subunits, must all reside in the
same file.

Tasking is not implemented with
true time-slicing preemptiveness, but
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with scheduled switches: tasks are
switched at tasking constructs, such as
activation, termination, rendezvous, and
delay statements. Therefore, one of
these conditions must exist in each task
or the task is never preempted. If a
task has no need for any of the above
mentioned constructs, you are recom-
mended to place a delay 0.0; statement
in the task, thus forcing the switch.

AdaVantage does not deliver a
complete implementation of the LRM’s
chapter 15. Pragmas not supported in»
clude InI.ine, Controlled, Memory_Size,
Optimize, Storage_Unit, and
System_Name. Pragma Interface is pro—
vided for C and assembly language. In
addition, pragma Pack is implemented
for both array and record types. It does
not support representation specifica-
tions for interrupt entries in tasks, but
it does support address clauses as 32
bits. Representation specifications for
record types are implemented to the
bit level; however, they are not for
enumeration types

The AdaVantage compiler can com-
pile Ada source code either interac—
tively or in batch mode. In the interac-
tive mode, Entering the command Ada
at the DOS prompt activates the com—
piler. See table 2 for the list of com-
piler options. Associated with the op-

tions is a symbolic debugger, source-
code optimizer, and the capability of
generating extended—mode programs.

By default, the AdaVantage com»
piler places the same restrictions on
source code as most applications run-
ning on an 8086 system under DOS. A
single compilation unit cannot exceed
64KB of memory. In addition, a pro-
gram's global data and a single data
object cannot exceed that limit. The
size of the runtime stack is variable,
however, and can be defined at link
time. The stack space has a default of
20KB and a limit of 64KB. This DOS
limitation is overcome by using the
extended-mode option with the bamp
(an acronym for build Ada main pm»
gram) link command.

Programs operating in extended
mode have access to as much as 16MB
of extended memory at one time, and
programs have a separate address
space from the operating—system ad-
dress space. These extended-mode pro—
grams are run with the command
ramp. You issue ramp at the DOS level,
followed by the name of the program’s
main procedure. This extended-mode
feature is a great advantage when de~
veloping large programs. Extended—
mode programs cannot be developed
under the ADI environment.

Library management. AdaVantage pro-
vides a universal library-management
system that is implemented with one
file that maintains a database of compi—
lation units and an auxiliary subdirec—
tory containing the associated binary
files that result from compilations and
linking. This feature allows a subdirec—
tory to contain only source and execut—
able files, remaining free of unneces-
sary object and description files. In
addition, libraries can be linked to-
gether to form hierarchies: developers
can maintain baseline versions of Ada
source code while continuing develop-
ment in other areas.
Predefined packages. AdaVantage’s ex-
cellent predefined Ada packages inter-
face with the low—level PC operations.
The DOS Environment packages access
a majority of the DOS and BIOS com-
mands as well as screen-management
operations. These interface packages
are included in both AdaVantage soft-
ware kits and provide operations to
control disk devices, manage memory,
perform byte or word transfers, control
programs, and handle graphic capabili-
ties. Utility packages are included in
the software kits as well. The documen—
tation contains specifications for each
package, along with a detailed descrip-
tion of all procedures and functions.

dBASE Data Entry

DELETE

The TransTerm 5 is a work station data entry/display terminal for on»line

Please write to: PC TECH
JOURNAL, PO. Box 2968,
Boulder, CO 80322.

Include your mailing
label from a recent issue
of PC TECH JOURNAL for
faster service. Please

shop floor data collection into PC/AT based systems. The unit is one of a
lamily of such terminals which feature LC displays for operator prompting and
data entry via a membrane keyboard or an optional barcode wand (Code 39).
A multi-terminal polling controller (up to 250 stations) and a dBASE lll+
compatible software package are also available. System costs below
$300.00 per station. Call for inlo.

Options—backlighting for display. RS422 I/O. 20 Ma current loop l/O,
dBASE is a registered trademark of Ashton Tate. Inc.

L'DfllPUTEPlWlSE. we.

allow up to 60 days for
change of address to
take place.

302 N.Winchester ' Olathe. KS 56062 - 800255-3739 o TELEX 705337 99
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Ada Developer Interface. The ADI inte-
grates the compiler, linker, debugger,
optimizer, Ada Template Editor
(AdaTE), and pretty printer into a sin
gle environment. Although integrated,
this development environment is not
without its problems.

ADI requires 450KB of free mem-
ory on the hard disk in addition to the
previously specified requirements. In
addition, AdaVantage provides a list of
recommended requirements that guar-
antee the necessary resources for all
the tools included in the ADI. The sys-
tem must have at least 600KB on the
hard disk and 640KB of RAM and be
running DOS 5.1 or later.

The ADI environment displays all
the compilation units of the program
with the AdaVantage operations (edit,
format, compile, and link) in a matrix
structure (see photo 5). The compila-
tion units are listed as the rows of the
matrix and AdaVantage operations are
the columns. The matrix rows have a
special order: in relation to the main
procedure, the root—the libraly units
that are withed in—are listed below
the main procedure, whereas‘nested
Ada units are listed above it,

This grid feature provides a visual
structure of the Ada program in multi-
ple levels. To activate an AdaVantage

operation on a compilation unit, press
Enter at the appropriate grid location
(the intersection of the compilation
unit‘s row and the operation's~ column).
In addition to providing an interface to
commands, this display shows the cle-
velopment status of each unit. With this
type of display, it is easy to see, for
example, which units need formatting
with the pretty printer as well as which
must be compiled.

Although the ADI system provides
useful tools, its presentation of the en-
vironment is not fully mature. Each
AdaVantage operation uses a unique
icon, but the documentation does not
describe the'form of the icons. In addi-
tion, the meaning of each icon is not
placed on the icon form, but on the
display attributes of the icon—is it
blinking, highlighted, normal?

The help facility is too simple con-
sidering the complexity of the ADI sys-
tem that it describes. On-line help of«
fers only basic definitions for key-
strokes. It should provide information
on ADI concepts and how they relate
to each other.

AdaTE provides fundamental lan-
guage—sensitive editor commands. De-
velopers can enter templates of Ada
constructs into a file with only a few
keystrokes, thus encouraging correct

syntax However, only a subset of Ada
structures are provided: no templates
for procedure and function specifica~
tions are available, although templates
for the Ada subprogram bodies are.

Several other problems arise in
software development under ADI. One
is that it appears that the full range of
compiler and linker options is not
available through ADI. When compiling
an Ada unit, ADI lists only a few op-
tions of which only one can be acti—
vated for the current compilation.
When linking a program, only the opti—
mization option is available; therefore,
you cannot generate and execute an
extended—mode program. Such a pro-
gram can only be linked and executed
from DOS. Commands to access multi-
ple compiler or linker options also
must be issued from DOS. According
to Meridian the user can set the ADI
compiler and linker options table; how—
ever, this is not described in the cur—

.rent documentation.
Another problem involves recom—

pilation. If you change a parent unit,
and then recompile it, the dependent
units cannot simply be recompiled
from ADI. Such dependent units must
be edited before a recompilation can
occur even if the edit is unnecessary,
for instance, the insertion of a space or

80186 coprocessor gives you quick
response. You can choose 4 or 8

Power Steering for UNIX
Sluggish data handling? Don’t blame your

CPU. UNIX, XENIX and other multi-user operating
systems give it a lot of intensive l/O handling to do.

The answer is a power assist from the new
DigiCHANNEL PC/Xe Intelligent Multi-Channel
Communications Board. Its 8 MHZ Digi

PitflJgIF‘Q you Will) tomorrow

asynchronous channels. And its 64K of RAM can
handle almost any data collection or office automa-
tion application on the road today.

Best of all, the DigiCHANNEL PC/Xe makes
power steering an option most users can afford.

Because it doesn’t cost much more
than a “manual” board. Call us to
arrange a test drive.

Call 1-800-344-4273. In Minnesota, (612) 922-8055. See Us at Comdex Spring
Booth #246
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The UNIX Software Operation was created to
serve one particularly exclusive market.

As we celebrate 20 years of development, the UNIX® sys—
tem has become recognized as the standard in operating sys—
tems around the world. This is confirmed by a customer list
that includes every major system vendor committed to open
systems, and even some who are not.

The unique capacity of the UNIX system to satisfy the
needs of a range of users has made it a catalyst of the open
systems’ movement.

Market acceptance of the UNIX system, which was first
licensed by AT&T 15 years ago, has been overwhelming. As a
result, AT&T created the UNIX Software Operation as a sepa—
rate business unit to serve all users of UNIX System V—based
products.

This is the latest milestone in the UNIX System V heritage
of responding to the marketplace and customers. Key prod-
uct enhancements are also evidence: Releases 5.0, 5.1, 5.2
delivered networking, internationalization, XENIX®/586, and
security features.
UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T. XENIX is a registered trademark
of Microsoft Corporation. @1989 AT&T

The UNIX system’s inherent capacity for upward migra-
tion assures that ongoing technology of UNIX System V
Release 4.0 will be available to all our customers—current
and future.

With every enhancement, the UNIX Software Operation
will continue to keep UNIX System V portable, compatible,
interoperable, scalable, and standard compliant. All of which
will be achieved only through accountability to each and
every customer who needs true open systems functionality.

To find out more about UNIX System V and the UNIX
Software Operation, call 1 800 828—UNIX.

AT&T
The right choice.
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PHOTO 5: AdaVantage ADI Grid PHOTO 6: Adactage Debugger

edit fun- colp link

Process_l)ata
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Heridian
RdaUantage

TextJO
'! = help

29 —
38 lTERflTlON.STflRT_CONTROL 2
31 for J in 1 .. lTEflflTl0N_COUNT loop
32 GLOBRL z: 8 .'
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CHECLT [HES loop

> breakflpfiflflflal, 32)
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) more
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ZE — Control loop
29 --
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34 GLOBEL :2 GLOBRL + «LONE 2
35 REMOTE I

) iteratimLenunt

)

The developer can start an AdaVantage operation on an Ada
compilation unit by pressing Enter at the intersection of the
compilation unit’s row and the operation’s column.

The AdaVantage debugger activates if an Ada program has
been compiled with the debug option; here, it is used to
examine a variable, set a breakpoint, and view source code.

line. Finally, library-management opera»
tions are not accessible from ADI. All
development libraries must be set up
and constructed before entering ADI.
Tools. The symbolic debugger is a
powerful addition to the AdaVantage
tool set and is included in both of the
software kits. Similar in capability to its
DEC counterpart, the Meridian debug-
ger executes in a split-screen mode
that lets you view the source code
while the program executes. Opera-
tions include setting and clearing
breakpoints, examining variables, as—
signing values to variables, monitoring
program execution, and watching
flagged variables (see photo 6).

One annoying aspect of the debug-
ger is that rather than being a separate
tool invoked on command, the debug-

ger activates automatically if any compi»
lation unit of the program is compiled
with the debug option. To alternate
between executing a program with and
without the debugger, all associated
source code must be recompiled with
or without the debug option selected.

The AdaVantage optimizer im-
proves the quality of Ada source code
in both execution speed and size. This
optimizer, however, does not always
improve the execution time of a prO»
gram and is beneficial only when the
memory size of the executable image
critical to a program. In all test cases
the size of a program's executable
image was reduced by about 40 per-
cent when compiled and linked with
the optimize option, however, using
the optimizer does not reduce a pro

8

7

grams execution time. In many cases,
the execution time of an Optimized
program actually increases. Another
drawback to accessing the optimizer is
an increase in the time necessary to
link a program. A link with the opti»
mize option runs approximately eight
(or more) times longer than linking
without the optimize option.
Documentation. The AdaVantage docu-
mentation is a mix of good detail and
good intention. The first strike is that
all of the material resides in one, ex-
tremely awlm'ard binder, when every
main topic could use its own binder.
On the other hand, the installation in-
struction are explicit and include a sec—
tion on troubleshooting.

Descriptions of the AdaVantage
commands and options are detailed 7

'omplete your library of
PC TECH JOURNAL

Just send $7.00 for each back
issue ordered ($8.00 in Canada,
US. funds only) to: F. Hunter,
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(SOFTWARE

WHETHER
REPIRT.
Whether you’re a software developer writing new applications for
the IBM or Mac, or a PC user securing proprietary data files,
software and data protection has never had a brighter silver
lining. For a number of very good reasons.

Beginning with the ‘whether—expert’ Rainbow Technologies.
And ending with its Software Sentinel family of hardware keys.
Starring five models that fit virtually any software program or
data file you need to protect.

There’s the best-selling SentinelPro for the IBM PC/XT/A’l‘, PS/Z
and compatibles, and even the Atari ST. Known worldwide for its
virtually unbreakable security. And its ASIC technology. And its
invisible operation. A close relation, the Sentinel-C stands at-the-
ready for custom configurations and multiple software packages.

In the Apple market, security-minded Mac software developers
turn to Eve. For completely transparent operation and world-
class security of the protected software. Just by plugging Eve into
the Mac ADB connector.

PC users wanting a low cost, user-friendly solution to the prob-
lem of securing sensitive data can call on the DataSentry. Using
a proprietary Rainbow algorithm or DES, the DataSentry
encrypts data files on individual PCs, protects modem transmis—
sions and secures data on local area networks.

Rainbow’s latest protection strategy is the SentinelShell—that
lets users place a ‘shell’ around existing, off—the-shelf programs; ‘
Because access can be limited to those issued a key, libraries,
universities and corporations can very simply guard their
software investments.

Whatever your whether, Rainbow Technologies has the software
and data protection products that make the difference. For more
information, call 714—261-0228 in the US, or contact Rainbow
Technologies Ltd. in the United Kingdom for the distributor
nearest you. Whethercasters are standing by.

SECUR

- Runs under DOS, 03/2
and Xenix 'Algorithm
technique (Never a fixed
response) - External
parallel port installation
- Minimal implementation
effort ~ Higher level lan—
guage interfaces included
- 100 times faster than fixed—
response devices (1 ms)
- ASIC design for reliability

~ Protects multiple packages
with one device - 126 bytes
ofnon—volatile memory pro-
grammed before shipment
of the software ~Rainbow
supplies a unique adapter
for programming the unit
- Higher level language
interfaces included - Runs
under DOS, 03/2 and Xenix
- External parallel port
installation

0 For the Macintosh SE and
ll ' Complies with Apple
Desktop Bus Interface
requirements - Rainbow-
assigned developer pass-
words to prevent tampering
by other developers or
sophisticated “hackers” - 7
locks per key, usable indi—
vidually or in combination,
on one or up to seven appli—
cations

- Completely user-installable
- Pocket—sized external
device -Menu—driven, user-
friendly interface . Single- or
multi—user security system
-Audit trail, log-on identi—
fiers and automatic encryp—
lion/decryption of entire
directories - Secures data
transmitted by modems
- Prevents recovery of data
by utility programs

- Runs under DOS on IBM
PCs and compatibles
- Protects without requiring
access to the source code
- Completely transparent to
the end user - User—friendly
software - Pocket-size key
attaches quickly to any
standard PC parallel port
- ASIC design for reliability

RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES

| T

SentinelPro‘”

Eve‘”

lSOll—A Mitchell South, Irvine, CA 92714 0 (714) 261-0228 0 TELEX: 386078 0 FAX: (714) 261—0260
Rainbow Technologies, Ltd., Shirley Lodge, 470 London Rd., Slough, Berkshire, SL3 8QY, UK, Tel: 0753-41512, Fax: 0753-43610

© l989 Rainbow Technologies. All product names are trademarks of their respective manufacturers.
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ADA COMPILERS
but other sections are sparse. The ADI
documentation, in particular, is prema—
ture, and the on—line assistance is of no
help. The document does not fully pre»
pare you for the ADI environment and
should be expanded. The tutorial is
also incomplete, but hope is on the '
horizon. Meridian is currently revamp-
ing the entire AdaVantage documenta-
tion package; the new documentation is
scheduled for release later this year.
Performance. The PIWG results show
that Meridian provides a middle-of—the—
road compiler where the execution

times are neither the fastest nor the
slowest overall. There are a few areas
where Meridian performs poorly. This
includes the Chapter 13 and application
tracking tests. Based on the PIWG re-
sults, the AdaVantage system provides
an adequate Ada compiler.
Incomplete implementation. Meridian‘s
AdaVantage system consists of a prema-
ture'Acla compiler and linker (even
though extendedmode programming is
possible) with an incomplete develop-
ment environment. Programs requiring
the use of generics, tasking, and low—

NW’! Turbo Pascal Tools for
Powerful Multi-User Databases

Write powerful multi-user databases faster and easier using the
language you love - Turbo Pascal - and B-Tree Filer 5.0. Easily upgrade
your present applications that use Borland's Database Toolbox.

The Performance and Connections You Need
You'll have the fastest, safest, most flexible databases
when you use B-Tree Filer 5.0 — no rigid structure, no
TSR hassles, no running out of files. And they're
compatible with Novell, 3Com, MS -NET, and others.

The Complete B—tree Tool Kit
In over 100 Turbo 5.0 procedures you get:
0 Fixed and variable length records ' Two billion
records per database 0 100 keys per index file

0 Flexible record locking 0 B-tree indexing with
advanced page balancing 0 Fail-safe mode with journaling 0 Units

for sorting, browsing, reindexing, and reorganizing 0 Same source
runs on any network 0 Complete source code. B-Tree Filer includes
full documentation and technical support and you pay NO royalties.

B-Tree Filer 5.0 is only $125. (single user)
Multi-user version with network support, only $175.

Call toll—free for credit card orders.
1-800-538-8157 ext 830 (1-800-672-3470 ext 830 in CA)

Complete capabilities brochure available, call 408-438-8608
(9 to 5 PST) or write for more information. Also from TurboPower: ‘
0 Turbo Analyst 5.0, tune and document your programs, only $99.
' Turbo Professional 5.0, the best general purpose library, $125.
Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back within 30 days.
Turbo Pascal 4.0 or 5.0 is required. Shipping and taxes prepaid
in US. and Canada. Elsewhere add $15 per unit.

' 3%
TurboPower Software

PO. BOX 66747
Scotts Valley, CA 95066-0747
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level language features have to work
within constraints set by AdaVantage.

Disadvantages of the ADI environ—
ment include not having AdaVantage
capabilities available from within the
development environment. A program-
mer cannot access a complete lan—
guage—sensitive editor, many compiler
and linker commands, or library-
management operations. In addition,
ADI has several idiosyncracies that in-
hibit easy and efficient generation of
Ada source code.

One nice feature of AdaVantage is
that you can invoke Ada commands
easily from DOS. These commands
have access to the full range of com-
piler and linker options.

This Ada system is sufficient for
general applications that do not heavily
rely on nested generics, tasking, or
LRM chapter 13 features. Because Ada-
Vantage provides the management of
multiple libraries and extended—mode
programming, small as well as large
programs can use structured methods.
Despite the ADI development environ—
ments being incomplete, you can gen»
erate Ada source code within this sim-
ple APSE system.

FACE VALUE
Current Ada environments for the PC
implement a diverse set of capabilities
for a range of prices. The two areas of
difference among these environments
are user interface and compiler matu—
rity. The IntegrAda interface is a pow—
erful and friendly, and allows a user to
move easily from one operation to the
next. The Alsys compiler, however, is
the most mature. It implements the
majority of the Ada LRM to a level com—
parable with any mainframe Ada com-
piler. The Meridian environment is an
acceptable Ada development system,
but it does not compare to the power
and ease of the IntegrAda development
environment.

For large programs that use many
Ada features, such as generics, tasking,
and low—level operations, the Alsys en-
vironment is the appropriate Ada sys-
tem. You usually get What you pay for,
and Alsys provides the best Ada com-
piler for the PC. If you do not have
such programming requirements and
are flexible about the capabilities of
your Ada compiler, then IntegrAda is
well—defined to meet your needs. If
parallel development is a must, then a
library—management capability may be
the driving force behind a decision;
however, the user interface must a]—
ways be a consideration, as well. The
three described here offer a range of
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THERE ARE FOURWAYS *
TO MEASURE THE

_ SPEED OFA LAN.

1. How fast does it install.
We have no competition in this category. LANLink 5X installs

in about fifteen minutes, and it doesn't take a technician to do it.
Since LANLink 5X uses standard parallel or RS-232 serial ports.
installing a network means little more than connecting the cable
and loading the software.

With hardware LANs, installation can easily take two days—
one to set it up and one to tweak it. And it also takes someone
who really knows what he's doing. That is. someone expensive.

How fast does it transmit.
Okay. this is the category we don't win: the hardware LANs

are generally a little quicker. At least, they are under optimal condi-
tions, which is how they rate themselves.

But LANLink 5X is pretty quick, too. At half a megabit per second.
it's way out ahead of any other software LAN. and right at the heels
of the hardware types. Which. of course. are far more expensive.

4.

How fast does 1t maintain.
The real cost of a network is not so much the initial price as it is

the continuing outlay for maintenance—adapting it to changing needs.
That's something LANLink 5X does practically on its own.

Ours onlywinsinthree of them.
Running under PC-MOS/sso'" or PC-DOS, it turns your server PC
into a multitasking controller, driving a truly expandable LAN that
is easily and quickly upgradable.

A hardware LAN. on the other hand. becomes obsolete as new
technology is introduced. And, to keep the network up and running
as applications change. you need the attentions of a technician, on
a continuing basis. A very well-paid technician.

How fast can you pay for it.
Now we've arrived at the bottom line. where LANLink 5X is

toughest to beat. You can install a five-user LANLink network for
about the same cost as the LAN board in a board-driven network.
On top of that. factor in what you save on installation and mainte-
nance time. and the difference is pretty dramatic.

LANLink 5X is available immediately, and it comes with a money-
back guarantee. Its price of $595 includes a server and a satellite
module plus the network operating 7
system. Additional satellites are avail- _/,_;J_,y_/,j‘,1,_(5x 2:;
able for $125.

For complete details on the fast- ‘ “ ' ‘ ' ‘
est software-driven network avail-
able. call 800-451-LINK. ., ‘ ' ~

LANLink 5X. Because three out Wm wwéw— » ~~ ~~~~ w
of four ain't bad. THE SOFTWARE LINK
3577 Parkway Lane. Norcross. GA 30092 (404) 448-5465 FAX (404) 263-6474
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ADA COMPILERS
interfaces, including a PC—oriented,
menu-driven system; a mainframestyle,
line-oriented system; and one with a
grid— or mainframe-style approach.

Another factor for determining
which Ada development system is best,
involves the issue of runtime royalties.
All Ada systems contain an Ada Run
Time System (RTS). The RTS is auto—
matically linked in with an Ada pro-
gram and it is used to isolate the pro—
gram from the operating system and
the hardware dependencies. When
AETECH’s IntegrAda development system

is used to create such a program, no
runtime royalties are required to be
paid to AETECH.

Alsys, on the other hand, does re—
quire runtime royalties. Included with
the purchase of the AdaWorld environ—
ment is 10 licenses—that is, 10 copies
of the Alsys Ada RTS are free. A royalty
must be paid to Alsys, however, for any
unit over 10.

Meridian Software Systems does
not require any runtime royalties for
programs using the default Real mode.
A royalty must be paid, however, if the

_There’s been a lot of talk
lately about hypertext and expert
systems. Now there’s finally a
product that does justice to both.
— Introducing lst-CLASS
HT. The first expert system pro-
duct to combine the power and
accessibility of the lst—CLASS
line with the flexibility of hyper-
text search and retrieval.
— The power you need.
Without the programming.
With lst-CLASS HT, you can
capture specialized expertise
quickly and easily— without a
major investment in hardware or
software. The powerful lst—
CLASS approach requires no pro—
gramming or artificial intelligence
experience— yet offers rich re-
wards to those who have it. And
the flexible HT functionality un—
locks a whole new range of op-
tions for developers and end users
alike.
-A full featured, high
performance package. With mul-
tiple knowledge representations,
interfaces to other programs,

NEW: IsI-ClASS HTS”
EXPERT SYSTEMS WITHOUT PROGRAMMING.

HYPERTEXT WITHOUT HYPE.

, that lst-CLASS HT is the first

SiCLASS
Expert Systems, Inc.

One Longfellow Center, 526 Boston Post Road Wayland, MA 01778 80058-8812 (508-358-7722 in MA).
lst-CLASS Expert Systems priced from $495 to $2495. For the IBM‘QPC. For the DEC VAX.E

© Copyright 1988, lst»CLASS Expert Systems, Inc.

graphics, and a variety of data
formats (including ASCII down-
load, dBase, and Lotus 1-2-3@),
1st—CLASSQHT has the best com-
binations of features you’ll find in
the expert system marketplace.
Add the opportunity to browse
through multiple levels of text—
then immediately act on what you
find— and we’re sure you’ll agree

tmly grown-up hypertext/expert
system package.
— You’ll be joining over
7500 lst-CLASS users from
startups to Fortune 500 companies
like Chrysler, Du Font, and IBM
by using lst—CLASS HT. So why
settle for less?
_Just $20 gets you a tu-
torial package. It has everything
you need to get moving fast. And
just $2495 gets you lst-CLASS
HT itself.
— Why wait? Call now to
order your tutorial package.
Toll-free: 1-800-872-8812.
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program accesses the extended—mode
capabilities of AdaVantage. This royalty
is not paid to Meridian, but is paid to
AI Architects—the software company
from which Meridian obtained its ex—
tended-mode capabilities. All licenses
and royalties are negotiated per pro-
gram; therefore, there are no set fees.

The Ada runtime system is also an
issue when a user needs to develop
ROMable, embedded code. Such code
does not require D08 or any other
comparable operating system to exe-
cute. This type of program resides in a
system‘s ROM and starts executing
when power is supplied to the system.
In order to develop a ROMable or
embedded program, a customized Ada
runtime system is needed. Each vendor
provides this capability as a separate
development domain.

Alsys provides an entire series of
Ada tools for developing embedded
source code. This includes an Intel tar-
get cross—compiler, binder, and sym~
bolic debugger. The tool set cannot be
purchased separately, but can only be
purchased with the Alsys Ada environ-
ment. The total cost is approximately
$20,000. Both AETECH and Meridian Soft-
ware Systems will supply further infor-
mation regarding custom runtime sys-
tems upon request.

If reliable, portable, or even
ROMble code is an issue, Ada is worth
considering for your next PC software
development project. Ada environments
for the PC provide a powerful platform
for the efficient development and im-
plementation of applications. WEI

AETECII, Inc.
380 Stet/ens Avenue, Suite 314
Solana Beach, CA 92075
6197554277
IntegrAala 4. I 0: $795
CIRCLE 340 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Alsys, Inc.
1432 Main Street
Walt/3am, MA 02154
6] 7/890-0030
286 Ada DOS 4.2: $3,595
CIRCLE 341 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Meridian Software Systems, Inc.
2314] Verdugo Drive, Suite 105
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
7]4680—9800
AdaVantage PC Professional Developer
Kit 2.25; $1, 780
CIRCLE 342 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Megan Dorlenzo L's a software engineer at
Westinghouse Electric Corporation in Balti-
more, Maryland.
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PRICED TO SAVE, SHIPPEDFAST!!!
FRONTRUNNER (a new Ashton Tate product
created by Apex Software)
FrontRunner generates memory-
reSident pop—up applications using the
dBASE Ill Plus or dBASEI lV program—
ming language. Once your memory»
reSident program is created, pop-up your
program while using Lotus 123, any
dBASE program, Clipper, BaSlC, any
word processor. DOS or any program
written in any language. Pop-In and Pop—
Out of any software package instantly. All
data files and indexes created are
dBASE compatible FrontRunner applica!
tions can be compiled into binary files for
protected distribution and unparalleled

speed. The user selects a hot»l<ey to call
up an application. Use the unique
POWERKEY feature to define additional
hot—keys Within the application. A power-
ful paste command allows the user to ex-
tract data from a FrontRunner application
into a word processor, spreadsheet or
other application. Use FrontRunner for
pop-up help screens. account listings.
phone directories, schedules, random
notes, pnnting mailing labels. , .. anything
imaginable .
FrontRunner. . ..List: 5295, Ours: $195
{new low price!)

Functions
C source, assembler source, and
binary libraries of 225 functions for
many compilers. Emphastzes tight func-
tional groupings to minimize loading
code which your application may never
use. Manual 's 250 pages help select
functions, as do demos. bulletin board.

Communications
Communicate from within your own C
programsl Over 120 functions and
demo programs in C and assembler
source to set up interruptedriven asynch
communications for up to 16 channels.
Up to 9600 baud, ASCII or binary, any
parity or word length, 8250 UARTS,

GREENLEAF LIBRARIES
Xon/Xoff and Xmodem, Wide'Ttack re-

tions software, SpeCify compiler.
Data Windows
Windows. menus and data entry do

leaf ’s screen architect. This smooth
screen deSigiier offers device inde

ceive. Goodbye separate communica-

work together...wheii you utilize Greenv

pendence, logical windows, table driv~

Source code is also available,
List
5185
$185
$295
5665

Communications
Functions
Data Windows
Complete 3 in 1 Pack

en data entry and economical pricing.

Ours
$139
$139
$249
$475

Shopping List for the Power Workbench
ASSEMBLER

Microsoft Macro Assembler with Utilities .
PASM 86 by Phoenix, Macro Assembler. . .

ASSEMBLER Support
Btrieve Softcraft’s File Manager .........
GSS CGI....Device independent graphics . .

BASIC
Microsott BASIC Inte reter..for XENIX . . .
Microsoft QuickBASI Ver 4.0 ..........
Turbo BASIC....... NEW from Borland ......

BASIC LIBRARIES & UTILITIES
Btrieve Soltcraft’s File Manager .........
GSS CGI....DevicelndependentLibrary . . .
Halo Graphics by Media Cybernetics .....

c LANGUAGE COMPILERS
C86 PLUS by Computer Innovations ......
Lattice C Com iler Now ver 3.2 ..........
Let’s C Compi er lrorn Mark Williams Co . .
Mark Williams C lull development system .
Microsoft C Com iler with lree CODEVIEW
Microsott Quick ..,.Special Price ........
Turbo C....... New from Borland ...........

C LIBRARIES-Communications
Asynch Manager by BIaise .............
Greenleat Communications ............
Essential Communications .............
Essential Communications Plus .........

C LIBRARIES—FILE MANAGEMENT
Btrieve Soltcratt’s File Manager .........
Btrieve/N File Management for Networks. .
Ctree by Faircom,with full source ........

Rtree...Report Geri. for Ctree ..........
Ctree & Rtree.....Speclal Combination . . . .
dBC ISAM Accesses dBase tiles .........

with Source code ...................
dBC III Plus multiuser .................

with Source code ...................
Oat Tech Sort Super fast sort lor Btrieve. . .
X L....SQL from NOVELL ..............

C LIBRARIES—Graphics
Essential Graphics...no royalties ........
GSS CGI....Device independentgraphics . .
GSS Metafile Interpreter stores images . . .
Halo ‘88 by Media Cybernetics ..........
Halo for Microsoft Languages ...........

C LIBRARIES—Screen Design
Curses from Lattice,UNIX lookalike ......

with source ........................
C Worthy....by Custom Design Systems . . .
C Worthy with Forms ..................
Greenleal Data Windows ....... . .
Microsoft Windows Dev. Toolkit . . . .
Panel Plus by Roundhill ................
View Manager tor C,Blaise .............
Vitamin C...Creative Programming .......
VC Screen...Source code Generator ......
Windows tor C .......................
Windows for Data .....................
Zview....Data Management Consultants. . .

C UTILITY LIBRARIES
Basic C....Basic-/ike routines for C .......
Blaise C Tools Plus/5.0....tsC & OuickC. .
Blaise Turbo C Tools...l/TurboC ..........

HANSON & CONNORS'

LIST
150
195

245
495

350
99

100

US
109
109

179
425

135
139
125
239

179
449
299
235
499
175
349

0 595
195
105
595

225
425
265
249
434

LIST
C Food Smorgasbord by Lattice .........
C Utility Library by Essentia|,300 functions
Greenleaf Functions ..................
PforCe by Phoenix, vast library ..........

OTHER TOOLS
BASTOC...JMI, Translates BASIC to C .....
dBX Translator...... dBASE to C translator . .

with Library Source .................
PrelC....by Phoenix, like UNIX lint ........
PC-LINT,.by Gimpel, subset of UNIX Lint . .

COBOL
Micro Focus COBOL/2 .................
Micro Focus Toolset ...................
Micro Focus Personal COBOL ..........
Microsolt COBOL inc. COBOL Tools .....

lor XENIX .........................
RMICOBOL...by Ryan McFarland ........
RMICOBOL 85...ANSI85 ............... 1

COBOL Support
Btrieve Soltcralt’s File Manager .........
GSS CGI....Device independentgraphics , .
Halo....... from Media Cybernetics ........
RMIScreens..Screen generator ..........
RMINet+ 5...R/M COBOL networking .....

DBASE & RELATED PRODUCTS
Applications PIus....Fox 8. Geller .........
Brief & dBrieI..Editor/Macro lang for 08359
Clipper..... Nantucket’s DBase Compiler. , .
DATA-p.......... Wal/soft .................
dBC Ill Plus supports multiuser commands

with Source code ...................
dBC |SAM...accesses dBase files ........

with Source code ...................
dBX Translator...... dBASE to C translator . .

with Library Source .................
dFIow....... Wa/Isolt ....................
Documenter....... Wal/soft ...............
FoxBase+ ..... Fox Software .............

Multiuserversion ............. . .
QuickCode Plus........ Fox 8. Geller . . . . .
QuickEntry.... .Fox & Geller ..........
QuickReport. ..Fox & Geller ..........
Ul Programmer... Wallsoft ..............

FORTRAN Compilers & Utilities
Btrieve: Sottcralt’s File Manager .........
GSS Gra ics Development Toolkit....CG/ .
GSS GK ...Kernel Sys,ANSl Level 2b .....
Halo '88....... from Media Cybernetics .....
Microsoft Fortran.. Ver 4.0,inc. Codeview . .

for XENIX
RIM Fortran...ANSl 77 by Ryan McFarland.

tor XENlX
Spindrift Library....By Spindrift Labs ......

PROLOG
APT..PROLOG Tutor ...................
Arity PROLOG Compiler& Interpreter . . . .
Arity PROLOG Inter reter ..............
Arity Standard PRO OG ...............
PROLOG-86 Plus......... Solution Systems . .
Turbo PROLOG...Bor/and Intl. ...........
Turbo PROLOG Toolbox.,.Bor/and ........

TEXT EDITORS
Briet...... from Solution Systems ..........

dBrief..Macro Iang for Brief& DBase . . .

If

150
185
18
395

295

245
495
495
325
450
695
595
750
149

65
650
295

95
250
100
100

195
95

US
109
119

5 139
199

399
469
829
289
125

795
795
134
499
749
697
895

179

249

NEV\CALL

LIST
Brief 8 dBriet Combo .................. 275
Condor Editor...,Condor Corp SUPER SALE 130
E silon..... Lugaru 195
K DIT..... Mansfieldidentica/ to XEDIT. . . . 125
KEDIT Ver. 4.0 ........................ 150
Pmate..... Phoenix ..................... 195
Vedit Plus......... Compuvlew ............. 185

DEBUGGERS
Advanced Trace 86..... Morgan ...........
C-Sprite...Source debugger for Lattice C . .
Periscope I...Board, Switch, Soltware .....
Periscope ll..Breakout Switch & Software .
Periscope ll ..... Software only ............
Periscope Ill....8 Mhz ..................
Perisco e Ill...10Mhz ..................
Ptix 86 lus....Phoenlx symbolic debugger.

LOGITECH
MODULA-2 Compiler Package ..........
MODULA-2 Development Pkg ...........
MODULA-2 Toolkit ....................
MODULA-2 ROM Package ..............
MODULA-2 Window Package ...........

PHOENIX
Pasm 86...... Macro ASSEMBLER .........
Pdisk...... Disk Management Utility .......
PFantasy..... six-pack take-away .........
PFinish...... Profiler ....................
PFix 86 Plus.SymboIic Debugger ........
PForCe....... Utility library ...............
PforCe...Pforce for C ..................
PLink 86+ ...sophlsticated overlay linker . .
PMaker. ..make utility ................ 125

Pre-C. Super~set of UNIX Lint .........
Ptel ......... Binary Transfer Program ........

POLYTRON
PoBoost....Software accelerator ........
PolyDesk IlI..3rd Generation Desktop org. .
PoLibrarian...Library Manager .........
PoLibrarian II .......................
PoMake...... Complete MAKE Utility .....
PolySheII ..... UNIX-like Command Shell. . , .
PoXREF2...Cross Reference Uti/ all lang .
Pol XREF2...Sing/e Language support. . . .
PV 8 Corporate...Source Code Control . . .
PVCS Personal...Personalised ver of above
PVCS Network...Powerlul Ver. ofPVCS . . .

RYAN McFARLAND
RMICOBOL...... ANSI 74 Standard ........

lor UNIX or XENIX ..................
RMICOBOL 85..... ANSI 85 Standard ......
RMIFORTRAN .....ANSI 77Standard ......

for UNIX or XENIX ..................
RMINET+ 5...COBOL Networking ........
RMIScreens..... COBOL 85 Screen generator

SOFTCRAFT
Btrieve Sottcralt's File Manager .........

Xtrieve...Query language for Btrieve . . , .
Report Option for Xtrieve .............

Btrieve] N File Management tor Networks .
Xtrieve/N..... Multi-UserQuery .........
Report 0ptionlN...Mu/ti-user Rep Opt. . .

XOL...... SQL for Btrieve ................

175
175
795
175
145

1095

395

99
249
169
299

49

US
229
55

149
99

128
179
129

13951129
199

79
199
139
239

39

179
134
799
199

335

179
220
128
449
459
269
595

1-800LDIAI:PCX
(That’s 1-800-342—5729) 7 ZEL PLAZA PHONE: (914)426-2400

SPRING VALLEY, NY FAX: (914) 426-2600
10977 TELEX: 667962 (SOFT COMM NYK)

PC EXCHANGE””*
OVERNIGHT SOFTWARE DELIVERY

”Formerly PC EXPRESS E i
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Delivery subject to availability.
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PROGRAMMING PRODUCTIVITY TOOLS
ESSENTIAL C
UTILITY LIBRARY
400 Functions, 30¢ Each
You've probably seen the speed and
powei of Essentials C function library
Without knowrng it, Software greats have
been usrng it for some time to give to
day 's top products przazz and panache

Now grown to 400 functions Essential
produces pop-up menus. save and re
store screens and vnndows to disk or
memory in as little as l/lOth second.
and the fastest vrdeo output available.
Library has a complete set of 50 bust—
llOSS graphics functions. 40 string hand-
lers. 28 functions for printers. 18 for
mice. ll for time and date. DOS interfac-
ing functions otter disk error trapping.
directory and [rle management. Every
thing iii source including sample pro
grams that demo library functions We
have versions With prerbuilt libraries for
all welleknown C compilers, and a
source code librarian is supplied for roll
lllifl your own.

List, PC Express
C Utility Library $185 $119
Essential Graphics $299 $225
Essential Communications 5185 $125

Wlli’l Breakout Debugger $310 $239

C-TREE 8c R-TREE
B—Tree File Manager Now Has Report Generator
c-tree: The only maior b-tree file manager
With network support ur the standard low
cost versron. ctreeTM gives you record-
lockrng routines for DOS 3.1/3.2. UNIX
and XENIX. and it even comes in C source
code. yet there are no royalties. Source
sticks to K&R . so c-tree is portable, Tests
in many envrronments prove it.

Perrnrts any number of keys for a data
file —alpha. numeric. even floating pornt.
Handles files with varied record lengths.
multiple keys in one index file. Both high
level and decomposed functions. It’s the
works.

r-(Iee: Adds the ability to produce ad
hoc reports from files maintained by
c-tree (v. 4.l and up), Link a file descrip»
tron to the rtreeTM library. and use any
text editor to write report scripts with no
further C coding. Reports can access data
in several files. select on criteria. Join
findings into new logical records. sort
them. calculate new fields and columns.
tabulate by control breaks. Comes in
source. same portability as ctree. and
fits any compiler.

Combined :
5499

List: Ours:
$395 $299
$295 $235

c-tree:
r-tree:

WINDOWS
for DATA
M’soft Windows Compatible
“Onlt one package can be eastly recom-
mended" said Computer Language (June
’87)revrewrng nrrie window and data entry
products for C Complete field level func-
tions specrfy prompt string. field length.
data type. screen location. picture. target
variable. entry rules. help messages.
even functions to call for validation once
data keyed in.

Windows for C is a subset. No data entry
but all wrndowrng functions. Unlimited
wrndows can be made either to pop up
or permanently overwrite the screen.
scroll and highlight lists vertically and
horizontally. Specrfy Compiler. Windows
for Data. List 5295. Ours 5259, Windows
for C: List 5195. Ours $149,

BLAISE
C TOOLS PLUS /5.0

TOOLS PLUS/5.0 from Blaise Com-
puting Inc. helps you to qurckly

build professional applications usrng the
full power of Microsoft C 5.0 and OurckC.
Now you can concentrate on program
creatrvrty by havrng full control over
DOS. menus. interrupt servrce routuies.
memory resident programs, fast direct
video access; Windows; printer and key»
board control. and more!

Blaise Computing‘s attention to detail.
like the use of full function prototyping.
cleanly organized header files. and a
comprehensive. fully-indexed manual.
makes C TOOLS PLUS/5.0 the chorce for
experienced developers as well as new
comers to C.

C TOOLS PLUS/5.0 prebuilt libraries
are ready to use vrnth either QuickC or
the Microsoft C 5.0 command line envir»
onment. Complete documented source
code is included so that you can study
and adapt it to your specific needs.

List: PC Exprem:
C TOOLS PLUS/5.0 $129
Turbo C TOOLS $129
C ASYNCi-l MANAGERSIZS
Turbo POWER TOOLS S 99
Turbo ASYNCH PLUS 5 99

PANEL PLUS
Library Source Code Gives It Complete Portability
There are no end of tools for screen
desrgn and data entry. but none quite
like Panel Plus. Desrgn a screen under
program control. use Panel's utility to
"run" and test it field by field. then
pass it to Panel ‘5 code generator which
delivers C source code. Options style
the code to your compiler's liking. and
you can of course do what you like to
the source afterward. The code calls
Panel Plus's function library, but now
the library comes in source. so every-
thing produced is highly portable. Not
like other screen managers delivered
as object libraries and which leave you
to wn'te the detailed code.

Panel Plus Will operate in graphics
mode Via interfaces to graphics prod-
ucts it supports and can utilize the
EGA’s 43-lrne screen. Lowlevel I/O
functions adapt it to various keyboards.
screens. operating systems.

Panel's newest incarnation has every
imaginable feature. A single screen dea
Sign can have 1000 fields stacked as
Visual overlays up to 127 levels deep or

as popvups. Groups of fields can be
moved between levels. Screens can be
output as compilable code or stored on
disk for loading at runtime. Each field
can be boxed. colored. multi-row. word-
wrapped. and scrolled horizontally and
vertically if larger than its on-screen
View aperture. It can be assigned its
own help and error message. can be
told to accept certain characters. or to
match a picture. and to check data
after entryiproper dates. number
ranges. etc—using Panel‘s or your own
validation routines. You can add your
routines to Panel’s test utility because
even it comes as source. Fields are ac-
cessed in any order and control reverts
to your application program after each
field for choice of action.

For past Panelists. the new version has
smaller and faster field and screen
functions. tighter granularity. and an en
hanced. reworked library. Major tool
for the serious developer. List: 5495.
PC Express: $395.

dBC Identical dBASE in Plus Files Using c
BCTM is a series of C libraries from
Lattice which creates. accesses and

updates files identical to those of dBASE
itself. So dBASE can read and update the
files too

What for? It means both C and dBASE
applications can operate on the same
data bases interchangably. It means C
——
Paymenl: We honor MasterCard. Visa. Amer-
ican Express trio surcharge). checks in ad»
vance. or lunds wired to PC Express. c/o Chem-
ical Bank. 126 East 86 81.. New York. Account
034-016058, COD (US. only) for cash. money or»
der. certified check (no fee). NY State. add sales
tax. Purchase orders accepted from larger cor-
porations and institutions at our discretion it
you agree to net 30 days plus 2% a month late
penalty thereafter.
Shipping & Handling: U.S.: UPS Surlace: 1st
product $6. each add‘l $3. UPS 2nd Day Air: 1st
product $12. each add'l $6. UPS Next Day Air
and Federal Express shipment costs based on
weight. International: Charges vary by destina-
tion and carrier. $10 per shipping container for
export forms. Air parcel post at your risk beyond
collected insurable amount.

HANSON & CONNORS"

PC EXCHANGEW"
OVERNIGHT SOFTWARE DELIVERY

'Formerly PC EXPRESS

programmers can interface With the big
market of dBASE users out there. yet
Side-step the dBASE language, It means
dBASE applications can now be linked to
the universe of C libraries and tools to
add Windows. graphics. statistical analy-
srs. all the things dBASE cannot do. It
means the speed and power of C to im-
press clients accustomed to dBASE!

dBC's functions parallel all dBASE's file
handling commands. nrany decomposed
to permit direct data manipulation. Our
versrons of dBC mimrc file formats for
dBASE II and III and now dBASE III Plus
makes your programs network readyl. ..
as many stations as a network allows.
Hands-off mode handles record and file
locking and unlocking automatically
Close in functions give you direct lock/
unlock control.

Supports all four memory models
dBASE ll. lll...List: $250. Ours: $175.
dBASE III Plus.,.Lrst: $750. Ours: $595.
Call for Source Code Pricing.

POLYTRON VERSION CONTROL
Source Code Control for Any Language
PVCS allows programmers, project
managers. librarians and system ad-
ministrators to control the proliferation
of revisions and versions of source
code in software systems. Independ-
ent programmers. the leading soft-
ware publishers and LAN companies.
and hundreds of Fortune l000 com-
panies rely on PVCS to store and re-
trieve multiple revisions of text, It
maintains a complete history of revr—
sions as an "audit trail". generates
status reports. and uses intelligent
"difference detection" to minimize
disk space for each new versron.

On Corporate and Network PVCS
Simultaneous changes to a module are
merged into a single new version. If
changes conflict. the user is notified.

The "Logiile‘s" used to track changes
are interchangeable between any
PVCS product.

Corporate PVCS is for multiple pro-
grammers. It includes ”branching" to
mauitarn code when programs evolve
on multiple paths. Personal PVCS
offers most of the power and flexrbility
of corporate PVCS. but excludes mulv
tiple programmer features. Network
PVCS is the Corporate version for
LANs, File locking and security levels
can be tailored to each project.

Ask for:
Personal PVCS
Corporate PVCS
Network PVCS
PolyMake

List
5149
$395
Call
5 149

PC Brand:
5129
$329
Call
3 129

C-WORTHY INTERFACE LIBRARY
he C~WorthyTM Interface Library
wraps an entire user interface

around your application. Its full power
can be summoned by only a few high
level calls. Sound exaggerated? A single
function call can set up a complete text
editor in a screen window. Recently ac-
quired by Solution System. over 600
pages of Documentation. Turbo and
Quick C version and a complete Inter-
face Library have been added.
~High level calls pop menus and scroll»
able chorce lists to the screen. restoring
the background when dismissed.
-Windowing factlities open portholes of

up to screen size for viewing Virtual
screens larger than the physical screen.
-Full context—sensrtive help screen man,
agement takes over these chores and
error messages. Automatic routines inter—
rupt vvrth pageable text Windows explains
ing what to do next.

Novell found it "played a key role and
accelerated development“ in making itsNetWareTM utilities easier for users. In-
genious demo: call for it.
Ask for: List:
C—Worthy $195
with Forms Library $295

PC Express:
$159
$2“

THE SPINDRIFT LIBRARY
Fully Functional Fortran Library.
Spindrift 's smooth package offers
something prevrously unavailable to the
Fortran buffs...a basket of functions.
packed to the brim. No more tedious
coding. Just call on Spindrift with it 's
armoury of functions.

Any number of Windows may be
defined. each with a striking border
and brilliant color. Define "pop-up“
screens. Save/Restore images. set Cur-
sor shape. Snare an entire screen into a
Character array.

7 ZEL PLAZA

10977

The Keyboard; read it vrnthout echo.
or sense any keypress during execution.
Cursor controlled directly vtnth
Edit keys.

DOS interface includes: Call System.
Call Exec. Fmdfrst/Findnext for (*) and
(7’) file searching. Search the Path. sub-
directory and file manipulation. com-
mand line argument parsing, date/time
functions. DOS environment access. and
much more. Other utilities also included.

Specify compiler. Microsoft or Ryan
McFarland. List: $149.“). Us: 5129.00

MONEY BACK1-800-DIAL-PCXZ‘LZZZ....
(That’s 1-800-342-5729)
All prices subject to change.
Delivery subject to availability.

PHONE: (914) 426-2400
SPRING VALLEY. NY FAX: (914)426-2600

TELEX: 667962 (SOFT COMM NYK)



PC EXCHANGE PROGRAMMER’S WORKBENCH
dBASE AT THE SPEED OF C
d Hanslates dBASE Applications to C
You dBASEI’M programmers know what
an expressive and readable language
dBASE is. It's a very comfortable devel-
opment environment. But the price is de-
based performance. Even compiled
dBASE doesn‘t offer the speed that some
users require these clays. The kind of
speed offered by software written in the
C language The answer is dTM.
d translates dBASE to C. It offers you

a major competitive advantage over the
next dBASE programmer Keep writing
in dBASE. Take every application all the
way to completion. Then use d to
translate them top to bottom to Cl

Other advantages: C is portable. even
to other operatmg systems like UNIX/
Xenix'l'M To the Macintosh or Amiga.
d gives your applications a passport to
places dBASE cannot go.

Has its ovrm file manager for Single
user. but links to mayor C file managersi
c-tree and dBC~for compatibility With
dBASE files or multiuser support We
have everything you‘ll need. including
good adv1ce.

List' Ours:
$550 $469
$950 $829

d
With Library Source
Call for Full Source Pricmg

BRIEFIdBRIEF
7719 Power Environment for dBASE Programming
Many worthy utility products supply
needs that dBASE‘”’s programming lan
guage doesn 't —dUTILTM. dFLOW'l‘M
and a host of others. Trouble is. you have
to use them separately. then combine
their output into your dBASE program
files.

No longer. dBRlEFTM. written in
BRIEFS macro language. grabs hold of
BRIEF and turns it into a complete dBASE
III and III Plus programming domain.
Using BRIEF‘s underlying shell capabilia
ties and its own interfaces. dBRIEF can
run external utility libraries. plus dBASE
itself. and link to the ClipperTM,
Foxbase +TM and Quicksrlver compilers.
all With dBRIEF still loaded and running
the show It can do what BRIEF already
does plus:

- Convert a screen layout into dBASE
code for interactive data entry.

0 Display dBASE file structures in
Windows. a great convenience alongstde
your program files.

0 Expand keystrokes into full dBASE
statements.

- lndent automatically for clegic
display.

- Create databases; index files; invoke
AshtonTate's dFORMA’ITM and
dCONVERTl'M; draw lines and boxes.

"Simply marvelous programming en-
vu'onment for writing and editing dBASE
programs". PCMagaztne. 7/86. Source
code included!

Requires BRIEF 1.32 or later and 384k,
5l to run dBASE Within dBRIEF; 640k
and harddisk recommended.
BRIEF/ dBRlEF..,List $275. Ours: cal]

FOXBASE +2.10
The Fastest, Most Powerful, dB/ISE Compatible
Database Management System, NOW.’

New. FOXBASE +2.10 is faster. and more
powerful than dBASE 1V and it's avail
able NOW' FOXBASE ‘2 O is already a
PC Magazrne Editor‘s Cliotce and has
received an unbelievable 9 2 rating from
Inlovxorld FOXBASE *2 l has new
features such as builtrin support for pull
down and purrup menus a new screen
painter to create custom input screens. a
new advat’rced automatic applications
generator to ‘.‘.’llfC programs for you auto
matically. a new user interface deSigned
to allow both ltlSl'llIIIe and experienced
users to Ilalldll‘ most database options
effortlessly and. much. much more
plus. Foxbasc is still dBASE compatible
and contains hundreds of dBASE

enhancements Run almost any dBASE
program Without modification I‘oxbase
fully supports commands like Browse
lltlit. Append. Create. Modify. Report.
and Modify Label. even in the middle of
a compiled program' Foxbase supports
IIMS llIPIIlUI y and local area networks

Ours
$247

List.
5395
5500
$595
$700
$595
$500
$395
$300

I'oxBaso tVerston 2 l0
Unlimited Runtiii 10

I'llase 'MUlllrUSer (LAN)
Unlimited Runnmo

l‘oxBase l/386
Unlimited RUIIIIIIIE‘

l'oxBasc : Macmtosli
Unlimited Runtimo

MICROSOFT LANGUAGES
Powerful Implementations Of The Most Popular
Programming Languages
Microsoft C 5.0: The flagship of the
Microsoft line runs up to 30 percent faster
than its predecessor. Its new optimization
features deliver untouchable execution
speeds, 100 new additional library
routines...

Microsoft Macrol-XSSEMBLER 5.0: If
you ever wanted to take on the challenge
of assembly. here‘s your opportunity.
“MASM” 5.0 is a lot easter to use, has
completely revtsed documentation. and a
new "Mixed Language" programmrng
gtiide that gives you step by step instruc-
tions for linking your assembly code with
other Microsoft languages.

Microsoft QuickBASIC 4.0: is a revolua

tionary concept in BASIC programming.
It allows you to run. edit. debug, and run
again Our friends at Microsoft have elim-
mated the dreaded compile step. When-
ever you edit your code QB4 automa-
tically incorporates your changes. so that
it can run a program of 150.000 lines in
less than a minute.

Each member of this language family
includes the renowned debugger
CODEVIEW.

List:
$450

$150
$ 99
$450

Ours:
Microsoft C 5295
Microsoft Macro,

ASSEMBLER
Microsoft QUickBASIC
Microsoft FORTRAN

NOVELL: BTRIEVE, XQL, XTRIEVE
Sophisticated Tools Essential
For Fast Database Handling
Btrieve is a library of subroutines that
allows the programmer to build a data
base application using any language. It
takes complete charge of all file creation.
indexrng. reading, writing. insertion.
deletion. forward and backward search-
ing. Its balanced tree indexrng scheme
finds any key in a million in less than 4
accesses...That’s fast!

Btrieve is multilingual also. It includes
more than 20 language interfaces (includ-
ing C, BASIC. PASCAL. FORTRAN).
However if it turns out that you are using
something a little unusual, worry not The
manual includes a chapter on how to
write a language interface to Btrieve.

Btrieve‘s Vital statistics are equally 1m-
pressive. Files may have up to 24 indexes;
fixed record length to 4090 characters:
variable length to 64K; indexes to 285
characters; files of 4 billion bytes. Net»
work support includes Novell. 37COM.
IBM PC NET. Software Link ’5 Multilink
and many others.

XQL is a relational database manage-
ment system deSigned espeCially for pro-
grammers. Imagine being able to access
your database With the ease of SQL
(Structured Query Language) statements
and still having the power to process that
data right down to the byte level.

Think about your applications. A large
part of your software development effort
is probably devoted to managing data
stored in files on disk Hours spent writ
inq lines of code to search and store data

records could have been used to pro
grant more important pans of your appli»
cation Why not let XQL do it for you
XQL will increase your programming
productivity and let you focus on building
better applications.

The XQL system works in tandem with
Btrieve and has an equally powerful
ChaSSIS...NO limit on the number of
records per file. Max. file size is 4 giga-
bytes. Max record size equals 4K. Max.
indexes per file is 24. The one versron
works for Single or multiuser systems.
DOS Ver 3.0 or greater. All languages
are supported.

Xtrieve is the final ingredient in the
Novel] programming reCipe. It is a menu
driven. data retrieval system. that allows
you to quickly find information and dis—
play reports. System developers can
easily customize Xtrieve to display com-
mand menus, help files. and error mes,
sages in the English spoken by the cus-
tomer. Xtrieve screens then gives menu
choices that users can qurckly recognize.
making Xtrieve an easy product to use
and understand.

Report Option for printing customized
reports, form letters. mailing labels &
statements.

List:
3245
$595
$195
$245
$595
$145
$345

Ours:
$129
$449
$595
$220
$459
$128
$269

Btrieve
Btrieve/N
XQL
Xtrieve
Xtrieve/N
Report Option
Report Option/N

GSS GRAPHICS SYSTEM
Leave the Device Driving to GSS
For serious applications stick to the tools
that stick to the standards. Not the least of
reasons why GSS'IM has emerged as the
preeminent graphics toolmaker is that it
has always conformed to ANSI standards,

At the heart of the system is the CGI
standard Development Toolkit. It has all
language interfaces and deVice drivers
for keyboards. mice. joysticks. tablets.
printers, plotters. cameras. The drivers
completely insulate your application
from concern for device idiosyncracy.

GSS KernelTM conforms to ANSI ’s GKS

2b and has all its drivers and language
bindings. Macro level tools to draw. color.
segment. transform, store and recreate
an object. The Metafile Interpreter reads
ANSI CGM files With full CGI capability
for recreation on various devices.

Quality software? IBM thinks so. They
sell GSS under their own label. Royalties.
Needs 256k. List: Ours:
CGI Dvlpment Toolkit $495 $375
Kernel System $495 $375
Kernel for IBM RT $795 $645
Metafile Interpreter $295 $235

CLIPPER $449
R&R RELATIONAL

REPORT WRITER $129
MORE PROGRAMMING
TOOLS FOR...
dBASE, c, FORTRAN, BASIC,
COBOL, PASCAL
dbc ISAM. FOXBASE. Greenleaf. Halo ‘88.
Logitech MODULA. MicroFocus COBOL.
Norton Utilities. Panel Plus. Periscope. Phoenix.
Polytron. RM/COBOL, Sprindrift. Torn Rettig‘s
Library. Windows for Data...and many more.

Call or write for prices and
information.

HANSON & CONNORS’

PC EXCHANGE””* 1-800-DlAbPCXllllllir
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'l‘llE pnoomumrm’s snop
and cut frustrations. Compare, evaluate, and find products.helps save time, money,

FREE Spring ’89 Catalog
Quality for a 10% Discount or FREE
Software! Find products fast. Choose
from over 700 popular titles.
- Over 90 new products
° New 05/2 section
0 Completely updated versions.

descriptions. and pricing
0 Most popular products of 1988

highlighted
Get help finding the tools you need.
Call 800-421-8006.

Mention "PT489"

Clear+ for C
by Clear Software. C source
diagramming and analysis. Menu—
driven. Logic analyzer reports
inconsistencies and syntax errors.
Tree charts, program flowcharts,
formatted source listings. Output to
screen, printer, or file. Preprocessor
support, program simulation. Turbo,
MS C support. $179

New Discoveries
QuickC. 2.0

by Microsoft. Features faster (2-3x)
incremental compilation and linking,
integrated assembler, extensive
hypertext-based on-line help.
Support all memory models from
within integrated environment.
CGA/EGA/VGA/Hercules support.

$69
Mention “PT489”

Featured Product
FORTRAN to C Translator

FORCC by Cobalt Blue. Converts
F77 to readable C, with I/O
translations. MILSPEC and
VAX77 extensions supported. C
source to runtime libraries
included, $679

386 Development Tools
‘ List Ours
386 Assembler/Linker 495 399

6 Max 75 69
595 399
895 Call

-32 575 489
Lahey Fortran F77L-EM/32 895 Call

C-386 595 539
245 209

FoxBASE + /386
High c . 386

Al-Expert Systems
Exsys Professional
Personal Consultant Plus

Al-Languages
ARITY Combination Package 1095
PC Scheme LISP - by TI 95 79
TransLlSP PLUS ~ call MSC 195
TURBO PROLOG V2.0 150 115
Turbo Prolog Toolbox 100 75

Assemblers
MS Macro Asm
Turbo Assembler/Debugger 150
Visible Computer 80286 100 89

BASIC 8r Addons
Exim Toolkit
MS QuickBASIC V4.5 99 75
QBase 99 89
SoftCode Generator - Templates 50 45
True Basic 100 Call
QuickPak Professional 149

C Language - Compilers
AZTEC C86 . Commercial 499
High C-286 - by MetaWare 595
Instant C/16M 795
Lattice C - V3.4 450 289

- w/CodeView 450

795 695
2950 2589

150 105

w/serial mouse
Turbo C - by Borland
Turbo C Professional
Watcom C6.5 - highly optimized 295

C + 0 Class Library
with source code 444

CQL - SQL for ctree 395

CASE & Prototypes

195

995

Communications Addons
C Asynch Manager . Blaise 175 135
Essential Comm Library 185 159
Greenleaf Comm Library 229 169

DataBase Mgmt.
Advanced Revelation
CLARION . complete envt.
DataFlex - by Data Access
Eagle - by Migent
Magic PC - visual database
Paradox V3.0
RzBASE for DOS

950
695
695
495
299
725
725

Clipper Summer ’87
D the data language
dBASE IV
dBMAN V
DBXL Interpreter 199
FoxBASE+ . V2.1
QuickSiIver Diamond

Dbase Addons
CodeBASE 194
dBASE Tools for C 90 75
dGE - business graphics 195
dQuery
FLIPPER Graphics Library 195 179
IDL Integrated Devt Library 149
SilverComm Library 150 139
SoftCode w/dBASE templates 80 69
Tom Rettig's Library 100 79

Dbase Tools
CLEAR+ for dBASE
Buzzwords Toolboxes
Dbase Online - 6 popvup refs. 99 89
dBRIEF w/BRIEF
dBug - source debugger
dBX - dBASE III to C
Genifer - code generator
Scrimmage by IDL . screen/menu 149
Sycero db - single user 495
R&R Relational Reporlwriter 149
UI Programmer 295

Debuggers
Periscope II - breakout switch 175
Periscope III - 10 MHz version 1395
Sourcer 100

Development Tools
Instant Replay - Nostradamus

89

PC-Metric - analyze 199
Plink 86 Plus - overlays
PoMake 149 135
PVCS Corporate
Source Print 97 89

BRIEF 195
Edix 195
Epsilon - like EMACS 195 159
KEDIT - like XEDIT, V.4 150

Personal Rexx 125 109

Editors Cont.

PI Editor
SPF/PC - V2.0
Vedit Plus

Btrieve ISAM . V5.0
Btrieve/N ~ multiuser
Report Option
XQL » SQL for Btrieve
Xlrieve

c»tree by Faircom — source
d»tree - data dictionary
rrtree » report generator
c-tree . w/r»tree

CBTREE - Source
C-Index Turbo 99 85
LIBC ISAM Ill - by Lattice

dB. FILE - network model Varies
dB...FILES . by Software Connection 99 79
dBiRETRIEVE . SQL '
Opt Tech Sort
WKS Library

FORTRAN
FOR,C . FORTRAN '77 to C
[/0 Pro - screens 149
Lahey FORTRAN F77L
Lahey FORTRAN F77L-EM/ 16
Lahey Personal FORTRAN 95 89
MS FORTRAN ~ CodeView
Spindrift - DOS, windows

General Addons
C Tools Plus - V5.0 129 99
C Utilities - by Essential 185
Greenleaf Functions 209
Greenleaf SuperFunctions 265

Graphic Addons
Essential Graphics 299
with source 598

Greenleaf Makeform-DOS 170
GSS Dev't Toolkit 620
Halo ’88 . 140+ devices 325
Hoops 3D Graphics 575
MetaNDOW 195
MetaWINDOW/PLUS 275
PCX Programmer's Toolkit 125

with source 190
Pizazz 60 55

' 149
Turbo Plus - Nostradamus 150

Obj.-Oriented
List Ours
495
100 85

Actor
Smalltalk/V
Smalltalk/V 286 200
Zortech C+ + - true compiler 150

OS - Support
MS Windows/286 99 75
MS Windows/386 195
Development Toolkit 500

MKS Toolkit . Unix shell 199
05/2 Programmer's Toolkit 350

Other Languages
lntegrAda 795 749
Modular-2 Dev. System 249 199
RPG II complete 1400 1299
TopSpeed MODULA-2 3 Pack 180 Call
TopSpeed MODULA»2 Compiler 100 89

Other Products
AEWindows 225
Auto-Might by Pendulum Group 70 65
CO/SESSION 249
dQuery/Lib 295
Evertrak 295
FM-Plus 100 89
Link 8: Locate+ + ~ ROM MSC 395
Math Advantage 495
MKS VI - VI for DOS 149
Norton Utilities Advanced 150
OPTune - disk optimizer 100 89
PC Tools Deluxe 80 75
PROTEUS Prototype System 149 129
SoftProbe II/TX . debug 395
Zap ~ Iile xIer 95 89

Text Screen Addons
C-scape 399
C Worthy w/forms 295
Curses - by Aspen Scientific 119

with source 289
Greenleaf DataWindows 295

for OS/2 395
HirScreen XL 149
Hyperinterface . FI'N. C. BAS, PAS mehOQ 89
SoftCode Generator - C templates 50 45
Vitamin C » source. menus 225

345
VC Screen . painter 149

Vermont Views - replaces WFD 395
with source 790

SoftCode Generator . templates 50 45
Turbo Analyst 99 89
Turbo MetarMenu w/source 224
Turbo ASYNCH PLUS 129 99
Turbo Pascal 5.0 by Borland 150 109
Turbo Pascal 5.0 Professional 250
Turbo POWER TOOLS PLUS 129 99
Turbo Professional 125 109
Turbo Programmer 549

DosMerge 286 249
DosMerge 386 499
Edix - editor 275
JAM JYACC Applic. Mgr. many
Microport System V/286 649
Microport System V/386 899
SCO Xenix System V 286 1295
SCO Xenix System V 386 1595
Turbo ASYNCH PLUS 129 99
Note: Mention this ad. Some prices are
specials. Ask about COD and P05. Formats
3” laptop now available. plus 200 others.
UPS surface shipping $4/per normal item.
Prices subject to change without notice.

5»P Pond Park Road
Hingham, MA 02043
Mass: 800442-8070

or 617740—2510 2/89
Telex: 671-5348
FAX: 749-2018

O -
Established 1983. We carry over 1,100 different products. Call today for complete technical

information and advice, our catalog, literature, and solid value.

1-8006 HOURS:
MF 8:30 - 8:00

Sat: 10:00 » 4:00
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easonable cost and ease of use
are two major requirements for
any software package to be suc-

cessful. Expert-system shells are no dif-
ferent. Because expert systems gener-
ally are less understood than other
data-management tools, ease of use
may be more important than price.

lst-CLAss Expert Systems Inc., crea-
tor of the lst-CIASS and lst-CIASS Fusion
expert systems, obviously had these
requirements in mind. Both packages
use point-and-shoot and other spread—
sheet paradigms to make building and
running an expert system as uncompli—
cated as possible Priced at $495 and
$1,495, respectively, they are consider»
ably more affordable than either work-
stationbased or even some high-end,
DOS-based expert—system shells.

Although the two products are
similar in operation, 15141468 Fusion

APRIL 1989

has more features and handles larger
problems Both, however, have virtually
the same look and feel of a spread-
sheet. Listed across the top of each
screen are the commands that can be
entered from that screen. Another row
lists function—key assignments and the
current file name. The remainder of
the screen displays spreadsheet-like
screens, except for the bottom line,
which is reserved for messages.

A FIRST-CLASS DEVELOPER
In traditional expert-system methodol-
ogy, a knowledge engineer interrogates
a human expert about a knowledge
domain and, using an expert—system
shell, creates a knowledge base or a set
of rules. (For an explanation of expert-
system shells, see “Computerized Rea-
soning,” Tom Arcidiacono, May 1988,
p. 44.) 1st-cmss provides these same
capabilities. A developer can use the
package to develop and execute a
knowledge base or a system of chained
knowledge bases. An Advisor program,
included with the package, allows users
to execute the knowledge base in an
advisory mode only.

With lSl~CIASS, the developer cre-
ates a knowledge base in six steps,
each corresponding to a screen. The
first step is to select a name for the
knowledge base from the Files screen,
where the developer also can retrieve
and print files and display a road map
of knowledge bases that consists of sev-
eral files. Pressing the F10 key moves
to the next screen. The function of F10
is consistent throughout the program,
as is the use of F9 and Fl; FlO moves
fonvard one screen, F9 moves back-
ward, and El invokes an online, con-
text—sensitive help facility.

The next step in creating a knowl-
edge base is specifying its elements. A
'lst-cmss knowledge base consists of a
single rule or decision tree. The rule
consists of factors that correspond to
decision points and results

Once element definition is com-
plete, the developer enters the various
combinations of example factor values
and corresponding results with the
Examples screen. The Examples screen
is used like a spreadsheet—the arrow
keys move a highlight bar from one
cell to another, for entering and editing
factor and result values.

The fourth step in creating a
knowledge base is to build the rule
using one of four methods: optimizing
for the fewest questions, executing
rules in the defined order, matching
user responses to questions, or custom-
izing or modifying rules with the pack-
age's Rule Editor. The Rule Editor will
also add, change, or delete results and
delete or build factors.

The next‘screen, and the fifth step
in creating a knowledge base, permits
the developer to analyze the rule by
displaying it in the form of a knowl-
edge tree—lines join factors with cor-
responding values. When the developer
positions a highlight bar on a factor,
the associated question is displayed at
the bottom of the screen, where the
rule can be edited or printed.

The final step is to test the knowl-
edge base by running the Advisor pro-
gram. The program asks each question
in turn and displays a result when the
rule tree is traversed. 1f the knowledge
base does not perform as desired, the
developer can backtrack to earlier
screens to debug or fine—tune the rule.

A knowledge base or rule is lim«
ited to 32 factors, 128 results, and 255
examples. Although a 1st-CLAss expert
system cannot solve complex problems
within these limits, the developer can
chain knowledge bases together. That
is, a result in one rule may be chained
to another knowledge base—forward
chaining, in lst-CLAss terminology.
Chaining also replaces a factor with a
separate knowledge base; instead of
asking a question, 1st-C1Ass can call
another knowledge base. This chained
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knowledge base returns one of the al-
lowable values to the calling knowl-
edge base. If used properly, chaining
allows the construction of virtually un-
limited expert systems.

1st—CLAss also can call external pro-
grams to perform tasks that are not
easily performed internally. A rule
might call an external data manager,
for example, to look up a value, or call
a FORTRAN program to perform com-
plex calculations. These external pro—
grams can return values, display
graphic screens, or produce printed
reports. 1st-CLAss includes several exam-
ples of external programs written in
Borland's Turbo Pascal.

Using the Advisor program, knowl-
edge bases also can serve as logic en—
gines for other programs. A batch file
can call an Advisor session and return
results through the ERRORLEVEL mech»
anism. A more—powerful method is to
EXEC the Advisor program from within
another program. Advisor can run in
the normal mode, in which it conducts
a dialog with the user, or in a silent
mode, in which all screen output is
suppressed. The latter mode allows the
outer program to conduct the dialog
with the user and the Advisor to act as
the logic engine.

1st-crass Fusion operates in essen-
tially the same manner as lst-CIASS but
has several enhancements. For exam-
ple, Fusion uses math expressions, di—
rectly accesses ClBASE Ill database files,
and supports graphics.

The text associated with a factor
can include executable statements—
assignment statements in curly braces.

This facility is limited to simple arith—
metic operations—no trigonometry or
matrix operations. Nevertheless, Fusion
allows more control of numeric values
than does 1st—Cmss, ,

lst-CLASS Fusion’s facility for access-
ing dBASE III database files includes a
SEEK command for finding a record
based on field values and 21 GET corn-
mand for reading field values. PUT
updates a field in the current record
and APPEND adds a record. The list of
commands is limited, but the facility
provides a straightforward method of
linking Fusion knowledge bases to
database applications.

The developer can include graph»
ics screens in knowledge bases with
Fusion’s screen capture and display
programs. These two programs, Cap-
ture and Pic, support CGA, EGA, and
VGA graphics. Capture is generally
used outside Fusion to capture images
created with other programs. PIC, Fu-
sion’s stand-alone display program, en-
sures that images are either captured
correctly or called from Fusion to dis—
play graphics images atvarious points
in an Advisor session. Graphics screens
can be associated with function keys to
be used as optional help screens.

The Fusion package also includes
the runtime version (FRUN), the coun—
terpart of Advisor. FRUN executes a
knowledge base built with Fusion,
while denying the client-user access to
the development screens or the struC»
ture of the knowledge base. Both FRUN
and Advisor can be distributed along
with user-developed knowledge bases
on a royalty—free basis.

WHAT IF . . . ?
The spreadsheet interface encourages
the same what-if approach to rule con—
struction that spreadsheets have
brought to financial analysis. A devel-
oper can quickly cycle from the defini—
tion screen to the rule screen and
back, changing factors, factor values,
examples, methods, and results—
tuning the rule until it produces the
same results as the human expert.

As a result, the programs are par-
ticularly useful during the initial analy-
sis of a problem and may reveal that
some factors are not required in a rule,
even though human experts may feel
the factors are significant.

Although the maximum size of a
lst—cuvss rule is small in comparison to
the knowledge bases of larger systems,
chaining allows the construction of
large composite knowledge bases.
Moreover, the size limitation on indi-
vidual rules does have some benefits—
the program can be very responsive,
permitting the developer to build large
rules in a few seconds; the size also
forces the developer to analyze the
problem in small, manageable chunks.

Some may argue that lSPClASS and
lst-Class Fusion are not genuine expert
systems (meaning, among other things,
that they are not priced high enough).
Regardless of the price, the two pack»
ages provide the facilities for develop-
ing large knowledge bases and per—
forming the essential tasks expected
of an expert system—capturing the
knowledge of a human expert, applying
that knowledge in a consultation with a
nonexpert client, making a recommen-

omplete your library of
PC TECH JOURNAL

Just send $7.00 for each back
issue ordered ($8.00 in Canada,
US. funds only) to: F. Hunter,
PC Tech Journal,
Ziff—Davis Publishing Company
PO. Box 5999, Cherry Hill, NJ
08034. Be sure to include month
and year of the issue ordered. For
faster service call 1-609-354-4975.
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dation, and explaining the reasoning
that led to the formulation of the
recommendation.

Conceding that more-powerful
expert systems are available does not
make these two programs less attrac—
tive. Both lst-CIASS and Fusion are
more than adequate for advisory tasks
that do not justify a large expert system
complete with knowledge engineer,
LISP workstation, and so on. Any opera-
tion that includes a PC for other rou-
tine tasks—such as selecting shipping
methods and materials, checking ex—
pense vouchers, cost estimating, pur-
chasing, or computer-aided design
(CAD)—is a candidate for a lst-CLAss or
Fusion Advisor program.

—VICTOR E. WRIGHT

ANtastic, an entry—level, peer-to-
peer LAN from ARTISOFT incorpo-
rates features of the industry’s

more-prominent networks. In addition
to DOS 3.1 file and record locking and
NETBIOS compatibility, LANtastic has
audit trails, printer spooling, and
E-mail, security, and CD»ROM support.

These are impressive features for
a $495, 120-node LAN license. System
integrators can purchase LANtastic with
proprietary adapter cards or as a ge—
neric network operating system (NOS)
for any LAN adapter that has a
NETBIOS—compatible interface.

LANtastic was tested on a network
of seven IBM PS/Z Model 50s with
IBM’s PC—Network broadband hardware
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sharing a Hewlett—Packard LaserJet+
printer and an IBM Model 70 (20 MHz)
as a dedicated server.

The network is used 24 hours a
day in a university setting. Applications
include word processing (WordPerfect
Corporation’s WordPerfect), desktop
publishing (Aldus’s PageMaker), graph—
ics (IBM’s StoryBoard Plus and ZSoft’s
PC Paintbrush Plus), expert system de—
velopment (EXSYS Inc’s EXSYS), spread—
sheets (Borland’s Quattro and Lotus
1-2—3), data management (Ashton—Tate’s
dBASE III PLUS and Microrim’s R:BASE for
DOS), and languages (Borland’s Turbo
Prolog, BASIC, and C).

To install LANtastic, the first step is
to copy the files from the distribution
diskette onto the server or run the
NET_MGR program on the distribution
disk. For a server with redirector, the
NET_MGR installation process first
copies the executable programs from
the distribution diskette into a subdi—
rectory called \LANTASTI. This subdirec—
tory can be anywhere on the server as
long as it is in the server’s PATH, but
NET_MGR creates this subdirectory in
the root directory.

The installation program also cre-
ates another subdirectonr called
\LANTASTINET. It contains each user’s
and each shared directory’s access con«
figuration in separate subdirectories,
each containing a hidden file called
LINKACL. This subdirectory should not
be accessible by remote users. The in-
stallation process does not alter the
CONFIGSYS or AUTOEXECBAT files.

Once the software from the non—
copy—protected distribution diskette is
installed, NET_MGR sets up the server
fOr its users. The installer simply se—
lects the item User Account Informa-
tion from the Main Functions menu
and responds to the pop—up prompts.
Each new user requires a unique user
name, password, user description, and
a maximum number of concurrent log»
ins. Modifying a current user’s account
involves the same procedure.

Because LANtastic allows users to
have concurrent logins, several users
may log in under the same user name
from different machines to access one
user’s network resources. An alternative
is to group users by a common prefix
to each user name. The administrator
can assign the same resources to
groups on the server.

The administrator specifies users’
shared network resources by selecting
”Network access information” from the
main menu. NET_MGR guides the
administrator through the process with

Do it right. /
Move your ‘ _
DOS application
to Protected Mode

With 08/286TM and OS/386TM
there is no need for messy
overlays, EMS, or abandon—
ing your DOS investment.

Gain 256k more in 1MB
systems, or directly address
up to 15 MB above 1MB leav-
ing the lower 640k free. Plus
double the speed on 386
machines with 32-bit mode.

Our new, second genera-
tion, Developer Kits offer the
most advanced tools for fast,
easy conversion from real
mode. They are the only
DOS extenders with both

16 and 32-bit
capability
and are

compatible with
every major brand of

286 and 386 systems.
Languages supported by

or using OS/286/386 include
Lahey Fortran, Metaware
C & Pascal, Phar Lap ASM,
Meridian Ada, Gold Hill Lisp,
Microsoft 4.0, 5.0 C, Fortran
& ASM, and others.

05/286 or 05/386
Developer Kit 3495.

A.l.
Architects, Inc.

One Intercontinental \X/ay
Peabody, MA OI 960
(617) 577-8052
08/286 and 05/386 are trademarks ofA.I.
Architects. Inc. Other product names are
registered trademarks or trademarks of their
respective owners.
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pop-up prompts. The process consists
of first natning the device, drive, CD—
ROM drive, or directory to be shared,
and then modifying the shared—
resource list to specify a description of
the resource, link path, and who has
what type of access to it. The link path
is the server’s true path.

Access to shared resources is con—
trolled through an administrator-
created access control list (ACL). If the
administrator does not create an ACL,
all users will have full access to every
shared resource. LANtastic permits 11
types of access rights, from read-only
access to full physical access. The ad—
ministrator is able to specify access
rights by user or by groups of users.
Both printer and mail access are con-
trolled in a similar way. The adminis—
trator can also assign sewer access,
such as Super Queue Privileges, which
permits a user to View and manipulate
all jobs in the print queue.

NET_MGR also can configure the
server’s start—up parameters for a maxi-
mum number of users, network buff—
ers, number of server network adapt—
ers, network tasks, and monitoring net»
work activity NET_MGR walks the
administrator through the process with
pop-up prompts. '

Servers require the DOS SHARE
program to be loaded, followed by
LANtastic’s REDIR program with the
proper parameters to start the server
as a redirector, and finally LANtastic's
SERVER program to start the server.
Nonserver stations must first load
NETBIOS or local area network BIOS
(LANBIOS) before LANtastic‘s REDIR
program. Each computer requires a
unique machine name as a parameter
in the REDIR program. The names are
required by NETBIOS. The installer
also can specify redirector buffers as a
parameter to the REDIR program. Once
REDIR is loaded, redirectors can invoke
NET LOGIN and NET USE commands
to get the network running.

Workstation software consumes a
total of 179KB of RAM, well below
IBM's PC LAN program and about on
par with some of the other DOS<based
LAN programs.

LAN users generally have little or
no patience with a network that goes
down. LANtastic is reliable and is not
prone to crashing. The network does
have a small quirk, however; it will not
log users back onto the network imme-
diately after they reboot their systems.
According to ARTtsorr‘s technical per-
sonnel, this is a NETBIOS time—out

problem. The program fails to respond
to the disconnect fast enough to recog-
nize that the user is no longer on the
network. The company, therefore, sug-
gests allowing each user account two
concurrent logins. As a result, when
users log in after rebooting, LANtastic
sees it as the second concurrent login
and permits it.

Another welcome feature of LAN—
tastic often overlooked by LAN operat—
ing systems is the ability to monitor
network activity. LANtastic permits the
administrator to establish eight levels
of audit trails; to track, for example,
when users login, print, and logout.
Saving the audit trail to a file provides
an ASCII text record of user activity—a
useful tool for an administrator ttying
to fine—tune a network for the most ef-
ficient operation.

Overall, LANtastic is a well—
conceived and well»implemented net-
working system. Its low—memory over-
head, powerful control capabilities, reli»
ability, and security features provide
the system administrator with the tools
required to manage a viable network.
The system's sophisticated and power—
ful security system for shared resources
is particularly noteworthy.

—RALPH SHAFER

9-Track Tape Drives: Yes!
for IBM PC/XT/AT/386

and PS/2

Read or write 9-track tapes from mainframes and minis to
your personal computer — including the PS/2 Micro Channel.
Our TapeLinx 9-track tape subsystems offer these important
features:
0 800, 1600, 3200, 6250 BPI
0 IBM & ANSI labeled tapes
0 Quality customer service
' High speed controller

0 Network backup
0 EBCDIC/ASCII
0 DOS, XENIX, Microport
0 DOS device driver

For quick delivery we stock all major manufacturers’ tape
drives including Cipher, Kennedy, M4 Data, Qualstar. Prices
start at $3,755. Call Today!

Overland Data, Inc.
5620 Kearny Mesa Rd. 0 San Diego, CA 92111
Tel: (619) 571—5555 ' FAX: (619) 571-0982
Tacinx is a registered trademark of Overland Data, inc.

lBM PC. XT, AT, PS/Z (Personal System/2) and Micro Channel are registered trademarks of IBM Corp.
XENIX and MS»DOS are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corp.
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KADAK'S
A engineers bring years

of practical real-time experience
to over 600 installations world-wide.

This real time
MULTITASKING KERNEL

simplifies real life
product development

I No royalties I * Dynamic memory
l Full source code included allocation
l * C interface ‘ Event Manager
I Preemptive scheduler ' Semaphore Manager
I Intertask messages ' Resource Manager
I Terminal Handler * Buffer Manager

AMX 68000 operates on any 68000/10/20 system

Manual only $75 US
AMX 68000 $1600 US
‘ Options — ask for price list.
(Shipping/handling extra)

Also available for 8080, 280,
8086/ 186/286.
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Vancouver. BC. Canada V6J 1Y5

Telex: 04—55670
Fax: (604) 734-8114
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Developers of in-house and commercial "vertical" software...

flouting ”number 7‘Only C-Worthy® iii??? ”“_,_
protects you from
the tr_ap that keeps
50% of the market ’
from using your

software . . .

A Perfect
Input Screen?
Focus the user on
the simple and
probable next
step, and speed
data entry by 10
to 30%. Resolve
the ambiguous
choice (e.g.,
“Other”) by a
hidden sub-menu.
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...The Trap: Users will reject your application if the interface is too hard to use. They’ll never even gel the power of your program.
“ . . . Ifyou’re meal up the interface, the pmtluct itpmhahly dead in the water”

— Ieffrey Tarter, Editor, SoftOIetter

Write your own interface. Spend a week learning the latest findings on human interfaces. Then spend 2-4 months creating
the features users now demand: Windows, menus, help screens, data validation routines, error handling, etc.

False Solution #1:

False Solution #22 Buy an incomplete C-tools library that does not specialize in the interface problem. Spend weeks before you learn it doesn’t
have the interface functions you need. “We actually bought a number of C lihran'er to compare with each other. We choose C
Worthy because it offers everything we need. ..the user interfaceyou create with it itslida and imminent. .it’s well mitten andpm’tahle...it’r
fast andpmfmumal. ”

Use the C-Worthy Interface library Risk-Free for 60 days. See for yourself why it’s the only choice for programmers
who take interface problems seriously.

“C-Worthy is a lgher level approach to human interface than other C libranes...0ur sqft-
ware engineering department does not use another human inter/hoe library.”

— Kevin Kingdom, Senior Software Engineer, Novell, Inc. (Over 500,000 users
of Novell NetWare® Utilities use a C-Worthy—based interface every day!)

work-years are invested in C-Worthy interface solutions. Our
investment means you save time on every programming

project. Ifyou were planning to spend 2 weeks creating a good
interface for your next project, use C-Worthy and cut that time in
half. And you can count on C-Worthy to produce an interface that
pleases even the most demanding users...
C-Worthy gives you total control through 350
functions...Wmdows, Screens, Menus (see box at right).

—— David Pariseau, President, Lighthouse Associates

True Solution:

Functionally Superior to Competing Environments

‘ c
.. 8‘ J

Exploding, tiled or overfap—
ping. Direct video access or
virtual. Keep up to 50 active. ‘

Menus. Pop-up, Lotus
style, pull-up and pull-
down (Windows-style.)
Automatically sized to fit
your choice of options,

header border type. Auto-select
based on key-menu-item character
you select

Flt

Forms. Optional Form
Interface Library speeds
construction of data input
forms. lets you apply latest

Error handling: DOS, program and user. Help: system and
context-sensitive. Keyboard handling: regular function, interrupt,
background procedures. Editing: string and word-wrap text. DOS
interface: file, dir and drive mgt., date and time conversion,
wildcards, more. Data input forms (optional).

research findings to gather

validation. Provide help at term and
field levels. User-overridable movement
sequence within the term.

and validate input 17 field documentation.
types, built-in or custom g; 1035 pages, fully indexed,

to-go-code that you can run. modify
and learn from.

Comprehensive

plus 10,000 lines of ready—

These 10 high-level functions
give you control over — and
make implicit use of —
C-Worthy’s 350 tightly integrated
functions:

InitUtility',2
PushLisi'
InilLisl‘
AppendToPopUpMenu‘
PopUpMenu‘

AppendToList
List
EditSiring
EditText2
RestoreUtility

lThe only functions you need for building
a menu.

2The only functions you need to build a
full-screen word-wrapping text editor.

C-Worthy‘8 is a registered trademark of Custom Design Systems, Inc.

EWCompatible with MS
Windows. OS/2 version now
shipping! Autodetect for
MDA, CGA, EGA, VGA.
Foreign languages: all text
messages in separate files for
easy translation. C Compilers:
Microsoft, Quick, Turbo,
Lattice. No royalties. System
Requirements: 256K RAM,
MS-DOS 2.0+ or 08/2, and
IBM PC (or compatible), TI
Professional, NEC APC III, or
Victor 9000. .Eiolution(Systems

541 Main Street, Suite 410
South Weymouth, MA 02190

Fax: 617-337-7719

C-Worthy Interface Library
Object only__$195 Form Interface Library add on__$100
Object with Forms __ $295 Object with Forms & Library Sourcce_$495

Ask for 2 FREE Bonuses
Just for Trying C-Worthy.

Call 800-821-2492 ext 353
(in MA and outside U.S. 617-337-6963)

Bonus 1. Designing the Human Interface: Strategies
for Effective Human-Computer Interaction. The leading
reference on the subject, 448 pages, $29.95 from
Addison-Wesley.

Bonus 2. Guidelines for Designing User Interface
Software. Contains 944 guidelines, including graphic
functions and data display. 496 pages, $38.95.
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MAGIC PC": It used to be a secret...
'r

The Story Behind dBASE
More interesting is how the re

spondents placed a lesserknown
package, Aker Corp.’s Magic PC, in
the top grouping and relegated a
very well-known package, Ashton-
Tate’s dBASE IIl Plus, to eighth

Not: Anymore!
Thousands of top

Professional andCorpo
rate DBMS developers
reveabd toPCWEEKl
the secret to their suc-
cess: Magic PC — The
Visual Database Lan—
guagc

Surprised? We’re not
We knew all along that

place.

Goodbye 4GLs
Magic PC’s revolu-

tionary power and pro-
gramming speed obso-
letes conventional data-
base languages, just like
CAD obsoletes manual
drafiing Magic PC flees
you from the entire
coding and mainte-
nance responsibility, so

database pro’s, consult— '
ants and VARs guard
Magic PC as a valuable

one: In: us
Order nan: ”In!”

—-——m———~—
mun-u lo: ”a”

you can concentrate on
your system design

You specify diction-WW

trade secret. No won—
der. It gives them a
superior competitive
edge: powerful applica-
tions 10-20 times faster
than any DBMS or
4GL.

Line no- no- Doucrlvum

In. Dolcrlhllon

DMDMDMDMW‘MDW'W’MWM

PC TECH Journal concurs:

“Magic PC’s database engine
deliverspowerful applications
in afraction ofthe time... there
is no competitive product.”

State-of-the-art Features

Automatic non-procedural
processing
Event-driven execution control
Multi-User RDBMS
Quick Prototyping
Multi-file zoom lookups
Easy-to-use user interface
Built-in visual query-by-example

Proven BTRIEVE® Performance
Magic PC is based on Novell’s Btrieve® for
maximum performance and reliability. And ifyou
already program with Btrieve®, use Magic PC to
create instant customizations of your existing
applications with filll file compatibility, beyond
Xtrieve® and Rtrieve®.

quantity Inlll. Price Total Price

Typo Prlco

aries, processing flow
scheme and drawings
of screens, reports,
windows, menus etc.

o
an III-count

‘——m
in Stock: 49! . s”

as .9" sua- in

rear su- -u!.n!.n
an . n; . H
«99.95! .3!
an . a” . u

Design changes aresub-run:

Total Orders: -!!!.!9l
nun to son: >l!’.!!!

easily applied on theflyOrder Total 49! . an . u
and automatically main-
tained Your design is
immediately executed
by Magic PC’s stand—
alone runtime engine.

You finish even before conventional DBMS
programmers normally begin the coding phase.
Imagine saving all those months of tedious trial-
and-error coding, debugging, testing and re-coding.

30 Day Money Back Guarantee

Discover the secret to professional DBMS
success. Order your copy of Magic PC now
without any risld Magic PC single user $299,
Magic LAN multi-user$6992. But, ifyou’d rather
spend your time coding — simply return in 30
days and we’ll refimd you promptly less $19.95
restocking no questions asked

Dealers Welcome

800-345-6244
In CA 714—250-1718
Fax: 714-955-0199

19782 MacArthur BL Suite 305, Irvine, CA 92715

1 PC WEEK Jan 16 ‘89
2 Add $10 P&H, tax in CA Requires IBM/100% comp, 512K hard
disk, DOS 3.1 or later. Includes Btn'eve runtime 5.25“ not copy
protected. " Copyright Aker, 1989. Btrieve”, Xtrieve", Rtrieve“ are
tradenames of Novell.
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Flexibility and

FoxBase Plus vs. 2.1
Foxfioflware '
Awarded top honorsln Support

cefeatures and Performer-r

dBXL Diamond Release Ver. 1.2W
Rated tops in Ease‘ol
Programmabdily

VP-lnlo Ver. 1.4
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Aforumfor Slowing solutions
1‘0 tee/9mm!problems

ach new version of DOS intro—
duces not only welcome new fea-
tures, but also a host of quirks,

anomalies, and outright bugs. Such is
the case with DOS 4.0 and its update,
version 4.01. This month, we consider
problems with two of the major inno-
vations in these DOS versions (collec-
tively referred to as DOS 4.0x): the use
of expanded memory and the DOS 4.0
Shell interface.

The first item describes major
anomalies in the way DOS 4.0x uses
expanded memory (EMS) when inter-
acting with a non—IBM expanded—
memory manager (EMM). Most of this
information was submitted by Bob
Smith of Qualitas Inc. (Bethesda, Mary-
land), with Gary Pope of Quarterdeck
Office Systems (Santa Monica, Califor-
nia) providing additional insight.

The second item provides informa-
tion about how DOS 4.0x interacts with
its user shell, supplementing the scanty
documentation that IBM and Microsoft
provide for it.

EMS PROBLEMS IN
DOS 4.0x

DOS 4.0x supports EMS in two ways.
First, DOS includes device drivers
(XMAZEMSSYS and XMAEh/LSYS)
that provide EMM for IBM memory-
expansion boards and 586 systems.
)GVIAZEMSSYS is an EMM for IBM
memory—expansion boards, equivalent
to Intel’s EMMSYS for the Above Board
or AST‘s REMMSYS for RAMpage
boards. XMAEMSYS provides EMS
memory on 386 systems by activating
the paging mechanism of that CPU.
When XMAEMSYS is used in conjunc—
tion with XMAZEMSSYS, it is the equiv-
alent of 386—t0-the—Max from Qualitas
or QEMM-386 from Quarterdeck.

Second, DOS 4.0x can use ex-
panded memory for a RAM disk and
for caching disk information. The inclu—
sion of EMM drivers with DOS and the
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use of EMS memory by DOS are two
separate issues. Installing the IBM EMM
drivers does not automatically cause
DOS to use expanded memory, and
DOS can use expanded memory with
a non~IBM EMM. This item considers
only how DOS uses EMS, especially in
conjunction with norrIBM EMMs.

DOS 4.0.); supports the use of ex-
panded memory in three instances:
VDlSK, BUFFERS, and FASTOPEN. In
each case, the user enables the use of
EMS by specifying the /X switch on the
command line that activates the feature.
VDISK establishes a RAM disk in ex-
panded memory, while the BUFFERS
and FASTOPEN commands establish
disk—cache buffers. In the case of
BUFFERS and FASTOPEN, the DOS in-
terface to EMS suffers from poor de-
sign and bugs that, at best, can crash
the system and, at worst, damage the
data on a hard disk. This is true of
both the initial release of IBM’s DOS
4.0 with files dated 06-17-88 and the
version 4.01 update dated 08-03-88.
Microsoft's latest version of MS-DOS,
however, labeled 4.0 and dated
10-06-88, does not exhibit the anoma-
lies described here. (PC Tech journal
examined a notior—distribution copy
that was not branded by any vendor.)

When either the BUFFERS or the
FASTOPEN statement specifies the /X
switch, DOS reserves for itself the two
highest-numbered page frames outside
of the primary frames. Note that be—
sides reserving pages of expanded
memory (as does any well—behaved
program that uses EMS), DOS claims
exclusive use of pagefi‘ames at specific
addresses in the physical address space.
No provision is made for this in the
Expanded Memory Specification.

Furthermore, DOS hides these
frames from all other processes. Be-
cause DOS assumes that no other pro-
cess can access its frames, it does not
bother to save and restore their con—
tents. This assumption fails if a multi-

tasking system (such as Quarterdeck's
DESQview) changes the mapping by
switching to an alternate register set.

Consider the case where DOS
caches a file allocation table (FAT) or
directory in a buffer in one of its pri
vate page frames, then writes that
buffer out to disk without ensuring that
the appropriate EMS page is still
mapped to the frame. If the operating
environment has switched the mapping
context in the meantime, the FAT or
directory gets overwritten with garbage,
and some or all of the data on the disk
goes into the bit bucket.

A more likely, but fortunately less
damaging failure occurs if DOS re-
seryes page frames within conventional
memory. Because DOS takes the
highest-numbered pages, and the EMM
assigns higher numbers to frames at
higher addresses, these pages are invar—
iably at the top of conventional mem-
ory, where DOS keeps the transient
portion of COMMANDCOM Using the
same area for buffers, however, over-
writes COMMANDCOM. This might not
seem to be a major problem, because
the low~memory portion of DOS
checks the upper portion and reloads
COMMANDCOM if it gets trashed;
however, the check is performed only
when COMMANDCOM resumes control
after executing a process.

While DOS is in control, it as—
sumes that its upper reaches are intact.
So, two portions of DOS are operating
under two conflicting assumptions.
First, the disk-caching process assumes
that its page frames are not accessible
to any other process, so it neglects to
save and restore the original contents.
Second, the kernel assumes that while
it is in control, nothing can happen to
upper memory; so, upon completion of
disk activity, it branches to the com
mand processor without checking its
integrity. The result is that the system
hangs during boot»up, right after
COMMANDCOM is initially loaded.
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DOS will not use frames in con-
ventional memory if frames with higher
numbers exist above the video buffers.
Beyond requiring that the primary page
frames be numbered 0 through 3, the
EMS documentation does not specify
the sequence of numbering page
frames. Most EMM drivers assign num-
bers to the frames above conventional
memory before numbering the ones
below 640KB; as a result, the highest-
numbered frame is in the top-most
16KB of conventional memory. The
IBM drivers and 586—to—the-Max imple—
ment a different numbering sequence:
after the primary frames, they number
frames in conventional memory, then
any remaining ones above. To provide
compatibility with DOS 4.0, current
versions of Quarterdeck’s EMM drivers
(QEMM—586 4.23 for 386 systems and
QEMM50/60 4.03 for the IBM PS/Z
80286 memory-expansion board) accept
the /DOS4 switch that imposes the re—
quired numbering sequence.

With either 386-to—the-Max or the
fDOS4 switch on Quarterdeck’s drivers,
BUFFERS /X and FASTOPEN /X Will in-
stall without crashing, as long as there
are at least six page frames (two more
than are required for the primary
frame) above conventional memory. By
default, Quarterdeck’s drivers create
page frames in each unoccupied 16KB
block of upper memory, but 586-to»
the-Max creates only the four primary
frames unless additional ones are re-
quested by the INCLUDE command-line
parameter. For example, INCLUDE=52
allocates two additional 16KB page
frames in any available location, while
INCLUDE=C000«CC00 allocates three
contiguous frames beginning at seg—
ment COOOH.

There are two additional problems
when FASTOPEN /X is used with a
non»IBM EMM driver. The first prob-
lem, which causes it to crash during
installation, can be fixed by patching
the code with a debugger. Even with
the patch, however, FASTOPEN refuses
to recognize expanded memory if
more than seven page frames are pres-
ent. It inexplicably returns the error
message, “Expanded memory not avail-
able.” The only solution to this is to
eliminate page frames in conventional
memory by specifying the parameter
EXCLUDE=1000-AOOO. This, however,
practically shuts down multitasking in
environments such as Microsoft Win—
dows, Quarterdeck’s DESQview, or
OMNIVIEW from Sunny Hill Software
(Seattle, Washington). The loss of
multitasking offsets any advantages of

FASTOPEN, so the best solution is ei—
ther not to use FASTOPEN at all or to
use it without the /X switch.

If you do not run a multitasking
environment and insist on having
FASTOPEN use EMS, here is how to
patch it. Copy FASTOPENEXE to a file
with some other extension; then, load
it with DEBUG and unassemble at ad—
dress 2C65:

xxxx:2C65
xxxx:2C68
xxxx:2C6A
xxxxz2C6D
xxxx:2C6F
xxxx:2C75
xxxx:2C76 MUL CX
xxxx:2C78 CMP AX,001E
xxxx:2C7B JG 2C9D
xxxx:2C7D MOV AX,5800
xxxx:2C80 PUSH DS
xxxxz2C81 POP ES
xxxxz2C82 LEA DI,[01C9]
xxxx:2C86 INT 67

MOV Ax,5800
[NT 67
CMP AH,00
JNZ 2C9D
MOV [01C71,cx
MOV Ax,0004

This sequence is supposed to ob»
tain an array of page-frame addresses.
The first INT 67H call should request
the size of the array, the second one
should read the array into ES:1C9. The
first call, however, mistakenly loads
function SSOOH (get array) instead of
S801H (get number of entries in array).
As it happens, both functions return the
count in CX, so the first INT 67H does
what is intended, but as an unintended
side-effect, writes the array into wher—
ever ES:D1 happens to be pointing. Evi-
dently, with IBM’s EMM, nothing critical
gets overwritten, but with 586—to-the—
Max, the system crashes.

The solution is to assemble the
following instruction at address 2C65:
MOV AX,5801. After writing the file to
disk, copy it into FASTOPENEXE.

CUSTOMIZING THE
DOS SHELL

Although expert users typically eschew
DOS shells, they often need to install
and maintain them for less expert
users. The shell provided with DOS 4.0
is far from the best example of the
genre, but it is part of DOS, so we had
better become familiar with it. IBM and
Microsoft provide little information on
its implementation and configuration.
The installation process creates a batch
file that invokes the shell, but there is
no explanation of the contents of the
file and little about customizing it.

The shell consists of three com-
ponents: the programs SHELLBCOM
and SHELLCEXE, and the batch file
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DOSSHELLBAT. The first is a termi-
nate-and-stay—resident (TSR) program
that installs an INT 2F handler; the sec-
ond is the shell program proper. The
user invokes the shell by executing the
batch file, it runs SHELLB.COM and, if
that program does not return an error,
executes SHELLCEXE. SHELLB must
run at every invocation of the shell, al-
though it installs itself only the first
time it is executed. On subsequent
executions, it merely reinitializes the
already-installed INT 2F handler.

The resident portion of SHELLB
occupies 5,712 bytes. On a 386 system
with an EMM, such as 586»to-the-Max or
QEMM-386, you can get it out of DOS
memory by loading it into high mem-
ory, above the video buffers. In the
AUTOEXECBAT file, install SHELLB
using the load—high option of the mem—
ory manager. On the first invocation of
DOSSHELLBAT, SHELLB finds itself al—
ready installed and reinitializes itself in
high memory.

Whether SI-IELLB is invoked from
DOSSHELLBAT or AUTOEXECBAT, it
needs to have a command-line parame-
ter. The installation process creates this
parameter as DOSSHELL, the name of
the batch file that invokes SHELLB and
SHELLC. SHELLB, however, checks only
for the presence of a parameter (and
fails with an error message if there is
none), but does nothing with it. Any
string, whether or not it specifies an
existing file, is equally acceptable.

The installation program creates
the command that invokes the main
program, SHELLC, with many parame—
ters for controlling its operation. These
parameters are documented in chapter
5 of Getting Started with DOS, but the
manual does not clearly state the avail—
able options.

The /MENU parameter enables the
start-program screen, while the /DOS
parameter enables the file manager. If
/MENU is present on the SHELLC com—
mand line, the shell initially displays
the program starter. If /DOS is present,
but /MENU is not, the shell immedi—
ately enters the file manager. If neither
one is present, the shell aborts with an
error message.

If you like the shells file manager,
but prefer to execute programs from
the command line rather than from a
menu, you can have DOSSHELL directly
start the file manager by removing the
/MENU parameter from the SHELLC
command line. Replace it with %1, so
you can get the program starter (you
need it to change screen colors, for
example) by typing DOSSHELL /MENU.

The /CLR and /MEU parameters
specify the names of files that deter—
mine the screen colors and the pro-
grams that appear on the menus, re
spectively. These two parameters are
optional, and if they are omitted, the
file names default [0 SHELLCLR and
SHELLMEU. If the filename parameters
are omitted, SHELLC looks for the de—
fault files in the directories specified by
APPEND, not PATH.

The /MOS parameter names a
mouse driver for the shell; however,
the driver must be in the current direc—
tory. SHELLB uses neither APPEND nor
PATH to locate the driver, and ignores
any explicit path specified in the /MOS
parameter. If the named driver is not
in the current directory, however, the
mouse will not operate in the shell.

This is no great loss, because
SHELLC does not need its own mouse
driver. If there is no /MOS parameter,
SI-IELLC uses the resident systemlevel
mouse driver installed through the
CONFIGSYS or AUTOEXECBAT files.
Any system with a mouse will already
have a resident driver, so there is no
point taking up more memory for an-
other driver just for use by the shell.
Simply remove the /MOS parameter
from the line that invokes SHELLC.

One of the options in the program‘
starter is to exit to the DOS command
prompt. This unloads SHELLC in its
entirety and loads another copy of
COMMANDCOM. Typing EXIT at the
DOS prompt reloads SHELLC and re-
turns to the program starter. The re-
turn to SHELLC, instead of to the pri-
mary copy of COMMANDCOM, is con-
trolled by SHELLB, which remains resi—
dent during the absence of SHELLC.

If, instead of exiting from the sec-
ondary command line, you invoke
DOSSHELL again, DOS will reload
SHELLC above the secondary copy of
COMMANDCOM. If the SHELLC com—
mand line, however, omits the /MENU
parameter (in order to start the file
manager directly), the screen goes
blank. The system does not crash, and
you can exit to DOS by pressing the F3
key, the normal exit from the file man—
ager. The display will have no problem
if the second invocation of SHELLC in—
vokes the program starter.

It is not surprising that the first
version of a DOS-sanctioned shell ex—
hibits these minor anomalies. After
seven years and nine versions of DOS,
we are still spelunking the dark cor-
ners of this operating system. Keep us
informed of your discoveries. BETTIE-l

See us at a, . .O contrasts/sprung '89
April 10—13, 1989
McCormick Place
Chicago. Illinois
Booth #8474

PROTECH KEYs:
D are totally transparent to the end user
D allow unlimited back up copies
D tree up disk drives
D do not interfere with

peripheral operations
D are easy to install
D protect software

developers‘ revenues
D assembler based routines (not drivers)
D encrypted routines
D physically unique hardware KEYs
D sophisticated software

installation advlce
D provide the highest level of

protection available

THE KEY
The KEY provides effective software protec-
tion while insuring customer satisfaction.
The KEY is a random response device
which Is designed for identically repro~
duced software packages.

orecr lumussuca Eff” ' ' ' '
Wm: Ilvmussucs :

SOFTWARE PROTECTION KEYS BY PROTECH
THE MEMORY KEY
The MEMORY KEY is a programmable soft-
ware protection device. Each byte of
memory can be addressed in groups or
individually. Possible applications for the
MEMORY KEY include:
D modular package control
D serialization
D customization
D access control to PCs
D demo control
D software leasing
D updating modules in the field
D any “counter" operation
For a demonstration package or additional
information. please write or call:

_ 1-800-843-0413
_ E MARKETING. INC.
1804 W. Southern Parkway - Bldg. A412
Durham, North Carolina 27707
[919) 490-4970 FAX (919] 490-4974

WE HAVE THE KEY TO SOFTWARE COPY PROTECTION
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OOPS. Using sophisticated Object-Oriented Programming, Matrix Layout
givesyou the power to build complete applications faster than you thought

Layouts ComputerAided Software Engineeringfunctions let you
design programs using an intuitiveflowchart model. Then, Layout can
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Please choose the turn: of program you want
Layout to vroauce:

E Reads-to-Run Program
El NicroSoft C. Lattice C. Turbo (2

D Turbo Pascal
quiemsmt Quiclmasic

Hypertext. Layoutputs all thefeaturesofHypercard’ onyourPCand inyour
program. Use layout’sgraphical user interface to create documents with action
links to related documents in any file. Or to create hyperlink applications.

AGreatPr
Should Contaln

gr

Plus, your favorite programming language(s). Using Layouts tools, you
can cutyour coding time up to 70 percent, and stillproduce ready-to-run
programs in your choice of languages.

' Tool
TheAbove.

Presenting Matrix Layout, the first full
software development system for the PC to
promise you all the above. And deliver:

Sit down to Layout‘s intuitive user inter-
face and in minutes you’ll be using advanced
OOPS (Object-Oriented Programming
System) and CASE technology to build your
program. Simply draw a flowchart indicating
the windows, buttons, menus, text, and
graphics you want.

A Cut Above Other Tools.
Layout also provides flowchart elements
for Hypertext data base capabilities, math
functions, variable management, conditional
branching and looping. And, its open archi—
tecture allows you to build your own Black
Box elements — to create exactly the
program you want.

When your flowchart is ready, Layout uses

artificial intelligence technology to auto-
matically turn it into code—Turbo Pascal,
Turbo C, Microsoft C, QuickBasic or Lattice
C. Or create a ready-to—run .EXE file right
from within Layout.

It’s so efficient, your programs will run
incredibly fast, even on a standard 256K PC.
Plus, they’ll include Layout’s automatic
mouse support and device independence.

All The Above And More.
. Matrix Helpmaker helps you create context-
sensitive help and complete on-line docu-
mentation for your programs.
- Matrix Paint offers a full set of graphics

m
LAYO UT

tools, scanner support, and clip-art files to
make your programs look professional.
0 Finally, Matrix Desktop gives you a simple,
visual way to organize files and disks.

For A Lot Below.
Layout delivers all the above for just $149.95
—a lot below what ou’d expect. Especially
when you throw in fiee customer support,
no copy protection, and a 30-day, money-
back uarantee.

Vi e0 Tape Offer. Still not convinced?
Call for a copy of our Matrix Layout VHS
demonstration video at 1-800-533-5644 (just
$9.95 for shipping and handling, credited
against your urchase). In Massachussetts,
call (617) 56 ~OO37.

Any way you look at it, Matrix Layout is
the ultimate PC programmer’s tool. And
that’s the bottom line.

Matrix Software Technology Corporation - One Massachussetts Technology Center - Harborside Drive - Boston, MA 02128 - (617) 567-0037
Matrix Software/UK ' Plymouth. England - m52—796-363 ' Matrix Software/Belgium . Geldenaaksebaan 476 - 3030 Leuven - 016202064

The following are registered and unregistered trademarks of the companies listed: Matrix Layout, Matrix Paint, Matrix Helpmaker: Matrix Desktop,
Matrix Software Technology Corporation: Macintosh, Hypercard, Apple Computer. Inc.
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OUTFITTING THE END USER

Sorry, You’re Not My Type
Abstract data types encourage open-minded analysts
oft/aeproblem, before a salatz'oa develops a lie of its own.

PETER C. COFFEE

ow many times have you seen
the intended users of a new sys-
tem react with baffled dismay:

”What good is it if it can’t do [insert
some critical function herel?" Why are
the intended users frequently surprised
by what’s missing from a system upon
its initial delivery?

At best, this reaction will cause lost
time or reduced productivity—either of
which is quite bad enough. Perhaps
more dangerous still, however, are the
occasions when users think they have
discovered a way to provide a desired
function that was missing from the
original design.

Consider the case of Warehouse
14: the fictitious warehouse created by
users of the material-tracking system
for a major metropolitan transit author—
ity. The users of that system found that
it offered no direct method to record
loss, theft, or other unplanned transfers
of parts or supplies; they responded by
inventing an additional warehouse, ex—
isting only in the world of their com-
puter’s tracking system, to which such
items could be sent.

This got the discrepancy off the
books of the person with the immedi—
ate problem, and everything was fine
until Warehouse 14 started to build up
a significant (though completely ficti-
tious) inventory. Users who didn’t
know the scoop started to complain
that Warehouse 14 never responded to
their requests. “Warehouse which?"
asked the startled administrator. Conse-
quences followed.

The moral of the story? Never for-
get that users are human beings, mem—
bers of the species that calls the shots
in a world full of beasts that are faster,
tougher, and meaner. The human race
got to this position by being smarter
and more adaptable than all the others.

In the world of systems develop—
ment and integration, the impact of this
ecological fact is that users will find
ways to get around your petty little
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roadblocks, even the ones you create
by accident. You probably won’t like
the side effects.

A critical goal in systems design,
therefore, is to keep the need for such
misguided user ingenuity to an abso—
lute minimum. Abstract data types are
powerful tools toward this end.

DATA: BITS ANONYMOUS
In many systems, data sit around like
unlabeled bottles in a medicine chest.
Pass a floating-point value to a print
subroutine that expects an integer—the
result makes an allergic reaction to
penicillin look like a simple case of
hiccups by comparison.

The reason is that many of today's
tools operate on a model of ”You
asked for it, you got it.” This is not
because the designers of programming
languages like the idea of leaving sharp
edges exposed so programmers can
hurt themselves; rather, it is purely a
matter of self-defense. If there is any
possible reason for doing something,
the programming community howls
with outrage if a tool prevents them
from doing it at will.

This is fine, so long as program-
mers can reasonably be expected to
avoid becoming the Victims of their
own injudicious cleverness. In a market

W e,,,— “:0'2‘»; J‘—«»..._ .__ "f .3:.” 4177mm 7,

dominated by the demand for ever—
greater performance, such restraint
often falls by the wayside. The pressure
to be clever is powerful indeed, and it
can be a terribly seductive trap.

As Kernighan and Plauger note in
The Elements of Programming Style
(McGraw Hill, 1978), ”Everyone knows
that debugging is twice as hard as writ-
ing a program in the first place. So if
you’re as clever as you can be when
you write it, how will you ever debug
it?” It is a long tradition of undisci—
plined cleverness that has given the C
programming language its nickname of
“write-only code.” Abstract data types
provide a mechanism for programmers
to make their intentions clearer to
themselves, as well as to the compiler.

This is not to suggest that pro—
grammers have the attention span of a
two-year old, or that they suffer from
tunnel vision with the breadth of a
laser beam. (Examples of both can be
found, of course, but they are far from
typical.) Programmers can usually be
expected, for example, to recognize the
distinction between integers and floats.

More subtle issues face developers,
however, that no amount of intelli—
gence will resolve. Some decisions re-
quire actual knowledge—a different
thing altogether.
,,, 4
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In many industries, for example, a
high volume of government contracts
makes it convenient for the company to
keep its accounting books on the same
basis as those of the federal govern-
ment—that is, using a fiscal year that
runs from October through the follow-
ing September. Under these conditions,
what is the meaning of the phrase, Year
to Date? When is the Second Quarter?
Are such terms to be interpreted for
the fiscal year unless otherwise speci-
fied, or should the calendar year be
the default?

Some programmers may dismiss
such issues as merely a matter of re-
quiring the user to write a decent spec-
ification. “Quality software is software
that implements the specification ex—
actly,” concluded one participant in an
on-line discussion last autumn. The
irony was intentional, and emphasized
that users have only themselves to
blame if what they asked for is not
what they really wanted.

One need not imagine a confused
user, however, to come up with a sce-
nario in which disaster arises from ig-
norance of the true nature of data.
Consider the simple notion of equality
between two variables. A variable might
be physically implemented as a pointer

to another location in memory. where
the value of interest to the application
(often a complex structure such as a
record) is actually stored.

If a second variable is now made
equal to the first, using a simple-
minded notion of assignment, the re»
sult will be two identical pointers; a
change in the contents of that remote
data structure will now change the
meaningful values of both variables at
once, since both pointers correspond
to a single underlying record. This Sia—
mese—twin behavior is probably not
what the programmer intended, but the
problem may not show up at all in
routine testing.

Avoiding this error requires global
knowledge of the details of implemen-
tation, as well as an understanding of
the data‘s intended meaning. This
places programmers in a condition of
information overload, particularly in
the construction of large systems.
“Building a cathedral out of match-
sticks" is the phrase that has been used
by some to describe this condition.

Abstract data types provide a built-
in discipline that guards against this
problem. The implementor of the
pointer-based data type in this example
would have had the power to define

assignment of such values in terms of
copying the target of the pointer, as
well as copying the pointer itself. The
decision, once made, would have been
invisible to any future user of that data
type who did not need to know the
implementation details.

ABSTRACT, NOT OBSCURE
I note with foreboding that Sprint‘s
on»line thesaurus says that absrrac/
often means obscure; that‘s the last
thing that I want you to be thinking.
Let’s focus on another synonym, ideal,
and explore the bundle of things that
should ideally derive from this concept.

An abstract data type is defined by
a set of possible values and a list of the
operations that are allowed upon those
values, with a description of result that
each operation should return. This
sounds feeble, perhaps, but it's a pow—
erful mechanism for the avoidance of
gross error.

I‘m reminded, for example, of the
late Richard Feynman‘s storyr about the
time he was asked to review a textbook
proposed for use in the California pub-
lic schools. The textbook, a math book,
was trying to establish the idea that
mathematics has applications through
out the sciences. The authors intro—
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duced as an example, from astronomy,
the relationship between color and
temperature in the stars.

A word problem gave a table of
colors versus temperatures, then de-
scribed the colors of the stars that a
boy and his father see in the sky one
night. So far, so good. Then the book
asked the question, “What is the total
temperature of the stars that they see?”
(Feynman describes his apoplectic fury
caused by that question.) The notion of
total temperature is meaningless, of
course; temperature values can he
added, but only as an intermediate step
in calculating some descriptive statistic,
such as their average.

The key point is that the perfor-
mance of that intermediate addition,
and its temporary result, should be
hidden within the abstraction. On a
stand-alone basis, sum is not a mean—
ingful operation for data of type tem-
perature, the user should not be able
to request such an operation, nor even
to see its value if it happens in the
background.

An abstract type definition of tem—
perature would require that the author
address the basic issues like this one
right up front. This sounds like an irri-
tating constraint, and it is one of the

things that some people dislike about
languages (such as Ada) that require
rigorous type definition.

In return, however, this constraint
provides important benefits during the
design phase. When you have to think
about what is legitimate to do with a
value, it serves as a catalyst for imagin-
ing all the things that it might be use-
ful to do.

In the long run, this can only help
the user; reasonable features will likely
be considered during the earliest
phases of the project, and those that
are easily provided will probably make
it into the design.

To return to our Warehouse 14
example, an abstract type definition of
a warehouse-stored item would have
necessarily led at some point to the
question, ”What can you do with a
widget?" You can buy it, you can ship
it, you can install it . . . hmmm; you
can also lose it or steal it. So, allow an
option in the design for missing, fore—
stalling another potential crisis.

WHAT IF YOU CATCH THE CAR?
Abstract data types help the system de—
signer focus on the uses of data, rather
than the mere achievement of gather—
ing the data—which brings to mind

what the cat asked the dog: “What will
you do with that car if you actually
catch it?" This helps us avoid what
Eugene Bedell has called the error of
“amassing mountains of data in the
hope that inspiration will follow."

One reads, for example, of new
multimedia database products that
allow the storage of images and sounds
as well as conventional data, such as
numbers and text. All very well, but
what is the user supposed to do with
the stored data?

How shall we implement searching
on image fields, for example? Is it use-
ful to be able to search for all bit maps
that are at least IO—percent red? Maybe
in some applications, though none
come to mind.

More practically, a real—estate agent
might like to search a database of im—
ages for all homes with bay windows
facing the street. A journalist might like
to find all photographs in which
former President Reagan and General
Secretary Gorbachev appear together. A
law-enforcement official might like to
search a sound record for all occur—
rences of the word “deal."

Such capabilities are far beyond
the state of the art, and are likely to
remain so for at least another decade.
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OUTFITTING THE END USER

In practice, then, how do people use hopeless to require even brief skim- used by space shuttle pilots to make an
their new image— and sound-data types? ming by any kind of qualified observer. emergency landing if their usual navi—
They put them into record structures Even if prescreening were possi- gation aids were inoperative.
that provide for user-specified key ble, such a requirement overlooks a Their maps showed an island in :1
words, which are subject to conven- more subtle problem That problem is useful position, but said nothing about
tional search techniques. the tendency of even the most honest its suitability as a visual point of refer-

There are major problems, how— and accurate data to say different things ence. The last known expedition to the
ever, with schemes that require the in response to different questions. island took place long before people
user to associate ideas—that is, key accepted the idea of flying across
words—with complex data as part of FOR THE BIRDS oceans, let alone in earth orbit.
the process of initial data capture. To— I recall one recent example of a NASA To their great surprise, however, a
day’s information systems generate team that was trying to identify mid— chance recollection by a librarian cli—
such huge flows of raw data that it is ocean landmarks. These were to be rected them to a written account of a

naturalist’s visit to the island to observe
its distinctive birds. This account
turned out to have a large amount of
relevant information, but you had to be
looking before you would notice these
indirect facts.

For example, the account told of
the difficulty of getting onto the island
due to the sheer cliffs around its entire
circumference. Relevant fact: the appar-
ent size of the island would change
very little between high and low tide.

Similarly, the records mentioned
thick deposits of bird droppings on the
rock covering much of the island. Rele-
vant fact: the island would be clearly
Visible, a bright spot of white during
daylight hours and in moonlight.

ESPECiully if "'5 “but" your PrOdUd! Other, more subtle pieces of infor—
mation also emerged. The point, how—
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such balance is the evolving definition
of search facilities in word processors.
We used to be happy if we could ask
the system to find a substring. Then,
we started to ask for distinction be-
tween embedded strings and whole
words, followed in short order by the
full—blown glory of regular expressions
(such as “the letter p, followed by a
one, two, or three, and then a zero”).
So far, we were still working with the
simplest attributes of text: what charac—
ters were present, and how they were
arranged. For years, though, we have
been moving rapidly into the next level
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OUTFITTING THE END USER

of text complexity—the multifont, mul—
tistyle world of page-layout applications
driving Adobe’s PostScript and other
elaborate graphics engines.

Only recently have we seen word
processors with the corresponding abil-
ity to search by font and by attribute;
for example, to change all sanssserif
text to monospace and change all un-
derlined text to italic. The absence of
these formatting features has generated
untold hours of unnecessary work for
users, and it seems to me that this im-
balance would not have appeared if
developers had been thinking of text as
an abstract data type.

An abstract type view of text would
automatically suggest that defining a
new attribute, such as text style, should
make that attribute a possible target for
search and replacement. Abstract data
types inherently encourage the de-
signer to think about what Adele Gold»
berg calls “a semantically complete set
of functions a delete for every crea-
tion; a search for every specification.

BACK AT THE RANCH
To make an idea really take hold
among systems developers, it obviously
has to offer major benefits to them as
well as to their systems‘ users. The at-

tractive thing about abstract data types
is that they greatly reduce the difficul—
ties of program maintenance, and offer
significant advantages in the potential
for code reuse.

One sees this most clearly in the
Ada languages concept of packages. A
package can define data types, can de
fine functions and procedures that op-
erate on those types, and can define
variables and constants that relate to
those functions and procedures.

The syntax of Ada allows another
prog'am to incorporate such a package
in whole or in part; for example, a
program can say WITH my_pkg; to
make a package's facilities visible, but
must still make explicit reference to
the package name in a function call
such as my__pkg.my_func(argument).

If the program instead says WITH
my__pkg; USE my_pkg;, then the pack-
age need not be named again. The
trade—off between convenience and
clarity is left to the programmer. Many
other things can be done by nesting
packages, for example, that are well
beyond the scope of this discussion.

Five years ago, my fledgling com-
pany, SolveWare, made its start with an
extension to the IBM Macro Assembler
that added support for the 8087 math

coprocessor. We at SolveWare did it, in
our opinion, right—that is, with strong
data typing. This allows you to use the
same instruction name to perform a
given operation on any data type,
rather than having six different mne-
monics for each operation. It made the
system slower, of course, but we fig—
ured that it was better to spend ma-
chine time than programmer time.

Perhaps we were just ahead of our
time. Reviewers praised the ease of use
exhibited, but panned the resulting
lack of speed. As systems become
faster, however, people seem more
willing to let the machine handle more
of the details. The idea of letting the
compiler match the argument to the
prototype of the function is gaining
ground—for example, even in the per-
ft)rmance—oriented C community.

For user and programmer alike,
abstract data types help you tell every-
one and everything exactly what you
have in mind. Consider them as tools
in your next system design. @
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PROFESSIONAL
V «.WPOINT
PC Tee/9 journal readers are a tenacious group in avoiding
bugs and super sleuz‘lys when trac/n'ng llaem.

JORDENE ZEIMETZ

o prevent errors from invading
software applications, to hone in
on insidious bugs, and to annihi—

late them, respondents to a recent
reader opinion poll share several
tried-and—true strategies.

Respondents offer no magic solu—
tions for avoiding and detecting soft—
ware bugs, but they strongly recom—
mend a number of proven techniques.

At the top of the list are careful
program design, structured testing of
each module, and special diagnostic
routines and messages.

ELUDING THE BUGS
Advocating a best-defense-is—a—good-
offense approach is Tom Dettloff, a
principal with Accounting Systems De-
velopment in Silver Spring, Maryland.
He says, “careful planning, prototyping,

Dan Cox, president of the Virginia
Computer Institute in Newport News,
programs in a modular methodology,
whether it is in BASIC, FORTRAN,
COBOL, dBASE III PLUS, or Lotus macros.
“This isolates any problems in a small
area,” he says.

Code walk—through by another
programmer is the procedure behind
the bug«avoidance efforts of Mike
Smith, senior staff member of Ad-
vanced Technology Inc., in Reston,
Virginia. He believes that “nothing
beats a second pair of eyes.”

William Jaffee, senior project
leader for CompData Services in Wash-
ington, D.C., uses “test scripts built to
test each pathway in the system, and
puts them into macro-based program
languages (Alpha Software Corpora-
tion’s Keyworks Advanced). Then, with
each change, we test the impact of the
change on the full system.”

Where boundary conditions are
a factor, Miles Levy, research section
head for UNISYS in Great Neck, New
York, “tests for the seven conditions
A—1,A,A+1,X,B—1,B,B+l

128

and extensive testing avoid most bugs."

where A is less than or equal to N,
which is less than or equal to B, and
X is some middle value.”

Because many software bugs are
related to how programs are used,
Roland Pearson, owner of CompuCraft
in Herndon, Virginia, asks one expert
and one novice end user to try the
program. “Odds are one or both of
them will find a way to break it that
you never anticipated," he says.

THE STING OPERATION
When a bug is discovered, finding its
cause can be the biggest dilemma.

Elliott Bay Computing Inc’s (Seat-
tle,Washington) president, Tim Winston,
says the pervasive cause of C program
bugs is invalid and misused pointers.
“A special set of storage-allocation rou-
tines allows us to maintain the integrity
of allocated storage. Coding standards
for ‘safe’ pointer usage reduce the
number of bugs in new code," he says.

Brian O‘Connell, an engineering
electronics technician at the US. Ma—
rine Corps’ Camp Pendleton in Califor-
nia, has written a [Borland Interna—
tional] Turbo Pascal UNIT that monitors

What special debugging and
testing have you found work
best for you?

DIAGNOSTIC
OUTPUT

CAREFUL DESIGN
STRUCTURED

TESTING

pointers, registers, and other variables
and updates a CRASHDTA file. “The
user downloads the file to me—which
tells the status of the program and
machine,” he says.

After trying almost everything,
Allan Abrahamse, a mathematician with
the Santa Monica, California-based
RAND Corporation, now uses two mon—
itors. “I write debugging information to
one and watch the program on the
other. Blaise Computing’s C Tools Plus
makes this easy,” he says.

For communications programs,
Philip Tympanick, senior software engi-
neer for McCormack & Dodge in
Natick, Massachusetts, “adds code to
the communications driver to capture
data at the source to a disk file. A
switch tells the driver to get its data
from the file rather than from the re—
mote device."

Michael Kulp, a software engineer
in Atlanta, Georgia, relies on diagnostic
messages planted in code. “I use a pre—
processed test (‘if’ in C) to determine
if the debugging for a module or func—
tion is enabled."

Similarly, Lee Woodworth in Lafay-
ette, Colorado, firmly believes in writ«
ing “routines for complicated data
structures that output the values in an
easy-to-read form.”

Once you find bugs, “externally
document bug fixes. If something simi-
lar occurs in a different program, a his—
tory of similar fixes exists,” recom»
mends Daniel Clamage, a database pro—
grammer with Stellar Computer in
Newton, Massachusetts.

THE BIG FIX
Success at avoiding, finding, and eradi-
cating bugs in applications depends on
how practiced a sleuth you are. While
hardware and software debuggers play
a decisive part in ousting software
bugs, respondents believe the best
weapon is a developer who is persist-
ent and resourceful. ma
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Vermont Creative ................. 13

Cadware, Inc. .................... 98
Matrix ......................... 120

Hammerly Computer ............. 127

EXPERT SYSTEMS/AI SOFTWARE
First Class

GRAPHICS SOFTWARE
Graphic
GRAPI-I-TEK

First Class Expert ................ 106

Scientific Endeavors .............. 122
Teknigraphics .................... 14

DATA MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
MAGIC PC
Clipper
Professional Oracle

OPERATING SYSTEMS
08/286, 05/386
VM/386
AMXGSOOO
QNX
Unix Systems V
I’C—MOS
UNIX International
UNIX System V

MAIL ORDER
Productivity Tools
Mail Order
Mail Order
Mail Order

SECURITY DEVICES
The Key/Memory Key
Software Sentinel
The Block

Aker Corporation ................ 1 16
Nantucket Corporation ............. 8
Oracle Corp....................... 9

AI Architects .................... 1 13
IGC ............................. 91
KADAK Products Ltd.............. 1 14
Quantum Software ................ 21
Santa Cruz Operations ............. 16
Software Link Inc................. 105
Unix International ............... 125
Unix Software Operation .......... 101

FMS ........................... 134
MicroWay ...................... 135
Programmer's Paradise ........... 133
Programmer's Shop .............. 1 10

Pro-Tech Marketing .............. 1 19
Rainbow Technoloies ............ 103
Software Security ................. 28
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’ 7 Instant access to the latest products 7 r
and services isj'ust'a.phone call away



THE NEW CAINDGG
HAVE ARRIVED! CALL

TODAY FDRm
FREE COW!

WE’LL MATCH NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRIC
LIST OURS

386 SOFTWARE
386/ASM/LINK 495
3B6MAX 75
386MAX PROFESSIONAL 129
F77L—EM/16 (FORTRAN) 695
F77L-EM/32 895
High C 386 895
Microport Sys. W386 (Comp) 899
Microsoft Windows/386 195
NDP 0386 595
NDP FORTRAN-386 595
SCO 386 XENIX Sys. V (Comp) 1495
VM/386 245

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
386 ASM/LINK 495
Advanta eDisassembler
ASMFLO
Incra
MS Macro Assembler
TurboAssembler/Debugger
VisibleComputer:80286
BASIC LANGUAGE
db/LIB 139
Facelt 99
Finally! XGRAF 99
Flash-up 79
GraphPakProfessional

399
66

115
629
805
799
799
130
529
529

1195
209

121
90
90
70

127

NEW RELEASES
Vermont Views 1.0
Vermont Creative Software’s new
eneration of Windows for Data.
ser—interface library for forms,

windows, menus, help, and key-
board handling. Menus in any
style. Forms can be lar er than
display window, have c oice lists,
context-sensitive help, flexible
decimal, date, time, and tog Ie

national language porta ility.

Microsoft QuickC V. 2.0
New features incremental compil-
ation and linking, resulting in grea

now includes a built-in, in-line as-
sembler. Hypertext technology

on-Iine reference system.
List: $99
.RTLink

(Run Time Libraries) to prevent re
petitive storage, on disk, of code
that is common from one .EXE file

significantly smaller .EXEs result-
ing in reduced disk space
requirements.
List: 5195

fields. Mini word processor. nter-
b

List: $395 Ours: CALL

improved compilation speed. Also

has been utilized in QuickC’s new

Ours: $69

Fast, new overlay linker. User RTLs

to the next. Use of .RTLs results in

Ours: $179

tly

MS BASIC/6.0
MS QuickBASIC4.5
SoftCode
Turbo Basic

C COMPILERS
High c
Lattice C
Microsoft C
QuickC
Turbo C 2.0
Turbo C 2.0 Professional
Zortech C + +

C LIBRARIES/UTILITIES
C ASYNCH MANAGER
C TOOLS PLUS/5.0
C Utility Library
CxPERT
Essential Communications

BreakOut Debugger
Greenleaf Business Mathlib
Greenleaf Comm Library
Greenleaf Functions
GreenleafSuperFunctions
PC-Iint
PforCe
President C'/

W/ source code
Pro-C
TimeSlicer

w/ source code
Turbo C TOOLS/2.0

C GRAPHICS
Essential Graphics
GraphiC
655 Graphic Dev. Toolkit
HALO '88
TurboHALO

C SCREENS/\NINDOWS
Facelt
Greenleaf Data Windows
Greenleaf MakeForm
HI-SCREEN XL
JAM
PANEL Plus
SoftCode
Vermont Views

w/ source code
Vitamin C

VCScreen

COBOL LANGUAGE
Micro Focus:

COBOU2 w/ Toolset
COBOL/2 Toolset

MS COBOL Version 3.0
Realia COBOL

w/ RealMENU
RM/COBOL
dBASE LANGUAGE
CLARION
Clear +
Clipper
dBASE IV

F0H .
LL):

LIST OURS

175

1000
149

299
395
595
325
100

99
295
125
149
750
495

395
790
225
149

1800
900
900
995

1145
950

695
200
695
795

199
69
69
75

549
289
299

69
112
187
129

129

139
335
125

229
169
155
189
101
215

159
459
279
899
115

229
322
509
229

80

90
209

129
684
395

CALL
CALL

162
109

1465
733
599
799
929
763

629
165
439

CALL

LIST
100
195
395
395
149
195
599
150

w/ CIipper/FoxBASE module 199
SilverComm Library 150
Tom Rettig’s Help 120
Tom Rettig’s Library 100
XDB-SQL 495
DEBUGGERS
386 DEBUG
Periscope |/512K 795
Periscope III
Quaid Analyzer
SoftProbe ll/TX
DISK/DOS UTILITIES
Advanced Norton Utilities
FASTBACK Plus
MACE Utilities 99
Magellan
Norton Commander 89
PC/Tools Deluxe
eature Deluxe 120
X-Tree Pro 129
ZYINDEX 3.0 95
EDITORS
BRIEF
KEDIT 150
MKS VI 149
Multi-Edit 99
Norton Editor 75
PC/EDT+ 295
Pi Editor 149
Slick Editor 195
SPF/PC 245
VEDIT PLUS 3.0 185
FILE MANAGEMENT
Btrieve

Xtrieve
Report Executive

Btrieve/N
CBTREE
c-tree

d-tree
r-tree
c-tree/r-tree bundle

dBFAST
Flipper
FoxBASE +
Genifer
Integrated Dev. Library
Magic PC
QuickSilver
R&R

195

595
149
595
159
395

295
650
395
395
395
795

CQL
dB_RETRIEVE
dB_F|LE
XQL
FORTRAN LANGUAGE
Grafmatic or Plotmatic 135
Lahey Personal FORTRAN 77 95
MS FORTRAN 450
RM/FORTRAN 595
SPINDRIFT Library 149
TEKMAR Graphics Library 195

OBJECT-ORIENTED
PROGRAMMING
ACTOR
C-talk
CTalk/Windows
Smalltalk/V

Communications 50
EGA/VGA Color Ext. 50
Goodies #1, #2 or #3 50

Smalltalk/V 286
OPERATING SYSTEMS
Concurrent DOS 386 (3 user)
Microport:

System V/AT (complete)
AT Runtime System

PC-MOS 386
1 User
5 Users

In NY: 914-332-4548
Customer Service: 914—332-0869

395

649
249

195
595

OURS
75

175
249
259
125
169
369
125
179
139
105

75
419

145
675

1255

359

185

599

119

299
479
135
169

349

549
209

179
539

International Orders: 914-332-4548
Telex: 510-601-7602
Fax: 914-332-4021
Call or Write for
Latest Free Catalog!

1-800-445-7899
/

SCO:
XENIX System V (comp)
Operating System

Wendin-DOS
PASCAL COMPILERS
Microsoft Pascal
Turbo Pascal 5.0
Turbo Pascal 5.0 Professional
PASCAL LIB/UTILITIES
B-tree Filer
DATABOSS
POWER SCREEN
T—Debug PLUS 4.0

w/ source code
Turbo ASYNCH MANAGER
Turbo Geometry Library
TurboMAGIC
TURBO META-MENU
Turbo-Plus 5.0
Turbo POWER TOOLS PLUS/5.0
Turbo Professional
TRANSLATORS
Bas_C (Commercial)
Bas_Pas (Commercial)
BASTOC
dTRANSLATOR
PROMULAFORTRAN
OTHER PRODUCTS
APL‘PLUS PC
Dan Bricklin’s Demo Program ||
FLOW CHARTING ||
GreenleafViewComm
LINK & LOCATE + +
MKS Toolkit
Norton On-Line Prog. Guide
0 t-Tech Sort
P YACC
Pfinish
Plink86 lus
PVCS( orporate)
Source Print
Tree Diagrammer

LIST

1295
595
139

300
150
250

375

450

77

rogrammer’s Paradise 1-800-445-7899 <
OU RS

999
479
109

189
112
187

529

CALL
359
165

105
359
215
279
322

70

from

MKS AWK
MKS LEX & YACC
MKS Make
MKS RCS
MKS SQPS
MKS Toolkit
MKS Trilogy
MKS VI

This Month’s Specials

MORTICE KERN SYSTEMS
OURSLIST

99
249
149
189
495
199
119
149

82
207
125
157
479
165
99

125

PROGRAMMER’S POLICIES
Phone Orders
Hours 9 AM—7 PM EST. We accept
MasterCard, Visa, American Express.
Include $4.00 per item for shipping
and handlin . All shipments by UPS
ground. Rus service availa
Mail Orders
POs by mail or fax are welcome.

ble.

Please include phone number.
International Service
Phone number required with order.
Call or fax for additional information.
Dealers and Corporate Accounts
Call for information.
Unbeatable Prices
We’ll match nationally advertised
prices. (Subject to same terms and
conditions.)
Return Policy
30-day no-hassle return policy. Some
manufacturer’s products cannot be
returned once disk seals are broken.

A Division of Voyager Telemarketing
55 South Broadway, Tarrytown, NY 10591

CIRCLE NO. 173 ON READER SERVICE CARD



ATTENTION
SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS -

AUSTRALIA AND THE PACIFIC
Improve your productivity with
software tools from the experts
Author’s representatives and distributors

% 5‘SoftCraftlnc.

O333
Lattice

Vermont
Creative
Software ZZZ!
.x\\\‘NOVELL

KW.
CompuView

EOLYTRORES’olutionégstems .«v
‘ ERAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES

“ All major credit cards accepted.

96 Canterbury Road, Middle Park. Vic. Australia 3206
Tel: +61-3-699 9899 Telex: AA31604. Fax: +61-3-699 7501. Mk

Ad
d

10
74

III” ”II
” ”II”

0Please write to: PC TE
JOURNAL, PO. Box 2968,
Boulder, CO 80322.
Include your mailing
label from a recent issue
0c TECH JOURNAL for
faster service. Please
allow up to 60 days for
change of address to
take place.

CIRCLE NO. 135 ON READER SERVICE CARD

586 FROM
I’C’S [UNITED

PORTABLE 586
FROM COMPAQ ’

IV F0. .
SPEAKING SQL
.-\ STANDARD FOR
CONNECTING DA'IZIIIISES

,‘BINFRKIIE IIIGRATIONS:
RTI‘S INGRES
PROFESSIONAL. 0mm

l
llllllllll

134

ATTENTION
RETAILERS...

YOU SHOULD CARRY
PC TECH JOURNAL,
the magazine for

Systems Professionals
' very issue of PC TECH JOURNAL speaks to the Systems
EProfessionals who shop in your stores. From systems design

and integration, to multitasking and telecommunications,
PC TECH JOURNAL is the only magazine that delivers sophis-
ticated coverage advanced users and professionals need.

For more information on how you can carry this ”silent
salesman” for greaterprofits, call 1-800-435-5003 or write:

Ziff-Davis Publishing Company
Retail Sales Department

One Park Avenue—5th Floor, New York, NY 10016

PC TECHJOURNAL



Virtual Memory for DOS!
MicroWay is your best source for the

software and hardware you need to get true 32
bit performance from your 386. These include
32-bit tools, such as NDP Fortran and C, and
the 32-bit applications that were developed
with them (see last paragraph). These products
run in protected mode under Unix, Xenix, or
Phar Lap extended MS—DOS.

Starting with release 1.4VM, NDP Fortran
and C not only access 4 gigabytes of memory,
but run with Phar Lap’s new VMM extension
which provides 386 protected mode virtual
memory. Now you can run a program with a 30
MB array on a 2 MB system simply by having
30 MB of free space on your hard disk.

MicroWay also offers transputer based
parallel processing boards and languages that
run in an XT, AT, or386. Each of the T800 RISC
processors on these boards packs the power

32-Bit Compilers and Tools
NDP Fortran-386‘" and NDP C-388TM Com-
pilers generate globally optimized, mainframe
quality code. Both run in 386 protected mode
under Unix, Xenix or Phar Lap extended MS-
DOS. The memory model employed uses 2
segments, each of which can be up to 4
gigabytes. They generate code for the 80287,
80387, mW3167 or mW1167. Both include
high speed EGA graphics extensions written in
C that perform BASIC-like screen operations.
. NDP Fortran-386TM Full implementation of

FORTRAN-77 with Berkeley 4.2 and
Fortran-66 extensions............... $595

. NDP Fortran-386NM ............. $695

. NDP Fortran-386/UNIX ........... $795

. NDP 0-386TM Full implementation ofAT&T's
PCC with MS and ANSI extensions. . . . $595

. NDP C-386NM .................. $695
0 NDP C-386/UNIX ................. $795

Phar Lap 386NMM extensions are supported
by the VM releases of NDP Fortran and 0.
Virtual memory is used automatically by the
compilers and the code they generate. This
makes it possible to compile and run programs
as large as the free space on your hard disk.
Phar Lap Virtual Memory Manager . . $295
Phar Lap Development Tools ...... $495

NDPWindowsTM—NDPWindowsincludesSO
functions that let you create, store, and recall
menus and windows. It works with NDP 0-386
and drives all the popular graphics adapters
.............. Library: $125, C Source: $250

NDP PlotTM — Calcomp compatible plot pack—
age that is callable from NDP Fortran. it in-
cludes drivers for popular plotters and printers.
Works with CGA, MDA, EGA and VGA . . .$325

NDP/FFTTM — Includes 40 fast running, hand
coded algorithms for single and double dimen-
sioned FFTs which take advantage of the 32—bit
addressing of the 386 or your hard disk. Call-
able from NDP Fortran with mW1167 and
80387 support ...................... $250
387FFT for 16—bit compilers ............ $250

NDP to HALO '88 Graphics Interface — This
module enables you to call graphics routines in
HALO '88 from N DP Fortran orC........$100

Dr. Robert Atwell, leading defense scientist,
calculates that NDP Fortran-386 is saving him

$12,000 per month in rentals of VAX
hardware and software while doubling his

productivity!

Fred Ziegler ofAspenTech in Cambridge,
Mass. reports, "I ported 900,000 lines of

Fortran source in two weeks without a single
problem!" Aspen Tech '5 Chemical Modeling
System is in use on mainframes worldwide

and is probably the largest application to ever
run on an Intel processor.

Dr. Jerry Ginsberg of Georgia Tech reports,
"My problems run a factor of six faster using
NDP Fortran—386 on an mW1167 equipped
386/20 than they do on my Micro VAX II. "

MicroWay®
80386 Support

(508) 746-7341
Parallel Processing

VideoputermI
The highest performance graphics card on the
market. Uses a T800 and TI 34010 in conjunc-
tion with a 130 MHZ BrookTree DAC. The
board comes with one meg of system RAM,
one meg of video RAM and a library ofgraphics
primitives. It runs standalone or in conjunction
with a transputer network and drives 32 and 64
KHz analog monitors ................ $4995

Monoputer2TM
The world's most popular PC transputer
development product now extends the memory
available for developing transputer applica—
tions from 2 to 16 megabytes. The board fea—
tures a DMA bus interface for fast |/O.
Monoputer2 with T414 (0 MB) ...... $995
Monoputer2 with T800 (0 MB) ..... $1495
Quadputerzm
This board for the AT or 386 can be purchased
with 2, 3 or 4 transputers and 1 or 4 megabytes
of memory per transputer. Two or more Quad-
puters can be linked together to build networks
of up to 100 or more transputers providing
mainframe power .............. from $3495

Transputer Compilers and Applications
These Parallel languages are designed for use
with Monoputer2 and Quadputer2.
Logical Systems Parallel C ........ $595
3L Parallel C or 3L Parallel Fortran . . $895
Microfield - Finite element analysis . . $1600
ParaSoft: Parallel Environment . . . . $500

Performance Monitor . . . $500
C Source Level Debugger $500

T800/NAG” (See NDP/NAG) ...... $2750

387BASICTM — Our 16-bit MS compatible
compiler introduces numeric register variables
to produce the fastest running 80x87 code on
the market ......................... $249

ofa 20 MHz 386/1167.0ur best selling board,
the Quadputer2T”, has four T8005 and boasts
40 MIPS/6 megaflops of processorthroughput.

MicroWay manufactures Weitek 1167 and
3167 coprocessor cards that run with the
80386. Both cards include an 80387 socket.
The 1 167 is 2 to 4 times faster than the 80387.
The 3167 runs 30% faster than the 1167 in
double precision. The key to achieving this
speed increase is our NDP Fortran or C and
the new 32-bit applications that offer Weitek
support. Either processor provides a dramatic
increase in throughput for graphics intensive
applications. These include VersaCad and
Hoops 3D graphics, ANVIL 5000 CAD/CAM,
SRAC and Swanson Analysis finite element
packages, Mathematica and a host of other
packages that were recently ported to the 386
using our NDP Fortran and NDP 0. Please call
(508) 746-7341 for more information.

Weitek-Based Coprocessor Boards
mW1167TM and mW31 67‘" coprocessor
boards are built at MicroWay using Weitek
components. Each includes an 80387 socket.
mW1167-16 ..................... $895
mW1167-20 .................... $1095
mW1167 Microchannel-16/20 ..... CALL
3167-20 ........................ $995
3167-25 ....................... $1295
mW3167/80387 Board ............ $150

Intel Coprocessors and RAM
8087 ............................ $84
8087-2 ......................... $120
80287-8 ........................ $195
80287-10 ....................... $220
aoczs7A (CMOS) ................ $280
80387-16 ....................... $350
80387-1 68X ..................... $310
80387-20 ....................... $400
80387—25 ....................... $500
287Turbo-12 (for AT compatibles) . . . .$350
RAMpakW— 1 meg 32—bit memory module
for Compaq system memory board . . .$650
256K 100ns DRAM .............. CALL
256K SIMMS ................... CALL
1 MB SIMMS ................... CALL
(All of our lntel coprocessors include 87Test.)

Multi-User Accelerators
MicroWay's ATSTM and AT16TM intelligent
serial controllers run 8 to 16 terminals under
Unix or Xenix without bogging down your AT,
80386 or PS/2 PC. AT8: $895 AT16:$1295

32-Bit Applications
PSTAT-386 — Popular mainframe statistics
package. Full version was ported ....... $1495
NDP/NAGTM — Features a library of 268 an-
gineering and scientific numerical algorithms.
Callable from NDP Fortran ............ $895
Call for our list of new 32—bit applications.

12 MHZ PC Accelerators

FastCACHE-ZBG 12 MHz ........... $299
SuperCACHE-286 12 MHz ......... $399
FastCACHE-ZBG 9 MHz ............ $199

World Leader in PC Numerics
Corporate Headquarters: PO. Box 79, Kingston, MA 02364 USA (508) 746-7347

32 High St, Kingston-Upon-Thames, U.K., 01—541—5466
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” 9137:1395
BOARDS ......................137
COMMUNICATIONS........137-138
PERIPHERALS .............138-139

. SOFTWARE 5213941214
COMMUNICATIONS ...........139

GRAPHICS ....................140

LANGUAGES .................. 140

NETWORKING ................140
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See Also p. [45
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SECURITY DEVICES ...........143
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UTILITIES .....................144

MISCELLANEOUS. 144-145
BAR CODING ............. 144-145
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SUPPLIES .....................145
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ADVERTISING RATESAND INFORMATION ~
PC Tech Journal Marketplace is a comprehensive
buyer’s guide for systems developers and integrators.
Special economical section for product and service
listings.
Listings are grouped by category and sold by column
inches. Second color option available.
Standard Directory Listings are also available for a
minimum of 3 issues at $240.00 per issue ($720 total).
For additional information call 212—503—51 15 or
800—825—4237.

Michael J. King, Account Representative
(212) 503-5116
WA, HI, AZ, MT, NV, ID, ALL CA, NM, UT, CO,
OR, WY, Canada

Steve. Russell, Account Representative
(212) 503-5141
AK, AL, AR, DC, DE, EC, FL, GA, IA, IL, IN, KS,
KY, LA, MA, MD, Ml, MN, MO, MS, NB, NC, ND,
NJ, OH, OK, PA, SC, SD, TN, TX, VA, WI, WV,
CT, ME, NH, NY, RI, VT, British Columbia
(All Overseas Calls)

'CcLASSIFEIED {ADVERTISING.sTAFF-g" . ,
One Park Avenue, New York, NY 10016

(212) 503-5115
Group Advertising Director

Kathryn J. Cumberlander
Group Sales Manager-
Daniel L. Rosensweig

Sales Manager
Phyllis A. Kenny

Advertising Support Manager
Monica Dixon

Advertising Coordinator
Elizabeth Lopez

Production Director
Anne R. Brockinton

Production Coordinator
Ann M. Sheridan
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TECPEHE MARKETPLACE
THE COMPREHENSIVE BUYER‘S GUIDE FOR SYSTEMS DEVELOPERS AND INTEGRATORS

HARDWARE/BOARDS .
PEACOCK“w EVGA—16 BIT TRANSFORMER‘” FOR PC & XT

Allstar's new PeacockTM .. . Put the “Real Thing” in your
VGA PLUS gives you older IBM PC or XT! “‘9‘
SIXTEEN BIT all mode The Transformer” 286-12
performance. Offers IBM MHZ is a direct form, fit, and
register-to—register ~ function, replacement board.
compatibility with BOTH Made in USA Offered in two versions: 5 slots
TIL and Analog connectors. PS-2 Feature Connector with for PCs, 8 slots for XT‘s, plug ,
512 K High Speed RAM and Five crystal controlled compatible with all original PC/ Made in USA
frequencies. Device drivers are provided for GEM, Autocad V- XT cards, operating devices, Converts your old IBM Pc or
9, Lotus 1 2 3, Ventura, Windows 386 and others. power supply, controllers, XT Into a true 12 MHZ 15 BIT
PEACOCKTM VGA Plus Does It An — drivesr ”10'”d keyboards Ar BUS system.
- VGA +; VGA; EGA; CGA; MDA; MCGA; & Hercules ' Memory partitions: 512K - Suggested Reta" $695
- 16 BIT Performance (Also XT Compatible) 640K - 1 MB on board
. 300 X 200/255; 540 X 430/255; 800 x 500/15; DOS, 08/2, UNIX, Novell, and Token Ring Compatible

800 x 600/256; 1024 x 768/16 Colors Norton SI: 1 WAIT—13.3; 0 WAIT-15.7
Both Analog and TIL Monitors Supported AWARD BIOS with ROM setup
512k High Speed RAM VSLI chip set 10 or 12 MHZ Ver. ?
80 COL x 66 ROWS Plus 132 COL x 44 news 5/12 MHZ, HW/SW selectable
Interlaced and non-Interlaced Supported 30 Day MONEY-330k Guarantee,

List: $645 1 yr. Warranty
AIISIflI’ MIcrosystems Corp. ‘ WARS: VAD 8‘ DEM discounts) CIRCLE 255 ON READER
13885 Alton Parkway, Irvine, CA 92718 - (714) 951-1884 - FAX (714) 951-2897 - (800) 525-2860 SERVICE CARD

AIIS meE mm...
312 - 359 - 2626

99
Lanlink "‘ 5.0 starter kit $349
Lanlrnk "‘ 5.0 satellite $79
Lanlrnk'“ 5X Server 195
Lanlrrtk'“ 5X satellite $85
AT Grzmlo'“ $259
PC-Emulrnk" 135
PC-MOS’“ single user 135
PC-MOS’“ fNe user 25
PC-MOS" 25 user $650

4 port 16 rt 35
888port16bitl0 25
4l 4 port Intell l/ w/256k 78
8| 8 ort Intell |/O w/256k 836
Call or PS-2 l/O boards
CIRCLE 271 ON READER SERVICE CARD

C MPAI‘II H
Companion allows you to

add an extra keyboard and
monitor up to 250' from your
PC system unrt

Now available for
* VGA and PS/2. *

DEALER PROGRAM AVAILABLE
PRICES START AT $219 00

CYBEX CORPORATION
2000 H. eon Wart-cc Ave

Huntsvie, AL 35005
(205) 534-0011

CIRCLE 272 ON READER SERVICE CARD

FAXBOARD $455
0 9600 ops "as
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LDP-CACHE SCSI
DISK CONTROLLER

- Up to 1 Mbyte of Cache
Memory for Drive Data

- Controls up to 7 SCSI
Devices

- Caches both read and
write operations

- Improves Disk System
performance 300% to

so“ LDP-VGA BOARD "37,, DISTRIBUTORS 8:
DEALERS WANTED
o For high performance

SCSI host adapter

0 16 Bit Data Path
- Fully VGA” compatible

down to register level
0 High Resolution 1024 X 768

display
. Either 256K or 1 Mbyte of

display memory
1000%

$47500 256K $649.00 256K Version
LOMAS DATA PRODUCTS, INC.
182 Cedar Hill 81.. Marlboro. MA 01752

508-460-0333
CIRCLE 266 ON READER SERVICE CARD

“BB 488 Don’t Write It Off!

O For Superfast ESDI to
AT Bus 16 Bit controller
with 1 5MB/s transfer rate

Contact ITD Corp.
Phone: 408-731-3900
FAX: 408-131-3910
CIRCLE 269 ON READER SERVICE CARD

METRO I I'll' l
CORPI : I“ I ‘

EVENEX 386/25, 4 MB, 4.4 MHD w/VGA. , .37695

Solutions
- Hardware and software for PC, AT. 386. PS/Z.

Macintosh, HP, SUN 8: DEC
- IEEE device drivers for DOS and UNIX;
- IEEE control for Lotus I—2—3 & Symphony
- PC menu-driven analysis software
- IEEE extenders. expanders & buffers
' IEEE converters to RS-232, RS—422, SCSI.

modem. Centronics. analog I/O & digital [/0

Call or send for your
FREE Technical Guide

Demo disks and application notes available

teCh

56 will remanufacture your
PC, XT or AT for a new life as
a high-speed 80386 system.

- 100% new internals
- Only the gestpomponents
- Long life, high reliability
- Wide range of options
- Full warranty

You don‘t need a new box- it's
what’s inside that counts. Call
or write for our full catalog.

5G Corporation
4131 Spicewood Springs Rd., A-4

Austin, Texas 78759
800-333-4131 - 512-345-9843

UBNI SOS/20,1 MB, 44 MHD w/EGA MON $3295
COMPAQ Lap-Top w/20 MBHD ..........$4495
ALR 286/125 1 MB, 44 MHD w/mono. . , .52495
lBM/COMPAO/AST/ALR .........Call for pricing
KUNTA ISIONE, 12x12 w/single pen . $475
CALCOMP 23120, 12x12 wl4 button
SUMMASKETCN, 12x18 ........ 25
OTHER DIGITIZERS MODELS.....Call lor pricing
IOLP370I), A-E SIZE, 1 PEN ............$3450
CALCOMP. 104361. B PEN ............. $6735
HP 7595A, A-E, a PEN ................$8750
DXY 990, Ht, 8 PEN ....... . .51499
PHOTON 800 . , , .5705 PHO + $995
NUMBER NINE PEPPER PRO - 1280 ......$2395
PAGEMAKBt 3.0 . .6555 LOTUS 123 .....$335

Call [or what is not listed
1345 8. Anaheim Blvd, Anaheim, CA 92805

TEL: 714-778-6495 FAX: 714-778—5877

MODEM
INCLUDED

NO
SEPERATE

LINE NEEDED
O PAPERLES

SECURITY

SEND VOICE.DATA & COLOR GRAPHIC

FOR N ORKING $700, .
a. P /2 MODEL 80 VERSION.

THESE ARE FEW OF OUR PRODUCTS
ASK FOR LATEST CATALOGUE

MAXTRON (81 8) 350-5707
1825A Durtee Ave.. S. El Monte. CA 91733

BEYONDFAX $1177
SMART 8,16 PORT R32 2 CARD

CIRCLE 273 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Tech Marketplace
The Comprehensive Buyer’s Guide For Systems

Developers and Integrators
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—

(216) 439-4091
Telex 6502820864 - Fax (2I6) 4394093

IOtech. Inc. - 25971 Cannon Road
Cleveland. Ohio “[46
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Turn your IBM PC into
a 3270 Coax Protocol

Analyzer and Controller.

- Passive Monitor

. Transmits Recorded
Or Created Files

- Certification Library

' 3299 MPX, DFT, SNA,
Response Time Analyzer

TECHNOLOGIES
38 Pond Street, Franklin, Massachusetts 02038

Azure
CoaxScope

Priced From

$2,995.00
14 Day FREE Trial

Evaluation
(508) 520-3800

CIRCLE 274 ON READER SERVlCE CARD

FREE
LOCAL AREA NETWORK

information and literature.
W RNING: on‘tbu Novel] or
ot ern_etwor untilcala-minute
recgrdin that ex lainso he s
an ho to ave Ii eral
thousan so olars. At enclo
tarpe, leavead ress on machine

_ d receive comprehensrve
iterature paqka e

r commen ation anti advrce
a out insta Ing networ s.

(415) 837-2385
CIRCLE 275 ON READER SERVICE CARD

with our

Tech
Marketplace

The Comprehensive
Buyer’s Guide For

Systems Developers
and Integrators

INTEHFHCE CHRDS
for PC/HT and PS/2

commuuicmou
Dare ncoursmon

a CONTROL
FOR A FREE CATALOG CALL

1-800-553-1170
GUA TECH
INCORPORATED

478 E. Exchange Sl.. Akron, OH 44304
TEL: (216) 434-3154 FAX: (216) 434-1409

TLX: 5101012726

138

ARCNEI PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS
ARCtGAT—SZQQ ARCtSPS/Z—SZQQ
16bit, zero wait state interface cards for
286 and 386 machines. 16K memory utilization.

TOKEN REDIRECTOR 0PTION~$299
Up to 16 nodes receive invitation to transmit
twice as olten as other nodes on the network.

Also. 10Mbit Twisted Pair Ethernet Products.

Cardamore Engineering
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada (519) 88674466

VOIC MASTER KEY®
VOICE REC 0 GNITION SYSTEM
FOR PC/COMP TlBLES & TANDY 1000 SL/TL

A FULL FEAT RED VOICE I/O SYSTEM
GIVE A NEW DIMENSION TO PERSONAL COMPUTING. .The amazing Voice
Master Key System adds voice recognition to just about any program or applica-
tion. Voice command up to 256 keyboard macros from within CAD, desktop
publishing, word processing. spread sheet, or game programs. Fully TSR and
occupies less than 64K. Instant response time and high recognition accuracy.
Voice recognition tool-box utilities are included. A genuine productivity
enhancer!

SPEECH RECORDING SOFTWARE. . .Digitally record your own speech, sound,
or music to put into your own software programs. Software provides sampling
rate variations, graphics-based editing, and data compression utilities. Create
software sound files or send voice memos through LANs. A complete, superior
speech and sound development tool.

SOFTWARE CONVERSION CODES. . .The Voice Master Key System operates a
growing list of third party talking software titles using synthesized phonetics
(text-to-speech) or digitized PCM. AOPCM, and CVSDM encoded sound files.
Voice Master Key system does it all!

EVERYTHING INCLUDED. . .Voice
Master Key System consists of a ~
plug—in card, durable lightweigh
microphone headset, software, and
manual. Card fits any available slot
External ports consist of mic input
and volume controlled output sock
ets. High quality throughout, eas
and fun to use.

ONLY $1|49.95 COMPLETE
ONLY $89.95 FOR TANDY 1000 SL/TL MODELS

SOFTWARE PACKAGE ONLY.
Requires Tandy brand electret microphone.

ORDER HOTLINE: (503) 342-1271
Monday-Friday, 8AM to 5PM Pacific Time

VISA/MasterCard, company checks, money orders, CODs (with prior approval)
accepted. Personal checks subject to 3 week shipping delay. Specify computer
type and disk format (31/2” or 5%") when ordering. add $5 shipping charge for
delivery in USA and Canada. Foreign inquiries contact Covox for C & F quotes.
30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE IF NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED.
ONE YEAR WARRANTY 0N HARDWARE.

CALL on WRITE FOR FREE PRODUCT CATALOG.
See us at QEWIOEM/Sprmg McCormick East # 8469

675 Clnger Street, Eugene, OR 97402
Telex 05017 (AV ALARM UD)
TEL: '03-342-1271 0 FAX: 503-342-1283

CIRC E 276 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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_ COMMUNICATIONS

Lo
AD
Bu

\5\
Ribbon “4°
cable. «4‘
daughter

FREE SOFTWARE
WITH SOURCE CODE
Call BBS (415) 755-1524
use modem 24 hours

cal 0 " 9
plications 9’»?
5. <90 .

board For FREE TECHNICAL CONSULTATION, FREE literature.
system. and orders call (415) 755-1978

Daughter boards for:
a STEPPER 4 axes

with software $150.
- DC SERVO CNC. con-

touring. expandable.
O FAST A/D 650KH2.

Scope/FFT $220.
0 12 Bit ND 0 Relays.

O PIS-232 control option.

"nit ’i(omputerfl‘ ntinuum
75 Soulhgate AvE..
Daly Clty. CA 94015 (415) 155-1973
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9-TRACK MAG.
TAPE SUBSYSTEM

FOR THE
IBM PC/XT/AT

AND...

For information interchange,
backup and archival storage.
AK Systems offers a 9-track.
IBM format—compatible V2”
magnetic tape subsystem for
the IBM PC, featuring:

I IBM format 1600/3200and 800 cpi.
I Software for PC-DOS, MS-DOS.

XENIX.
I Also for AT&T, DEC, VAX, VME,

5-100, RS-232, IEEE 488.

AKSystems
20741 Marilla St.
Chatsworth. CA 91311
(818) 709—8100
TWX: 910-493—2071
Write. phone or TWX for information.

CIRCLE 278 ON READER SERVICE CARD

9-Track Tape
Subsystem

MINISTREAMER"
Now you can exchange data files
between your IBM PC/XT/AT
and any mainframe or mini-
corn uter usin IBM compatible
160 or 6250 B I 9-Track tape.
Unit can also be used for disk
backup. Transfer rate is up to 4
megabytes per minute on PCs
an com atibles. Subsystems
include ” or 101/2” streaming
ta e drive, tape coupler card,
ca Ice and software.

l;ZUI-7[.STI7R:lE
9621 lrondale Avenue
Chatsworth, CA 91311

Telephone: (818)882-5822
CIRCLE 279 ON READER SERVICE CARD

“NOBODY”
We asked our customers

to tell us who had
LOWER PRICES

than we do.
They told us!

We lead the industry both in
price and quality in 1/2” 9-track
tape drive subsystems to transfer
information between mainframes
and PC/XT/AT. P82.

- EBCDIC-ASCII Conversion
0 Tape backup/volume data stg.
- Spi is up to 7 Meg/min.
- Select 8. reject specific fields
. 800/1600/6250 BPI
o Drives from Anritsu. Cipher.

Qualstar and M4 Data

Dealer & Volume Discounts

E FLAGSTAFF_,em
1120 Kaibab Lane - Flagstaff, AZ 86001

(602) 779-3341 ' Telex 705609
FAX (602) 779-5998

CIRCLE 280 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SOFTLINK COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE
FOR

EMULEX COMMUNICATION HARDWARE

COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE FOR EMULEX
DCP FAMILY OF INTELLIGENT COM
PROCESSORS. HIGH PERFORMANCE
SOFTWARE TO HANDLE ASYNC AND
SYNCHRONOUS LINES. SUPPORT TO 24
ASYNC COM LINES UNDER DOS. USE
SOFTLINK SOFTWARE AND YOUR APPLICA-
TION TO INTERFACE WITH OTHER
COMPUTERS AND DEVICES.

— Bar Code Readers
— Lottery System Communications
— Security System Links
— POS Terminals
— Synchronous Links
—-— Medical Office Low Cost Terminals

S O F T L | N K
16478 Beach Blvd. Ste 301

Westminster. CA 92683
Phone (714) 839-3963

Telex 9102504895
CIRCLE 282 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SPEECH SYNTHESIS
SynPhonix: TRUE Unlimited Speech Synthesizer
for IBM-PC/XT/AT/ir & compatibles. This low
power short card includes an SSi263 speech chip.
amplifier and speaker. Software includes Text—to-
Speech. Phonetic Editor. Talking Clock & demos.
Can be programmed with BASIC and other Ian-
guages, Prices start below $200.

gynPhonix”
Electronic Speech Articulate:

Anic Technologies
55 Park St. Suite 2
Troy. MI 48083
(313) 588-7370

Communications
Analyzer

RS-232
Device

RS-232
Device

- Monitors and stores to disk R5232
async data in real time

- Dual line DCE over DTE format
- Perform action on any data pattern
- Interactive mode
- Fully configurable, includes cables
- For IBM/PC/XT/AT or compatibles

Palladian
Technologies
Incorporated

1 —800-537-5046 (301 )576-0575

$395.00
demo$10

CIRCLE 281 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Interactive Graphics 8 Statistics

Create graphs the way you want
them. 35 graph types can be used
to create numerous renditions.
Make posters and flow charts—
with full screen editing of text.

- Vary character font. size.
position. color

- Stack and overlay graphs
3-Dimensional graphs: fishnet
8 contour
Linear 8 Nonlinear Regression

- Stochastic Distribution
- Independence Testing
- Descriptive Statistics

Contact: Scientific Programming
Enterprises. PO. Box 669. Haslett.
MI 48840 (517) 339-9859

CIRCLE 283 ON READER SERVICE CARD

FORTRAN Graphics Libraries
Now! 3 scientific graphics packages to support
MS FORTRAN/Pascal, R-M or Lahey FOR»
TRAN. GRAFMATIC (screen). PLOTMATIC
(HPGL. H»l plotter) a PRINTMATIC (Laser &
dot~matrix printer). All fully documented. Com-
plete graphics primitives. 2»D plots. 3—D plots
and solid models. $135 each. 2 for $240. all 3
only $340. Call or write for info.
Microcompatibles. Inc.
301 Prelude Drive Dept. J
Silver Spring. MD 20901
(301) 593-0683

Tech Marketplace
Second Color Option Available

Tech Marketplace
Standard Directory List Available

if
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GRAPHICS
35mm SLIDE FROM YOUR PC
COMPUTER SLIDE EXPRESS converts graphic
files produced on the IBM PC into brilliant 35mm
color slides with color resolution 400% better
than your monitor. Leave your printouts behind.
Use high resolution color slides up to 4000 line.
COMPUTER SLIDE EXPRESS $9/slide.
VISUAL HORIZONS
180 Metro Park
Rochester, NY 14623
(716) 424-5300

LANGUAGES ’ J
THE SPINDRIFT LIBRARY

At lastl! Now there’s a way for the FORTRAN prov
grammer to do the things they have always wanted
to do: Biecute other programs via CALL EXEC; direct
control of the cursor with edit keys; WWDOWS on the
screen for POP UP HELPS; ( t ) and G) wildcard file
searches; save/restore screen images; COLOR screens.

These are just a few of the features of the SPIN-
DRlT-T Library. Over 150 subroutines and functions
in all, the SPINDRIFI' Library includes DOS Interface
(COPY, ERASE, MKDIR, FINDFILE, SYSTEM, etc),
Variable Length Strings, Security Routines, Date/Time
Routines, 10 SORT Routines, and much more!

Price: $149 shipping/handlinglire
Write lot a DEMO DISK: $5.00 credited toward purchase,

Specify your FORTRAN Complies

Spindrift Laboratories, Ltd.
116 South Harvard Avenue

Arlington Heights, llllnols 60005
(312) 255-6909

CIRCLE 284 ON READER SERVICE CARD

NETWORK CONTROL LIBRARIES
NETWORK INTERFACE allows lite sharing
and redirection through DOS tunclions. $99.
NETBIOS ROUTINES allows access to low-level
network functions. Name, session & datagram
routines. Wait and no-wait options. $199.
NETWORK MASTER provides access to
Netware internal functions, $299. Complete
network control from your compiled programs!
..........Starlight Software . . . . . . . . . .
...........P.0.Box1090...........
.........Wheeling. IL 60090 . . . . . . . . .
........... (312) 394-0622. . . . . . . . . ..

Tech
Marketplace

The
Comprehensive

Buyer’s Guide For
Systems

Developers and
Integrators

' NETWORKING.

BoxNetT” E
LOCAL AREA NETWORK

XT,AT, P52$99-95 NETBIOS
PER NODE COMPATIBLE

o Joins up to 12 0 Easy to use
computers 0 Used RJ-il cable

0 Runs in the and serial port
background Together
BoxNetTM made it possible

Box #1
PO Box #1, Bath, NY, 14810-0001

800-541 -2691
607-569-2376

I40
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A KEYCARD
‘3." ELIMINATOR

KEYCARD ELIIIIIATOR
LEI, 86, 2.0L 2.1, & ZJI
m: it sron $99

The $25
Network

Try the ‘Ist truly low cost LAN
- Connect 2 0r 3 PCs. XTs, ATs
- Uses serial ports and 5 wire cable
. Runs at 115 K baud
. Runs in background. totally transparent
- Share any device. any file. any time
- Needs only 14K of ram

Skeptical? We make believers!
_ Information Modes

PO. Drawer F
Images Denton. TX 76202

817-387-3339
CIRCLE 287 ON READER SERVICE CARD

D C R ELIMINATOR
2.0a. 2.1, A 2.11
TRUE srri $99
NETCRALK
LOSE PASSWORD?
ALI. vzxstoris ,99

ELS UTILITIES
KYBD & Pris: FIX
WP 5.0 Hz ,59

GETDISK
on 3105 nerves
256 at 356 ,5.

BIOS TOOLS
PATCH DRIVE TAELES
INCL GETDISK .

(713) 781-9268
[“5

“INDEX IUSIIESS "STEIS1300 WOODHOIIOW DRIVE, SUITE 5601HOUSTON, TEXAS 77057
Ni N 0 V E L L AUTHORIZED RESELLER
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'PROGRAMME, RS 1

ROM Microsoft-C
$495

One integrated package for ROM
development with Microsoft-C®.
The package has full Source
level remote debugger (locals,
register variables), 8086 locator
that produces Intel hex, Absolute
OMF (with locals and Basic types),
Startup code, and a FIOMabIe
library (printf).

Free ROM-Essentials Guide...
CALL FOR MOFIE INFO

Datalight
17505 - 68th Ave. NE, #304

Bothell, WA 98011 USA
(206) 486-8086

1 (800) 221-6630

SOURCE CODE
N0 ROYALTIES

BOSS INTEGRATED ACCOUNTING
VERSION 2.0

Slash development costs with BOSS AC~
COUNTING. Fully integrated modules in-
cluding GIL, AIR, A/P, PAYROLL and INVEN-
TORY. Complete PASSWORD SECURITY.
MULTI USER / NETWORK compatible. BOSS
is available for OuickBASIC 4.x or IBM
BASCOM 2.0. Features clean well annotated
code. Easily modified. No licensing tees. All
resale profits are yours!!!

ONLY $995.00
Ask about our

0 ISAM interface to OuickBASlC 4.x
0 Vertical market applications

LAKESHORE
COMPUTING INC.1105 North Front Street, idles. MI 491201-800-345-4214 in MI 616-684-5120

_IT CALL TODAY @
CIRCLE 289 ON READER SERVICE CARD

BTAGS brings UNIXTM
POWER to MSDOSTM!

UNIXTM programmers rely on CTAGS to
edit complex sets of source files. New
BTAGS adds this powerful capability to
MSDOS editors like PCNI, Z and BRIEF!

BTAGS gives MSDOS users the power to edit large
projects efficiently. Don't recognize a function call? A
single keystroke shows you the body of the function,
even if it is within a different file in a distant directory!
No need to hunt through a dozen C source files for
that utility you'd like to reuse: with BTAGS you view
it instantly, by function name!

Order with VISA or MASTERCARD or
send $49.95 plus $3 shipping to:

SD Enterprises Ph. (503) 663-2865
P. O. Box 1233. Gresham OR 97030

Specify 5 1/4“ or 31/2” media with your order.

CIRCLE 290 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Commenting Diéassembler!
. SEE "0w PROGRAMS WORK Attn: Systems Developers . . .
I EASILY MODIFY PROGRAMS

SOURCER "‘ creates detailed commented source code and listings from memory
and executable files. Built in data analyzer and simulator resolves data across
multiple segments and provides detailed comments on interrupts and sublunc-
lions, l/O ports and much more. Determines necessary assembler directives for
reassembly. Includes a definition file facility to include your own remarks and
descriptive labels, force data types, and more. Complete support for 8088/87
through 80286/287 and V20/V30 instruction sets. We welcome comparisons with
any other product, because no product comes close to the ease of use and output
clarity of SOU RCER.

0" my list ofprograms that/simply Won't do, without! _ . . . dynamically link exact terminal emulation to
— obert Hummel, SeniorTechnIcal Editor. PC Magazme your existing software. Every keystroke, every VidflO

BIOS SOURCE l CHANGE Ann [Inn FEATURES presentation, every printer function is reproduced
I CLAHIFY INTERFACES exactly. Written in assembler, it conserves memory and

for PS/2, AT, xr, PC, and Clones delivers unparalleled performance.
The BIOS Pre»Processor"‘ with SOURCER provides the first means to obtain Add Terminal Emulation t0”

accurate legal source listings for any BIOS! Identities entry points with full expla- ' . -
nations. Resolves PS/2‘s multiple jumps for improved clarity. Provides highly . Communications SOftware
descriptive labels such as “video.mode" and more. Fully automatic TCP/IP & X25 Gateways, BIC.

SOURCER Advanced commenting disassembler $ 99.95 LAN Env‘mnmems . .
SOURCER with BIOS Pre—Processor 139.95 INT 14 Commumcatlons Red‘recwrs
UNPACKER'“ Unpack packed EXE files and more 39.95 Cusmm Apphcatlons
ASMtool'“ Assembly source analyzer and flowcharter 89.95 Migrate your hOSt software to micros , . ,
USA Shipping 5. Handling S3: Outsme USA SIS: CA Res. add sales tax; PS/Z. AT, XI and PC are trademarks at IBM Corp. . . . without modifying keyboard and screen handling code.

All our products come witha 30 day money back satislaction guarantee. Not copy Application programs read the PC keyboard and write the

protected. To order or receive additional intormationjust call! PC screen, through Add-a—terminal®, just like the real

E 1 -800-662-8266 # terminal.
V COMMUNICATIONS. INC. Over 50 Terminal Emulations to choose!

3031 Tisch Way, Suite 905,Dept. T],San]ose, CA 95128 (408) 296-4224 Including; DEC, Data General, . ADDS, Datapoint,
CIRCLE 291 ON READER SERVICE CARD Hazeltine, Hewlett-Packard, Honeywell, IBM, Lear-Siegler,

Perkin-Elmer, Prime, Televideo, TI, Wyse, and More.

BUY 3 MULTITASKING, MULTIUSER Custom emulations available.

OPERATING SYSTEM PRODUCTS WITH ECONOMICAL VOLUME & BUNDLING PRICING AVAILABLE!

COMPLETE SOURCE CODE FOR THE PRICE 1-300-225-3590
OF ONE” SDFTIONICS 719/5939540 FAX: 719/548-1878 TELEX: 450236

CIRCLE 293 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ilWéW/fl presents the POWER BUNDLE

OPERATING SYSTEM TOOLBOX o——Wendin’s operating system construction set . . ,
When your application calls tor ROM support, contact the protessonals at ALDlA SYSTEMS.

that allows YOU to [mild your own multitasking, multiuser operating SYStem- We've been supporting embedded systems and firmware developers toroverthree years
‘ ' with excellent hardware, soltwara. development tools and technlcal suppon. Don‘t settle tor

Egmgztfit; ovéETLIStogétglEneiggf SOUICC COde' RUNS on lBM PCS and [we irritations. call the cormany who brought you PC-LOCATE,the original PC beater.

m . '. .

Adds 9m
terminal emulation
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Your One-stop ROM Shop

PC-LOCATE: Produce ROM-able code train your fiEXE" tiles. PC-LOCATE assigns physical

. . . . . addresses to the re-locatable image based on user inputs. PC-LOCATE supports the entire

PCNX 1" —-The multitasking. mUttlUS€l UNIX t00k0t|k€ ODeIOIlnq system iOI Intel processor Iamily including: 8036, 3068. 80166, 80153. 80286 and 80386.
IBM PCs and true compatibles. Contains over 80 UNIX—like utilities including PWROMPAK: A PROM/ROM expansion board for IBM and IBMmmpauble computers.

CAI, GREP, and LS. RETAIL PRICE: $99 PC-PROMPAK provides up to 768 KBytes cl non-volatile expanslon memory and supports most
28-pin JEDEC devices including EPROMs, EEPROMs and Static RAMs.

PCVMS 1-“-——Ihe multitasking, multiuser VAX /VMS lookalike Operating system :fd'mnm'c‘fign 52?:"Simfffifgjgfiec‘znzz‘fgzlgggfi‘g‘mfifimifif
for IBM PCs and true compatibles. Gives the user a VAX—like interface on program execution and system configuration.
his PC. RETAIL PRICE: $99.

All systems require MS—DOS 2.1 or later ALDIA SYSTEMS, Inc.
PO. Box 37634 Pho n'x. A . 85069

FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY, MENTION THIS (502) 866,, 798's 2
AD AND GET ALL THREE FOR $99! I!

Order today-«Call our hotline (509) 624-8088

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON ALL OF WENDIN‘S PRODUCTS CALL OR WRITE IO: Tech Marketplace
WENDIN. lNC.———P.O. BOX 3888———SPOKANE. WA. 99220—3888

CIRCLE 294 ON HEADER SERVICE CARD

Second Color Option Available
. CIRCLE 292 ON READER SERVICE CARD "
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PROGRAMMERS TOOLS

We’ve Written The Book on
FIRMWARE DEVELOPMEN

Using
Microsoft ‘C’®

IN
TE

L
2

IC
E

MI
CR

OS
OF

T
C

.

The Final Chapter’s been written...NOW you can hit
your target using Microsoft C” with Link & Locate + +

INDEX
MICROSOFT C°
LINK & LOCATE ++
0 Supports iAPX 86/ 87/ 186
- Complete Symbolic Support
- Data Types Local & Global Symbols

Async Executive“
& .Tutorial

Interrupt driven transmit 6: receive. Supports
up to ei ht ports Buffered V0 to 64K. 50
to 19200 PS. XON/XOFE DTE/DCE. Modern
controls. Transfer characters or blocks. Mil-
lisecond tirru'ng. Universal language interface.
BIOS/DOS extension capabilities. XMODEM
w/ CRC. 200+ page comprehensive manual.
Samfiale rograms include a spoolerwritten in C.
For PC/XT/AT 6: all compatibles. Software
Developer’s Kit $595.

Shipping $5, Canada $10, Foreign $15.
CA residents add 6% tax. Checks/MO only.

CIRRUS SOFTWARE, INC.
BO. Box 51924, Dept. I

Palo Alto, CA 94303

(41 5) 949-1 4710

CIRCLE 269 ON READER SERVIt“

Software Installation
Shouldn’t Be Mysterious

INSTALL 2.0 is a bullet-prool automatic installation
program you can distribute - royalty free - with your
products U File compression 0 Up to 4.3 gigabyte
file sizes 0 Windowing color userrnterlace 0 Full C
source 0 ARC-like lile library mgml 0 Automatic
CRC Iile integrity verification o Intelligently handles
virtually all errors (open disk drive doors. full disks.
unformalted disks. etc) a Hard 8. Floppy disk in-
stallation 0 Multiple source disks 0 Multiple target
disks 0 Multiple target subdirectories (which
INSTALL will create it necessary) 0 Free tech
support 0 Granular installation a NEW ability to
modily CONFIGSYS 8. AUTOEXECBAT lites.
ORDER NOW to add an extra touch of profes-
sionalism to your products.
KNOWLEDGE DYNAMICS CORPORATION
HC4 Box 185—H. Canyon Lake. TX 78133
MasterCard VISA
1-800-331-2783 $149.95

CIRCLE 299 ON READER SERVICE CARD

- INCLUDES Library Support with
Floating Point Operahon

- Complete Microsoft C° Debugging
Information

Downloads to In-circuit Emulator

The High Performance, High Quality, Sort/Merge utility.
Use as a stand-alone routine or Call as a subroutine to
over 30 languages. Unlimited filesize, multiple keys,
record selection, and much more! MS-DOS $149.
To Order or for more Information, Call or Write.
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Call or Write for FREE
Booklet

“WRITING ROMABLE CODE
USING MICROSOFT C'”
714/241-8650

CIRCLE 295 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SYSTEMS at soretE, Inc.--r——r can no) HARBOR am: , (.n
cosrA MESA, (A 92m
«rm "Lasso

ROM DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
Link MS-DOS and lntelobject files to ROMable code. GeneLink
permits independent placement of each program segment for
complete flexibility in memory layout. GeneLink links directly
from object files to HEX or other formats, and is five to ten times
faster than other locating tools.

Genesis has been a major supplier of ROM development
tools to major industrial customers like IBM and Boeing for over
five years. You can count on Genesis to provide reliable, fast
tools and excellent support.

< Genesis
Microsysfems

Genesis Microsystems Corporation
13300 Sunset Drive, Los Altos, CA 94022

Call: (415) 964-9001; TX: 4998093 GENMS UI

CIRCLE 295 ON READER SERVICE CARD

C S. MASM — DOS 8. 03/2
VersiMAKETM VersiCREFTM

A full-featured MAKE utility that derives
your system’s dependencies through
analysis of your C & MASM source files. No
more MAKE dependency files to maintain!

VersiMAKETM $125
VersiaFTM 375
Both $150\«
\

73 East Lane, Willingboro. NJ 08046

A unique utility that creates a sorted Master
Cross-Reference of your entire system.
Handles 100+ C and MASM source files.
Full X-Rel or just PUBLIC symbols.

800-334-4096 Free(In NJ. 609-871-0202) Demo
MCNISNAMEX Disk

SUMMIT INFORMATION SYSTEMS, INC.
CIRCLE 297 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Opt-Tech Data Processing

_I!IEE
Programmer‘s Connection is an inde-
pendent dealer representing more than
300 manufacturers with over 800
software products for IBM personal com-
puters and compatibles. We have
serviced the professional programmer
since 1984 by offering sound advice and
low discount prices. Call orwrlte today to
receive your FREE comp'ehensive
Buyer's Guide.
US 800-336- 'I 166
Canada 800-225-1166
International 2164948781

Programmer's Connection
7249 Whrpple Ave Nw. N, Canton, OH 44720

CIRCLE 365 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Force software to
reveal secrets!
IN‘I‘ERCEI’I‘ER/
RECORDER
records requests to
DOS and BIOS and

gives a full report. Completely
invisible.

Only $34% post paid.
JACKSON SOFTWARE120. Box 9317, MS. 10. Baltimore MD 22223
CIRCLE 366 ON READER SERV CE CARD

‘C’ DOCUMENTATION TOOLS
*0t ($39) creates a graphIc-free

SOFTWARE BLACKSMITHS INC.

(702) 588-3737
m0. Box BTU/Zephyr Cove, NV 89448 CIRCLE 300 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SCREEN MANAGER
MENU, WINDOW, and DATA
ENTRY Support for the Profes-
sional Programmer! Interfaces
to most languages. BASIC, C,
FORTRAN, COBOL, PASCAL,
ASSEMBLER. 100 Page Manu-
al. Thirty day money back
guarahtee. No Royalties.

from The West Chester Group
PO. Box 1304

West Chester. Pa 19380
(215) 644-4206VISA/MC

CALL FOR FREE DEMO
CIRCLE 367 ON READER SERVICE CARD

of the caller/called structures and
creates a files-vs-procedures table
of contents

*C—HDR [$39) createsfinserts/updales
headers for each procedure
showing caller/called procedures
and Identifiers

*C-LIST [$29] lists and action-
diagrams or retormafs (incl
comment alignment)

*C—REF [$29) gives cross-reference of
local/global/parameler identifiers

«SPECIALI! [$99] all 4 programs plus
FREE Integrated C-DOC program

*SO-DAV money~back guarantee.

6064 St Ives Way
Mississauga. ONT, Canada L5N-4M1

[416) 858-4466 !!CALL NOW!!
CIRCLE 368 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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.PROGRAMMERS TOOLS?

C MPRESS
YOUR DATA!

ARC is considered the industry standard archive
utility It's the tile storage method used by
PCTECHIine And PC WEEK called it "A sophisticated
and eminently usetul product."

ARC automatically compresses stored data so ll
takes up less space, And less modem transler time
From 20% to 90% less, depending on the kind 01 data

All program sources are
Included and it's not copy
protected ......

__ ARC
‘880 System
.&$ Enhancement
N Associates

:1 Nt'u' Slru‘l. Wmtw. Nl'u' lt’N't‘ imTlI-Izm i 473-5153

1:30 , TLIB'“ is FASTEST!
m 0.09

SRMSWZ PVCS‘" THE" 3.0 THE" 4.10
Times are to update a 45K library on a PCIXT PVCS and TUB 3 D are
Irom Sept 87 PC Tech Journal SRMS and TLIB 4.!0 are Into: versions

TLIBW is BEST!
“Do not be fooled by rho/or! I/Iui I/IIA‘ i.\' ”11’
lean! €.\'[1?IIA‘I l'l‘ (ififirfii'v packager I‘l‘l‘tt’lt'fltl
here - TLIB hasft’u/rrr'cx and power in tptri't‘"
John Rex, Computer Language
“TLIB i5 :1 grail system" J. Vallino. PC TechJ

- FuII~Featured Version Control for Sottware
Professionals. Check-in/outlocktng. Branching.
Keywords Wildcard and list-oi-tile support. Can
merge parallel changes and undo intermediate
revisions. Network and WORM support. Main-
frame compatible deltas Ior Pansophic. ADR.
IBM. Sperry. Integrated Landon Dyer PD MAKE.
MS-DOS 2.x. 3.x. 4.x Just $99.95+ $5 s/h visauc
5 station LAN license $299.95 + $5 s/h. call for other sizes

BURTON SYSTEMS SOFTWARE
PO Box 4156. Cary. NC 27519 (919) 856-0475CIRCLE 298 ON READER SERVICE CARD

BID can
. The The AT ”Kit is a book with diskettes
containing source code in C. plus utility pro-
grams to help you create a Bios. Now you can
have a Bios with documentation for your own
applications: modify boot-up. eliminate the
keyboard. install security Ieatures, etc, Only
5199 complete. The XT lulu is only $99. or
get both BiosKits for $279. The Intel Willard
SIM tor the XT BiosKit Is $49.

— XT-AT HANDBOOK -
The XT-AT Itlnmot Is IuII ot hardware and
software intormation in a shirt pocket Size book
Over 70 pages covering 38 subiects. including
connectors. t/O maps. controller programming,
DOS and DEBUG commands. board dimenstons.
character codes. hard disk drive types. and
much more Only $9.95 each oty 1-4. live or
more. $5 each A \

Annaliooks m a
12145 Alta Carmel Ct Suite 250-262
San Diego. California 92128
[GIQ] 27I-9526

CIRCLE 370 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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ATTENTION
IBM ARTIC CARD

SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS
Finally! A realtime sollware debugger tor IBM AHIIC
cards, ARTICEB allows concurrent debugging ses-
sions on as many ARTIC cards as you have in a sys
tem unit. Many advanced teatures.
I Debug hardware and sollware interrupt handlers,
0 Full screen tracing includes backwards tracing up
to 64 steps.

0 Menu driven system statistics include.
Butler control blocks. Dispatch Registers and Flags,
Interlace Block. Primary and secondary status.
OUEUE Elements. Sottware Timers. Task Control
Blocks. Task Headers. Task Table.
I When you use ARTICEB, debugging proceeds at
about 10 times tasterthanitcanwith other exrsting
ARTIC sollware debuggers.

ATLANTIC FIRMWARE
(609) 795-9651

CIRCLE 272 ON READER SERVICE CARD

05/2 LIBRARY
—Complele -c DMIopment Library-

The following libraries provide support
for DOS AND OS/Z

ARRAY SUBROUTINES
Faster development and execution. 174 as
sembled routines Ior interpreted or compiled
BASIC. Assembler. Pascal, COsort. grade. re-
sequence. expand. locate. compare. etc for
Iloating point. integer. and string variables: and
add. and. rotate. shitt. xor. etc for logical
(binary) vectors. $49.99.
.......... uniSON Software . . . . . . . . ..
.............Box2033..,..........
......Moose Jaw. Sask. SSH—7N7 . . . . . .
........Canada. (306)694-0072. . . . . . . .

SAVE DEBUGGING TIME!
WATCH—I/O is a popup utility that shows names
and technical info of all tiles in use. WATCH—I/O
also shows name of last file opened, current
program name. and last file-not—Iound. Only
$24.95 + $5 S&H Visa/MC/CK/MO.
Quantum Publishing
23860 Miles Road
Cleveland. OH 44128
1~800-342—6237

APRIL 1989

DIN - Index File Manager [or Disk A RAMvDIud
Dnu.wilh m. delete. rust. hit,next.pr=vinus. nkey.
relative er. Bin-y amen key: Utes mutt-me bitnry
technique. stso

' » os/zstipput (mung Bar. Pie. line units.
Fonts. etc). Arum development of graphic pmgrlms
under 05/2 II/o the hlrdmrc overhead of the
Presentation tger, mo

Planer/PlintJet — Full mppon. including 2»D Bu.
3-D Banl’ic. Line. & Fonts: Sim
5.1mm: mmlmmht. EHkImiIiat

Asuppon [orlullscrnenediliugt stzs
Gencflluhrlry- 150+ rumionnotupponmouse.am/

time, tut video. windows. sorting. music. encryption.
math. keyboard. Ind more: 595

All Ubnriu: $500.00

Scum cod: included. No Ivyllilid for Demo
Distribution of menu-tn: e nit. Dist: sto.

Mutetomazrnm P0 30:81 . .
Wow-mam antes Vt“. Cheek

Com (400W Moneyomu.
CIRCLE 373 ON READER SERVICE CARD

BTRIEVEm BTRIEVE’" BTRIEVE'”
It you use Btrieve. you must have BUTILITY.
BUTILITY is the only way to edit and create
Btrieve files (ver 4.0 and up). Stop wasting time
writing those utility programs! Use GB 4.0 look
and feel editor to perform all operations. edit the
data buffer. edit actual key values. search and
replace. and much. much more. Only
$89.95 +$5 S&H. MC VISA or COD.
SMITHWARE. Inc.
147 Harpeth Trace Drive
Nashville, TN 37221
(615) 35272221

ENTRYPOINT 0
Develop custom PC data entry applications,
Powerful validation. editing. audit trails.
iaccumulator balancing. math functions and
programmable keyboard make Entrypoint 90
ideal for high-volume data entry in distri—
buted. LAN and standalone environments,
Accepts scanned input. interfaces with com—
munications packages. integrates external C
procedures. Excellent for DEM/VAR apps and
as front<end to commercial networks. Award-
winning manuals, excellent tech support.
menu-driven application developer system and
paint-the-screen image editor make conversion
quick and easy.
Call for a free demo diskette or Application
Catalog. Ask about our Reseller program.

DATALEX
100 Pine Street. Suite 2400
San Francisco, CA 941“

3.00-962—8388 415-362-4466

SECURITY , 3
DEVICES

CIRCLE 374 ON READER SERVICE CARD

BASIC to C
BASC_C v3.2 accepts BASICA, Quick BASIC.
CBASICSG and most other BASICs by adding the
syntax 8. generation rule at new statements &
functions (Customizer). Generates structured. in—
dented. scoped MS/Turbo/Latice/Aztec C. All
memory models and compile options are sup-
ported. C source (Runtime Library) incld. For MS/
DOS. XENIX. UNIX. Demo disk. From $199.
GOTOLESS CONVERSION
PO. Box 835910 _
Richardson. TX 75083
(214) 404-1404

HyperDraw for the IBM PC
ATTENTION PROGRAMMERS! Create database
stacks for the PC family using the new Hyper-
Draw features of PC»KEY DRAW Version 3.5.
Use powerful graphics editor with Ireelorm
Hypertext for creating the databases of the
Iuture. Hundreds of applications. Only $100 for
lull registered version.
OEDWARE
PO BOX 395
Columbia. MD 21045-0595
(301) 9979333

EV
ER

TR
AK

If you M Copy Protection. but still want to
protect your program from hackers and reverse
engineering. EVERTRAK allows you to:
' Shut down DEBUG systems and disassemblers.
' Restrict use by date-range and media-type.
' Embed a secure serial number string.
‘ Track unauthorized copies back to their source.
EVERTRAK is totally invisible to your end user
and uses the latest encryption technology.
EVERTRAK supports IBM 3 Compatibles using
DOS 2.0 or later, sells Ior $295.00 and has a 30
day money back guarantee.

Az-TeCh Software, Inc.
305 East Franklin
Richmond, MO 64085

(800) 227-0644 (at 6) 7762700
CIRCLE 376 ON READER SERVICE CARD

0 IBM style binders & slip cases -
blank or printed oVin binders
& slip cases oVinyt oldcrs &
packages 0 Continuous & cut
sheet paper for manuals 5-1/2 x 8-
1/2 oDisk pages oDisk en-
velopes oContinuous & laser
labels oShip ing cartons & en-

VE
RL

CE
JK

I-I-'|
Designed for user-transparency. clone
compatibility & strength. It features:

- no need for damaged media or l/O plugs
- thwarts a_H Bit-copy Software
- supports all Hard & floppy Disk tormats
- restrict or allow Network Installs
- allows protected upgrades by modem/BBS
- limit program use by Date or #Executes
- remotely reset Installs or Expiration

$195 Starter Kit or $495 with N0 meter
counts. Free into 8. demo disk available.

Az-Tech Software, Inc.
305 East Franklin
Richmond. MO 64085

(800) 227-0644 (816) 776-2700

CIRCLE 377 ON READER SERVICE CARD

velopes for so tware & MORE I!

CIRCLE 375 ON READER SERVICE CARD

BIT-LOCK® SECURITY
Piracy SURVIVAL 5 YRS proves etfectiveness ol
powerful multilayered security. Rapid decryp-
tion algorithms. Reliable security device trans-
parent to PARALLEL or SERIAL port. Comple-
mented by low cost KEY LOK'“ 8. multiteatured
COMPU-LOCK". Including countdown. time-
out. data encryption & multiproducl protection.
MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS
3167 East Otero Circle
Littleton. CO 80122
(303) 922-6410 or 770-1917

To Place Ad Call
800-825-4ADS
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UTILITIES}. _ .. ..
Compress Your Data Fa ter and Smaller!!!

PKZIP and PKLIHZIP can significantly INCREASE DISK STORAGE CAPACITY
and reduce file transfer times!
PKZIP ensures data integrity by use of a 32-bit Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC).
PKZIP can retain the subdirectory hierarchy and PKLIHZIP can extract the files to
the correct subdirectory AUTOMATICALLY. [@5031

I PKSFX can conveniently create SELF-EXTRACTING files. ® .\_>$J ®
SITE and DISTRIBUTION licenses are available. Not copy protected.

' multiple winters: o I $47.00 3.50 s/h. WI res. add 5% sales tax. FAX (414) 352-3815
' unattended operation, 75:14); N. Port+Washington Rd., Glendale. WI 53217 (414) 352-3670 PKWQ'2 Inc-
' print SP€€d beyond 5000 1pm, CIRCLE 330 ON READER sen ICE CARD
- special forms,
- line speed to 56,000 bps, _
- dial-up or dedicated lines, and . II you can find
° serve as a LAN gateway. better son/merge

BARR/SNA RIE emulates IBM Sflllltrfll‘e, IIIIV il! Before there were AT's or even PC/XT's,
3777‘3 In an SNA enVIronment. we needed memory resident: MENU's... BAR CODES
BARR/HASP emulates IBM but with today's fast machines and
3777-2 and HASP onthe 360/20. Ultimate in performance gfigfli: that demand a” Of nyeoeudr MADE EASY

TERMINALEMULATION :
BARR High-Performance

RJE Workstations

BARR/SNA R]E and BARR]
HASP are communications
hardware/software packages for
the IBM PC and PS/2 series of
computers.

Full featured:

BARR communications and reliability Poinmhoofiemmyi VD”
software is also available with Supports multiple menus, EGA. VGA,
PC—SYNC internal modems: 30-Day Money-Back mono (CGA not recommended). Screen
208AB 201C 9600. Guarantee saver. Continuous on screen clock/

‘ calender. Shows space available on
Ban-Systems, Inc. Ot $14935 HardDisk(s Displays up to 45 menu

mm 2830NW4ISLBldgM —
Gainesville. FL 32606
BOO-BARRSYS or

entries witii English descriptions at a _
time. Batch file editor. M .

9043713050 0 0“}? P 0 R A T I 0 N $49-50 + $5-00 so/H PERCON® E'Z'READERTMCIRCLE 378 on READER SERVICE CARD 1915 w. OrangewooflmuaSUMO” (California resrdents add 6.5 /0 tax) FAST , ACCURATE . RUGGED
Orange. CalliomiaQZSfiB Database Technollo ies NO SOFTWARE CHANGES with PC]PHONE} 714 975 0450 1547 Palos Verdes Mall, 03 XT/AT and PSIZ, AT&T 63w, Wyse. . FAX: 714 975 7912 TWX: 910 250 0674 ii Walnut Creek CA 94596 '7 30/60/85/PCIAT Kimtron KT '-, . , , -7/PC, LinkUTEITIES :CIRCLE 351 ON READER SERVICE CARD: V“ ‘ 'i 415 9446566 @ PCl'erm/MCI/MC3' TeleVideo pg”. . . CIRCLE zaa 0N READER SERVICE CARD 905/955 8. DEC vrzzo keyboards,r—F , multl-user R9232 interfaces.

TM - Immediate shipment“I E.1). PERSONAL ME SURE , Free phone support
3 5 Analyzes performance of live IBM ’ Z’Yea’ wallanty

0 PC applications. Reports CPU,
3.5" FLOPPY SOFIWARE DRIVER disk, keyboard. printer & comm

resources used. "...deve!opers' gigMAT/COPY SUPPORT FOR 720/144 and end users alike will find... (it)AC“ ...a welcome addition..." - 12/88- NO NEED To UPGRADE @ OI? Tech Journal. Release 1.1 now
CHANGE M meassures NetwareéflEl’BlOS, &

- USE WITH PC/XT/AT CLONES DOS 2.0+ VINE file activity. reat forADE UP TO - BRIDGE THE GAP ro PS/2 a LAPTOPS Egyosggfifigfislsfif 335%
60 /° MORE ONLY 5590230539359 VISA. MC, and dealer prices, 30 day MB .
DISK CAPACITY ORDER TOLL FREE leooszu777 ' Spirit of Perfor

MICROBRIDGE 73 Westcott R0
WITH AXE_ ME Computers lnlemotionol. Inc. BAR CODE 8‘eéalviiataaseaiaem Ti 651.357.400.10 MAGQ‘EI‘ESER'PEAXE is a program compression utility from - > Z N - 0818 e ex
SEA. the company that wrote the industry stan- DLR 'NQ $§i~< 4155937675 CIRCLE 3” 0" READER SE" ICE CARD for the IBM PC 8t PSI2dard for archiving tiles. AXE compacts .EXE and \ Simple & quick installation

. No additional software or portTo Place Your
COM liles so you can reclaim up to 60% ct disk at M t I d &e a wan casespace with no sacrilice in ower and no hard a w .ware updates. D X/ B Ajlso available:f

Call today lor more inlormatlori on how you ._ Q7 Ad Call ar co e printing so tware
I

«sag»
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S Details or Questions? Call us.

I503I 3444189
2190 WI Itn Ave, Eugene. OR 97402

PERCON®

, , . Magnetic stripe encoderscan reclaim space and retain power With AXE. Units for other computers
(201) 473-5153 A “N“; 212-503-5115 GSA SrigirligigiglableHave‘your PC do a 3%!

8GO SYSTEM CIRCLE 382 ON READER SERVICE CARD Egg EEEEJOTIOSNHIECE?

9% Essence“ TECH MARKETPLACE tflsifiltfzfsté’e‘fé’é’;
2i New Street, Wayne. NJ 07470 Telexr (Graphnet) 371-9097 TPS PLA“mm“READERSERWCECARD Standard Directory Listings Available FAX: 415—35s3843

CIRCLE 385 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Bar Code Readers for PC. XT, AT.
PS/Z, Kimtron, Wyse. Link or any RS-
232 terminal. Attaches as 2nd key-
board and inputs data as though keyed.
With rugged stainless steel wand—
$399 complete. Also Laser Readers.
Badge Readers, MagStripe Readers.
and Portable Readers.
Print Bar Codes on all popular dot
matrix printers and HP compatible
laser printers. Menu driven or “user
callable." All popular bar codes plus
several sizes of big text up to 1“ tall,
readable at 50 feet. Fast, Easy, Well
Documented. Several programs from
849 to 8279.
Choose lrom the industry's largest
selection of PC related hardware and
software—direct from the manufactu-
rer/developer. Same day ship. 1 year
warranty. 30 day money back guarantee,

WORTHINGTON
DATA SOLUTIONS
4i7-A lngalls St. [80013454220
Santa Cruz. CA 95060 “140814589938CIRCLE 336 on READER senvrce CARD

Bar Code Headquarters

illit—
Bar Code Solutions

ON-LINE BAR CODE
READER NETWORK

NEW PC-WAND 3m - up to 128 reader
data collection system 0 Auto-
discriminates - Collects, formats and
transmits to PC or host.
PC—WAND 800 WanderWand - pro-
grammable portable bar code readers

PC—WAND zoo - terminal wedge on a
serial "pany line" for mini‘s.

PIE-WIND tin-emulates 2nd keyboard,

NEW - bar code printing software
packages for your printer
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
lNTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGIES

& SYSTEMS CORP.
635 North Berry Street, Suite C, Brea. CA92621

PHONE: 7” 990-1330
FAX 714 990-2503

CIRCLE 387 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Mum-Function
BAR CODE READERS

lllilllill
Keyboard emulation/Programable with
Macintosh, Mac Plus. Mac II, SE, IIGS

lBM PC/XT/AT, PS/2. IBM terminals
Compacq 286, 386: RS-ZSZC

Reads all standard codes
NO software or hardware

modifications
Ports for Pen and Laser Scanners
KASCO TECHNOLOGY, INC.

486 Casita Way
Los Altos, CA 94023

(415) 949-0969, FAX (415) 949-3814
Reseller Discounts Available

CIRCLE 388 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Optical Scanning
Text, gray/tics, program fists,
manuafis, etc. converted to micro-
computer format. fast tum-
aroumf time. Surpfisingfy by}
pricw.fPfione:

I -800-426-3776
I -502-895-6667

TROPUS,Inc.
3704 Hilfisfiaro Raf.

Louisvilfe, 9040207
CIRCLE 389 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TAPE/DISK CONVERSIONS
Conversion services to or from over 1000
computer systems:
0 Magtapes
0 Micro Computers
0 Mini Computers
0 Word Processors
0 Typesetters
Our conversion capabilities surpass most in the
industry.
PIVAR COMPUTING SERVICES. INC.
165 Arlington Hgls. Rd. #T
Buffalo Grove. lL 60089
(312) 459-6010

FREE
GLOBAL

CATALOG
148 page guide

to computer furniture,
supplies and accessories

Dial Toll—Free
1-800-8-GLOBAL

LOBAL
COMPUTER SUPPLIES

45 8. Service Rd.. Dept. CL
Plainview, NY 11803

CIRCLE 390 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Tech
Marketplace

For Info. or to Place
Ads Call

800-825-4ADS or
212-503-5115

PC COMPATIBLE
ENGINEERING

Annabooks gives you the barium. um. and firmware information you
need to design PC-compatible systems faster and better. And you have con-
trol of your design from the ground up -- our firmware and software pro-
ducts include ueru ail Plus all the utilities you need.
Do hardware design? Doctor Design 1M DRAM SuperSpec is the first of a
series of hardware books you won’t want to miss. And a PC Bus timing book
is on the way! Start by getting these books:

AT Ilsaltlt: an AT Bios with source code you can modify. With setup
8. debug. 380 pages with disk, $199

XT Blunt: Includes a debug. 270 pages with disk, $99
Iltol Wlllurl Sunk-ell for XT BiosKit: Includes ASIC setup, turbo

speeds, 60 pages with disk, $49
"I DIWI Slum: Design your memory to all mfg's specs at once!

Lots of timing diagrams 2; tables, $79
Pro-Kn: Puts anything in Eprom or SRAM; DOS, your code, data,

you name it! With source on disk, $179
SysKlt: Here's a debug/monitor you can use even with a brand X

Bios. Includes source, of course. $69
XT-AT “musk: The famous pocket-sized book jam-packed with

hardware & software info. $9.95 ea. or 5 or more for $5 each.
Software tools: You need MS C & MASM 5.1 for modifying the Kit products.

Mention this ad when you order and get a 1m XT-AT
"subset by Cloisur a Fuhrl Hurry before we come to our
senses and change our minds. .

. I'm-i [$312145 Alta Carmel Ct Surte 250-262
San Diego. California 92128 [619] 271-9526 Money-back guarantee

CIRCLE 391 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Annabnoks

Haven’t

You don’t have to buy the whole newsstand to get
copies of your latest article or review. Order

customized reprints from lift—Davis Publishing Co.
and let potential clients read all about it.’

To find out how you can have your article
or review reprinted, contact Jennifer Locke—

Reprints Manager; ZiffaDavis Publishing Company,
One Park Ave, New York, NY 10016, 212503—5447.

'Minimum quantity 500 reprints.



Comparing ALR 's FlexCache Z Series to Compaq 's
Deskpro Computers is like comparing apples to oranges.

hen you compare ALR‘s new
small-footprint FlexCache Z-

Series to Compaq's Deskpro computers
the differences are obvious. For the
same price as Compaq's Deskpro 286,
you can have ALR's FlexCache SX386Z,
a 16MHZ 80386SX 0-wait state system
with 16KB of cache. And for the same
price as Compaq's Deskpro 3865, you
could have an ALR FlexCache 203862 ,
a ZOMHz 80386 0—wait state system with
64KB of cache. Or for the same price as
Compaq's Deskpro 386/20e, you can
have the PlexCache 25386Z , a 25MHz

gs. V“ every FlexCache Z- system will ship

80386 O—wait state system with 64KB of
cache. Furthermore with every ALR Z-
system you get our award winning 9‘5““ 5’
FlexCache architecture, a powerful 4 a ;
16-bit VGA controller supporting an °”‘“
800 X 600 graphics mode, Super PC-
KwikTM disk caching utility (voted PC
Magazines Editors Choice ) and an
- unprecedented three year limited

warranty. Plus until May 31,1989
(14

with Qu'arterdeck'sTM DESQView 386®,
multitasking and windowing program.
A $189.00 value, absolutely free.



It's a fruitless
comparlson
when
ALR is the
obvious choice.

ALR Flcnc/re
SX386Z

PlexCrrche
203862

ALR FIL’XCHCIIL’7 -
Compare for yourself. *53861
Then call our toll free number for your local ALR
Reseller. 1_800_444—4ALR

Price $2699.00 $2699.00 $3799.00 $3799.00 $5199.00 $5199.00
ALR® ‘ Compaq® ALR® Compaq® Compaq®ALR ®
Fiexcoche Deskpro FlexCoche Deskpro FlexCache Deskpro

Models SX356-Moaro 286 , ModiO 203562-Mad m 3865-Maa ro 25386Z»Maa lo 208— Mott ro
Microprocouor aossosx 80286 50355 803865x 80386 50386

léMHZ 12MHZ ZOMHZ iiéMHz 25MHZ ‘ QOMHZram 1 at tote MKB,EE82385 MKB,EE82385 lazxe .82385 Cache W K s Cache Cache Cache Advanced LOgIC Research, Inc.
Bench Mark' 3.36 Mips L93 Mlps 4‘78 Mips 2‘49 Mips 6.07 Mlps 4‘60 Mlps ' '

Oo' Mac’voceswt 80387SX11>MH1 i 50287IZMH1 50387,Weitek 60387sx 80387,Weiiek 80387,Weiiek 9401 Ieronlmo’ IrV1ne’ CA 9271 8
Memory m; 1MB 52mm°£aox§iizm°°m° 1MB imwm iMBiéWW‘ 1MB 5mm... 1MB 52mm” (714) 581-6770 FAX:(714) 581-9240

Storage
144MB, 3 HT FD l O t r1527500) l ' ‘F ”$85511”- FD Oprronai(5225 on) r p “m Opironai($225 00> harranarrszzsm; iapmmusm 00) For our Canadian Office: 1'800'443'4CAN
lxe i5 00' AOME< 25 AOMB<30ms OMB<35ms. 20MB<29ms < < '

rm llQOMBdEms r AOME<30ms #3817532; ‘i‘maigfi; For our UK OfflCEZ 1-800-444-4ALR
Video Age”; 210%" $30”;n iVGW” X 48° gouge? VGA “0* “0 For our Singapore—Asia/ Pacific office:

«mm-mmvn u Pricesandspecilicalionsaresubieciiochcnge Veritywiihmanuiociurur (65) 258—1286 FAX: (65) 258—1285
Compaq and Compaq Deskpro 280, 3863 and 20e are registered trademarks of Compaq Computer Corp. PCAKwik is a registered trademark of
Multisoft Corp. Deskview 386 is a registered trademark of Quarterdeck Office Systems.

Omianai ($275 00)r

Circle No. 118 for end-user. No, 116 for reseller‘



The Speed of
Lightning

Keystrokes. Screen
updates. All virtually as
fast as the applications
program. That’s the result
of REMorE2m error—
checked, data com—
pressed link. It won’t
keep you waiting.

J, . .1. .. , __

The Cost-Efficiency The Flexibility of
of Scrooge Rubber Man

Some programs want RZHOST isn’t snobbish.
you to buy both parts—the It’ll take a call from RZCALL
calling program and the from one of the Crosstalk
host program—even if Communications programs,
you only need one. Not from almost any other
REMOTE.2 It comes in two communications program,
parts—RZHOST‘M and or from a communica—
RZCALLTM Buy either. Or tions terminal. RZCALL
both. Whatever you need. connected with RZHOST
And no more. does give you all of the

power and features of
REMOTE? including
exact keyboard mapping
and the ability to transfer
files with error-checking
even while an applica-
tions program is running.

CIRCLE NO. 159 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The Heritage of CROSSTALK®

You’d expect a remote control program
from the makers of CROSSTALK to be more
advanced. We’ve been leaders in PC com—
munications since the beginning of PC
communications.

That’s REMOTE2 ’5 family tree. And
it shows.

Better, more convenient remote con-
trol for almost any application you can
think of. Support. Training. Collabora—
tion. Branch office or home computing
with a central PC.

REMOTE2 essentially puts you in
front of the remote computer. You have
total control of the keyboard, DOS or
any applications software. And what you
would see on the remote computer’s
screen, you see on yours. Instantly.

It also provides a wealth of features
that make it more efficient and easier to
use. A chat window so that you and the
person at the distant computer can chat
without disturbing the application that’s
running. An integrated help system that
provides help for wherever you are. A
phone book of commonly used numbers—
along with their communications settings.
LAN and mainframe access. And an
activity log.

If you need to operate a distant
computer by remote control, look at this
one—REMOTE? From the makers of
CROSSTALK. See your dealer or contact
us for details.

CROSSTALK COMMUNICATIONS
1000 Holcomb Woods Parkway
Roswell, Georgia 30076-2575
404/998—3998
A Division of Digital (‘ommunications Associates. Inc. dccl

BEST IN
ITS CLASS

REMUFEE RIHOST iuirl R-‘L'ALI. are trademarks of Digital
('omtnunirations Associates. Inc. CROSSTALK is a registered
Inidenuirk of Digital (‘otnmunit-ulions Associates. Inc.


